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Archaeologists have long scrutinised the relationship of images to disciplinary knowledge creation.  
However, to date, very little attention has been given to archaeological visual media and visual 
methods as generative tools.  Visualisations work to make things possible—income, infrastructure, 
status, security, ideas and expertise—and their shrewd application has significant consequences for 
professional development and conceptual/methodological growth.  

The following thesis embarks on a micro-scale study of the mid-20th century establishment of the 
Institute of Archaeology (IoA) at the University of London to demonstrate the extent to which 
visualisation is embedded in, and accountable for, the foundation of academic archaeological studies 
in Britain.  Drawing on results from extensive archival enquiry and interviews, this research stands 
as an account of institutional development told not through the standard lens of biography or 
intellectual evolution, but through analysis of the strategic management of visual material culture 
and graphic performance (i.e., photographs, illustrations, models, display collections, TV, 
exhibitions, illustrated lectures and conferences).  It traces the early history of the IoA through a 
series of formative events from the mid-1920s to the end of World War II wherein visual media are 
mobilised to dramatic effect in the coming-into-being of scholarly archaeology in London, and in the 
post-war regeneration of British culture.  Particular attention is paid to the entanglement of 
visualisation in the IoA’s pioneering work on the first archaeological television programmes; the 
standardisation of archaeological photography; the acquisition and display of the Petrie Palestinian 
collection; the launching of one-of-a-kind graphic industrial/laboratory units; and the training of the 
earliest generations of accredited field practitioners.

This project is prompted by a desire to overturn two fundamentally unsustainable standpoints.  
Firstly, visual culture tends to be fallaciously constituted in archaeology—and beyond—as a recent 
phenomenon whose origins stretch back no more than a few decades (conveniently coinciding with 
the rise of digital graphic production).  However as I argue here, calculated and skilful manipulation 
of optical media has a deep legacy, implicated in even the most basal levels of the discipline’s 
intellectual and organisational consolidation.  Secondly, visual representation as a sub-field of 
enquiry is often relegated to the sidelines of ‘legitimate’ practice—dismissed as ephemeral and 
unrobust, or irrelevant to the fundamentals of archaeology.  I counter such perspectives by outlining 
the rich and prescient history of critical graphic studies in the discipline.  I then demonstrate that 
savvy visualisation can, in fact, breed concrete professional outcomes for archaeologists, providing 
the infrastructure to develop and refine our methods, the cognitive tools to reconceptualise aspects of 
the archaeological record, and the commercial capital to sustain and propagate the field.

At once a chronicle of the IoA’s heritage and a testament to the power of visual media, this thesis 
situates imagery as a forcible actor in the struggle for disciplinary sovereignty and scholarly 
authority.  Ultimately, it speaks not just of the importance of visualisation to archaeology’s past, but 
so too of its potential for negotiating our future.
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CHAPTER ONE: Introduction

Amongst the scholarly community it seems almost axiomatic today to speak of the 

contemporary era as drenched in visual media.1  Visualisation-oriented journal articles talk 

of the “emerging new world of media-saturated and media-obsessed society” (Ritzenhoff 

2008:145).  Edited volumes attend to the “new urgency of the visual” (Mirzoeff 2002:6; also 

Manghani et al. 2006), and key art theorists suggest that it “presses inescapably now, and 

with unprecedented force, on every level of culture” (my emphasis; Mitchell 1994:16; but 

cf. Mitchell 2002:173).  Academic departments advertise their degree programmes in fields 

from Communications Studies to Art History with reference to humanity’s increasingly 

visual interactions (University of North Carolina 2009) and its current permeation by the 

image (University of Saskatchewan 2009).  In anthropology and archaeology alone, books, 

newsletter commentaries and conference dialogues propose, more or less as does Russell 

(2006:8), that “We are surrounded today by media saturated with images, visualisations and 

materialisations of others, other worlds and other times” (my emphasis; also Bird and Von 

Trapp 1999:10).  Some of these specialists argue for methodological change to basic 

disciplinary practices like ethnography in order to negotiate “mass mediation's...inescapable 

centrality to any serious engagement with contemporary life” (Jackson 2008:664).  Others 

go as far as to hint that archaeology, in particular, was formerly undervisualised in its 

application, and that it is only of late that imagery has achieved any real currency in the 

field (Anderson 2008). 

1

1 For the purposes of this research, I use the term ‘visual media’ (also ‘graphic media’) comprehensively to 
include all of those graphic products—i.e., analog and digital charts, maps, tables, photographs, drawings, 
diagrams, illustrations, models, casts, museum displays, and related two and three-dimensional pictorial 
outputs—which archaeologists and others utilise daily to create, interpret and explain the past.  As per Mitchell 
(2002:174), I harbour no illusions about the sanctity of these media, realising that they may often be made 
manifest only via a variety of interacting non-optical sensory and literary stimuli.  But, at the most basal level, 
I am concerned with archaeological artefacts (both current and ancient) as perceived through the eyes.



Certain practitioners (including archaeologists) have paused to question these 

claims, challenging the common—but exceedingly presentist—stance that visual culture 

was non-existent or marginal prior to the contemporary era (e.g., Cochrane and Russell 

2007:5; Dikovitskaya 2005:22; Finney 2006:1; Mitchell 2002:173-174).  Yet others seem to 

have forged ahead with the formulation of whole paradigms of “visual competency” 

anchored in the myopic conviction that major production and dissemination of, and access 

to, graphic media are unique to today (e.g., Müller 2008; Ritzenhoff 2008).  That 

archaeologists might be implicated in the propagation of such conviction is worrisome, not 

only because multiple and pivotal archaeological studies testify to the depth and 

epistemological poignancy of the discipline’s visual traditions (e.g., Moser 1998, 2006), but 

because to unfoundedly presume otherwise is inherently anti-archaeological.  Although 

various practitioners may now feel comfortable asserting that “[i]n archaeology, as in any 

discipline, visual representations are integral to the production of knowledge and scholarly 

authority” (Van Dyke 2006:370), it is obvious that some only appreciate this process in a 

short-sighted manner.  Thinking through Kehoe (1999:13), such a predicament might be the 

consequence of a general lack of understanding of pre-1960s, pre-‘New Archaeology’ 

disciplinary history.  It might, borrowing from Stafford (1996:4), result from desperate 

notions of a world formerly populated by an upper-class “blotless, and largely imageless, 

print ecology.”  However I would push further to suggest that it actually reveals a much 

more fundamental visual inexpertise amongst the profession.  Indeed, despite the fact that 

images are well-understood in the visual and museum studies literature as tools of cognition 

(Mosley 2007:294-295), as creators and vehicles of science (Mitman 1993), as facilitators 

of human relationships (Alberti 2005:561) and architects of “professional 

literacy” (Goodwin 1994:612), they barely merit mention in key historical overviews of 
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archaeology (e.g., Trigger 2006) and their importance is advocated in only a handful of 

accredited university archaeological programmes (e.g., at Southampton University, Brown 

University, University of California at Berkeley, Stanford University, Bristol University).  

More distressingly, as my own experience attests, practitioners who devote their careers to 

critical visual work must often still toil to defend such work as ‘real’, legitimate 

archaeological practice.

The absurdity of this situation strikes me as profound.  Graphic media pervade our 

professional texts, classrooms, field sites, notebooks, databases, web pages, offices and 

associated work and home spaces.  I neither accept such prevalence to be related to 

simplistic exercises in popular engagement (cf. Russell 2002), nor do I perceive it to be 

specific to the present day.  Even the most superficial look at the history of archaeology 

indicates that exhibitions, museum collections, and other skilled pictorial outputs have long 

factored into the discipline’s professional development.  Moreover, on an individual scale, 

many celebrated archaeologists have entered the field through—or have deep linkages to—

the visual arts (e.g., Mortimer Wheeler, Stuart Piggott, Grahame Clark) (Bradley 1997; 

Dobie and Evans 2010; also see below).2  To ignore this history, to dismiss it as vulgar 

popularisation, or to promulgate inane statements about the contemporaneity of visual 

culture means to overlook the most evident of circumstances: as Mitchell (2005:108) puts it, 

“images matter”; they matter not only as symbolic expressions, but also as matter—as 

interlinked, productive and long-responsive entities.  So to neglect such matter, I insist, is to 

breed a poverty in archaeological scholarship that has ramifications both for current and 

future disciplinary self-advancement, and for meaningful theorisation about the past.

3

2 In fact, Wheeler’s first experience at a major excavation seems, by his own account, to have begun with 
archaeological illustration: “To Bushe-Fox I was sent, as your first Franks Student, by Sir Hercules Read in the 
summer before the First War and I well recall my arrival on a bicycle at rural Wroxeter and my first sight of a 
large-scale excavation. I was, however, almost immediately consigned by Bushe-Fox to a hut and a drawing-
board where, in the midst of all this brave and exciting new world, I was condemned by my mission to sit as a 
prisoner and draw pottery”(Wheeler 1955:154).



The following thesis springs from the argument that visualisation has major 

epistemological and ontological significance for the subject of archaeology, substantially 

contributing to the formalisation and professionalisation of the field.  I define visualisation 

here in broad terms, encompassing all those visual artefacts described above (see fn. 1), in 

addition to acts of creating such visuals and of performing for others’ looks.  In the ensuing 

chapters, then, I appreciate everything from maps to lectures and conference presentations 

as visual forms, and so too the activities of reconstructing a pot for archaeological display, 

or of teaching individuals the techniques of archaeological photography, or of producing 

pictorial advertisements for an archaeological event.  To advocate for such an inclusive 

concept is to resist the tendency to reduce visual representation to a handful of stereotyped 

pictorial formats often linked to supposedly ‘non-academic’ pursuits (e.g., television, 

museum exposition, reconstructive illustration).  This tendency leads scholars to forget the 

deeply visual nature of, for example, public presentation or architecture—media in which 

virtually all academics and archaeological departments invest in the name of personal and 

professional exposure.  Visualisation as an overarching principle, therefore, enables one to 

see graphic media and graphic performances as integral players in, at once, concretising the 

concept of a scholarly archaeology, and in actually making possible the physical and 

corporeal institutionalisation of the subject in universities.  

To this end, I identify with calls to unravel “precisely how images embody ideas”—

to “expose their predicates/assumptions” (Moser and Smiles 2005:8) as obscured by 

figurative conventions of presentation.  But so too do I aim to press one step further to 

explore visualisations as tangible, material products—solid things tangled in facilitative 

networks of acquisition, exchange and sponsorship.  I therefore disagree with arguments, 

like those of Bateman (2005:195-196), which posit the “later curation” of various pictures 
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(i.e., their organisation, storage, display, circulation) as “less important” than acts of picture-

taking and picture-witnessing.  To perceive images, as seems often the case in archaeology, 

as mere instantiations of witnessing or as simple semiotic or psychoanalytical devices that 

might be read at one or another level for truth, is to seriously misjudge their depth and 

flexibility.  The following chapters therefore stand as a first attempt to demonstrate that 

visualisation is a far more powerful, far more political enterprise; that it is implicated in 

everything from the minutiae of departmental administration to the hewing of now-

commonplace archaeological methodologies, from student recruitment to intellectual 

advancement to the securing of technical equipment and academic personnel.  Mine, then, is 

an approach which sees this persuasion of the pictorial as far-reaching and deeply 

institutionalised.  As such, to disregard it is to put ourselves, as archaeologists, at risk of 

misunderstanding our own science.

This project is premised on the notion that graphic media have been exploited to 

various ends throughout the history of the archaeological pursuit.  While assorted analyses 

explore the operation of imaging practices in early antiquarian traditions (see Chapter 2), 

less obvious is their participation in the professionalisation of the discipline within the 

university environment.  A troublesomely understudied topic in itself, the academic 

institutionalisation of archaeology is significant for its role in coagulating concepts of 

expertise and crafting expert practitioners, and therein for its tumultuous, productive period 

of staging.  Full of upheavals to the existing order, I would analogise this period to Kuhn’s 

(1996) episodes of scientific revolution, and thus suggest that to scrutinise it is imperative if 

we are to truly comprehend professional agendas and disciplinary turning points in 

archaeology.  I focus my attention on early to mid-20th century Britain, and within that 

context, I pay special heed to one particular establishment: the Institute of Archaeology 
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(IoA or the Institute) at the University of London (now at University College London).  

While acknowledging the role of other university departments in solidifying archaeological 

work at this time (and after conducting preliminary archival investigation into four of the 

other longest-standing archaeological institutions in the UK—at the Universities of 

Cambridge, Oxford, Edinburgh and Liverpool), I maintain that the IoA is deserving of 

dedicated research not only because its history has barely yet been told, but also because its 

impact on the profession is irrefutable: even in just its second year of formal operations in 

1938 it appears to have outputted upwards of 100 students (see Chapter 5).  Thus during a 

period when it is regularly claimed that archaeological specialists and textbooks did not 

exist, that fieldwork training was unavailable and the market for archaeological enquiry was 

supposedly similarly absent (e.g., Smith 2009), the Institute of Archaeology was generating 

hundreds of students skilled in very prescribed field and theoretical practice.  How this was 

achieved, as I see it, was through the mobilisation of visual resources.

Using a mixed methodological approach of archival study, semi-structured interview 

and pictorial analysis, I make the argument that visualisation is embedded in the 

institutionalisation of the IoA and that without graphic media neither this department nor, 

arguably, the archaeological enterprise as a whole would have attained intellectual or 

material presence.  Imagery, then, stands not as a simplistic tool for the conveyance of 

information between archaeological teacher and student—or between university and public

—but as a forcible actor in the struggle for disciplinary sovereignty and social authority.  I 

trace the early history of the IoA through a series of formative events running from the 

mid-1920s to just beyond World War II, during which, I contend, visual media are wielded 

to dramatic effect in the coming-into-being of academic archaeology in London.  More so, I 

propose that these same media, in their enactment by the Institute, prove pivotal in the 
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advancement of governmental, commercial, private and overall societal support for 

archaeology—in effect, turning it into a science (akin to Harris 1998:273).  Thus unlike the 

claim that visual culture is uniquely post-modern—and unlike disciplines (such as 

sociology) wherein visual representation is understood to have been virtually eliminated 

during the early 20th century precisely in order to stabilise their practice as legitimate 

science (Ball and Smith 1992)—I perceive visualisation as inextricable from archaeology’s 

historical development.

That images would be ignored, dismissed, disrespected or otherwise misconstrued in 

archaeology (and beyond) is perhaps not surprising given the long history of iconoclastic 

behaviours evident both inside and outside of scientific practice (e.g., Ball and Smith 1992; 

Cambrosio et al. 1993; Latour and Weibel 2002; Mitchell 1986).  But that a sub-discipline 

such as visual anthropology should credit archaeological imagery as being a key tool in 

initially influencing visual anthropological practitioners’ thinking (Worth 1981; also El 

Guindi 1998), while archaeologists themselves appear scarcely conscious of the impact of 

these same pictures on their own thinking, is evidence of a clear gap in disciplinary 

integrity.  To educate practitioners in the making of visual representations without 

immediately presenting them with a critical history of, and an analytical toolkit for 

assessing, these representations seems a guarantee for continued abuse or misunderstanding 

of images in archaeology (after Manghani et al. 2006:218).  This project thus stands as a 

first step in piecing together just such a history and toolkit.

The ensuing research is birthed out of a long-term programme of visual enquiry that 

began with a basic deconstructive aim (for details see Perry 2002, 2006a, 2009a), but that, 

in its implementation, proved to be interpretatively problematic and ambiguously received 

by the archaeological community.  Firmly centred within the now well-worn tradition of 
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pictorial critique (e.g., Berman 1999; Gamble 1992; Gifford-Gonzales 1993; Levy 2006; 

Moser 1992a; Shanks and Tilley 1992:Chapter 4), my original studies—while revealing of 

the habitual, but often highly dubious, picturing practices of academic archaeologists—left 

me uncomfortable about their caustic, destructive nature, and helpless as regards alternative 

(i.e., more productive and emancipative) means to visualise the past.  As one commentator 

put it, “...after the beating, then what?” (M. Smith, pers. comm, 2009).  Such commentary, I 

think, demands attention both to the validity of traditional approaches towards image 

enquiry in archaeology, and to techniques that are actually likely to encourage considered 

and revelatory visual behaviours amongst practitioners.  As such, it has pushed my research 

in multiple directions, away from singular and potentially harmful customs of critique, and 

towards what I appreciate as more ethical, more consequential practice that might genuinely 

change how we do, think about, and traffic archaeology.  In the first instance, then, it has led 

me towards the development of very concrete, traceable methodologies that might allow 

archaeologists to perform more rigorous visual analyses and, in turn, to more rigorously 

evaluate the analyses of others (Perry 2006a, b; 2007).  Secondly, it has led to my 

experimentation both with novel forms of reflexive, attentive image-making, and with 

broad-scale enskilment of practitioners in the production of such forms (Perry 2009b, 

forthcoming).  Thirdly, it has guided me into collaboration with the archaeological and 

broader anthropological communities regarding the negotiation of ethical visual practice 

(Perry and Marion 2010).  And, fourthly, as seen here, it has meant my formulation of 

detailed histories of archaeology’s visual media which testify not just to the immanence of 

these media within the discipline’s past and present infrastructure, but so too to their 

capacities for re-conceiving and emboldening archaeological work in the future.
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I begin, then, in Chapter 2 by outlining the current state of research into the visual 

within (and beyond) archaeology, reviewing its historical dimensions, and establishing a 

case for its examination through the lens of institutionalisation.  Chapter 3 puts forth a 

methodological framework for my research, defending its mixed qualitative composition, 

and pressing for further support from the archaeological community for honing the 

application of such methods.  Chapters 4 and 5 introduce the Institute of Archaeology and 

present the first of a series of case studies of visual strategising and production by early 

advocates of the IoA which, I argue, successfully feed back into the nativity of the 

department.  It is here, as I see it, that the Institute as a physical, intellectual, economic, 

political and peopled body emerges through strategic management of graphic resources; 

namely, through the acquisition and exhibition of the renowned Palestinian artefactual 

collection of Sir Flinders Petrie, and through the setting in place of one-of-a-kind training 

syllabuses and technical units whose visual dimensions both magnetise and produce the 

archaeological and academic communities.  Chapter 6 looks at the Institute’s pioneering 

television and model-making work which functions on multiple levels to expand the IoA’s 

audience and economic bases, whilst rethinking the extant scholarship and ensconcing 

archaeology as an accredited science.  Chapter 7 scrutinises the IoA during the Second 

World War when its calculated efforts to invest in certain graphic tools (i.e., temporary 

exhibition) and experts (i.e., the departmental photographer, Maurice ‘Cookie’ Cookson)—

and to de-invest in other such tools (i.e., museological display)—are linked not only to 

institutional survival, but to the systematisation of archaeological technique, and the post-

war regeneration of British culture.  Chapter 8 makes a case for considering public lectures, 

and in particular, the Institute’s hosting of two archaeological conferences in the latter years 

of WWII, as significant acts of visualisation whose optics are immediately implicated in 
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providing a national and international urgency to both the IoA’s and other registered 

attendees’ research and teaching programmes.  I argue that the convening of these 

conferences can be connected to London University’s ultimate financial backing of the 

Institute, and that their implementation coincides with an explicit change in organisational 

policy which privileges productive activities that advance the IoA’s pedagogical and 

administrative mandates above its (visual) laboratories and research interests.  Such graphic 

manoeuvrings are analysed here as performances of discipline-building, using the 

anthropological and sociological literature on institutional formation to argue for 

visualisation’s enmeshment in the solidification of archaeology as a science.

Taken together, I contend that the strategic mobilisation and demobilisation of visual 

tools supplies the Institute with much of the necessary architecture to ensure its sustenance 

and distinction.  However, I conclude in Chapter 9 by suggesting that such labour has 

ramifications far beyond the IoA alone, and that concerted exploration of the concept of 

visualisation has relevance to all archaeologists in terms of the competent promotion and 

long-term management of the field.  In other words, I end with an entreaty of sorts about 

what such research can deliver both to everyday working practitioners, and to archaeology’s 

future survival.

Ultimately, then, this is a project concerned with pushing the boundaries on visual 

research in archaeology, pressing it towards what Johnson (2011) or Stafford (1996) might 

call a pragmatist position, and what I see as a necessary measure for cultivating real 

expertise in visualisation and more meaningful, philosophically-constructive disciplinary 

histories.  From my perspective, for archaeologists and others to argue that visual culture is 

a phenomenon of contemporary society seems at best to confuse it with continual 

innovations in visual technologies, and at worst to fundamentally misconstrue archaeology’s 
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facilities and genealogies.  The ensuing thesis therefore aims at exposing (some of) these 

facilities and genealogies with an eye towards re/envisioning both our past and our future.  
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CHAPTER TWO: Pictures and the Establishment: Theoretical Overview

The irony of an age which seems so certain of its unparalleled visual productivity is 

surely its lack of certainty about the nature of visualisation itself.  With so many claims 

from scholars and others about our growing consciousness of pictures “because we are 

completely immersed in them and they have become indispensable to our own ability to 

understand the world and the sciences we study” (Wise 2006:78), one might assume that we 

do, therefore, have reasonable command over how they actually work to enable such 

understanding.  But 15 years past, Mitchell (1994:13) was clear about our deficient sense of 

the substance, temperament, historical weight and management of imagery.  And today, 

following the launch and publication of dozens of visual culture-oriented texts, conferences, 

university programmes and academic journals (for review see Dikovitskaya 2005:1-45), 

practitioners still proclaim “a persistent, even consistent, lack of coherence and 

understanding about what images are” (Manghani et al. 2006:3).  Bal (2003:14) extends this 

argument even further, suggesting that not only do we know little of the internal and 

external faculties of imagery, but unsurprisingly, so too do we have minimal grasp of the 

roots and machinations of visual literacy.   

The paradox that perhaps underlies such unawareness is, as Mitchell (2002:166) puts 

it, that “we cannot see what seeing is,” a predicament which arguably leaves audiences both 

confused and desperate about its negotiation.  However, following Mitchell, and as further 

articulated below, I would suggest that indeed it is possible to bear witness to the 

construction of sight, and that incoherent notions of visuality are more likely due to 

inadequate visual methodologies (see Bal 2003), and to the continuing tendency—amongst 

skilled researchers in some cases—to speak of imagery in naive and/or mystifying (not to 

mention incongruous) terms: e.g., as sublime, simple or essentially infallible (after Bal 
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2003:12; Bloch 2008; Mitchell 2002:166).  Moreover, it is not uncommon to mistake 

pictorial production for proficiency, to find specialists asserting that if only we were better 

taught to make pictures, then we might expect greater competency in visual interpretation to 

follow (Mancini 2005 in Jordanova 2008:790-791).  But visual labour does not equate to 

scrupulous analytical and hermeneutic ability, just as the capacity to read or write is not 

tantamount to aptitude in critical thinking or deep-level learning (Ramsden 1992).  Visuality  

is neither unknowable, undemanding, nor reducible merely to rote processes of 

manufacture.  To represent it otherwise is to touch upon the source of conflict that I believe 

underwrites Stafford’s (1996:11) contention that “good images” seem now to be a 

pipedream; that we find ourselves with “no confidence that good looking can be agreed 

upon or fostered.”  This is reminiscent of Poole’s (2005:160; also see Wickstead 2009: 254, 

258) notion of the “affective register of suspicion” which taints visual practice and leads, I 

think, both to mythologisation of the image, and relentless critique of picturing traditions.  

More seriously, it gives rise to hopelessness and impotence in grappling with graphic 

representation which arguably then presents itself in the suffocation of visual creativity (see 

Perry 2009b).  Shaking off such despair (and, in turn, cultivating methods of ‘good 

looking’) means to me, therefore, attending to the very concrete movements and contacts of 

imagery; that is, to specific behaviours of graphic media, rather than simply to cryptic 

undertones or essentialising qualities.

Predictably, this state of perplexity (as evident in the visual studies literature) over 

the character and consequence of imagery mirrors the situation in archaeology where 

practitioners continue to dispute the methods, intent and impact of visualisation.3  

Beginning at least two decades ago, such debate began to manifest itself in the alternating 
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vilification and veneration of assorted visual forms (especially digital forms), with the 

sense, on one hand, that some of these forms could essentially be discarded in favour of 

other, newer pictorial possibilities, and, on the other hand, that newer possibilities were 

irreconcilably ‘theory-laden’ and should themselves be suppressed (Wickstead 2009; e.g., 

see exchange between Pollard and Gillings 1998; Bowden 2000; and Gillings and Pollard 

2000).  So apparently irresolvable has the debate been that, today, it culminates in a 

situation which finds precisely the same arguments at play in major international forums 

devoted to archaeological visualisation (e.g., the Visualisation in Archaeology workshops, 

www.viarch.org.uk).  Here practitioners continue to demonstrate long-standing anxieties 

over graphic means and media, and continue to reveal unfamiliarity not only with the 

affordances of various visual technologies, but with the receptive tendencies of 

archaeological audiences, the enskilment processes behind visualisation practice, and the 

situatedness of visual languages (Perry 2009c).  As highlighted below, I believe this 

predicament is partially generated and exacerbated by a lack of knowledge about the history 

of pictorial styles and standards in archaeology.  Such knowledge seems now essential to 

understanding the pull of archaeological graphic media and the genealogy behind our 

cautious looks at imagery.

This chapter aims to review the state of recent theorising about visualisation in 

archaeology (and the sciences in general) and relate it to the historical treatment of the 

discipline, and, in particular, the literature on institutionalisation.  The extant scholarship on 

visual representation is vast—spanning fields from art history to biology to education and 

anthropology—and when combined with museum studies research, it reaches epic 

proportions.  I take it as a given, then, that pictorial media (and vision more generally) are 

influential, slippery, very localised and yet, at once, seemingly totalising and timeless tools 
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which are put to work and put us to work in turn (e.g., Banks and Morphy 1997; Berger 

1972; Haraway 1991).  They are cultural transformers, disciplinary crafters, vehicles and 

repositories of social power, and means of self-production (e.g., Alpers 1983; Crary 1990; 

Grimshaw 2001; Tagg 1988).  They speak to—and sculpt—our values, relationships, and 

histories, and in their very feel of immediacy and apparent obviousness, they testify to just 

how effective they are at persuading their audiences and propounding specific points of 

view.  Terms like ‘visual culture’ have had currency in the humanities and social sciences 

for nearly a half century (Dikovitskaya 2005), with Baxandall’s (1972) examination of the 

‘period eye’ (or social history as revealed and moulded by Renaissance art) and 

Alpers’ (1983) subsequent study of the ‘art of describing’ (or the formation of ways of 

seeing—literal world-views (after Latour 1986)—in 17th century Holland) standing as early 

defining texts.  Pinney (2006) and Moxey (2008) offer recent, brief looks at the 

paradigmatic development of visual studies, tracing its movement from ‘meaning’-centred, 

semiotic applications rooted in the linguistic turn of the later 20th century, to (as per Pinney) 

more discursive, Foucauldian emphases on power and control, through to current 

ontological focuses on the animated capabilities and ‘presence’ of material objects.  

As evidenced below, substantial attention has been fixed on contemporary practices 

of visualisation in archaeology, which makes it a failure of the discipline that the literature is 

not reflected in our foundational textbooks (e.g., Kelly and Thomas 2010; Renfrew and 

Bahn 2000).  While in the past one might have felt comfortable relegating archaeological 

pictorial research to art history—suggesting that it is only here where such enquiry might 

attain “academic legitimacy” (Bateman 2000)—one must question whether it is legitimate 

to practice archaeology at all nowadays in ignorance of the enormity of scholarship on 

visuality.  This is not only because archaeologists are major makers and consumers of 
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graphic artefacts, but because following Grimshaw (2001:173 after Henrietta Moore’s 

defence of feminist anthropology), archaeological theory as a whole becomes conceptually 

and analytically deficient when visualisation is not taken into account.  Archaeology’s own 

interpretive paradigms tend to echo those of the visual studies disciplines, and its practice is 

premised upon knowledgeable engagement with artefactual materials.  Much recent visual 

culture research offers novel and epistemologically-productive insight into the negotiation 

of (pictorial) artefacts, yet, interestingly, it rarely—if ever—cites archaeological work.  It is 

hypocrisy for archaeologists to disregard an approach which is so blatantly linked to our 

tools and intellectual machinery; and, more than this, it is inimical to our self-preservation 

to stand silent as fundamentally-archaeological investigations are conducted without any 

involvement of archaeology itself. 

The History of Archaeological Visual Theory

 From approximately the 1980s, self-conscious attention to graphic representational 

practices in archaeology begins to make sporadic appearance in academic texts.  Such 

concern tends to take the form of critical appraisals of, in particular, museum exhibitions 

(e.g., Chabot 1988; Gathercole 1983; Leone 1981a, 1981b; Shanks and Tilley 

1987a:Chapter 4), but so too of archaeological film (e.g., West 1988), illustrative 

reconstruction (e.g., Moser 1989), and cartographic method (e.g., Conkey 1987).  At stake 

in this research is the exposure of ideological agendas or taken-for-granted assumptions 

underlying pictorial strategies in archaeology and, in turn, their implications for knowledge-

making in both the academic and broader communities.  The literature is thus revisionist in 

nature which, I believe, distinguishes it from most contemporaneous and prior examinations 

of archaeological visual media.  Indeed, pre-1980, image-oriented research almost 

exclusively converges on descriptive or pedagogical looks at visualisation.  In other words, 
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practitioners engage themselves in relatively straightforward acts of describing and 

promoting the application of assorted graphic methodologies, listing available resources, 

and instructively sketching out the technical and practical potentials and weaknesses of 

different mediums and different archaeological-visual productions (e.g., see among 

countless others, Beale and Healy 1975; Cole 1972; Daniel 1954; Hope-Taylor 1966, 1967; 

King et al. 1970; Miller 1972; Norman 1983; St. Joseph 1961; Sterud and Bohlin 1976).  

Their work, then, is not philosophically penetrative (although Miller’s 1972 critique of 

photography hints at later interpretative approaches), but is rather and primarily about 

pragmatic definitions of technique.  This, however, seems understandable in light of the fact  

that many of archaeology’s now normative procedures—and its disciplinary structure 

overall—were still nascent and in flux until the mid-century and even after.  In some ways, 

the aforementioned writings are therefore quite intimately reflective, betraying obvious 

archaeological self-consciousness4 in their carving out of new, sometimes untested and 

tentative skills.  It is not uncommon to see their authors speaking in first-person present or 

passive tense (e.g., Wheeler 1954) and/or explicitly calling for others to comment and build 

upon their arguments (e.g., Pittioni 1936:220).  As a testament to their rawness, some seem 

blatantly to plagiarise from one another (cf. Cookson 1954:5 and Simmons 1969:3); others 

are self-deprecatory (e.g., “The most that can be hoped of a puny little article like this 

is...” (Hope-Taylor 1967:189)) and resort to candid inventories of rules to communicate 

visual methodology (Hope-Taylor 1967:187-189).  Indeed, the very authority with which 

many appear to articulate themselves is suggestive of developing scholarship with few 

means yet available beyond verbal forcefulness to validate their policies.  What is critical, 

although typically ignored in the current literature, is that practitioners of the period are 
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actively and knowingly constructing representational schemes which later come to be 

understood (and then unduly criticised) as unmediated, thoughtless methodological routines 

(see below).  

 Arguably it is with the studies of Piggott (1965, 1978; also 1976:9-10, 66-67, 145) 

that visual research in archaeology begins to approach the familiar deconstructive analyses 

of the past 20 years.  Therein Piggott plainly confronts the codified and fabricated nature of 

archaeological draughtsmanship—appreciating that it “only represents within the bounds of 

tacit but agreed conventions” (1965:165)—and ventures upon an initial, succinct appraisal 

of early illustrative styles in the field.  This work—by moving beyond the usual descriptive 

tone of mid-century texts, towards judicious interpretation—sets the stage for a critical 

tradition that still galvanises archaeological visual scholars today.  Unsurprisingly, its 

emergence roughly coincides with the development of ‘interpretative’ paradigms in 

archaeology, as practitioners come to challenge logical positivist epistemologies and 

generalising, systems-oriented thinking, in favour of more contextualised, meaning- and 

agency-oriented approaches (Hodder 1985; Johnson 2010; Patterson 1990; Shanks and 

Hodder 1995).  This, of course, parallels larger philosophical trends towards cultural 

critique in the literary and social sciences, which, in anthropology, are epitomised in the 

mid-1980s by the ‘crisis in representation’ and its ensuing movement towards more 

contingent, multi-perspectival and reflexive ethnographic practice (e.g., Clifford and 

Marcus 1986; Marcus and Fischer 1986), and, in archaeology, by the critical archaeological 

models of Leone et al. (1987), Hodder (1985), and Shanks and Tilley (1987a, 1987b).  The 

first wave of analytical visual studies in archaeology follows quickly upon these shifts in 

disciplinary theory, being nurtured in fact by many of the same archaeologists (e.g., Leone, 

Shanks, Tilley).  Such enquiry then becomes basal to (or a counterpoint for) a generation of 
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subsequent pictorial research which, today, extends to myriad articles and books (see 

bibliography in VIA 2011), conferences (e.g., Southampton University’s Visualisation in 

Archaeology workshops in 2008-2010, and Envisioning the Past conference in 2000; 

Stanford University’s Seeing the Past conference in 2005; and Brown University’s 

Representing the Past conference in 2007), several university courses, blogs, and digital and 

educational resources.

 It is important to note, however, that despite such proliferation, the history of critical 

visual study in archaeology has barely been told.  Although the past five years have seen the 

publication of over 100 texts on graphic representation in the discipline (Perry 2009c:1), 

practitioners are still left with little impression of either the lineage of this work or its 

quotidian, on-the-ground impact.  Moser’s (1992a) pioneering case study of Neanderthal 

reconstructions, essentially the first of its kind, offered a brief account of historical interest 

in archaeological illustration—tracing it back through Piggott to Mortimer Wheeler to 

scholars of the 19th century, and then building a case for the longstanding and entrenched 

influence of archaeological pictures on academic (and extra-academic) circles.  But nearly 

two decades and hundreds of derivative outputs later, this history has yet to be adequately 

extended.  While I appreciate Van Dyke’s (2006) six-page review as a step in this direction, 

its exclusive focus on research of the last 10 years and its disproportionate spotlighting of 

the visual projects of Stanford’s Metamedia Lab allow only limited access to an 

understanding of the pedigree of such enquiry.  Moser’s (2009) recent synopsis provides a 

detailed look at the history of various representational traditions and means in archaeology, 

but less so an analysis of archaeologists’ own philosophical engagements with this history.  

Clack and Brittain’s (2007) introduction to archaeological negotiations with the media 

begins to approximate the type of intellectual account that I seek, but is defeated by its 
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curtailed orientation around only a few select modes of mass communication (i.e., film, 

television, the Web; see Witmore 2009 for a comparable critique).  It seems unsurprising, 

then, that this enquiry typically has miniscule or no presence in our core disciplinary texts.  

I do, to be sure, appreciate the inclusion of topical chapters by Moser in both the recent 

Oxford Handbook of Archaeology (Cunliffe et al. 2009) and Hodder’s (2001) 

Archaeological Theory Today.  And I recognise the importance of, for instance, basic 

acknowledgement of such work in introductory volumes such as Greene (2002).  However I 

believe we must problematise its constant relegation to the final pages of these texts and to 

sub-chapters specifically devoted to “the public.”  If nothing else, the literature has made 

abundantly clear the false dichotomisation between ‘public’ and ‘academic’ representational 

strategies, which are in fact continuous and mutually-constitutive (e.g., Moser 1992a; Perry 

2009a).  More importantly, however, the logic behind positioning this research at the tail 

end of our textbooks seems inherently contradictory.  As testified to below, visualisation is a 

(if not the) primary means through which we come to enter the speciality, then learn how to 

do, think through, and communicate archaeology.  It is often our first encounter with the 

field and with subsequent fieldwork output, so to consign its discussion to the conclusion—

in the vein of an afterthought—guarantees that it will continue to be marginalised within the 

discipline.

 Moreover, the literature is now so sizeable and important that it frequently presages 

trends in archaeological theory generally, and evokes new means to grapple with the 

material record itself.  Indeed, reminiscent of the early years of reflexive visual enquiry in 

the discipline (particularly during the 1980s), today some of the same scholars that are 

pushing forward new forms of graphic study are also, appropriately, reconceptualising basic 

methods for doing archaeology.  Therefore to forget to—or to only fleetingly—introduce the 
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broader archaeological community to pictorial research is arguably to leave practitioners 

unequipped for managing contemporary practice.  As a movement towards a more acute 

presentation of such research, then, it is worthwhile reflecting on the trends that it has 

followed over the last 30 years.  These can by and large be understood as travelling along 

three streams; namely, the management of visual representations as revelatory semiotic 

renderings; as works of art yielding scientific productivity; and as enabling networks of 

material ‘things.’  I hold no illusions about the fact that many practitioners continue to 

produce fundamentally descriptive and unpenetrative accounts of archaeological 

visualisation, whose usual focus is to advance emerging digital and other technologies (e.g., 

Guitierrez et al. 2004; Entwistle et al. 2009; Fowler 2004; Stichelbaut 2006; Verhoeven 

2008 among many others).  These could perhaps be labelled as a fourth trend, but given that 

they entirely disregard the critical scholarship on these technologies (see the work of Earl 

and Wheatley 2002 and Wickstead 2009 for examples of such scholarship), their defining 

feature is a lack of reflectiveness and hence their inverse affirmation that visual critique 

needs to be launched at the most elementary levels of archaeological education.  

i. Semiotic Enquiry

In those cases where pictorial enquiry is encountered in the archaeological 

educational system, it is typically in the performance of semiotic analysis—the earliest 

evident trend in contemporary visual studies.  This type of deconstructive analysis is, as 

previously noted, directly linked to the ‘interpretative’ turn in archaeology of the late 20th 

century, concerning itself with the underlying, often inequitable social, political and 

intellectual claims of particular graphic representations and media.  Although scattered 

publications in this vein appear (again per above) across the 1980s, arguably its innovator is 

Stephanie Moser who lays out the approach in a series of rigorous and extensive 
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investigations of prehistorically-themed illustrations and museum reconstructions (e.g., 

Moser 1992a, 1992b, 1993a, 1993b, 1996a, 1996b, 1998, 1999, 2003) and who provides the 

first true methodological schema to allow other archaeologists to replicate and extend her 

work (Moser 2001, 2010; Moser and Gamble 1997).  Moser’s scholarship becomes 

foundational for subsequent researchers, who tend to emulate the model of producing 

detailed case studies of certain visual artefacts (see references below).  At the heart of such 

study is typically the demythologisation (through iconographic, compositional and 

discursive interpretation, quantitative content analysis, and/or qualitative viewer surveys 

(see Perry 2006a for description of such methods)) of paradigmatic assumptions manifest in 

archaeological visuals.  Gamble (1998:xxiv), in describing Moser’s research, calls it a 

process of grabbing images “by the scruff of their theoretical necks...and shak[ing] them 

until their origins are laid bare.”  In contrast to Moser, however, the quality and 

philosophical sophistication of related contemporaneous and ensuing enquiries is highly 

variable.  Some propose revisions to Moser’s own work (Mann 2003), others build upon and 

push it in different directions (Dobres 2000:20-32), and these and others deconstruct 

archaeological vision through the specific (and commonly overlapping) lenses of gender 

(e.g., Burtt 1987; Gero 1996; Gifford-Gonzales 1993; Lazzari 2003; Wiber 1997), ethnicity 

and cultural/personal identity (e.g., Becker 1992; Berman 1999; Cooke and McLean 2002; 

Gazin-Schwartz 2007; Hall 2004; Levy 2006; Piccini 1996), politics and national/imperial/

colonial power (e.g., Champion 1997; Gero and Root 1990; Hingley 2006; Perry 2006a, 

2009a; Smith 2005, 2007; Wilkinson 2008), religion (e.g., Sommer 2006), and economy and 

commerce (e.g., Beard 1992; Goodwin 2007).  Some works touch on such esoteric themes 

as nautical archaeology on television (Sperry 2008) or prehistoric pictorial reconstructions 

for Dutch schools (Bakker 1990) or ‘fun’ caveman imagery (Gamble 1992).  A related line 
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of studies looks at the connotations of archaeologists’ own visual displays of themselves and 

their profession (e.g., Holtorf 2007; Swain 1997; also see Bateman 2005; Witmore 2007a; 

cf. Marwick 2010).  Others concentrate, again with varying degrees of acumen, more 

generally on the qualities—iconographic, epistemological, and, in some cases, ontological

—of different styles of visuality: photography (e.g., Barber 2011; Bohrer 2005; Hauser 

2007; Shanks 1997), drawing and illustration (e.g., Jones 2001; Leibhammer 2000; Lopes 

2005, 2009; Swogger 2000; Van Reybrouck 1998), graphs (e.g., Lyman et al. 1998), plans 

and related forms of cartography (e.g., Goodwin 1994, 2001; Johnson 2007:89-95; 

Tomášková 2007), physical and virtual reconstruction (e.g., Earl and Wheatley 2002; 

Pollard and Gillings 1998; Townend 2007), museum exhibition (e.g., James 1999; Pearce 

1999; Scott 2007), and film and television (e.g., Nichols 2006; Nixon 2001).  

Moser (2009:1072) reasons that such semiotics-oriented research has evolved over 

its approximately 30 years of application from critical appraisals of distorted or fanciful 

representations with oppressive and ideology-satisfying implications, to more concrete 

explorations of the knowledge-making capacities of these artefacts.  Bauer (2002:43) makes 

a comparable argument, noting a slight shift in the literature towards an attempt to “go 

beyond issues of power and hegemony to investigate the way displays make statements 

about how we regard objects and the people who made them.”  But as I see it, the latter 

approach is simply a natural outgrowth of the former and still relies in principle on semiotic 

and/or compositional interpretation to construct scholarly meaning around the meaning-

making potentials of graphic media.  My own academic studies began in the semiotic vein, 

and as indicated in Chapter 1, often left me disillusioned over their impact; specifically, 

their impotence in effecting change in archaeological regimes.  I understand this 

disillusionment to be partly born of the critique which naturally underlies deconstructive 
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enquiry—critique which is apparent whether one is conducting a Saussurean-style 

iconographic analysis or a discursive scrutiny of lighting or layout in a gallery, and which 

can appear to its readers (and especially its subjects) as corrosive and unfair.  While I 

sometimes question the ethics of its performance, I do agree with Bal’s (2005:147) assertion 

that:

Critique is, in the first place, a response. It means participating in a debate or 
attempting to denaturalize alleged commonsense opinion, so that debate becomes 
possible. I consider this tremendously useful and not deserving of sarcasm.

This thesis is itself premised on semiotic interpretation, but with the aim of directing 

it into a resource with on-the-ground epistemological productivity for field archaeologists.  I 

believe that in doing as much, I am following the typical route trodden by other 

practitioners who are concerned with visual representation but have veered slightly outside 

of semiotics into one of the two other, now common, streams of pictorial study.  

ii. Artistic Enquiry

The first of these emergent theoretical streams sees archaeologists turning, in 

particular, to contemporary art forms as means to make more meaning for archaeological 

sites and related interpretations.  By ‘contemporary art,’ I refer (following Hamilakis et al. 

2001) to representational forms generally produced outside of the academy, often—but not 

always—evocative of privilege, capital, romanticism, non-functional or superfluous activity, 

exclusive codes of reverence and comprehension, and for which individuals might be 

prepared to accept viscerally emotional and unsettled responses.  Following Démou (in 

prep), I include within this definition more secular artworks (e.g., graffiti, comics, 

postcards) which differ only in their tendency to connote mass circulation rather than 

privilege and preciousness.  Unlike the usual scholarly visual product (e.g., the 

archaeological illustration or scientific photograph), these modern artistic compositions are 
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not necessarily bound by ideals of unmediated objectivity or truth-telling, but in contrast are 

typically assumed to propound more or less the reverse; i.e., mediated and unstable designs 

that open up and intrude on truths.

The linkage of contemporary art to current archaeological practice is perhaps most 

often attributed to Colin Renfrew whose book-length treatments of the congruencies 

between the two point to the affordances of the former for interpreting, presenting and 

reframing the latter (e.g., Renfrew 2003; Renfrew et al. 2004).  While impressive in scope 

and artistic awareness, Renfrew’s work is diminished by its undemanding conclusion that 

archaeologists “can learn much from artists as they pursue their own 

endeavours” (2003:195).  The intimation is arguably that the traffic between the two 

disciplines is unidirectional (not to mention relatively un-onerous), consisting for the most 

part of archaeologists simply being inspired by certain famous artworks and art makers (also 

see Renfrew 2006).  That there might be reciprocal benefits and communally-crafted 

intellectual/material outputs between the fields is left mostly unexplored by Renfrew.  

Artists themselves can be seen critiquing his argument as essentially unconvincing in that it 

ignores the myriad of other professions beyond art and archaeology which grapple with the 

material world in very similar or virtually identical ways (Stanley 2009:16).  Moreover, 

although fleeting mention is buried in Renfrew’s footnotes about specialists who have 

previously surveyed the junctures between the two disciplines (e.g., Lippard 1983; 

Edmonds and Evans 1991; see Renfrew 2003:197n6; but cf. Renfrew 2004a:8), he is mute 

about contemporaneous research that clearly presses in the same direction (e.g., Barnatt et 

al. 1998; Hamilakis et al. 2001; Pearson and Shanks 2001; Tilley et al. 2000; Trant 1997; 

also see Molyneaux 1997).  This seems to have the effect of eclipsing knowledgeable 

reference to it in more recent publications on the topic (e.g., see Cochrane and Russell 2007 
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where only a fraction of the literature is cited, or Bradley 2009 which basically only cites 

Renfrew 2003).5  It also manifests itself (both in Renfrew’s and related work) in a near-

complete disregard of the long history of contact between archaeologists and artists which 

has persisted throughout the 20th century, and extends back into antiquarian times.  This 

history sees artists collaborating on site, in situ with archaeological practitioners, and 

blatantly shaping archaeologists’ and the wider public’s views of the past (e.g., Alan Sorrell 

during the mid-1900s, Paul Nash during the 1930s, Richard Tongue and Thomas Guest in 

the early 19th century) (e.g., Evans 1994, 2004a; Smiles 1994, 2005; Sorrell 1981; also Perry 

and Johnson, in prep).

Beyond Renfrew (but also see Renfrew 2007), enquiry into archaeological-art 

intersections has for the most part been descriptive, centring on what are effectively 

summary accounts of artists’ interactions with archaeology (e.g., Lovata 2008, but see 

Lovata 2007; Schofield 2009: Chapter 14; Vilches 2007, but see Vilches 2005).  These 

studies appear to me to be not unlike image-oriented research of the early, pre-1980s 

wherein, as described above, interest was primarily focussed on just educating about the 

possibilities of visual (arts) products and praising their likely impacts.  Such work has 

debatable scholarly value not only because it tends to avoid criticising art practice,6 and not 

only because archaeologists’ own analyses (e.g., as generated through experimental 

archaeological investigation) are usually better developed and more meticulous than those 

artistic negotiations as described by, for instance, Lovata (2008), but also because it is often 
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narrowly fixated on single, high-status ‘fine’ artists (e.g., Mark Dion) whose approaches 

might be deemed transitory or immature (Bailey 2008).  Where this research has stretched 

beyond the purely explanatory, it has inclined towards applying art to the active articulation 

of archaeological arguments, as seen in Knappett’s (2006) use of the artistry of Marcel 

Duchamp and Antony Gormley to explore issues of cognition and agency, or Frederick’s 

(2009) interfacing of graffiti art and Australian rock art research, or Bailey’s (2005) probing 

of Neolithic houses through the filter of Minimalist art, or Witmore’s (2004a) explorations 

of (archaeological) place and bodily experience through peripatetic video.  However, in 

some of these and other publications (e.g., Bradley 2009; Hamilakis et al. 2001; Schofield 

2009; but Witmore 2004a is an obvious exception), the artistic mediations garner little 

penetrative assessment and seem to be put forward (at times haphazardly and impulsively) 

more as potentially ‘interesting’ activities than as perceptibly rigorous and meaningful 

scholarship.

Such is also the case, I believe, with recent archaeological research which has aimed 

at actually producing new art forms.  While I recognise that such study may stimulate 

disciplinary insights amongst certain archaeologists (especially those who have 

commissioned or made the art), it tends to be presented without structure, without replicable 

or intellectually-accessible tools, without rationalisation or extension to the greater 

archaeological community, and thus it understandably often leaves its audiences confused 

and angry.  The fact that confusion is the typical reaction to such work arguably indicates 

that it is less deserving of affirmation (as some archaeologists have apparently assumed, 

e.g., Tilley et al. 2001) and is more in need of scrutiny as regards both its reception and the 

on-the-ground consequences of its implementation.  The latter seems rarely to be a priority 

for archaeologists in spite of the fact that most are aware of the problematical nature of 
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ignoring the “history of circulations and transformations” (Wickstead 2009:266) behind the 

production of archaeological information.  Indeed, various adherents of innovative art-

archaeology intervention (particularly Bailey 2005, 2008) have expressly adopted a laissez-

faire attitude to its pursuit:

A second strength that this more radical work shares is that none of it feels so 
insecure that it has to rely on the traditional rhetorical crutches of interpretive 
archaeological work...It does not offer justification for its output, nor even is it 
caring to make the case of its acceptance. Nor does it make excuses for what it is 
doing (Bailey 2008:16).

As I see it, such rationale is no different from the typical antimodernist discourse 

which eschews ethics and responsibility for some alleged promise of freedom and 

enrichment.  Like much of the current art/archaeology scholarship (after Démou in prep), 

then, it does not seek to contextualise the artistic artefacts upon which it draws, it is 

apparently bound by no sense of accountability, and hence it is oblivious to the implications 

of values, ideology, politics, economics, etc.  In this way it seems akin to the most naive 

processualist thinking which assumes itself to be a-social or else believes its sociality to be 

irrelevant.  Not only do I understand such an approach to be ethically dubious and 

academically corrupt, but it promotes stereotypical conceptions of artists as unstructured, 

undisciplined workers who “simply make and do things that they designate to be 

art” (Mithen 2004:92).  Until artistry can be appreciated as a scrupulous and constructive 

endeavour, and until it (as a form of or complement to archaeology) is situated and 

elaborated within a rigorous, contextualised framework, it seems unlikely that it will gain 

much currency across archaeology at large, not to mention across extra-academic publics.  

Importantly, Tully (2010) and, in particular, Démou (in prep) are among the few to attempt 

just such a contextualisation, pursuing long-term, hybrid art/archaeology projects that are 

conscientious of the history of visual research in the discipline, sensitive to the impact of 
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their work on others, and therefore critical of the power dynamics behind their practices.  

More than this, however, they explore the historical and social circumstances that nourish 

and sustain contemporary fine art markets, recognising that to draw art into archaeology is 

not a neutral enterprise, but in fact politically ensnarls the discipline in these markets.  

Theirs, then, are endeavours which entail more than viewing art (and archaeology) in 

nonjudgmental, unidirectional, one-off manners, but that instead aim to bring a necessary 

rigour to bear on the research process via application of strong analytical frameworks and 

shrewd attempts to build on and strengthen existing archaeological methods (e.g., Tully’s 

work in pulling art into the architecture of community archaeology, or Démou’s biographies 

of the artistic appropriation of Athens’ Acropolis).  Such contextualised study I see as the 

only fathomable route towards moving artistic engagements in archaeology away from 

marginalised (and often unsystematic) inspirational exercises towards meaningful, 

discipline-building pursuits.

iii. ‘Thing’-Oriented Enquiry

 Arguably, where context has been granted much higher priority in graphic-related 

research in archaeology is in projects sensitive to the material underpinnings and pathways 

of pictorialisation.  This, the third and generally the most recent trend in archaeological 

visual theory, has shifted interpretive focus onto objects—or, as per philosophical lingo, 

“things” (e.g., Brown 2001)—and their co-constitutive associations with humans.  At its 

simplest, the emphasis here is on the knowledge- and institution-producing actions of things 

and, as Webmoor and Witmore (2008:59) would have it, their ontological indivisibility from 

people.  Things, in this sense, are understood to have the capacity to work, to leverage, to 

connect: they function in coalescence with (not automatically contingent on or as a result 

of) human beings.  Borrowing from Dolwick (2009:45; emphasis in original), things “may 
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be anything: an insect, a boat, a person, a government, the unconscious, a virus, etc... They 

make a difference to each other. They make each other be.”  From such a perspective, 

images can be analysed as things; that is, as generative tools or entities that have, following 

Ratto (2008), an actual ‘explanatory burden’ to carry and hence that can stand in themselves 

as the lynchpins of scientific activity and establishments.

 What is important about this approach is its refusal to reduce its object/s (in my case, 

visualisation) to mere mental inspiration or subtext (as per above).  It therefore allows us to 

challenge arguments like those of Renfrew (2006:986) which insinuate that the real 

productivity of the visual (arts) for archaeology lies in the fact that “insight often arises 

from imagination rather than logic or reason.”  When we are compelled to contemplate the 

movements and competencies of the visual object itself, we tend also to be confronted with 

the very concrete and reasoned nature of its operations, as opposed to its supposed 

predisposition to incite uncontrolled flights of fancy.  Thus, contra Renfrew, I would 

suggest that in fact the real productivity of the arts is not that they blindly engender major 

imaginative outbursts, but that they enable self-conscious looks at materials which can then 

be harnessed into constructive assessments of how these materials function and what they 

afford.  This is precisely why, I believe, Edwards and Hart (2004:4) see art as inherently 

linked to the line of enquiry that I am describing here, for artists’ experiments with materials

—their mediations of “art as object”—have demanded novel thinking around artefacts and 

human-artefact engagements.

 Outside the art world, attentiveness to such engagements has its origins in various 

analytical streams in the humanities and social sciences, including consumption studies 

(generally concerned with people’s appropriation of consumer goods and the feedback of 

these goods into collective and personal identity formation (Olsen 2003:91-94)), and what 
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Edwards and Hart (2004:4) call the “material turn” in anthropology and cultural studies.  

Perhaps the most obvious manifestations of such work are Appadurai’s (1986) examination 

of the social life of things, Gell’s (1998) survey of the social agency of (art) objects, and 

Miller’s (e.g., 1987) enquiries into the links between material culture and consumption.  

While archaeology has itself been actively implicated in this turn (e.g., as evidenced in 

Gosden and Marshall’s (1999) cultural biographies of artefacts, Renfrew’s (2004b; also 

DeMarrais et al. 2004) “material engagement theory”, and various social archaeologies 

(e.g., see Meskell and Preucel 2004)), it is an oft-repeated lament that archaeologists are 

rarely cited within the wider object-centred literature (Olsen 2003:101n7).  This is 

interesting as archaeologists seem, at once, particularly keen to dismiss the literature for its 

continuous privileging of the social-symbolic above the material; that is, its apparent 

tendency to appreciate the agency of artefacts as only a dependent variable of human 

cognition and interaction (e.g., see critiques in Dolwick 2008, 2009; Olsen 2003; Webmoor 

2007; Webmoor and Witmore 2008; cf. Ingold 2007).  What is more, one of the few fields 

that appears prepared to credit archaeology for its contributions to materiality research—i.e., 

image studies (see Edwards and Hart 2004; Orlove 2008)—is itself essentially ignored by 

archaeologists (but see Jones 2001; Knappett 2008), arguably owing to a newfound fervour 

for the philosophical insights of science and technology studies, namely in the form of 

actor-network theory.  

Of significance about actor-network theory is its unusually unadorned 

methodological approach which sees researchers, firstly, appreciating all things (or, as per 

the theory’s parlance, “actors”)—human and non-human—on equal, inseparable terms, and 

secondly, systematically tracing their associations through the world: their movements, 

interconnections, deployments, their reverberations off of, and because of, one another.  
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Usually credited to the work of Callon (e.g., 1986), Law (e.g. 1986), and Latour (e.g., 

2005), this method naturally obliges us to account for those taken-for-granted artefacts of 

everyday practice that typically go untheorised: what Latour (2005:73) calls those “humble 

servants” who “live on the margins of the social doing most of the work but [who are] 

never...represented as such.”  Following the movements of such artefacts can demonstrate 

their direct payment into in the creation of our routine infrastructures, in the sense that they 

trigger, facilitate, deny, persuade, permit, advance, imply, interrupt, separate and bring 

together so many people and related things (after Latour 2005:72).  In other words, they 

complete tasks (indeed, we often delegate tasks to them) and, in so doing, they produce 

experiences and establishments that would not have been possible without them.  

Visualisation is critical here, as evidenced by the fact that Latour’s early thinking about 

actor-networks (especially 1986, 1990) was partly developed through his consideration of 

the labours of visual displays—what he deemed “inscription devices” (e.g., maps, records, 

texts, diagrams, charts, and related graphical renderings that are material translations of 

various (often scientific) activities, substances and experiences).  His now ubiquitous term 

“immutable mobile” was coined to describe precisely those characteristics of visualisations 

which make them crucial agents in world-making, namely their capacity to be widely 

circulated and yet lasting, presentable, measurable, mutually-intelligible across diverse 

audiences, and thus relatively stable spaces on which a diversity of (potentially 

incompatible) information can be simultaneously combined and flattened together and, 

therein, mobilised for assorted purposes.  In this way, and as demonstrated by both Latour 

and many others (e.g., Shapin and Schaffer 1985), visual displays can allow us to extend our 

reach, or multiply our capacity to see or be seen, or homogenise and regulate our practices 

over vast distances.
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What is vital for my objective is that a handful of archaeologists (and some 

anthropologists grappling with archaeological issues) have begun to adopt this theoretical 

approach to analyse visual representation in our own discipline.  Their enquiries, in 

attending to the faculties of the pictorial artefact itself—in literally doing no more than 

methodically monitoring its travels and relations within a certain context—have forced our 

understandings of visualisation to the degree that it might now be credited with everything 

from the (re)conceptualisation of archaeological sites and landscapes to the production of 

scholasticism and scientific fact (e.g., Cox 2010; Gamble and Kruszynski 2009; Webmoor 

2005; Witmore 2004b; also see Nilsson 2007; Ratto 2008).  As corroborated below, my 

studies clearly fall within this vein, and although some academics have attempted to stretch 

such scholarship out into an apparently new brand of practice—so-called “symmetrical 

archaeology” (e.g., Shanks 2007a; Witmore 2007b)—it entails, in reality, little more than 

the extension of actor-network and related social theories to the discipline.  Shanks (2007a:

590) misleadingly proclaims this brand to be “not another borrowed methodology,” but in 

doing so he both ignores the obvious (e.g., archaeologists’, and Shanks’ own, constant 

citation of actor-network theorists) and flouts the long genealogy of its birth.7  In fact, 

Dikovitskaya (2005:25-26) links ‘thing’-focused research directly to the semiotic approach, 

suggesting that:

For the first time in art studies, the work of art is talked about as having its own 
specificity; that is, as being neither an autonomous entity nor a mere reflection of 
social and political processes but a maker of culture... Indeed, the semiotic approach 
provides an analysis of the artwork’s specificity based not on some questionable 
inherent qualities but on its performance, distinct from any other text’s, in a social 
setting...
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 Archaeologists themselves who have experimented with artistic creation/use (e.g., 

Knappett 2006; Perry 2009b; Witmore 2004a) tend also to have pushed in the same 

theoretical direction, for, as previously discussed, playing around with visual display 

projects attention onto its material constitution.  When we begin to artistically assemble or 

semiotically dismantle graphic media, we are often pressed to re/consider their basics: who 

makes them, why, how, where, for whom, with what pieces, for which audiences, in which 

forms, at what price, etc.  These are questions about the ecologies and economies of the 

(visual) thing which naturally work to focus novel attention on their connections with 

processes of production (whether intellectual, financial, political, etc.) and institution-

building.8  Although such questions perhaps pass over the more experiential and personal 

yields of visualisation, to borrow from Ratto (2008), this is the point—“to explain science 

apart from individualistic and a-historical accounts”; to finally drive forward methods 

concerned with the fundamentals of “the creation of science as institution.”

Visual Media and Institutional History

 The material-inclined line of visual enquiry, then, has a traceable lineage which not 

only responds to, but is an immediate descendent of, semiotic, artistic and even earlier 

descriptive currents in the discipline.  This is important because some scholars have 

insinuated that artistic encounters in the sciences are essentially the result of a “current art/

science vogue,” a “trendy topic” (Jordanova 2002:342, 341) which has seemingly only 

recently come to light.  However to invest in such a short-sighted perspective is to return us 

to where I began this chapter, with practitioners standing ill-equipped to manage 

contemporary graphic media precisely because of a lack of understanding of their long 
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history of analysis and manipulation.  Decades of pictorial/artistic engagements in 

archaeology speak to me not of a fad, but of an enduring and inevitable concern.  The same 

can be said for the broader humanities and sciences, where in fact these engagements reach 

back almost a half century.  While Rudwick’s (1976) analysis of the materialisation of 

geology’s “visual language” is typically cited as the originator of such enquiry, in the 

French literature it is Francois Dagognet’s work on the critical dependency of science, 

especially chemistry, on graphical inscriptions (e.g., 1969; and see the larger Dagognet 

bibliography in Cambrosio et al. 1993).  By the late 1980s to mid 1990s, publication of 

major edited volumes bridging myriad academic specialities testifies to the now substantial 

nature of this research—each text further reinforcing the aptitude of the pictorial to collapse 

information into rapidly-accessible configurations and to then populate our toolkits with 

ostensibly comparable, quantifiable sights (e.g., Baigrie 1996; Fyfe and Law 1988; Lynch 

and Woolgar 1990).  Concomitantly (if not before), we see whole disciplines beginning to 

produce sub-fields or key disciplinary experts on visuality (e.g., Rose 2001 from 

geography), which, of course, mirrors the situation in archaeology. In all cases, an extended 

programme of study is devoted to laying out an argument for the indispensability of visual 

and artistic apparatuses to the scientific venture.

 Problematically for archaeology, however, despite this tenacious body of 

scholarship, review of most standard texts on the discipline’s history reveals effectively no 

reference to it.  Dozens of history readers and themed compilations on disciplinary history 

are silent about graphic traditions and forms (e.g., Kehoe and Emmerichs 1999; Reyman 

1992; Stiebing 1993; but for an important recent exception see Schlanger and Nordbladh 

2008).  Trigger’s (2006) historical opus makes passing note of the illustrative achievements 

and habits of certain early archaeologists, but puts forward little examination of what is 
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actually at stake in these representations, who the images impact, how they function on the 

viewer, or why they truly make a difference to our understanding of prehistory.  One recent 

volume asserts that “[a]ppropriate to a history of ideas, they [its chapters] are essentially 

textual works—the subject reading the past” (emphasis in original: Murray and Evans 

2008:11; but see Schnapp 2008 in the same volume).  This means, as per above, that not 

only are our introductory textbooks essentially silent on the subject, and not only are our 

theory readers nearly as bare (or worse: they pigeonhole visualisation into the category of 

‘the popular’),9 but our leading historical accounts—presumably the chief point of 

orientation for understanding the inheritance of current archaeological work—are vacant of 

any consideration of the consequences of imagery on the formation of the discipline, or on 

the making of archaeological expertise, or on the genealogy of archaeologists’ picturing 

practices.

 Arguably such an historical void stems from the diminutive corpus of scholars who 

have seriously scrutinised the role of pictorial media in institutionalising now-commonplace 

archaeological structures and methodologies.  Whilst this is an emergent line of study, to 

date its outputs are generally fragmented and fleeting; and intensive, fine-grained analyses 

are rare.  As previously articulated, Piggott (1965, 1978) is perhaps amongst the first to 

track the impact of illustrative styles on the discipline, and his work is possibly only 

preceded by passing appraisals of, for instance, the recording techniques of Pitt-Rivers in 

the writings of archaeologists such as Wheeler (e.g., 1954).  More recently, Lewuillon’s 

(2002) analysis of 19th century archaeological illustrations, Kaniari’s (2008) case study of 

mid-1800s archaeological drawings, and Lyons et al.’s (2005) and Guha’s (2002, 2003) texts 

on the history of archaeological photography, systematically link these visual media to 
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changes in disciplinary edifices and practices, to debate resolution and the cultivation of 

fidelity.  Similarly, Barber’s (2011) meticulously-mapped review of the evolution of 

archaeological aerial photography is exceptional in exposing the barely-known 100+ year 

application of such methods in (and beyond) the field.  And Wickstead and Barber’s (2011) 

in-progress research on the history of archaeological geophysics is equally attuned to 

visualisation’s intractable capacity to reconceptualise our scholarship.  Moreover, 

contributions to Dumbarton Oaks’s (2009) symposium on archaeological illustrative ‘pasts’ 

mark a necessary attempt to add substance and breadth to the subject matter; although until 

such work is compiled and critically summarised, it arguably remains just another fugitive 

trace in the history of archaeological visual histories.

What is most problematic, however, is that some historical studies come across as 

primarily descriptive, handling visuality more as a prop than as a penetrative device (e.g., 

Harlan 2005; Murray 2009; Price 2008).  Others endorse simplistic—debatably even un-

historical—perspectives which seem blinded by cultural (colonial) critique and are 

inobservant of parallels in graphic conventions across geographic areas (e.g., Chadha 2002; 

see critique in Guha 2003).  Others still are so brief that they only hint at the traditions 

which underlie even our most mundane visual products such as section drawings (e.g., 

Bradley 1997).  Evans is among the few to assemble a larger body of literature on the work 

of archaeology’s representative tools, and, in fact, is nearly the only archaeologist to 

sophisticatedly reflect on models and model-making operations in the discipline (Evans 

1994, 2000, 2004b, 2007, 2008).  Of especial significance is Lucas’ (2001) one-of-a-kind 

research which critically wraps visualising processes into a chronicle of the history of 

fieldwork.  By Lucas’ account, shifts in archaeologists’ ways of seeing are virtually 

symbiotic with shifts in practice, and, as I then read it, in such a way graphic media are 
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bound into the field’s anatomy.  In fact, this is what I understand Lucas to mean when he 

calls archaeology a “materialising practice” (2001:Chapter 6): it hinges on the production of 

inscriptions (both textual and iconographic) which, in their very presence and iterability, 

allow the discipline to perpetuate itself beyond the moment of excavation.

 Notable about the historical enquiries of Lucas and, to some extent, Evans (e.g., 

Evans 1989) is their alertness to severely underappreciated timeframes in the heredity of the 

discipline.  The vast majority of visual study in archaeology is dedicated to either the 

present day or the distant, antiquarian past (as per most of the references in this chapter).  

Practitioners, perhaps unsurprisingly, chiefly seem to see value only in contemporary 

critique or in remote disciplinary origins stories.  But there is a period of time between the 

late 1800s and mid-1900s—when archaeology as a professional pursuit is being rooted into 

the university system, and when much of our equipment and our edifices of expertise as 

archaeologists are being solidified and sold to a broader audience—that merits investigation 

from the standpoint of visualisation.  The fact that it has hitherto generally escaped analysis 

seems specifically due to its awkward temporal placement, for it is at the centre of the 

course of academic institutionalisation.

 As I see it, what is problematic about this period is precisely what has held back 

active pursuit of ‘thing’-oriented enquiry in the discipline: it demands that we pay attention 

to structures and objects and the literal scaffolding of practice; that we ask questions about 

how and where scholarly establishments came to be, and of what they are comprised; that 

we think about the tangible and messy institution itself.10  In so doing, it rightly demotes the 

place of the individual to one that is coterminous with materials and environments.  Such a 

perspective is quite radical, given, as Olsen (2003:100) notes, that histories of archaeology 
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tend to be pure outlines of human thought or descriptions of the development of “great 

minds.”  In other words, they seldom confront the historical development of archaeology’s 

own unruly material culture, the obscurities of curriculum or administration-building, or the 

mundane construction of scholarly workplaces (labs, classrooms, offices, campuses, etc.).  

Schnapp’s (1996) historical account terminates before the departmentalisation of 

archaeology even reaches embryonic form.  Trigger’s (2006) volume makes various cursory  

references to university accreditation and organisation, but leaves much relegated to the 

footnote-like bibliographic essay at the end of his text.  Malina and Vašiček’s (1990:53-54) 

coverage of the topic is limited to little more than a paragraph.  The number of volumes 

which meticulously analyse the actual formalisation of the discipline in higher education 

settings is minute, with Moser’s (1995) study of Australia’s disciplinary culture, Clark’s 

(1989) review of the proliferation of prehistory at Cambridge, and Smith’s (2009) more 

focused and rigorous exploration of prehistory at Cambridge, standing among the handful of 

critical contributions.  

What is obvious, as Evans (2007:296) suggests, is that archaeological histories have 

accentuated intellectual development at the expense of institutional development.  And, 

indeed, just as Gell (1998:8) describes for the field of anthropology, archaeological 

historians may paradoxically be “more concerned with the immediate context of social 

interactions and their ‘personal’ dimensions” than with institutional structures which enable 

the creation and circulation of the field.  This predicament mirrors that found in the history 

of science where, as per Mosley (2007:290), histories of the history of science generally 

privilege issues of intellectualism and philosophical progression above instrumentation and 

material culture.  Such an institutional gap in the historical literature is, I think, particularly 

worthy of reflecting on given the parallel gap that exists in terms of pictorial genealogies in 
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archaeology.  Both the ‘establishment’ and the visual image have been neglected in 

narratives of our disciplinary past, and this neglect I see as borne of the same failing.  Both, 

that is, are apparently so obvious as to go unseen.  To paraphrase from Latour (1990), they 

are too close to the hand and the eye to command our concern.  And both are so unstable as 

to breed silence above overt management.  They are what I appreciate Olsen (2003:100) to 

have in mind when he speaks of the “mundane trivia of the practical world, [the] repugnant 

kitchen of dirt and soil, [which] becom[e] a source of embarrassment for a discipline 

aspiring to the ranks of the social sciences.”  To attend to them means to insist that we move 

our enquiries beyond the quaint and the descriptive—the semiotic and individualistic—a 

tack which is unfamiliar in our historical documents.  It means that we must grapple with 

those disciplinary things that are directly responsible for productivity in archaeology: the 

often very tangible, yet volatile and uncomfortable constructs and constructions of the 

academy that facilitate its existence.  As such, it pushes us to confront this productivity in 

the present and future, a prospect that, while appropriate for a ‘materialising practice,’ is 

perhaps less comfortable for practitioners whose agendas (as per standard disciplinary 

histories) seem firmly rooted in the intellectual.

Ultimately, to disregard the ‘establishment’ is to leave oneself blind to the fact, as 

Crary (1999:4) frames it, that institutional power requires “perception [to] function in a way 

that insures a subject is productive, manageable, and predictable, and is able to be socially 

integrated and adaptive.”  Our graphic tools are at the core of such perceptive regimes, and 

analysing their movements and uses in archaeology’s history can hint at prospects for 

constructively shaping our disciplinary transformations in the future.  This thesis thus stands 

as one step towards unravelling the topic of institutional structures in archaeology and 
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directing attention to those ordinary objects of everyday practice—visual media—which 

make them possible.  
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CHAPTER THREE: The Entanglements of the Academic Archive: Methodological 
Overview

The following chapter stands as an account of the methodological framework behind 

my research.  I outline here the techniques, locations, materials and reach of my analysis, 

and I build upon the preceding section by further elucidating the theoretical tools which 

enable my argument.  I describe a programme of mixed qualitative study which 

unashamedly privileges micro-level products over macro-level processes, knowing, as per 

above, that it is often specifically through these minutiae that the macroscalar is fed and 

transformed.  In other words, after Harris (1998), I take a ‘big science’ like archaeology and 

subject its specificities—in my case, visual media and visualisation practice—to fine-

grained enquiry with the recognition that it tends to be precisely in these concentrated 

locations that knowledge-making and world-building are prepared and deployed.  

Temporal Exclusivity and Visual Essentialism

As explained in the previous chapter, my thesis situates itself within a prescribed 

timeframe which centres on the early to mid-1900s.  I have already offered justification for 

my attention to such a temporal period, but I believe it worthwhile to note that this focus has 

been controversial amongst some of my colleagues and interviewees.  Upon initiating my 

research, it was commonplace for archaeologists to respond with disparagement about my 

decision to explore, in the first instance, the historical context of the early 20th century, and 

in the second instance, visualisation within that context.  Such a reaction to the era may, in 

part, reflect discomfort at the fact that it is situated on the cusp of living memory.  In the 

same way that contemporary and historical archaeologies tend to be viewed with unease or 

irrelevance (e.g., Myers 2010), the temporal closeness of archaeology’s institutionalisation 

seems naturally to generate anxieties over objectivity (or the inability to achieve a 
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supposedly impartial distance from the subject matter) and potential accountability.  Linked 

to such anxieties, and as discussed earlier, the timeframe is also situated within an unruly 

geography wherein our behaviours and tools are still in flux, and basic performances are 

often understood as shambolic.  Indeed, recent scholars insinuate that the archaeology of the 

era is essentially an intellectual void, with pre-World War II practice arousing accusations of 

especial vacuity (e.g., Clark 1989:52; Stout 2008:236).  This is comparable to the critique 

that archaeologists have proffered on the chronological focus of my own research, 

suggesting that my analyses will prove meaningless unless I press further back in time 

towards the more ‘foundational’ antiquarian age.  Although I appreciate the significance of 

earlier eras for sketching out the discipline’s configuration, affection for them seems more 

bound up with disciplinary romanticism and idealism than with any obvious evidence of 

their scholarly superiority.  In fact, the 20th century offers greater access to intact archival 

records and human informants, and these, in turn, testify not only to the active negotiation 

and stabilisation of theoretical regimes throughout the 1900s, but also the solidification of 

the very educational structure upon which we now define legitimate practice.  To invest in 

such a period is to adhere to Latour’s (as expressed by Schaffer 1991:180) recommendations 

around constructive methodological work: 

study systems in the course of controversy, when all is unstable and up for grabs, 
since closure effaces the memory of the work through which the taken-for-granted is 
established; second, do not accept the rigid boundary between the scientific-
technical and the social-contextual which is often a result of these passages of 
action, and so cannot be used to explain them.

Thus it is precisely in the uneasiness and suspicion which the early 20th century temporal 

context breeds that I see emerging a necessary—and revelatory—line of study.

Such uneasiness and suspicion are not unlike the sentiments that I have confronted 

in pursuing contemporary visual research.  As suggested above and elsewhere (e.g., Perry 
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2009b), the not uncommon response to my image analyses has been indifference or 

hostility, with practitioners arguing that I am either overvaluing imagery’s significance or 

attending to media whose connotations are virtually impossible to manage.  Whilst I do not 

wish to exaggerate the capacities of the pictorial, thereby falling into the trap of what Bal 

(2003) calls “visual essentialism,” I also do not want them to go overlooked or understated.  

This is important because various scholars have criticised recent visual archaeological 

research on the basis that it unduly privileges ocular perception above other forms of 

sensory engagement (e.g., Hamilakis 2001).  But these same critics are themselves 

implicated in the production of disciplinary artefacts (namely, paper-bound books and 

journal contributions) which almost singularly prioritise visual communication.  Hamilakis 

et al.’s (2001) article provides the perfect example wherein the authors’ entire argument—

although alluding to an embodied exhibition—is articulated solely through sight; that is, 

through two-dimensional images and text on (digital) paper, not through scents or sounds or 

tastes or obvious material textures.  It is questionable to finance vision in this way and then 

simultaneously maintain that visual primacy is a fantasy of now-illegitimate 18th century 

Western sensory hierarchies (cf. Hamilakis 2001:153).  To me such an argument hints at a 

lack of consideration of the locations and objects through which archaeology is assembled, 

and speaks to precisely why it is so important to attend to sight.  

Locating Archaeology in the University

 The issue of location is particularly critical, given, as Finnegan (2008:383) puts it, 

that “science depends on the manufacture and management of different spaces—real or 

imagined to accomplish its objectives and establish its credentials.”  To consider images as 

spaces through which the discipline is mobilised recollects the aims of ‘thing’-oriented 

enquiry, but it also calls to mind the perspectives of the geography of knowledge approach 
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wherein knowledge-constructing enterprises such as archaeology are fundamentally 

understood as products of “transactions between places” (Shapin 1998:7; also Finnegan 

2008; Harris 1998).  From such a perspective, visual media are places that transact with 

other places (people and material culture and physical locations) to make possible the 

archaeological discipline.  

In concentrating on place, this thesis draws particular attention to the university 

environment, not because the university is an inherently more valid knowledge-making 

milieu, but because in the context of visualisation, it is rarely appreciated as a knowledge-

making milieu.  As noted in Chapter 2, graphic media are often understood as the outputs of 

‘pop culture,’ and my previous research has struggled with persuading academic audiences 

to appreciate their own visual creations as indivisible from those of supposedly ‘popular’ 

communities (Perry 2006a).  It strikes me that there is a parallel between this scholarly 

resistance and the aforementioned reluctance to invest in 20th century archaeological history  

in that, in both cases, a spotlight is necessarily put on instabilities or upheavals in 

contemporary (or near contemporary) practice.  To allow these instabilities to go 

uninvestigated is to leave vast chasms in our disciplinary records which allow archaeology 

to continue to perpetuate itself as a place that, it seems, comes from no place.  The 

discipline gains much (if not all) of its legitimacy from its institutional links, and with this 

in mind my thesis began as a project concerned with exploring the role of visualisation in 

enabling the academic institutionalisation of archaeology itself.

The following enquiry is fully centred within the British scholarly environment, a 

focus which partly owes to circumstance and partly to incommensurability of national 

academic systems.  Originally conceived as a comparison of early American and British 

archaeology departments, my research quickly narrowed itself to a UK-only project as a 
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result, primarily, of the impossibility of accounting for anthropological curricula within—or 

disentangling it from—the US context (see Shott 2005 for further discussion of British and 

American systems).  While I recognise that criticism can thus easily be launched at me for 

pedestaling (and thereby perhaps glamorising) Anglo archaeological practice, to extend my 

enquiry further geographically would have meant compromising the integrity of my 

analyses—diluting them solely for the sake of inclusivity and thereby leaving behind a 

project that could not then have stood as an adequate base (or rigorous counterpoint) for 

future research.  Moreover, as per above, the institutional roots of Anglo archaeology have 

barely been probed, which is an interesting and questionable predicament given the obvious 

impact of British schools on the production and propagation of specialists and, indeed, on 

the institutionalisation of new departments around the world (e.g., Clark 1989).  

Within Britain there are five key establishments typically credited with foundational 

archaeological programmes; namely, the Universities of Cambridge, Oxford, Liverpool and 

Edinburgh, and University College London (whose Institute of Archaeology was originally 

housed at the University of London).  Although some might also appreciate Durham’s and 

Newcastle’s lectureships in Romano-British archaeology (both established in the first half of 

the 20th century) as evidence of two additional burgeoning archaeological departments, 

neither of these departments were formally constituted until after the 1950s (Draper n.d.), 

and their focus seems predominantly Roman, whilst my interests converge on the 

prehistoric.  As such, they do not figure in the following pages.  Of the five other British 

institutions, it is arguably only Cambridge that has seen intensive, detailed research by 

multiple, dedicated scholars (e.g., Clark 1989; Smith 2009), while others have seen little or 

virtually none (e.g., for Oxford: Selkirk and Hawkes 1986; for Edinburgh: Ralston 2009; but 

for London see assorted references in the ensuing chapters).  Active concern for the past of 
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these departments is minuscule, with essentially one scholar at each standing as the resident 

expert on historical matters: e.g., Pamela Jane Smith at Cambridge, Ian Ralston at 

Edinburgh, Phil Freeman at Liverpool, Megan Price and Deborah Harlan at Oxford, David 

Harris at University College London.  My project was initially birthed through contacts 

made with these individuals, as well as with departmental secretaries and archivists.  

As a means of preliminary reconnaissance, I began a series of research visits to 

Liverpool, Cambridge, Oxford and London, and initiated virtual contact with stakeholders 

at Edinburgh.  This survey provided me with a firm rationale for narrowing the scope of my 

enquiry even further, as it was not unusual to encounter archives whose incoherence or 

insubstantiveness alluded to an ultimately inconclusive line of study.  Although Liverpool 

has likely the oldest university archaeological department in the UK (Freeman 2007), it 

arguably has the least existing historical literature upon which to build (although the 

ongoing work of Freeman should eventually provide a strong evidentiary base), and it was, 

in essence, desecrated following World War II when it was dismantled and then 

parsimoniously reorganised by the university (Kelly 1981).  Oxford’s department did not 

officially come into being until 1961 (Selkirk and Hawkes 1986), and while generations of 

undergraduates passed through its classical studies programmes en route, in particular, to 

postgraduate study at London, its archival records appear to be incomplete and scattered 

owing to the lack of centralised archaeological training.  Edinburgh, like Liverpool, has 

been subject to minimal investigation and thus makes an uncomfortable case study for 

comparative analysis given the inevitable amount of background research required.  

Cambridge and London offer more developed historical records, and so it is here that some 

of my more concentrated explorations have been centred.

The very thing that I believe makes this thesis important, however, is also what 
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makes it an onerous pursuit, for to tread through generally uncharted territory (i.e., 

archaeological institutional histories) in search of equally uncharted matters (i.e., ‘the 

visual’) is to be continually confronted with obscurity and material ambiguity.  In spite of 

considerable support from archivists, librarians and related specialists across the five 

universities, especially at Cambridge and London, it quickly became clear that not only 

were the departmental archives vast, widely strewn, and irregular, but access to some of 

their content was nonexistent or highly policed.  Cambridge’s image collections (held at the 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology) and London’s elusive Mortimer Wheeler 

archive (held at the University College London’s Special Collections depot) proved 

particularly problematic to examine.  After dozens of trips to both Cambridge and London, 

the obvious difficulties of managing their archives began to press in on me and my research 

agenda, as, at London alone, key documentation seems to have been distributed across a 

plethora of locations including the Institute of Archaeology itself and its library, UCL’s 

Special Collections, the University of London’s Special Collections, the Society of 

Antiquaries, the Museum of London, the British Library, the Victoria & Albert Museum, 

English Heritage, the West Sussex Record Office, and the National Archives.  The extent 

and spread of such material was not evident upon commencing my project, for as outlined 

in Chapter 4, previous study of the department at London has been narrow, with researchers 

generally consulting a limited number of sources (usually those available through the 

Institute itself and UCL’s and University of London’s Special Collections departments) and 

cross-citing one another.  At Cambridge, relevant records have been dispersed across the 

Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, the University Library’s Archives, the 

Department of Archaeology, Lucy Cavendish College Archive, and St John's College 

Library (among others listed above).  
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Visits to all of these sites have made it clear to me that what is significant about 

Cambridge is its larger and more solid extant foundations upon which to ground new 

enquiry. This is precisely, however, what I also perceive as unsatisfying about it, not only 

because of its greater visibility and repute (and associated elitist baggage) as an Oxbridge 

school, but so too because previous research paradigms provide me with less intellectual 

flexibility.  By the latter, I mean to say that after developing close relationships with 

Cambridge’s departmental historians and experts, I am left feeling uncomfortable about the 

prospective need to rework or push outside their pre-established narratives.  Cambridge is a 

critical locus for understanding the academic institutionalisation of British archaeology, not 

least because its visual centre, the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, was 

elementally entwined in the department’s genesis (Smith 2009; Taylor n.d.).  But 

understanding such genesis hinges on uninhibitedly deconstructing and potentially 

repositioning existing narratives, and because of my unease over such an endeavour, I have 

conscientiously chosen to avoid intensive examination of its workings.

Archaeology in London

The Institute of Archaeology at the University of London, by contrast, has seen 

smaller-scale enquiries by a number of arguably less-invested researchers.  As recounted in 

Chapter 4, there is no singular and obvious “history of” tome which epitomises the IoA.  

Unlike Cambridge and Oxford, the Institute has always had a very practical, hands-on 

methodological orientation to its coursework, immediately informing and complementing 

its more theoretical offerings.  This orientation is significant because while the IoA is far 

from the first archaeology department in the UK, it is the first to have prioritised applied 

studies and to have, early on in its existence, elaborated this priority into various cutting-

edge supportive laboratory environments.  Also uniquely, the Institute originally (and until 
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1968) awarded only postgraduate diplomas, permitted drop-in students, allowed learners to 

tailor and focus their course loads on speciality methodological topics, and could be 

observed to waive prerequisites to enable enrolment by certain students from various 

backgrounds.  As such, one could make the argument that the IoA is marked by a very 

distinctive student body whose influence on the broader archaeological community is not 

yet clear.  Ultimately, it takes more than 10 years of mobilisation for the Institute to come 

into being, and as demonstrated below, it transpires in a highly-publicised, highly-public 

fashion with visualisation at its crux.  Although my preliminary research at other institutions 

leads me to believe that the IoA is not necessarily exceptional in exploiting pictoralisation 

as such (indeed, one might question whether it would ever be possible to institute an 

archaeological department in the absence of graphic tools), the Institute, as a case study, 

offers a powerful example of the faculty of visual media for materialising and multiplying 

archaeology.  

While, as per above, I have struggled with getting access to certain pertinent 

archaeological records, I have invested in an intensive research programme to compensate, 

embracing a multi-pronged methodological approach.  At the heart of this approach is 

documentary enquiry, centred mainly on a fine-grained review of available historical and 

personal texts.  The data compiled in the following chapters comes, for the most part, from 

primary documentary sources dating from between 1920 and 1955: university calendars, 

handbooks, syllabuses, prospectuses, board and committee meeting minutes, court and 

senate minutes, policy statements, annual reports, course lists and registers, conference 

programmes, financial statements, lecture notices and notes, original student theses, original 

exhibition catalogues, scrapbooks, library loan ledgers, original news articles, official 

memoranda, personal and official correspondence, and personal files.  Alongside lantern 
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slide collections, a handful of photographic materials, and some pre-existing audio 

recordings of former students, I also draw on a variety of secondary sources including 

articles/texts (typically authored by former IoA staff or pupils) on the history of the 

discipline in general, on the history of the department specifically, on their own experiences 

(or the experiences of their colleagues/peers) within the department, as well as obituaries, 

biographies and autobiographies (for details see subsequent chapters).  

This research is complemented by a series of semi-structured interviews and 

correspondence with former and current staff of the Institute of Archaeology, former 

students of the IoA and Cambridge, and current professors and lecturers at London, 

Cambridge, Oxford, Reading, Cardiff and Southampton whose research interests converge 

with mine.  In total, I have interviewed 24 practitioners, and have carried out extensive 

correspondence with another 12 practitioners for whom an interview was impracticable.  

Most—but not all—of these individuals are quoted in the following pages, and where their 

voices have not been incorporated, this is the result of the subject matter going beyond the 

scope of my thesis (e.g., beyond the relevant timeframe or institution).  I have generally 

approached the interviews (particularly with IoA alumni) from the perspective of oral 

history, seeking to document individuals’ memories as they intersect with the place and time 

of their archaeological training (after Doel 2003).  I appreciate such memories as 

opportunities to push back against some of the limitations of written documents—their 

fissures, their officiality, their corporeal emptiness—and thus to deliberately people the 

historical record with a variety of actors (both human and non-human) which can speak to 

tacit and fragile aspects of scientific practice (Doel 2003; Fernandez Kelly 2004).  My 

inspiration, in this sense, is the remarkable, intensive oral historical programme of Pamela 

Jane Smith (e.g., 2009), whose interviews with former Cambridge students and scholars are 
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extraordinarily detailed and, in unparalleled fashion, have now been made accessible for 

others to review. 

However I hold no illusions about the challenges of oral testimony, including 

unreliable, overly selective or potentially contrived responses that hint more at the 

engineering of the interview context itself than at any essential, underlying realities (de 

Chadarevian 1997; Soderqvist 1997).  But I also recognise that in the very fact of their co-

production (as back-and-forth negotiations between multiple parties), these interviews have 

enabled reconceptualisations of my subject,11 as well as revelations (including newfound 

access to personal files, photographs, fresh contacts, etc.) that might not otherwise have 

presented themselves.  In such a way, I understand them to afford what Wylie (2008) calls 

“substantial epistemic payoff” in that they provide an entryway into knowledge repositories 

that do not exist within static documentary records alone, nor solely within more sanctioned 

accounts of the past.  I therefore use my interviews in tandem with written archives to 

triangulate and buttress—or, as per Wylie (1994), to provide overall horizontal 

independence to—my argument.

This multi-methodological tactic is not novel, having been successfully applied by 

myriad archaeologists and archaeological historians in recent years both in the context of 

disciplinary histories and in wider-ranging anthropological archaeologies (e.g., Moser 1995; 

Roberts 2005; Smith 2009).  I think it is important to press on this point, as not unlike the 

critiques that have been lobbed at visual research more generally, there still appears to 

simmer underneath such qualitative work the notion that it does not constitute “real” 

scientific enquiry.  Given the diversity of projects to which these methods have been applied 

and the demonstrable epistemic advantages harboured by their outputs, it seems absurd to 
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me that archaeologists may still be keen to dismiss their fundamental intellectual 

importance.  From my perspective, to reject qualitative approaches is to leave ourselves 

disastrously ill-equipped to negotiate the field in the future.  In investing in a mixed 

programme of archival study, oral history and image study, then, the following chapters 

endeavour to expose precisely what I think is at stake should we continue to deny or 

underestimate the capacities of penetrative disciplinary analyses.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: The Institute of Archaeology at London University 

The history of the Institute of Archaeology at the University of London 

(amalgamated in 1986 into University College London) stretches back more than three 

quarters of a century, extending from its earliest conceptualisation in the 1920s to its current 

standing as one of the largest archaeological departments in the world and one of the 

leading disciplinary research facilities in England (UCL 2009).12  The Institute is among the 

oldest of Britain’s dedicated academic centres of archaeology, established shortly after 

departments at Liverpool, Cambridge and Edinburgh.  So too is it unique in having been 

born of an agenda to standardise scientific training in archaeology at a time when such 

training was otherwise purportedly inadequate or nonexistent (Wheeler 1956:72, 90) and 

technique was haphazard and experimental.13  As Harris has written (1997/8:3), the Institute 

matured from a “small, if capaciously housed, research institution to become the largest (in 

terms of staff and students) university ‘department’ of archaeology in Europe.”  Yet its 

concerns for systematic instruction in technique, for international and British study, for field 

and environmental archaeology (among other matters) have stayed reasonably constant 

across time (1997/8:3; also Clark 1989:14)).  Such focus has variously been interpreted by 

Fox (1949:6714) as the seedbed for a “powerhouse of modern Archaeology”; by Stout 

(2008:34) as, in its beginnings, a genuine competitive threat to—and impetus for change 

within—pre-existing archaeological programmes (namely at Cambridge); and 

unsurprisingly, by the Institute’s representatives themselves as “pioneering” (Mallowan 

1977:233; also IoA 1939:9) and “revolutionary” (Wheeler 1956:90).  The Institute has been 

credited with playing a therapeutic role for archaeologists during the second world war 
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(Clark 1989:13).  And, by 1959, pivotal archaeological journals could be found consecrating 

the IoA as the leading location for methodological education in archaeology (Daniel 

1959:3).  Despite these impacts, however, the Institute of Archaeology and its development 

have seen relatively negligible study.  

As discussed above, academic archaeological departments have by and large been 

neglected in critical research on disciplinary history.  The IoA is no exception in that its 

historical coverage is limited to brief reviews by Evans (1975, 1987), Clark (1989:13-14) 

and Stout (2008:29-34); independent chapters in several biographical and autobiographical 

volumes (e.g., Green 1981; Harris 2009; Hawkes 1982; Mallowan 1977; Wheeler 1956); 

and assorted citations in publications particular to the subject of Egyptology and the 

University College London’s Egyptological programme (e.g., Drower 1985; Janssen 1992).  

While offering basic background on the Institute, such accounts tend to be short, 

generalised, often anecdotal, and in at least one case (Hawkes 1982), subject to debate over 

reliability.15  Egyptology-specific histories are similarly inclined to take just cursory note of 

the department (e.g., Drower 1985).  This is in spite of the fact that the material collections 

of the University College London’s first Professor of Egyptian Archaeology (Flinders 

Petrie) facilitated the genesis of the IoA (see below).  Even Flinders Petrie’s own 

autobiography makes only shallow reference to his role in the early formation of the 

Institute (not to mention his long career at UCL) (Petrie 1931).16  Autobiographical 

reflections by the IoA’s first full-time director, Gordon Childe, do not even acknowledge his 

part in institutional management (Childe 1989).17  Moreover, the IoA barely merits remark 
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in Trigger’s (2006) historical opus.

This inattention to the IoA’s establishment is problematic given that texts, such as 

that containing the reflections of Childe, expressly aim to take a “serious concern” for the 

history of archaeology (Daniel and Chippindale 1989:7).  Rather than targeting such 

concern at all of the many angles and artefacts implicated in the discipline’s past, however, 

these texts devote themselves often almost exclusively to intellectual chronicling.  As a 

corollary, Institute histories are heavily invested in documenting individual contributions to 

the department, so much so that they seem sometimes to read more as instances of idolatry 

for certain personalities than as accounts of an organisation’s multifaceted evolution.  Such 

is the situation in Stout’s (2008:18-20) historical analysis wherein prehistoric archaeology’s 

professionalisation is telescoped into the affairs of a “heroic band” of archaeologists, 

centring, in the case of the IoA, on the character of Mortimer Wheeler.  As demonstrated 

below, while the impact of persons like Wheeler on institutional formation cannot be 

denied, it seems fallacious to construct professionalisation as anything more glamorous than 

an intricate feedback between a diversity of concerned people and things.  That practitioners 

would suggest otherwise is perhaps predictable owing to the excess of research privileging 

individual personalities in the explication of archaeology’s disciplinary foundations.  Whole 

scholarly sessions are dedicated to “Personality in the History of Archaeology” (for example 

at the 2008 Theoretical Archaeology Group annual conference).  Publications ostensibly 

interested in the interchanges between people and establishments are structured completely 

around personal life stories (e.g., Hinsley 2008).  Scholars who appreciate that 

“Archaeology’s past...is made up of individuals and institutions” (Givens 1992:51) highlight 

human biography as the one decisive tool for understanding this past.  Thus contrary to 

Gosden’s (1999:52) claim that, in his own study of disciplinary development, he was unable 
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to “identify mythical founders of archaeology,” recent programmes of enquiry appear to be 

based entirely on the identification and ‘mythification’ of such figures.  It should probably 

come as no surprise, then, that accounts of the Institute of Archaeology’s history are 

likewise wrapped up in exploration of individual personas.

The problem, I believe, is that in prioritising human actors above the material culture 

of archaeology, practitioners have been led to misjudge the significance of both the IoA and 

its various media for the history of the field.  The consequences of overindulging in the 

impact of archaeological personalities arguably parallel those described by Jordanova 

(2008:781) with respect to the history of collecting, wherein explanations of the 

development of the practice are often reduced to nothing more than “pop psychology”.  In 

so doing, the complexities of the actual processes, networks and relationships involved—

human and material—are masked.  And the very artefacts—images—that are so central to 

archaeologists’ interpretations of prehistory are, confusedly, left unused and forgotten in 

archaeological interpretations of our recent history.  

The following chapters aim to regain (some of) these artefacts, as they relate to the 

development of the University of London’s Institute of Archaeology, by considering them 

not as relics subservient to or invisible behind certain archaeological celebrities, but, 

following Gell (1998) and Latour (2005), as vehicles of agency; mobilisers of action in 

themselves.  Accordingly, visual artefacts are here made a focus of the IoA’s history.  In this 

capacity, they are seen as vital wielders of effect in the establishment of the department, and 

hence, as tools that demand archaeological attention given the role that they once performed 

(and arguably still perform today) in shaping disciplinary trajectories (see Chapter 8 for 

further elaboration).  By speaking of visuals thus—that is, as animated performers in 

institutionalisation—I intend not to imply that they are animate in any obvious human 
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sense, but borrowing from Ingold (2007:12), that their elements “continue to be swept up in 

circulations of...surrounding media that alternately portend their dissolution or...ensure their 

regeneration.”  Such circulations, I contend, ultimately ensured the formalisation of the IoA.

The subsequent pages begin by briefly reviewing the initial conceptualisation of the 

Institute and establishing a case for the embroilment of visual tools and sensibilities in this 

process.  Using archival research conducted at the University College London, University of 

London, Museum of London, Society of Antiquaries, British Broadcasting Corporation, 

Dorset County Museum, Victoria & Albert Museum, Petrie Museum, West Sussex Records 

Office, National Archives, Cambridge University Archives, Cambridge Museum of 

Archaeology and Anthropology, and the British Library, as well as semi-structured 

conversations with current and former archaeologists affiliated with the IoA, I then detail a 

series of episodes wherein visual culture seems to have been deliberately activated to 

strengthen the department or otherwise secure departmental stability.  

It is worth noting, at this point, that difficulties in gaining consent to examine 

various archival collections may have affected my ensuing interpretations.  I echo Jones 

(2001:353) in expressing disappointment over the “vagaries of access” to these material 

records.  Faced with such a predicament, it becomes even more understandable why 

attention to biography and personality would dominate in archaeological-historical research, 

as it has occasionally appeared to me as though it could only be through previously-written 

life stories, and my own oral historical interviews with archaeological personalities, that I 

might draw conclusions.  However, intent to prove a truly “serious concern” for the history 

of archaeology, I have endeavoured to, indeed, take seriously all those collections available 

to me, as well as all engagements with material culture contained within.  The results are 

brandished here in such a way as to construct an argument for the intimate entanglement of 
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visualisation in the matrix of the department.  To paraphrase from one IoA archaeologist, 

pictures seem to have the unfortunate quality of committing us to particular interpretations, 

pinning us down in ways that speech does not.  It is precisely this facility for pinning down 

certain visions that I see being put to work in the construction of the Institute.  Visual 

culture, I submit, enabled the IoA to come into existence.

Early Visions of the Institute

 The typical account of the Institute of Archaeology’s initial formulation is succinct, 

usually limited to a description of the IoA’s professed ideals, commentary on its official 

opening in 1937, and vague reference to an entire decade prior to this opening (from 

approximately 1926 to 1937) when the setting in place of its basic financial and intellectual 

architecture ensued (e.g., IoA 1938a:9; also Times 1937:10).  The unfortunate effect of such 

chronicling has arguably been to present the Institute’s early history as straightforward and 

uncomplicated, and to award it an undue finality via the insinuation that the IoA’s 1937 

inauguration marked its full and definitive birth.  These accounts have, in some cases, 

misleadingly proposed that the department popped wholly to mind in 1926, with effectively 

no precedent at the University of London or elsewhere (e.g., Hawkes 1977:490).18  They 

have, in other cases, given little or no consideration to the years following the Institute’s 

formal unveiling when economic, administrative and general wartime instability regularly 
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had hardly been recognized” at London University.  But this statement is dubious as archaeology in the form 
of Egyptology had been provided for since at least 1892 at the University College through Flinders Petrie’s 
assumption of the Edwards Chair (Clark 1989:13; Drower 1985).  Moreover, by the early 1900s it appears, as 
per Read (1906:58), that the Senate of London University had added archaeology to its BA Honours and MA 
degree programmes.  Evans (1987:2) indicates that archaeology actually had its beginnings at the university 
decades before the Institute’s formulation, with its Yates Chair of Classical Archaeology filled by 1885 and its 
Board of Studies in Archaeology established by 1903.  Bellot (1929:382-384) confirms this argument, noting 
that Bunnell Lewis was appointed in 1873 to lecture on classical archaeology, and that by 1880, CT Newton 
was occupying a professorship/chair in archaeology at University College (although his pedagogical interests 
seem to have been in Greek art).  In fact, even the IoA’s oft-repeated claim to being the originator of technical 
training in archaeology is debatable given that an “intensive and extremely practical Training Course” 
necessitating skills in drawing and photography had been launched as early as 1910 through Margaret Murray 
in the Egyptology department (Janssen 1992:11, 12; Sheppard 2010; also Champion 1998:184-185; Picton and 
Pridden 2008:8).



threatened its survival (see Green 1981:106 for a typically brief—one-sentence long—

notation of such unsteadiness).  Where not altogether misrepresenting the IoA’s 

development, then, they have shrunk its history into an often deceptively short, conclusive 

and insular narrative.  

Along similar veins, there is a tendency in these accounts to crown the archaeologist 

Mortimer Wheeler as the inventor of the Institute.  Numerous reports inflate Wheeler into 

the “brainchild” of the IoA, intimating that it was his solo efforts which enabled institutional 

nativity (e.g., Clark 1989:13; Fagan 1982:122).  Disciplinary transformations are credited, 

in general, to archaeology’s “early heroes...often autocratic, often alone” (Piggott 

1977:640), but Wheeler in particular is set apart as “an outstanding example of a type 

familiar in the history of many scientific and human disciplines, a figure appropriate to what 

may be thought of as their heroic age.”  In relation to both his exploits at the Institute and 

beyond, Wheeler is regularly noted for his extraordinariness, his “epic character,” his status 

as a “Hero figure” (Fagan 1982:121; Hawkes 1982:1; also Hawkes 1977:484).  It is his 

vision alone upon which some now pin the entire IoA; as Stout (2008:29) puts it, “The 

scheme was Wheeler’s.”  Wheeler himself tended to reinforce this perspective (e.g., 

Wheeler 1966:124), arguing that he carried the “blueprint” for the Institute; that he “could 

see no one but [him]self to do it—such was the poverty of the land” (Wheeler 1956:79, 72).  

Such egotism is perhaps unsurprising given Roberts’ (2005:186-187) argument that Wheeler 

was committed, in various aspects of his professional career (namely as a field technician), 

to a major campaign of self-aggrandisement.  Lucas (2001:36-37) notes instances of 

Wheeler’s unjust devaluation of other practitioners’ work and consequent overstatement of 

his mentor’s (General Pitt Rivers’) accomplishments.  As Roberts’ (2005) sees it, in these 
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renditions, Pitt Rivers arguably stands as a proxy for Wheeler himself: the leading actor in 

the great tale of archaeological fieldwork’s reformation.

Problematically, many archaeologists and historians appear to have bought into this 

project of self-importance, as virtually all outputs concerning Wheeler (most biographies, 

obituaries, memoirs, historical reviews, etc.) invoke his puffed-up status.  The consequence 

is that other contributors (both people and things) to the history of the discipline—and to the 

history of the IoA specifically—have been made to disappear behind Wheeler’s gargantuan 

character.  Women, in particular, have been lost, a predicament which is commonplace (but 

certainly not condonable) in the historical literature (Diaz-Andreu and Sorensen 1998; Root 

2004).  Tessa Verney Wheeler’s involvements in the Institute’s establishment, if 

acknowledged at all, are nearly impossible to untangle from those of her husband (cf. 

Champion 1998:50-51; but see Carr’s (2008) recently-completed biographical thesis).  

Mallowan (1977:237; also Carr 2008; Evans 1987:1) goes as far as to suggest that Verney 

Wheeler “deserves much of the credit for the foundation” of the IoA.  But while Wheeler, 

too, notes Verney Wheeler’s impressive effectiveness in executing the Institute, he 

nevertheless presents her as but a secondary player in his plans; he being the “lone survivor 

of the Missing Generation” who is only later joined by his wife (Wheeler 1956:80).  Even 

individuals such as Kathleen Kenyon, who was immediately responsible for directing and 

sustaining the Institute during many of its years of laboured delivery, have been written out 

of accounts of departmental development (e.g., Clark 1989:13-14; but see Davis’ (2008) 

recently-released biography).  Where Kenyon is recognised, it is not uncommon to see her 

contributions also bound up into, or derivative of, those of Wheeler, with Kenyon portrayed 

as essentially the implementer of “Wheeler’s intention” (Fox 1949:67).  
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The effect of such representation is an artificial flattening of the IoA’s history.  The 

department is simplified into “Wheeler’s Institute” (Stout 2008:48).  Scholars feel 

comfortable in trivially and androcentrically categorising the entire IoA institutionalisation 

process (not to mention all professionalisation activities concurrent with and preceding the 

IoA’s establishment) as just another component of the “‘Big Man’ stage of disciplinary 

evolution” (Stout 2008:45).  Departmental formation is made the intellectual triumph of, 

more or less, one archaeologist.  

 In calling for a rethinking of this conventional account of the Institute of 

Archaeology, I intend not to discount the IoA’s relationships with specific people (e.g., 

Mortimer Wheeler), but to create a space for consideration of a more three-dimensional 

disciplinary history.  The standard telling of the IoA’s conceptualisation begins with 

Mortimer Wheeler and Tessa Verney Wheeler arriving in London in 1926 to allow Mortimer 

(hereafter referred to as Wheeler) to assume the keepership of the London Museum.  As the 

story goes, Wheeler had already by this time (and in partnership with Verney Wheeler 

(Hawkes 1982:122; Piggott 1977:628)) ventured to articulate a plan for an institute of 

archaeology “such as nowhere existed in this country [i.e., Britain]” (Wheeler 1956:72).  

The intent here was basically to revolutionise the science of archaeology by introducing a 

programme of systematic training into the academy.  Such was the ‘primitiveness’ of 

archaeological instruction and technique in the 1920s (Wheeler 1956:83) that, apparently, 

nothing short of an academic institution could manage it; i.e., a site for the grooming of a 

“cadre of young trained practitioners who could effectively take over from what represented 

the Old Guard” (Piggott 1977:628). By the Wheelers’ view, London—“the heart of power in 

the land” (Hawkes 1977:489)—was the necessary location for the realisation of their 

programme, and Wheeler’s new position at the London Museum the ideal means to 
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insinuate himself into the community.  As Wheeler (1956:72) puts it, “In July 1926 we 

moved to London and got to work.”

 This history of initial IoA foundations is fairly orthodox, but I do not think it is true 

to the intricate networks of humans and instruments enmeshed in the Institute’s original 

planning.  Such is obviously the case, as observed above, with respect to people: beyond 

Wheeler himself, actors who might otherwise be understood as pivotal in departmental 

formation commonly receive only shallow or no mention, including Verney Wheeler, 

Kenyon, Petrie, Sir Charles Peers of the Society of Antiquaries, Reginald Smith of the 

British Museum (see below for further discussion of several of these individuals and 

others).  However, so too is it the case as regards visual representation, which is arguably 

implicated in even the most embryonic moments of the IoA.  In this sense, I believe it 

noteworthy that the archaeological approach which is most often invoked to describe the 

inspiration behind Wheeler’s practice—and by extension, one might argue, behind the 

opening of the Institute itself—is that of the 19th century archaeologist General Pitt Rivers 

(e.g., Piggott 1959:33; Trigger 2006:294; Wheeler 1956:62).  What is of significance in 

relation to Pitt Rivers’ approach is his exceptionally detailed recording style which has been 

made almost legendary by archaeological historians.  Daniel’s (1975:173) telling 

characterisation of Pitt Rivers—“He caused accurate plans and sections and detailed 

drawings and descriptions to be made of all his excavations, and constructed models of all 

the main sites” (emphasis mine)—alludes to the creational role Pitt Rivers is typically 

attributed in terms of modern standards of archaeological illustration (e.g., Piggott 

1965:174; Wheeler 1956:61).  His insistence on thorough visual documentation (e.g., see 

prefaces in Pitt Rivers 1887, 1888) and his privileging of images before text in publications 

such as Pitt Rivers’ 1887 Excavations in Cranborne Chase (Vol. 1) (also see Piggott 
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1965:174; Lucas 2001:211), indicate that vision and the facilitation of vision were 

inextricably knotted into his archaeological project.  In officially articulating his own 

methodology Wheeler himself writes, “But always we come back to the vital and basic 

problem of illustration.  All along the line, the excavator’s fundamental function is that of 

record, primarily pictorial record”(1954:189; emphasis mine).  That Wheeler (1954:v) 

explicitly isolates Pitt Rivers as the chief source of his ‘Wheelerian’ methodology, speaks to 

the bearing of both Pitt Rivers and processes of visualisation on his own approach.  Whether 

or not Pitt Rivers merits the foundational status so often assigned to him is debatable 

(Bowden 1991:154-155; Daniel 1975:174; also Lucas 2001:36-37); however, it is repeatedly 

cited in Wheeler’s own books (Wheeler 1954, 1956), in University of London publications 

(1929:1), and in newspaper coverage specific to IoA outputs (Times 1938:17).  These 

citations tie Pitt Rivers’ (purportedly) original vision together with the original vision for the 

University of London’s Institute of Archaeology.  In so doing, I would infer, even the 

earliest inklings of the IoA are rendered indivisible from affairs of visual representation.

 Reinforcing such indivisibility is the fact that one of the Wheelers’ prime 

mechanisms for generating preliminary support for their proposed archaeological 

programme appears to have been public lecturing (Hawkes 1982:126)—in particular, 

illustrated lecturing with glass slides.19  The effectiveness of slide lectures in engaging 

audiences, in networking speakers, onlookers, images and referents, in producing dislocated 

and, hence, universal-seeming forms of knowledge, has been the subject of assorted 

academic studies in fields from art history (Nelson 2000) to geography (Rose 2003).  As per 

these studies, the general performance of lantern slide lectures has been seen to make 

manifest a “communal way of seeing” (Callister 2008:330), a kind of conditioning of 
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attention, and a convenient erasure of the hand of the academic behind the innocuousness of 

the slide (Rose 2003:218).  Their visualisation has been credited with everything from the 

destabilisation of standard academic discourses to the enablement of both novel modes of 

reasoning and new categories of knowledge (Cox 2007; Nelson 2000:432).  Indeed, the use 

of slides in pedagogical and leisure-based contexts extends back at least 300 years (During 

2002; Mannoni 2000:66), with one magic lantern slide entertainment complex (the London 

Polytechnic) in the mid-1800s likening lantern shows to “The education of the eye..., 

undeniably the most important object in elementary instruction” (During 2002:145).

For these reasons, it is significant that the first open announcement of the 

proposition for an institute of archaeology seems to have occurred in the context of an 

illustrated slide lecture delivered by Mortimer Wheeler to the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) 

in 1927 (Hawkes 1982:126; Wheeler 1956:84).  Later published as an illustrated article 

(Wheeler 1927), this lecture was not simply another societal talk: it was a deliberate 

wielding of tools, people and vision in the pursuit of a specific archaeological scheme.  Its 

audience included representatives from the British Museum, the Society of Antiquaries and 

the Office of Works—organisations which all eventually figured into the materialisation of 

the IoA.  Its premise was to introduce systematic practices of stratigraphic excavation into 

standard archaeological procedure.20  

In published form, it features 14 illustrations (nearly one per page of text) which 

Wheeler addresses directly using a deictic and, often, first-person singular discourse.  This 

discourse, in its immediacy and dynamism, is known for fusing speaker and audience, for 

“enabling the former to speak for the latter” (Nelson 2000:417), for transforming the static 

representation into an active agent able “to speak, to act, to desire” (Nelson 2000:419):
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Figure 4.1 
From Wheeler’s 1927 illustrated lecture: “The photograph which I show you next 
(Fig. 4.) might indeed be taken as a standard example of 
‘stratification’” (Wheeler 1927:818).
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Figure 4.2 
“Fig. 7. shows a section across this same cellar as revealed during the 
process of excavation. This instructive section is replete with the early 
history of western Britain” (Wheeler 1927:822).
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Figure 4.3 
“I turn now to a somewhat different illustration of the significance of 
stratification in relation to structural remains. I emphasise this example because it  
is the imperfect understanding of the principle involved that renders amateur 
excavation such a danger to the cause of scientific knowledge...Figure 8 shows 
this principle at work” (Wheeler 1927:822-824).
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“The photograph which I show you next (Fig. 4.) [see my Figure 4.1] might indeed 
be taken as a standard example of ‘stratification’” (Wheeler 1927:818).

“Fig. 7. [see my Figure 4.2] shows a section across this same cellar as revealed 
during the process of excavation. This instructive section is replete with the early 
history of western Britain” (Wheeler 1927:822).

“I turn now to a somewhat different illustration of the significance of stratification in 
relation to structural remains. I emphasise this example because it is the imperfect 
understanding of the principle involved that renders amateur excavation such a 
danger to the cause of scientific knowledge...Figure 8 [see my Figure 4.3] shows this 
principle at work” (Wheeler 1927:822-824).

Not only does Wheeler’s spoken language pull his slides inseparably into the core of 

his line of reasoning, but the actual images themselves are physically manipulated by 

Wheeler into interpretative apparatuses: they are written on; highlighted with hand-drawn 

features; labelled; embellished to substantiate stratigraphic excavation and its outputs 

(Figure 4.4).  They, then, are his argument.  This is important because, as in the third quote 

above, Wheeler repeatedly juxtaposes his images (and thus his notion of proper technique) 

with verbal references to the hazards of unscientific, amateurish archaeological practice for 

Britain’s past.  The intimation, I contend, is that without suitable instruction in (Wheeler’s) 

excavation methodology, (pre)history is at stake.  My contention is affirmed by the fact that 

Wheeler’s illustrated lecture is bookended by appeals from representatives of the Office of 

Works (Sir Frank Baines) and the British Museum (Reginald Smith) for the institution of a 

training programme in Wheeler’s technique (Baines 1927:813; Smith 1927:832).  Before, 

during and after the talk, therefore, Wheeler and his well-positioned audience members all 

make the point that modern-day archaeology now hinges upon accurate, scientific field 

practice which, itself, hinges upon skilled instruction (and, by extension, upon a site which 

could supply such instruction).  
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Figure 4.4  
Slides become part of the intellectual apparatus: drawn on, labelled, and 
embellished to substantiate Wheeler’s (and my own) argument (from Wheeler 
1927:826).

Of most interest, Baines (1927:833) specifically binds imagery into his concluding remarks 

on the lecture: 

Dr. Wheeler showed by his pictures and by the clarity of his exposition that it 
[stratigraphic excavation] really was a matter that could be undertaken and definitely 
brought to success; but personally he [Baines himself] desired to give a solemn 
warning that the excavation of historical sites was a problem of extreme difficulty. 
The problem was so difficult that one might do irretrievable harm by excavating in 
the haphazard and light-hearted spirit which had been perhaps the mode of tackling 
excavation in the past... (my emphasis)

As I see it, what is at play in such statements—and across Wheeler’s presentation as 

a whole—is the construction of an intricate argument for a particular way of doing/ viewing/ 

understanding/ controlling archaeology.  Therein, images are construed as indivisible from 

scientific excavation (by stratigraphy) which is, in turn, indivisible from the preservation of 
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British (pre)history which is, in turn, indivisible from the need for a practical training 

institute.  The cogency of the first part of this argument is already hinted at above.  To put it 

differently, visual representation is married to Wheeler’s concept of stratigraphy; the two do 

not exist independently.  Such a marriage is attested to again and again both in the published 

literature and in my own interviews.  As Bradley (1997) has shown, Wheeler’s method of 

stratigraphic excavation is an actual way-of-seeing—one that is distinct, unambiguously 

sectioned, definitive in its layers and interpretations.  Visual reproductions of this way-of-

seeing mirror its tidiness, and they have formed the basis for broad-scale imitation and 

disciplining of other archaeologists’ eyes (Bradley 1997:68-70).  To disregard the 

relationship between visualisation and stratigraphy is to entirely misapprehend Wheeler’s 

notion of the latter—a point that is borne out by two separate interviewee accounts 

(Thurstan Shaw, 20 April 2008; Lord Colin Renfrew, 23 April 2008).  In both (one 

concerning a job interview conducted by Wheeler, and one concerning an academic 

archaeological lecture at which Wheeler was an audience member), Wheeler is remembered 

for singling out practitioners who failed to show stratigraphic section imagery in concert 

with presentations of stratigraphic excavation work, or who failed to show appropriate 

section imagery (meaning pictures that had been physically altered by pen or other means to 

demarcate horizons and other archaeological features)21 in concert with such work.  From 

my perspective, Wheeler’s privileging of visuality in this manner suggests that he 

understood stratigraphy to be as equally invested in a project of seeing as it was in a project 

of showing. 

That British prehistory now depended on such a project is clear from its repeated 

correlation in Wheeler’s 1927 lecture (and in pre- and post-commentary on the lecture) with 
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the “safe-guarding” of the past (Wheeler 1927:831); with “bring[ing] home the importance 

of archaeological material and...stay[ing] the hand of unguided exploration or destruction 

(1927:831); with “mak[ing] archaeology a national movement” (Smith 1927:832); with “the 

future of archaeology” (Baines 1927:834).  And that this, in turn, depended on proper 

training is obvious (as noted above) from Baines’s introductory and Smith’s follow-up calls 

for the establishment of archaeological excavation training facilities/opportunities, and from 

Wheeler’s own culminating comment that “In a nutshell the problem was £70,000, the sum 

required for the creation and permanent endowment of an efficient school of British 

archaeology” (Wheeler 1927:833).  Together, I believe, these elements combined to form a 

taut and compact package for a particular brand of archaeology which would come to be 

paraded repeatedly over nearly the next 20 years by various affiliates of the IoA in the cause 

of departmental formalisation and stability.  Critically, this package wrapped up testimonials 

for ‘scientific’ excavation, with reminders of the value of Britain’s past, with prompts about 

the exigency of a university institute, using (among other performative tools) visualisation 

as both the medium of conveyance and, as evidenced below, the message for success (cf. 

McLuhan 1964).  When Wheeler (1956:84) went on to unabashedly applaud his 

presentation to the RSA as “a slight but pioneer effort to put some of the principles of 

archaeology before the public,” his claim was apt, for the lecture parcelled together all those 

ingredients that would later come to make manifest the IoA itself and, arguably, many 

aspects of contemporary archaeological practice as well.  Of most consequence, it 

foregrounded the application of visuality in the scaffolding and selling of the institutional 

programme.
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Mobilising Visualisation for the Institute of Archaeology

Wheeler’s 1927 illustrated lecture is one of multiple cases in which I see visual 

performances being deliberately mobilised in support of the establishment of the Institute of 

Archaeology.  In each of these performances, visual tools and techniques are designed and 

displayed or are acquired and capitalised on precisely at pivotal moments in the IoA’s early 

history.  I am not the first to hint at the interdependence of certain forms of (visual) 

presentation and the effective realisation of organisational agendas in archaeology—

especially as they relate to the Wheelers and their collaborators.  Piggott (1977:628) is clear 

that Wheeler and Verney Wheeler’s strategy for executing the IoA relied, to start with, on 

indirect influence of the University of London, namely through “the modernization of the 

London Museum as the first advertisement of the New Archaeology in the metropolis, to be 

followed by a series of strategically planned field campaigns to reinforce by demonstration 

the superiority of the New Excavation” (my emphases).  What is implicit in Piggott’s 

comment, I propose, is the entrenchment of seeing/showing in the IoA plan: by 

manipulating the display of both the museum and on-the-ground archaeological excavation 

projects, and by orchestrating opportunities to physically witness each, rationale for an 

accredited training centre in London could be established.22  What receives no attention, 

however, are any of the actual artefacts or exact processes implicated in the implementation 

of these visual performances.  

Interestingly, Hudson (1981:104-115) also sets up a case for the importance of 

performative engagement (as it relates to the Wheelers’ fieldwork at Maiden Castle) in the 

broad-scale marketing of archaeology to the British government and public, and in the 

subsequent buying-in of the government and public to the overall archaeological enterprise.  
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Hudson’s assorted examples of such engagements at Maiden Castle almost uniformly pivot 

around visual spectacle; from in situ exhibition of skeletons for the enthrallment of site 

visitors,23 to the production of Maiden Castle postcards, to lantern slide lectures, film, and 

public demonstrations of excavators at work, to the arrangement of illustrative interpretive 

aids next to open excavation units for sightseers’ edification (1981:104-113).  But, 

ironically, Hudson (1981:106) presents these visual enactments as little more than incidental 

relics of Wheeler’s own “image”—Wheeler’s “genius”—his innate capacity for drawing 

people into his archaeological schemes.  Only passing consideration is given to the tools 

employed to effect public interest;24 no analytical effort is expended on the means by which, 

or the reasons why, ocular (or other) sensibilities were so readily pulled into the exercise.  

Yet again, then, the history of archaeology (through the lens of Maiden Castle25) is reduced 

to a matter of (Wheeler’s) personality.

Accordingly, mine is a project that contrasts with previous research on disciplinary 

agendas by aiming to finally make explicit some of the substance behind the various 

enactments of these agendas.  As I argue with respect to Wheeler’s 1927 lecture, images, 

imaging practices and pictorial skills impregnate and steer the delivery and interpretation of 

even the first public announcement of the IoA.  Visualisation, in other words, is a vital and 

strategic actor in the earliest projections of the Institute.  Although the immediate 
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24 To be fair, Hudson (1981:115-126) later goes on to outline the influence of television shows and the 
magazine Popular Archaeology on the discipline’s general development.  Always at the kernel of his 
discussion, however, are the people behind (and in front of) these media, as opposed to the visual styles, 
graphic devices and related technological manoeuvrings that contribute to the media’s meaningful reception.

25 It is worth noting that the Verulamium site seems to have been subject to similar optics, including short film 
coverage (e.g., 29 August 1932, “Roman Bathroom Is Found At St. Albans”; British Movietone Digital 
Archive, Story #1980), and expert tours (e.g., British Association for the Advancement of Science Centenary 
Meeting, September 1931, “Excursions and Visits”; BBC Archives, S322/57).



bureaucratic response to the lecture is subject to dispute,26 what is not contestable is that, 

firstly, Wheeler is soon after welcomed into the University College as an unpaid lecturer in 

British pre- and proto-historic archaeology;27 and secondly, almost coincident with his 

lectureship, Wheeler and a committee of archaeologists (fronted by the President of the 

Society of Antiquaries) begin to arrange for an exhibition—a visual showcase—of recent 

archaeological fieldwork in the British Isles (University of London 1929).  

Displayed from 19 February to 16 March 1929 at the University College, this 

showcase and its relationship to the programme of public and scholarly lectures staged by 

Wheeler—and, it should be added, by Verney Wheeler too—merit reflection, for each are 

part of the same performative exercise in ingratiating the idea of an Institute of Archaeology  

into the academy (cf. Hawkes 1982:126-127).  Wheeler himself (1956:84) suggests as much 

when he writes that in the aftermath of his 1927 lecture to the RSA and, therein, of the first 

open appeal for the IoA, the “University of London was not yet prepared for the new 

enterprise” so “I proceeded to organize at University College an exhibition of the results of 

recent archaeological fieldwork in Britain, and the experiment met with some success.”  It is 

this ‘experiment’ that I recognise as the second instance (following on from the 1927 

illustrated lecture) of the calculated activation of a visual presentation in the interests of the 
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ostensibly attributed to Flinders Petrie’s cooptation of the plan (Evans 1987:4).  Wheeler’s autobiography 
(1956) and Hawkes’ biography (1982; also see Evans 1987:4), on the other hand, make no mention of such a 
proposal or its fallout.  Crawford (1955:183) speaks of meeting with Wheeler in the autumn of 1927 about 
their mutual interest in a “School of British Archaeology,” but suggests that the University of London offered 
merely nominal support for the cause, and that it was only “[a]fter seven years of struggle” that the IoA was 
ultimately born.  Minutes from the London University Senate indicate that an IoA had been under deliberation 
from at least December 1928 at the senate level (UoL Senate Minute #1944, 21 Mar 1934); and archival 
sources are clear that by June 1931 the Board of Studies in Archaeology had submitted a multi-page report on 
archaeological academic policy providing a full outline of the necessary accommodation and financing of an 
IoA (UCL Board of Studies in Archaeology Minutes 8/5/1/1, 22 Jun 1931).  Senate minutes later hint that it is 
the uneconomical nature of this initial outline that leads to lack of action on the part of the university (UoL 
Senate Minute #1944, 21 Mar 1934).

27 Notably, Wheeler delivered his lectures at the London Museum (Evans 1987:5-6; Wheeler 1956:85; Hawkes 
1982:127).



proposed Institute.  Intended to offer a wide-ranging view of modern28 British archaeology, 

the exhibition featured materials from across the United Kingdom: artefacts (material and 

pictorial—pottery sherds to plan views) from the prehistoric, Roman and post-Roman 

periods with particular emphasis given to a collection of aerial photographs lent by the 

Ordnance Survey.  Although the content, layout and reception of the show arguably warrant 

separate and detailed analysis, what is of topical relevance to my thesis are its larger 

contacts between display, establishment and discipline.  In this regard, it is significant that 

the exhibit brought together objects, institutions and archaeologists from around Britain, for 

in so doing, I would argue, it insinuated solidarity of practice—a network of dispersed but 

still allied expertise in archaeological matters.  The varied objects of museums, universities, 

scholarly societies, government organisations and independent practitioners29 could here 

(University College), as the exhibition catalogue itself describes (University of London 

1929:2), be witnessed on an equal footing.  And visitors, including students, the general 

public and even archaeologists themselves, could, for apparently the first time (and for the 

price of one shilling), be made to appreciate the scope and import of contemporary 

archaeology as applied specifically through “scientific excavation” (1929:1).  

As Wheeler writes in the preface to the catalogue (University of London 1929:1), 

this was the “first comprehensive exhibition of its kind ever held in Great Britain,” and as 

such, I believe, the perfect pageant for beginning to lay the groundwork for an IoA.  Here it 

is, then, that I maintain the well-packaged visual argument flourished by Wheeler at his 

1927 illustrated lecture is again put into play.  In this instance, however, illustrative display 

in the form of gallery exhibition (as opposed to slide presentation) becomes the vehicle for 
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28 Newspaper coverage of the event (Times 1929; see Figure 4.5) indicates that the items on view were almost 
all collected in 1928.  

29 These include the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, National Museum of Ireland, Bristol University 
Spelaeological Society, the Office of Works, the Inspector of Ancient Monuments, and individuals such as 
Alexander Keiller, and Drs. Eliot and E. Cecil Curwen.



transmission.  Within it, individually-examinable objects are made synecdoches not only for 

a particular ideal of systematic archaeological practice, but, as elaborated below, for cultural 

patrimony and national identity (after Findlen 1994:393-407).  The efficacy of such display 

is captured in the Times (1929:19) newspaper’s encapsulation of the exhibition as a “swift, 

visible summary of many thousand years of civilization.”  Moreover, its underlying parallels 

with Wheeler’s 1927 lecture are patent in the exhibition catalogue (University of London 

1929:1; also see press accounts in the Daily Express 1929; Times 1929; Western Mail 1929; 

among many others) which again invokes the name of General Pitt Rivers as the forebear of 

current practices of “scientific” archaeology, and again proceeds to accent the merit of such 

study to the British present and public, then pronounces the consequent need for its 

showcasing: “it is felt that the time has now arrived for an attempt to concentrate some of 

the principal results of recent field-work temporarily at a central point where its 

accumulative value can most readily be appreciated.”  Importantly, I think it plausible that 

this latter pronouncement also stands as an oblique appeal for an IoA, given that it contains, 

in part, an identical rationale to that used by Wheeler in subsequent publications (e.g., 1956) 

for the establishment in London of the Institute itself.  

Irrespective, it is not coincidental that, at the exact moment when the Wheelers and 

their associates were attempting to amass support for the foundation of a fieldwork training 

centre at the university, they chose to put on a show at that same university—a show 

deemed “at once the most select and the most comprehensive of its kind that has ever been 

arranged in the kingdom” (Times 1929:19)—on the recent achievements of this very type of 

fieldwork practice.  Nor do I think it coincidental that press coverage of the event speaks 

effusively of the future possibilities and present-day worth of such practice, and specifically 

of the successes of aerial photography.  As one particularly ornate account relates:
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In all the exhibition of archaeological discoveries that will be opened today at 
University College, nothing offers more food for reflection than the aerial 
photographs which show how the new has revealed the old...such an exhibition as 
that at University College does more than please the senses and amuse the intellect. 
It is a lesson in continuity...But for those holes [produced by archaeologists]...life at 
this moment could not have been precisely what it is; and the more is known of the 
past, the better the understanding of the present. And in the very conjunction of the 
new and the old there is hope (Times 1929:15).

Such coverage is especially interesting in view of the fact that Wheeler appears to 

have been deeply implicated in its orchestration, even to the extent of contributing 

substantially to some of the featured articles (e.g., Western Mail 1929).  This I perceive to 

be yet another component of his, Verney Wheeler’s, and their affiliates’ larger campaign to 

transfigure the archaeological discipline and insert within it the IoA—a campaign from 

which visuality was inextricable.  In fact, Hawkes (1982:127) maintains that Wheeler 

expressly contacted newspaper art editors, and organised a press event replete with “special 

photographic facilities” to enable broadcasting of the exhibition.  Notes from Wheeler’s 

archive do indeed indicate that the show was exclusively opened to representatives of the 

press on 18 February 1929—one day prior to its official launch—and that at least a half 

dozen news outlets were notified of the opportunity for advanced access to (and 

photographing of) the materials.30  That this strategy proved profitable is evidenced by the 

exhibition’s profiling in no fewer than 17 major newspapers and journals (e.g., the Times, 

Western Mail, Observer, Daily Express, Sphere, Times Educational Supplement, Yorkshire 

Observer, City Press, Illustrated London News, Irish Independent, Birmingham Post, Daily 

Telegraph, Liverpool Post, Daily Mail, Morning Post, Daily News, Irish Times),31 including 

visual spreads on the Times’ photographic page for Wednesday, 20 February 1929 (Figure 
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30 As a draft letter to news editors reads, “the collection will be available to representatives of the press 
between 11 and 4 on Monday February the 18th. On that day I shall be pleased to give special facilities to your 
representatives for photographing the exhibits, many of which are not only new to the public but are of very 
considerable interest and importance” (UCL WHEELER/N/10/1).

31 Press clippings, 1929; MoL Archives, DC 11/9.



4.5), the Illustrated London News for 23 February 1929 (Figure 4.6), and the Sphere for 9 

March 1929 (Figure 4.7).  Such coverage is consistent with a plan of media saturation 

wherein visitors could not only witness the exhibition physically and three-dimensionally, at 

the University College itself, but so too could they see it in printed word32 and in two-

dimensional pictures circulated through assorted outlets.33  Perhaps more importantly, 

though, beyond using visuality as a mode of dissemination in this way, the exhibition and 

associated publicity also gave it (namely, in the form of aerial photography) primacy as an 

actual oeuvre of meaning-making in archaeology.  In purposely setting apart air photos from 

other artefacts on display, and in repeatedly referencing the unique ability of such photos to 

distinguish features that would otherwise be indistinguishable—to witness sites that would 

have otherwise gone unseen (University of London 1929:10, 27)—the exhibition awarded a 

conspicuous status to aerial picture-taking as a key methodology and route to archaeological 

knowledge.  Visual technology, as air photography, was presented as revolutionary to field 

practice, and the exhibition clearly aimed to affiliate itself with the approach.  The 

Times’ (1929:15) leading article on the show, entitled “The Old and the New,” is telling 

when it states that “The whirligig of time has brought nothing stranger than this: that the 

very newest should be the key to the very oldest...countless years after the wood has rotted 

away, the aeroplane and the camera will detect the holes. It seems as if nothing could escape 

the perception of these newcomers [air photos].”34  
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32 It is worth noting that the written word is also a visual product whose graphic characteristics work to various 
effects.  The physical composition of paragraphs, titles and sentences; their placement within a manuscript; the 
bolding, italicising, underlining or bulleting of text; font sizes; spacing; margins and marginalia; etc.—all are 
inherently pictorial concepts that structure our interpretive experience of a document in the same way as do 
two-dimensional images themselves.

33 Interestingly, the catalogue for the exhibition (University of London 1929) is reproduced without any 
pictures, yet, as seems to be common in archaeological texts, the copy held at the British Library has been 
ornamented by a visitor to the original exhibit (in 1929) with hand-drawn sketches of many of the artefacts.  

34 In a comparable vein, the Birmingham Post (19 Feb 1929) spotlights the relevatory possibilities of air 
photos, and writes of the exhibition, “you see how modern photography makes plainer the device scratched on 
the reindeer bone those thousands of years ago, and you see things that help to build up the story of civilisation 
in the great spaces between art that was scratched and art that is ‘flashed’”(MoL Archives, DC 11/9).



Figure 4.5
IoA exhibition materials featured on Times photo page, 20 February 
1929.
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Figure 4.6
Press clippings of the IoA exhibition’s coverage in the Illustrated London News, 23 
February 1929 (MoL Archives, DC 11/9). Image courtesy of the Museum of London.
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Figure 4.7
Combined coverage of the IoA exhibition and “Later Historic Relics at Lansdowne House” in 
the Sphere, 9 March 1929 (MoL Archives, DC 11/9). Image courtesy of the Museum of London.
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Indeed, as quoted earlier, the article goes on to suggest that what is achieved by the 

University College through its exhibition is an understanding of the ‘hope’ and sense that 

such new methods might give to both the past and the present.  Aerial photography is 

therein construed as indispensable to contemporary archaeological work, as well as to 

British history and contemporary identity.  Here again, then, the visual is wielded as both 

medium of and message for (archaeological) accomplishment.

While direct mention of the establishment of an Institute of Archaeology is not 

manifest in documents specific to the exhibit (i.e., in the exhibition catalogue), both 

Wheeler (1956:84) and Hawkes (1982:127) are unambiguous about the show’s function as a 

tool in the institutionalisation process.  It was an incontestable part of Wheeler (and his 

colleagues’) oft-cited plot (1956:80) to pilot the University of London, by way of its 

University College, “gently into the garden and up the right path.”  Crucially, the fact that 

exhibitions of this sort might be used as instruments in academic disciplinary development 

is not uncommon.  Lidchi (1997:187-191) suggests that museums and other manners of 

exhibit factored into the emergence of the anthropological field, providing an architecture 

for the laying out of evolutionary and technologically-deterministic philosophical agendas.  

Jenkins (1994) takes this stance further, arguing that exhibiting practices actually generated 

the science of anthropology.  Preziosi (1996) makes a case for the discipline of art history’s 

naissance as an “artifact of museological praxis.”  Moser (2006:13, nt 10), too, refers to 

display collections as foundational to art history and anthropology, and to the advancement 

of natural history.  At play in each of these instances is the use of collecting and exhibiting 

activities as means to secure order and control over the world (Findlen 1994:4), to stabilise 

meaning (Jenkins 1994), expand networks of affiliation, and then transpose such influence 

onto the collectors and their supporters themselves (Daston and Park 1998:158).  This is 
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precisely the fashion that I see the 1929 exhibition at University College operating.  At a 

time when British archaeology was methodologically inconsistent and intellectually 

scattered (besides also being geographically and chronologically diverse), not only did the 

show concentrate practitioners’ successes at a single point—uniting people (physically and 

theoretically) around both the objects and the institution—but it drew onlookers together 

into a discourse of inter-war patriotism and cultural mastery.  Wheeler, in fact, is quoted in 

the Western Mail’s coverage of the event as saying:

…and so I thought I would give our own poor, neglected country a show and prove 
to the public that they need not go outside their own country in order to make 
interesting archaeological discoveries. I hope also…that it will draw public attention 
for the first time to the extent and value of the archaeological work carried out in 
this country year by year.35

And elsewhere, the Liverpool Post writes that, 

The past few years have seen the development of a public consciousness that there is 
a duty to perform in unveiling and preserving the archaeological treasures in which 
this old country abounds. Our wealth has only just been tapped, and how 
exceedingly rich it is this little exhibition tells convincingly.36

As I see it, then, the exhibit was a moment of cultural production (after Findlen 

1994:349), an “epistemological technology” in the sense described by Preziosi (1996:167), 

proving metonymically profitable for the university, the archaeologist and the Briton.  This 

is what I understand Findlen (1994:154) to mean when she speaks of the museum as an 

“instrument—as powerful in its ability to magnify...as the microscope.”  The 1929 

exhibition (as a form of museological display) magnified specific methodological agendas 

to the size of the United Kingdom; it distended just 30 archaeological sites into Britain’s 

legacy; it inflated the University College into the nucleus of the nation (University of 

London 1929:1).  It stood as a microcosm, and thus following Jones (in press) as an 
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35 Western Mail, 19 Feb 1929; MoL Archives, DC 11/9.

36 Liverpool Post, 19 Feb 1929; MoL Archives, DC 11/9.



intensification, of both the discipline, the academy and the British past.  Therein, it 

functioned as yet another contributor to the outline of an Institute of Archaeology.  Not by 

happenstance, I contend, it is this same year that Wheeler’s lectureship at the University 

College then became formalised—made regular and part-time—and that, according to 

Evans (1987:6), the postgraduate diploma in archaeology was first set in place.37  As 

Wheeler (1956:85) puts it, although his lectures were delivered from the London Museum, 

“the great thing was that prehistory was now, for the first time, on the books of the 

university. I took a deep breath and prepared for the final assault.” 

Mobilising the Petrie Collection for the Institute of Archaeology

The 1929 exhibition is not the only visual material collection bound into the IoA’s 

establishment; but it is especially worthy of note for its extensive tenure.  The same show 

was resurrected in 1932 at the London Museum to coincide with a meeting of the 

International Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences (1934; London Museum 

1932).  It was publicised in news reports (e.g., Times 1932a) almost identical to those 

accompanying its 1929 incarnation—reports which again gave special heed to the capacities 

of aerial photography.38  Indeed, it was subject to a similar programme of media saturation, 
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37 The timing of the institution of the academic diploma in archaeology at London University is, however, 
ambiguous, for although Evans reports the date as 1929, an archived letter from the University of London 
Senate House suggests the diploma came into being in 1927 “when the Board of Studies in Archaeology 
reported that many senior students who were unable to proceed to a degree were capable of doing advanced 
work in archaeology” (UoL Board of Studies in Archaeology Minutes 1937-1949).  If the latter date, the 
diploma’s establishment thus closely coincides with Wheeler’s 1927 lecture to the RSA and his subsequent 
appointment as unpaid lecturer in archaeology.

38 Bather (1932), in highlighting the aerial photographic component of the exhibition for the Museums 
Journal, speaks of the “almost incredible revelations made by this weapon of research.”  At least ten other 
news outlets also make special reference to the air photo displays (see Press clippings, 1932; MoL Archives, 
DC 11/7 No. 8).



seeing reviews in no less than 31 articles published across 28 different newspapers,39 along 

with pictorial coverage in both the Evening News and the Illustrated London News (Figure 

4.8), and academic assessments in at least three journals (Bather 1932; Myres 1932a, b; 

Robinson 1933).  Wheeler, moreover, extends invitations to the event to the Royal Air 

Force, “[i]n view of the great assistance rendered by certain squadrons of the Royal Air 

Force in the photographing of archaeological sites from the air.”40  And while the exhibition 

is open to the public, it is principally intended for the 654 registrants (from 20 foreign 

countries) for the International Congress (Myres 1932b), thereby extending the scale of its 

potential exposure to a cross-continental level. 

 Hawkes (1982:127; also Myres 1932a) has called the exhibit’s resurrection an 

attempt to “impress” congress delegates, but, for my purposes, it is more important that its 

reappearance coincided with the year that the first public “manifesto” (Wheeler 1956:86) for 

the Institute was printed in the Times (1932b, also 1932c).  It was this document, signed by 

representatives of sixteen major institutions (including the British Academy, British 

Museum, Royal Anthropological and Archaeological Institutes), headed by Sir Charles 

Peers as President of the Society of Antiquaries, and published under the title “The Training 

of an Archaeologist: Proposed New Institute,” that officially laid bare the needs and intents 

of the IoA.  Among other points, it called for £30,000 to “induce the University to allot the 

space” (Times 1932c:15) for an IoA, and to provide equipment specific to the requirements 

of a training centre; i.e., collections and casts, a laboratory and library (Times 1932a:10).  
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39 These include the Yorkshire Observer, Birmingham Gazette, Yorkshire Post, Sunday Referee, Glasgow 
Bulletin, Eastern Daily Press, Liverpool Post, Scotsman Edinburgh, Sheffield Telegraph, Manchester 
Dispatch, Manchester Guardian, East Anglian Daily Times, Ipswich Evening Star, Halifax Daily Courier, 
Birmingham Post, Evening News, Western Morning News, Illustrated London News, Birmingham Gazetteer, 
Nottingham Evening Post, Daily Telegraph, Daily Sketch, Essex County Standard, Derby Daily Telegraph, 
Northern Daily Telegraph, Dorset Daily Echo, Western Evening Herald, and Times (Press clippings, 1932; 
MoL Archives, DC 11/7 No. 8).

40 Wheeler to Air Officer Commanding (Wessex Bombing Area, Royal Air Force), 26 Jul 1932; UCL 
WHEELER N/10/1.



Figure 4.8
IoA exhibition of 1932 featured in the Illustrated London News, 13 August 1932.
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The so-called manifesto was published as a letter to the editor, preceded by a separate article 

in the Times reiterating the terms of the appeal, and pursued in subsequent days by 

supportive follow-up correspondence to the newspaper from leading archaeologists and 

champions of the Institute (e.g., Sir Frederic Kenyon, OGS Crawford, Robert Carr 

Bosanquet) (also see its endorsement in the Observer (1932)).  

While this public relations campaign perhaps warrants research in its own right, 

what is most interesting is that at least four of the various letter writers/signatories were also 

key contributors to the International Congress at which the 1929 exhibition was reengaged.  

As I see it, the exhibition, the Congress and the Institute were essentially one and the same 

in their intent and execution.  The same people and many of the same establishments were 

embroiled in their assembly; the same calls for trained, scientific practice were embedded in 

their content; the same icons were exploited in their description (i.e., General Pitt Rivers) 

(Times 1932d; Myres 1932a).  However, independent of the Congress, the exhibition 

deserves singling out as an especially successful electioneering tool.  This is testified to by 

the Institute’s own Management Committee, whose confidential meeting minutes for 1936 

refer to both the 1929 and 1932 exhibits as models for the IoA’s future development, 

specifically in terms of “register[ing] the progress of research”.41  In other words, seven 

years after the first performance of the show, the now-established Institute could still be 

found invoking and managing itself according to the exhibition’s effects. 

This long-term bearing of the 1929 and 1932 exhibits on the IoA’s management is 

important because it hints at the positive, far-reaching outcomes that can be attained by 

expertise in the exploitation of archaeological (visual) collections.  Such expertise is 

precisely what I understand to be a crucial catalyst for departmental advancement at the 
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Institute.  Indeed, visual assemblages are repeatedly woven into critical turning points in the 

IoA’s early history, with the period around the first (1929) and second (1932) showings of 

the exhibition marking the activation of another such example.  It is at this time that 

Flinders Petrie, soon to step down from the Edwards Chair of Egyptology at University 

College, begins to actively seek out a home for his vast material collections derived from a 

string of excavations he led in southern Palestine in the late 1920s and 30s (Drower 1985; 

Sparks and Ucko 2007; Ucko 1998).  Drower (1985:369) suggests that as early as 1927 

Petrie starts to express disquiet about the fate of these collections, as, according to Petrie’s 

(1931:263) memoir, they were unceremoniously and inaccessibly stashed in the university’s 

cellars.  With both his retirement and permanent relocation to Jerusalem looming, Petrie 

embarks on a series of applications to the university and to outside organisations and 

individuals for a site (and funds) to house the Palestinian artefacts (Drower 1985:369-370; 

Janssen 1992:20; Museums Journal 1930, 1931).42  These appeals ultimately prove futile, a 

failing which Wheeler attributes to Petrie’s ostentatious expectations regarding showroom 

space (Wheeler 1956:85, 1966:125).  However, it is at this very moment that the Wheelers 

(after several years of their own somewhat barren attempts to garner investment for an IoA) 

also find themselves in search of institutional leverage.  What is imperative for my 

argument, as Wheeler (1966:125) makes clear, is that such leverage is ultimately proffered 

through the enactment of Petrie’s materials: “it was Petrie’s name, and the bait of his 

homeless Palestinian collection, that attracted the anonymous endowment which eventually, 

in the early thirties, turned the [IoA] scheme from two dimensions into three” (my 

emphasis).  
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42 It is at least from 1928 onwards that Petrie and Lady Hilda Petrie, through their British School of 
Archaeology in Egypt (BSAE), begin to make reference to the need for a Palestinian museum in London 
(BSAE 1928; Museums Journal 1928).  By 1930, Lady Petrie is cited in the Museums Journal as assembling 
materials in London from her and Petrie’s Palestinian excavations “in the hope that some day some wealthy 
Jew or Christian would come forward with an offer of money to provide a Palestine Museum. There was no 
room in existing buildings, and a separate building was necessary” (Museums Journal 1930).



Although recent research on the subject (e.g., Ucko 1998) is mute about the long-

standing relationship between Petrie and Wheeler, Drower (1985:362) indicates that they 

had known one another as early as the 1910s when Wheeler was still a student at University 

College.  Both men’s autobiographies acknowledge their work together at the Wheelers’ 

excavations at Brecon in 1925 (Petrie 1931:254; Wheeler 1956:69), and Petrie specifically 

designates this encounter as the start of a “valued intimacy.”  Verney Wheeler, too, sat on 

the executive of Petrie’s British School of Archaeology in Egypt (BSAE) from the 1920s 

(alongside multiple other supporters and affiliates of the IoA, including Bernard Ashmole, 

Margaret Murray, Charles Marston, and Ernest Gardner).43  Lucas (2001:27) notes 

Wheeler’s denigration of Petrie’s field method, but there can be no doubt that both men 

shared general values around the significance of “scientific” archaeology.  Indeed, decades 

prior to Wheeler, Petrie can be seen defining rigorous methodologies for archaeological 

practice (see Petrie 1904; Sparks 2007).  Petrie is also cited for his illustrative 

meticulousness and keen visual sensibility (e.g., Drower 1985:216; Murray 1963:111; also 

Lucas 2001:27).  Petrie is a pioneer in venturing to systematically train students in 

archaeological science, and in using visual collections to facilitate/reinforce such training 

(Murray 1963:187).44  Moreover, Petrie (with seeming savvy) plies visual exhibitions as 

mediums of aggrandisement and departmental validation (see descriptions of some of his 

shows in Janssen 1992).  Indeed, it seems that Wheeler was reacting to precisely such 

exhibitionary success when he instituted the 1929 show at University College.45
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43 BSAE annual reports, IoA archives.

44 Although, as Sheppard (2010) clearly demonstrates, it is Margaret Murray, a student and protégé of Petrie, 
who is ultimately responsible for organising and implementing such training programmes.

45 Wheeler’s quotation, cited above, in the Western Mail on the 1929 event begins with an allusion to Petrie’s 
exhibits: “Annual exhibitions are held of archaeological discoveries made in Egypt and Palestine...and so I 
thought I would give our own poor, neglected country a show and prove to the public that they need not go 
outside their own country in order to make interesting archaeological discoveries” (Western Mail, 19 Feb 
1929; MoL Archives, DC 11/9).



According to Drower (1985:370), the seeds for collaboration between Wheeler and 

Petrie are sown as early as 1927, when each learns of the other’s interests in securing added 

institutional support (chiefly in the form of space) for archaeology at London University/ 

University College.  When, in the early 1930s, negotiations over such support decelerate on 

account of the university’s indisposition to both house and fund an archaeological institute 

(Evans 1987:4-6; Drower 1985:379), it is Petrie’s Palestinian collection that is put into play 

as financial and political appliance.  This is done even as Wheeler aims to revise plans for 

the IoA in order to ensure, in part, “the omission of Petrie with his ridiculous megalomania 

and his embarrassing personality” (my emphasis).46  And yet, virtually simultaneously, 

Petrie’s artefacts (mostly without the immediate involvement of Petrie himself) are wielded 

by the IoA Appeal Committee as leverage in solicitation letters sent to potential donors: 

I may mention, for instance, the products of excavations in Palestine, which at 
present lie in packing cases at University College, and which, unless they find a 
home in the Institute which we hope to establish, will, we are informed, have to be 
offered to America or Canada.47

In other words, just at that point when the IoA seems condemned to failure,48 the collection 

and visual/physical access to its components are triggered as means to revive the IoA 

design.  

Conventional accounts of this process (e.g., Wheeler 1956:85; Drower 1985:379) 

claim that, with consultations with the university over the proposed Institute supposedly 
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46 Wheeler to GF Hill, 12 June 1932; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 1.

47 GF Hill to Pilgrim Trust, 22 November 1932; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 3.

48 Or, if not failure, then potential obscurity. Archival documents suggest that as early as spring 1933, 
following the collapse of the IoA’s consultations over possible lodgings alongside the Courtauld Institute in a 
new building at Bloomsbury, small, temporary university accommodations could be made available to the IoA 
for administrative purposes.  Recognising the disadvantages of attenuating itself to occupy such space, the 
IoA responds that this is “not a feasible alternative...the provision of one or two rooms in or adjoining the 
central University buildings could do little or nothing to promote the interests of the subject...The dominant 
factor in the scheme for the new Institute is the provision of organized storage of materials necessary for 
higher training and research. Unless this feature is developed and insisted upon at the outset, the whole 
significance of the Institute will be lost” (MS titled ‘Present position of the Institute of Archaeology in relation 
to the above proposal’ attached to Executive Committee Agenda, 12 May 1933). 



stagnating, Petrie calls upon his contacts for assistance.  In response, an allegedly 

anonymous donor, Mary Woodgate Wharrie,49 steps forward with a donation to Petrie that, 

in total, amounts to £15,000.  In turn, Petrie purportedly agrees to transfer this money over 

to Wheeler on the condition that it is exclusively used to fund an Institute of Archaeology 

which houses his Palestinian collection.  As Wheeler (1956:85) remembers, with such a 

donation from Petrie in hand, “At last I could go to the university with a concrete 

proposal.”50  

Archived documentation from both the estate of Mary Wharrie51 and the National 

Archives52, however, indicates that this standard narrative of institutional foundation 

deserves interrogation.  As elaborated below, although Wharrie is a long-time donor to the 

BSAE (e.g., see donation accounts in BSAE 1930, 1931), she is not obviously approached 

by Petrie for financial support for the accommodation of his collections, nor does her 

ultimate monetary investment ever pass directly through Petrie’s hands en route to the 

IoA.53  Rather, as a philanthropist with a concern for supporting public cultural endeavours, 
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49 As indicated by Ucko (1998:nt7), the extent of Wharrie’s anonymity is debatable, as university 
documentation from 1934 onwards makes reference to both her name and contact addresses.  Certainly, the 
Wheelers are long aware of Wharrie’s identity, as they directly acknowledge it in communications with her 
solicitors (e.g., Wheeler to Messrs Barnard, Taylor and Douglas-Mann, 20 July 1934; WSRO Add Mss 
20,921).  Per below, however, Petrie’s appreciation of Wharrie’s identity is unclear.

50 This statement deserves scrutiny for, by this time, the IoA had already been the subject of multiple proposals 
by the Wheelers and their advocates, the most recent being the “Malet Place Scheme” whereby the Institute 
would temporarily let premises at Malet Place (IoA Executive Committee Minutes, 12 May 1933 through to 4 
July 1934). By July 1934, communications between the IoA and the university registrar indicate that a 14 year 
lease on the property at “nominal rent” had been assumed by the Institute, approved by the university senate, 
and that the IoA would now “probably be in a position to open [for students] by the beginning of next 
session” (Worsley to Verney Wheeler, 6 July 1934).  The IoA had even submitted a programme of work to the 
senate detailing its occupation of Malet Place and its plans for subject area development during 1934/35 (UCL 
Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 1, Schemes to set up IoA, 1933). However, as Evans (1987:7) insinuates, to 
some extent this assumption of Malet Place was necessitated by the fact that the IoA had only scraped together 
“meagre funds” to support itself.  An IoA memo from January 1935 confirms as much, stating that while the 
price was appropriate “it was fully realized that the quarters in question were too restricted to admit of 
expansion, and were scarcely adequate indeed for the primary needs of the Institute” (UCL Senate House 
Files, Box 1, Folder 2, Establishment of IoA at SJL, 1934-5; also Harris 1997/98:4).  The Institute’s affiliates 
were thus apparently still seeking greater purchase to realise their original intentions.

51 WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921 & 20,924.

52 NA T161/1063, CRES 35/3428.

53 WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921 & 20,924.



Wharrie (represented by her solicitors) seems almost coincidentally to intersect with both 

Petrie’s and the Wheelers’ interests whilst reading a newspaper article54 about the 

availability of St. John’s Lodge (in London’s Regent’s Park) (Figure 4.9) for generic 

exhibition purposes.55  It is upon her solicitor’s viewing of the Lodge in June 1934 that 

Wharrie appears to learn of Petrie’s predicament and his own independent viewing of the 

property 56, 57—and that she subsequently begins to contemplate the allocation of “a 

substantial sum” to the inauguration of a public museum within the Lodge should Petrie 

seek to assume responsibility for it.58  After multiple fruitless attempts to contact Petrie (via 

Lady Petrie) through the post,59 Wharrie is redirected to the Wheelers:

Our client – Mrs Wharrie – is taking a great interest in the question which has 
recently arisen with regard to the future use of the above mansion [St. John’s 
Lodge], with especial reference to its adadptability [sic] as a museum for the 
exhibition of the collection of exhibits resulting from the recent excavations of Sir 
Flinders Petrie in the East… We now hear that Lady Petrie has been unwell and that 
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54 This article is probably from the Times (1934).

55 As Wharrie’s principal solicitor, D. Churton Taylor, writes on her behalf to the Commissioners of HM Public 
Works on 11 May 1934, “A client of mine has had his [sic] attention called to a newspaper cutting reporting a 
recent discussion in the House of Commons with reference to the above premises, when it appears to have 
been suggested that St John’s Lodge was eminently suitable for exhibition purposes.

My client is disposed to take some interest in the subject and would possibly be willing to contribute 
towards the necessary financial backing of such a scheme in the event of it being undertaken by a Public 
Body” (WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921).

56 Following his inspection of St. John’s Lodge, Taylor posts to Wharrie, “The house as you may suppose is in 
a somewhat dirty condition and will obviously require a very large sum to be spent on it if it is to be 
reconditioned as a museum…The Department [Office of Works] have at present made no calculation as to the 
possible cost, nor even as to the terms upon which the premises could be taken over. The matter in fact has 
apparently never been seriously discussed. I was told, however, that quite recently an application has been 
received from Sir Flinders Petrie for permission to inspect the house, and my informant did suggest that if Sir 
Flinders has enough specimens – sculptures and the like to form a sufficient basis for a museum, it might be a 
question whether such a museum could be taken over by the state, but I don’t think he was speaking on any 
official authority” (13 Jun 1934; WSRO Add. Mss. 20924).

57 Not only is Petrie independently aware of the vacancy of St. John’s Lodge, but so too are the Wheelers.  
Indeed, Wheeler is involved as early as 1928 in trying to secure this location for various other exhibitionary 
schemes, most notably a British folk museum (Treasury Meeting, 15 March 1928, NA T161/1063; Rough 
Notes for a Folk Museum on the Botanic Gardens Site, c.1928, UCL WHEELER N/10/1).

58 Messrs. Barnard, Taylor and Douglas-Mann to the Secretary, HM Office of Works, 19 Jun 1934; WSRO 
Add. Mss. 20924.

59 Taylor to Lady Petrie, 22 Jun 1934 & 2 Jul 1934; WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921.



Figure 4.9
St. John’s Lodge as pictured in the IoA’s first annual report (IoA 1938a: 
Frontispiece). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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Sir Flinders Petrie is about to leave England again for a time, but that the question of 
the acquisition of St John’s Lodge as a museum is in your hands.60

It is from this point onwards that Wharrie begins extended negotiations with the 

Wheelers—with ostensibly no immediate input from Petrie himself—over the “Museum 

Scheme,”61 a plan to invest up to £20,00062 in acquiring St. John’s Lodge specifically (from 

Wharrie’s and the Office of Works’ perspective) for the purposes of openly exhibiting 

Petrie’s Palestinian materials.  What is important is that Wharrie and the Wheelers are not 

necessarily concerned here as much with Petrie’s artefacts themselves, as with the visibility 

that the exposition of these artefacts could offer to their various causes.  In other words, 

Wharrie does not initially investigate the occupation of St. John’s Lodge out of some kind 

of devotion to Palestinian archaeology, but rather out of an interest in furthering the 

exposure of civic institutions via high-profile investments (in fact she can be found pledging 

money to many archaeological and other projects in and beyond Britain).63  Similarly, and 

as per below, the Wheelers and their supporters are motivated not by Petrie’s findings, but 

by those forms of optics that might add to the manifestation of the IoA.  Indeed, the 

Institute’s Appeal Committee insinuates that it will do virtually anything to realise its goals

—a prospect that makes sense given that just six months before Wharrie’s involvement, the 

IoA’s financial holdings amounted to just £83.64  As the Committee agrees, “in order (a) to 

get University recognition and (b) to attract more capital, the Institute must at all costs be 
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60 Taylor to Wheeler, 19 July 1934; WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921.

61 Taylor to Wharrie, 9 Aug 1934; WSRO Add. Mss. 20924.

62 While Wharrie is prepared—and even anxious—to put £20,000 towards the cause, Taylor ultimately talks 
her down to an initial donation of just £10,000, followed by two separate grants of £2,500 in July 1936 and 
February 1937 (Wharrie to Taylor, 25 Jul 1934 & 31 Jul 1934; Taylor to Wharrie, 1 Aug 1934; Wharrie to 
Taylor and Douglass-Mann, 6 Aug 1934; Taylor to Peers, 8 Feb 1937 & 16 July 1936; WSRO Add. Mss. 
20,921).

63 WSRO Add. Mss. 20923-20925.

64 IoA Executive Committee Minutes, 9 Dec 1933.



brought into being.”65  By my reading, the Palestinian artefacts thus arguably only represent 

a means towards visibly concretising the IoA’s objectives.  Critical in all cases, however, is 

the fact that Petrie’s collection is deliberately being made here into both a monetary and a 

visual material resource.

This transaction is decisive on multiple levels given, in the first instance, that it is 

applied both to solidify the IoA as an academic organisation and to secure the Institute a 

suitable physical structure in the form of St. John’s Lodge.  Importantly, it tends to be only 

the latter of such applications to which scholars pay heed (e.g., Ucko 1998), a bias which is 

understandable given that much of the correspondence between Wharrie, the Wheelers and 

the Office of Works attends only to the procurement of the Lodge as a museological 

establishment.  Nevertheless, such an approach misleadingly presupposes that, prior to the 

Petrie collection’s donation, the Institute was organisationally-settled and, so, merely 

needed money for containment.  Evans (1987:7-8) begins to argue along similar lines, even 

to the point of suggesting that not only had the IoA already been successfully launched 

before receipt of the donation, but so too had it already been offered St. John’s Lodge as its 

new home.  In this telling Petrie’s collection has little inherent currency beyond the literal 

currency—the £15,000—that is to accompany it expressly to finalise its accommodation.  

However in reality, and as Evans (1987:8) hints, it is impossible that the collection is 

not more deeply implicated in the IoA’s development.  Wheeler (1956), Hawkes (1982), and 

Drower (1985) all cite 1932 as the date that the Petrie-Wharrie donations are tendered as 

foundation for the Institute; and all suggest that it is such joint endowment that provides the 

ammunition to compose the manifesto for the IoA in the first place.  While archival sources 

(as per above) indicate that this timing is suspect in terms of Wharrie’s involvement (which 
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65 IoA Executive Committee Minutes, 9 Dec 1933.



only seems to clearly materialise in 1934), the leading article on the manifesto in the Times 

(1932c) surreptitiously references the Petrie collection in explaining that the work of British 

archaeologists in “Palestine, Mesopotamia, and elsewhere...is stored...[among other select 

places] in packing cases at University College...Useless and burdensome...” (my emphases).  

This is precisely the language that the Wheelers themselves employ in describing the state 

of the collection two years later to potential donors: “At present the collection is stored 

away in packing-cases and basements, and is entirely inaccessible for inspection and 

study”.66  In both instances, I contend, Petrie’s materials are being deployed to establish a 

need (and attract a support base) for the IoA.  In fact, beginning as early as 1932, the 

collection emerges repeatedly as both an anchor in solicitation letters dispensed by IoA 

affiliates (see above), as an exigency factor in the establishment of the Institute,67 and as 

term of the St. John’s Lodge contract itself.

With regards to the latter, before the IoA’s establishment is ever even made public 

(e.g., in the Manchester Guardian 1934, Morning Post 1934), the donation of Petrie’s 

collection is already being brandished by Wheeler as a tool to secure the Lodge’s property 

from the Office of Works, as well as additional support from the university.  As Wheeler 

writes to Petrie in the summer of 1934, “it would help enormously if you would allow us to 

say officially that the Petrie Palestinian collection will definitely come to St. John’s Lodge if 

the scheme for the utilization of that building by the IoA materializes.  Could I have your 

answer on this point, please?” (my emphasis).68  Petrie obliquely responds “quite agreed to 
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66 UCL IoA Collections Correspondence, 9 Sept 1934.

67 The possibility that Petrie might ship his artefacts to North America prompts proponents of the IoA to 
contemplate shrinking the scope of the Institute in an effort to prioritise Palestinian archaeology.  In a response 
to an April 1933 report by the Courtauld Institute on the housing of the IoA, the IoA proposes that it limit itself 
to developing “the easiest departments to equip at the moment...those relating to Palestine and the British Isles. 
The former at least is, for certain reasons, a matter of exceptional urgency” (my emphasis; IoA MS attached to 
Executive Committee Minutes, 12 May 1934). See below for further commentary on the reconceptualisation 
of the subject focus of the Institute.

68 Wheeler to Petrie, 9 Jul 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.



hand over all our Palestinian collection, except duplicates, if we get fit space for it.”69  As 

per above, Petrie is indeed aware of the Lodge’s fitness for the artefacts, and it seems plain 

that the building is valued precisely because it can properly hold and display them.70  

Drower (1985:379), Evans (1987:7), and Wheeler (1956:86) each cite the Lodge’s large 

ballroom as the perfect venue for showing Petrie’s similarly large collection.  However, 

Petrie is simultaneously keen not to abandon the Institute’s earlier plans to move into the 

university’s Malet Place accommodations (see nt 50) and he urges Wheeler not to forget 

about them in the face of St. John’s Lodge: “Where can I best see you and Mrs. Wheeler? 

Best at the stables [Malet Place] site with that before us.”71  This is important because while 

Petrie may be equally devoted to both properties, the Wheelers are not, and from 9 July 

1934 onwards they can be seen actively working to reject the Malet Place scheme and, 

instead, secure sole access to the Lodge site using the display of Petrie’s collection as their 

key bargaining chip.  Up until this moment the Lodge72 was on a course towards demolition, 

and it appears only to have been the promise that it might be renovated into a public 

museum that persuades its proprietors to keep it whole.73  Accordingly, in response to the 

Wheelers’ request to assume the property, the Office of Works writes:

...the main condition of tenancy or lease which we might be able to grant you would 
be that your Museum should be open to the public. I am afraid that this is 
inevitable...access for the public would have to be fairly complete...With reference to 
the rent, we would like to make this fairly small if we were fully satisfied as to the 
general public interest in the purpose of the Museum.74 
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69 Petrie to Wheeler, 17 July 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

70 Petrie to Wheeler, 6 July 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

71 Petrie to Wheeler, 6 July 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

72 It is worth considering that the Lodge was a Crown property that was offered to the IoA through the Office 
of Works.  This is the same Office that, in 1927, in the person of Sir Frank Baines, supported Wheeler’s appeal 
for the establishment of an IoA at Wheeler’s lecture to the RSA.  Clearly, the human networks which helped to 
give rise to the Institute are deep and long-running.

73 See correspondence in NA T161/1063, and CRES 35/3428.

74 Spencer to Verney Wheeler, July 1934; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 5.



  It is here, then, that the Wheelers seize upon the Palestinian collection as a means 

to realise the final establishment of the IoA at St. John’s Lodge.  A publicly-appealing 

museum gallery based at the Institute is wound into the necessary conditions for the latter’s 

origination at the Lodge, and Petrie’s artefacts are then engaged to meet such conditions.  In 

other words, visual display becomes the prerequisite for the Institute’s ultimate physical 

materialisation.  

Two months later IoA representatives (who are looking to attract further funding 

from private sources) can be seen distorting the original terms of Petrie’s donation to make 

it seem as though the collection’s transfer was always contingent upon its exhibition in the 

Lodge exclusively.  In other words, the Lodge and the collection are retroactively made 

indissoluble:   

Sir Flinders Petrie has expressed the wish to hand the whole of this collection over 
to the University of London Institute of Archaeology, provided that it can be housed 
and displayed under the ideal conditions present at St John’s Lodge, Regent’s 
Park...this unrivalled opportunity to install the Petrie collection in St John’s Lodge is 
one which will not recur, but can only be accepted if generous aid from private 
sources is forthcoming in the immediate future (emphasis in original).75

Plainly, then, the Institute is neither stable nor comfortably-contained prior to the 

donation of Petrie’s Palestinian materials.76  These objects (and their showcasing) are 

arguably the most pivotal player in the Institute’s agenda, becoming by 1932 the selling 

point for the IoA, mentioned in virtually every advertisement of the Institute up to and 

following its official opening in 1937.  The Times (1937:10) labels them “one of the largest, 

if not the largest, single collections of Palestinian material now assembled outside Palestine 
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75 IoA to Van de Wayer, 9 Sep 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

76 Additional testimony to this point is provided by the fact that even as the donation is being settled and, as 
per Drower (1985:379), Petrie’s collection is being unpacked by the IoA, publicity is still being produced by 
IoA representatives (e.g., see Observer 1934) which suggests they have no adequate accommodation and have 
only managed to raise £7,000 in funding.



itself.” As per above, solicitation letters to potential donors from Institute proponents 

concur, describing the material as “the most important collection of its kind outside 

Palestine itself.”77  And Childe (1950:58-59), in promoting the Institute to the 

archaeological community fifteen years later, distinguishes the IoA for “possess[ing] the 

most representative Palestinian collection in Europe.”  

Such promotion alludes to the fact that these materials and their potential for display  

are harnessed not only to pull in Wharrie’s £15,000 and subsequently to aid in securing the 

Lodge and supplementary monies from other private sources, but also to redefine the entire 

mandate of the IoA itself.  This is significant, as the original intent of the proposed Institute 

was to provide a place for the study of British archaeology—not of British and Palestinian 

archaeology.  Even in the late 1920s when negotiations with the Board of Studies in 

Archaeology seemed to be pushing the project towards a much more majestic, international 

affair linked with the University College’s Egyptological and Classical archaeology 

programmes/collections (Evans 1987:4; also note 26 above), Palestinian archaeology was 

never an exceptional priority for the IoA.  Early proposed floor plans for the Institute 

included equal accommodation for Classical/Aegean, Mesopotamian, and Palestinian 

archaeology (3 rooms each), and even more space for the British Isles, and prehistoric/

protohistoric Europe (6 rooms each).78  But, once Petrie’s artefacts come into play, this 

arrangement appears to reverse; for, as Evans (1987:9) implies, it is “now obvious” that 

Palestine has to be privileged at the Institute.  So obvious is it that by 1936 the IoA’s 

Management Committee seeks to redefine the Institute according to its joint prioritising of 

Palestinian and British archaeology, stating that “to develop, the Institute of Archaeology 
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77 IoA to Van de Wayer, 9 Sep 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

78 Memo by the Principal, July 1932; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 1.



should focus on programmes in the British Isles and Palestine-Transjordan”.79  In fact, such 

is the influence of the collection that the initial British focus of the IoA is, in various reports, 

completely inverted to turn the Institute into a venue that is foremost “for the development 

of research into Palestine and other branches of archaeology, and is designed to fulfil a 

function which is at present attempted by no university or other institution in Great 

Britain” (my emphasis).80  Or as London University’s Board of Studies in Archaeology puts 

it, “In order of urgency, the Board would give priority at the present time to the study of 

Palestinian archaeology.”81 As if to rationalise this apparent purging of Britain from the 

curriculum, newspaper and periodical publicity is exploited to remind audiences “that to-

day more British archaeological fieldwork [is] being carried out in Palestine than in any 

other country outside Great Britain,” therein proving the “potential utility of [Petrie’s] great 

collection as a university training ground” (Times 1937:10; also Nature 1937).  Indeed, 

Wheeler (Observer 1934) goes as far as to announce that the IoA is now set to influence 

Palestinian (and neighbouring state) politics when he declares, “we have many political 

interests in the Near East, and it is necessary that the men we send out as political and 

administrative officers should have some knowledge at least of the pasts of those 

civilisations.”  Interestingly, this pronouncement takes place even before an academic 

lectureship in Palestinian archaeology is defined at the Institute (Times 1937:10) (not to 
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79 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 8 June 1936.

80 IoA to Van de Wayer, 9 Sep 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

81 To quote in full: “In order of urgency, the Board would give priority at the present time to the study of 
Palestinian archaeology, not because Palestine is necessarily the most important of these territories concerned, 
but for three reasons of expediency. These reasons are:-

(1) That, owing to political and other conditions, more fieldwork is at present being carried out by British 
expeditions in Palestine than in any other single region of the Near East, and, although at the time of 
writing the political future of Palestine is uncertain, there is no reason to suppose that these 
favourable conditions will not continue.

(2) Already in the possession of the IoA is the largest collection of Palestinian material (the Petrie 
Collection) at present available in this country or perhaps anywhere outside Palestine itself.

(3) The Biblical associations of Palestine are likely to attract funds more readily for the development of 
archaeology in Palestine than in any other of the regions named” (UoL Board of Studies in 
Archaeology, Report of Sub-Committee on General Policy, Appendix A, 14 May 1937).



mention before the Wheelers have ever even traveled to or participated in Palestinian 

archaeological work (Wheeler 1956:108)).  Thus it is perhaps unsurprising that just as the 

Petrie collection is plied to define, house, fund and exalt the IoA—to make and amplify its 

institutional status—so too do we see it thereafter utilised as a magnet to attract endowment 

for staff development in the form of a Palestinian/biblical archaeology teaching position 

(see Times 1937:10).  

More still, beyond institutional status, it is clear that individual prestige is invested 

in the collection.  Various sources (Drower 1985:369; Ucko 1998:357) cite the anxiety 

plaguing Petrie over the long-term future of his Palestinian materials.  Visual and physical 

access to—and retention of—the complete collection of these materials become fixations for 

Petrie between 1934 and 1938, as negotiations with the university and Wharrie’s solicitors 

appear destined to (and ultimately do) turn Wharrie’s conditional monetary donation into an 

unconditional gift with no stipulations as to the display, lodging or dispersal of the 

artefacts.82  Petrie is seemingly under the erroneous impression not only that Wharrie’s 

financing will respect the overall sanctity of his collection in perpetuity, but that he himself 

retains control over it (when, in fact, it is the BSAE—represented especially by May Bonar 

(Secretary), Margaret Murray, Ernest Garner, and Ernest MacKay—which ultimately owns 

and entrusts the artefacts to the IoA).83  Petrie can be seen repeatedly championing the 

intellectual value of his collection, suggesting that as a full exhibit it would stand as “the 

Mecca for all students of Palestine and the necessary centre for researches and teaching.”84  

Likewise is he candid about his feeling that the social, political and personal value of his 
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82 E.g., Wheeler to Taylor, 18 Dec 1934; Taylor to Wheeler, 20 Dec 1934; Wharrie to Taylor, 28 Dec 1934; 
WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921. Also, Ucko 1998:357-361.

83 Gardner to Verney Wheeler, 18 Dec 1934; Bonar to Wheeler, 23 Jan 1935; Petrie to Verney Wheeler, 2 Feb 
1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6. Also Wheeler to Barnard, Taylor and Douglas-Mann, 20 
Aug 1934; WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921.

84 MS by Petrie, 29 Apr 1937; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.



materials would be compromised should they be scattered or otherwise mismanaged.  Petrie 

demands that he alone appoint individuals to sort through the artefacts upon their donation 

to the IoA (specifically to remove duplicates)—and that after such sorting the collection 

stand “inviolable as any Natural History type series, and inseparable.”85 When his 

commands are ignored by university officials, Petrie bemoans the possibility that these 

“people who have never given a month to Palestine...[might] dispose of eight years of hard 

work there of myself and students.”86  And when it appears inevitable that all of the 

conditions on both Wharrie’s and his own collection’s donation will be lifted, and the 

integrity of his artefacts thereby jeopardised, Petrie takes umbrage: “To suggest dispersal in 

the fundamental gift, is ... an insult to those who have found £20,000 to dig up the 

collection, & to the many who have given years of work to the process.”87 Or, as written by 

Lady Petrie, “It does not seem justifiable that the whole of the Palestine Collection should 

now be promised subject to its being dispersed by any other body. It might next be sold up 

to endow Rococo architecture in future!”88

The Palestinian artefacts constitute part of Petrie’s legacy—an extension of himself.  

Embedded in them is a sense of his intellectual accomplishment, his lucrativeness, and his 

private labour, so to disassemble them (or to leave them invisible in the first place) is to 

disassemble his own history.  But equally embedded in them is the Wheelers’ (and their 

university affiliates’) intellectual capital and, indeed, the fate of the IoA.  So valuable are 

the materials in this way that the Wheelers seemingly work to eliminate Petrie as an agent in 
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85 Petrie to Wheeler, 30 Aug 1935; Petrie to Lord Macmillan, 2 Oct 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, 
Folder 6. Memo by Petrie on the Palestinian Collections of the BSAE, 13 Apr 1936; UCL Collections 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 5.

86 Petrie to Verney Wheeler, 2 Feb 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

87 Petrie to Verney Wheeler, 8 March 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

88 Memorandum on the resolution passed on 23 Jan 1935, written in the hand of Hilda Petrie; UCL Petrie 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.



the donation of his own collection in order to be able to leverage it to the Institute’s 

advantage in the future.  As documented by Ucko (1998:359), appreciating that the 

collection might eventually be brokered to obtain even more space and more artefactual 

material for the IoA, the university ultimately bypasses Petrie completely, obtaining the 

collection and Wharrie’s money with no “explicit or implicit” conditions attached through 

direct negotiations with Wharrie’s solicitors and Petrie’s colleagues at the BSAE.89  Indeed, 

the BSAE goes as far as to eliminate Petrie’s name from the collection itself when it turns 

the artefacts over to the Institute:

‘The British School of Archaeology in Egypt offers to the University of London the 
British School of Archaeology in Egypt’s Pallestinian [sic] Collection for use at its 
own discretion in respect of housing, exhibition or dispersal of the whole or of any 
part of the Collection’…May I call your attention to the name of the gift. I note that 
you refer to it as the Petrie Collection. It appears in the Minutes of the B.S.A.E. as 
the Palestinian objects belonging to the school.90

Moreover, even as Wharrie’s £10,000 cheque is issued to the IoA,91 Petrie writes to Verney 

Wheeler in a manner which suggests he is seemingly unaware of both Wharrie’s identity 

and the BSAE’s handling of his materials:

I am astonished at the resolution proposed by Miss Murray and seconded by Mr 
Mackay, making an unconditional gift of the Palestine Collection to the Institute 
which may easily pass into very different control. The University is quite capable of 
putting some Renaissance man in...control some day. To leave powers of {dispersal 
disposing} [in original] of the whole collection in such an uncertain tenure seems 
madness, knowing how University College management has cold-shouldered 
archaeology… P.S. I have not yet heard about the endowment which is offered for 
management of my collections.  Is it to cover the Egyptian material also? Is it lodged 
with any one at present? What conditions are attached to it? Who is in touch with the 
donor? Is it to be managed by a trust ad hoc? or by the College, or by the 
University? or by the IoA?92
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89 Taylor to Wheeler, 31 Dec 1934; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

90 Bonar to Wheeler, 23 Jan 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

91 Taylor to Peers, 29 Jan 1935; WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921.

92 Petrie to Verney Wheeler, 2 Feb 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.



Over the next three years, Petrie variously corresponds with Verney Wheeler, Wheeler, and 

Kathleen Kenyon at the IoA, Lord Macmillan at London University, and Bonar and Gardner 

at the BSAE in a futile attempt to assert his authority over the conservation, cataloguing, 

policing and display of the Palestinian artefacts.93  But as Wheeler acknowledges, “The 

collection was offered by the [BSAE] and accepted by the University long before your 

special conditions arrived.”94  In other words, the Institute is essentially funded, 

accommodated and erected as a museum via Petrie’s materials before Petrie is even 

conscious of such manoeuvrings. 

Figure 4.10
Ceramics from Petrie’s Palestinian collection on display at the Institute of Archaeology, 
1938-1939 (Ucko 1998:362; photographer unknown).
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93 e.g., Gardner to Verney Wheeler, 13 Feb 1935; Petrie to Verney Wheeler, 8 March 1935; Petrie to Wheeler, 
30 Aug 1935; Petrie to Lord Macmillan, 2 Oct 1935; Petrie to Kenyon, 18 June 1938; UCL Petrie 
Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.

94 Wheeler to Petrie, 8 Aug 1935; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 6.



From this perspective, more or less in the absence of Petrie himself, the Palestinian 

collection stands as a producer and enabler of the Institute.  It is enlisted to attract donors, 

attention, prestige.  Moreover, as a visual medium, it is eventually put on exhibit in the main 

ballroom of St. John’s Lodge—or “that great room” as deemed by former students of the 

IoA (Thomas 2009)—and, in so doing, made a virtual centrepiece of the institution (Figures 

4.10 and 4.11).  Such focal positioning of the artefacts is reminiscent of the 19th century 

practice of installing museums at the entryways to academic departments.  As Forgan 

(1994:155) argues, to position exhibitions in such fashion is to make them the “portal to the 

discipline, giving at the same time historical validity, a sense of tradition, a visual display 

identifying the area, as well as a useful storage space.”  Indeed, St. John’s Lodge arguably 

represents its own form of visual spectacle helping, in this way, to enhance the profile of the 

Petrie Collection itself, not to mention the Institute overall.  That is, the optical 

impressiveness of the Lodge—a Regency-period, Grecian-style villa completed in 1819 and 

enlarged over its tenure by multiple aristocrats, including the Marquess of Bute in the 

1890s95—perhaps played its own role in the installation of the Institute as a legitimate 

fixture of British scholarship (Figures 4.9 and 4.12).  

While the issue of the impact of architectural ornament warrants its own separate 

programme of enquiry beyond the scope of this thesis, I do think it a topic that demands 

highlighting as a necessary component of the larger conceptualisation of the term 

‘visualisation.’  In fact, Mitchell (2008:5, 11) goes as far as to proclaim architecture as the 

first incarnation of mass media.  Although scholars have generally neglected the visual 

analysis of architectonic forms, Forgan (e.g., 1999, 2005) and Giebelhausen (2006, 2011) 

touch on these matters in the context of museological studies, spotlighting the capacity of
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95 Bolton 1938; also IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, Appendix: Draft Prospectus, 1936-37.



Figure 4.11
The Palestinian collection and other materials on exhibit in St. John’s Lodge, c.1938, 
photographer unknown (although likely Maurice ‘Cookie’ Cookson) (UCL Special 
Collections). Images courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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architecture to give meaning to that which is contained within the museum.  Galison and 

Thompson (1999; also Gieryn 2002) are similarly clear about the role of architecture—e.g., 

the interior and exterior design and facilities of buildings—in contributing to the articulation 

and stabilisation of scientific practice.  In the case of St. John’s Lodge, described within its 

lease as the “Mansion House,”96 the opulence of the building was the subject of admiration 

from the time of its establishment.  By 1847, its ballroom (the ultimate home of the Petrie 

collection) was deemed to reflect “the most magnificent style—worthy of the great 

capitalist and the great architect” (Bolton 1938:15), and even into the 20th century, as the 

building becomes more and more derelict, it continues to prompt comments about its 

“lovely” demeanour and “architectural merit.”97  Occupied as a wartime hospital and 

institute for the blind, by 1928 it is due to be sold to a developer for conversion into private 

flats, a scheme that leads various Office of Works officials to take offense.98  Recognising 

its ornamental impact and symbolic potential, the government intervenes and alters the 

terms of the property to demand its use for public purposes.  As Lord Crawford rationalises 

about such a change of policy, “The Treasury are adopting a very enlightened attitude on 

these matters; and nothing contributes better to the payment of taxes than the good health of 

the citizens, and the promotion of their amenities.”99  

It is from this point onwards that Wheeler is implicated in securing the property for 

his own purposes, including assorted plans for a folk museum, a cast museum, and—again 

as early as 1928—a combined cast museum and “Archaeological School.”100  
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96 UCL Special Collections, Institute of Archaeology, Prints, Box 8a, St John’s Lodge.

97 Hansard extract, 7 May 1934; NA T161/1063.

98 E.g., Memo to Mr Stocks, 2 Feb 1928; Stocks to Gaye, n.d; NA T161/1063.

99 Lord Crawford to Earle, 20 Feb 1928; NA T161/1063.

100 Treasury Meeting, 15 March 1928; NA T161/1063. MS ‘Rough Notes for a Folk Museum on the Botanic 
Gardens Site,’ c.30 Apr 1928; UCL WHEELER N/10/1.



Figure 4.12
Engraving of St. John’s Lodge, c.1827: “Villa in the Regent’s Park. The residence of the 
Marquis of Hertford to whom this plate is respectfully inscribed" (UCL Special 
Collections). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.  

He, Verney Wheeler and his colleagues at the Institute then spend three years (1934-37) 

negotiating the minutiae of the Lodge’s lease with the Office of Works.  In so doing, they 

manage to strategically and fundamentally rewrite the terms of the contract to allow the 

property to be recognised not just as a museum, but as an archaeological institution with 

only the most loose demands around public access to the museological displays.101  The 

process, however, leaves them exasperated: as per Wheeler, “I have myself been let down 

equally badly by the Crown Authorities through their constitutional inability to progress at 
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101 “References in the draft lease to ‘Museum’ should read ‘Institute of Archaeology and Museum’”(NA CRES 
35/3428, File 17206: Lease to London University). “Clause II...this paragraph should be amended to provide 
that the premises shall be open to the public “on such days and during such hours as the Lessee may, with the 
approval of the Lessors, deem fit” (Raby to Hillman, 6 Nov 1935; NA CRES 35/3428).



the pace of ordinary mortals.”102 

That the building could be deserving of such devotion is not surprising given the 

reactions it garners both in the press and amongst the public throughout the first half of the 

20th century—reactions that then have the potential to transfer onto the IoA itself.  Former 

students of the Institute remember the Lodge as “extraordinarily ornate”103 and a 

“formidable” building,104 or as “tucked away in the middle of Regent’s Park in a sort of 

Grecian temple.”105  Visitors to the IoA from the archaeological community write to 

Wheeler of being “immensely impressed by St. John’s Lodge,”106 and histories of London 

University speak of the Institute as “modestly funded but equally splendidly housed” (Harte 

1986:230).  Moreover, as above, the state of the Lodge is subject to multiple pieces of press 

coverage, precisely because of its cachet as a kind of national treasure (e.g., Times 1934, 

News Chronicle 1935).  In installing itself at the mansion, the Institute arguably echoes the 

path of other industrialists who appropriate such “traditional signs of privilege” for 

ideological and material gain (Giebelhausen 2011:224).  Forgan (2005:584) calls this the 

“transformative potential” of architecture, in the sense that that which is housed within it 

can begin to take on its affordances: its permanence, presence, authority, and elite 

insinuations.  The Lodge effectively becomes a “symbolic container” (Giebelhausen 

2011:230), offering a regal standing and, most importantly, an unmistakeable visibility to the 

still-developing science of archaeology.

Overall, then, such a space provides to its occupants a gathering place, source of 

departmental identity, and a witness to past and present eminence.  Moreover, in the case of 
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102 Wheeler to Pearson, 6 Dec 1935; UCL Senate House File, Collections Correspondence, 1900-1949.

103 Interview with Rosemary Anderson, 5 May 2010.

104 Gathercole 2009.

105 Correspondence with Rosalind Baker, 10 Jul 2010.

106 Drew to Wheeler, 10 Feb 1937; DCM Correspondence Box 3, Maiden Castle envelope, MC 882.



the IoA, the Petrie collection’s visual showcasing at the Lodge then stands as ultimate 

testimony to collection’s capital.  It is, to borrow Balfe’s (1987) expression, the final 

manifestation of the “gilt by association” which has long been pursued by the department.  

As suggested by Figure 4.10, once on display in the Lodge, Petrie’s artefacts are shorn of 

their shambolic history—decontextualised as they are catalogued, glassed in, labelled, 

pedestalled, and elevated to status of invaluable gallery object.  Concealed is their deep and 

specific genealogy as technical, commercial, political and personal visual income.  To look 

closely at them is to see that their exhibitionary potential is worked to transform St. John’s 

Lodge—a building once on the verge of demolition—into a museum and home for the 

Institute.  It is wielded to generate the necessary financial investment to, at last, make 

tangible the IoA at the scale aspired to by its advocates.107  It is engaged as a bartering tool 

when Institute and university officials feel constrained by the conditions placed on them by 

their economic investors.108  Moreover, the collection performs (in the same way as 

Leighton and Sorenson (2004) observe other material collections to perform) as a status 

builder, fortifying the reputation of the IoA and drawing facilitative networks of people, 

money, and materials into and around the Institute.  And so too, akin to Snead’s (1999) and 
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107 It is obviously Wharrie’s substantial donation that allows the Institute to develop as such. Importantly, 
Wharrie is not concerned with the foundation of the IoA (in fact, she is more or less ignorant of the Institute’s 
objectives), but rather, as per above, the acquisition and reconditioning of St. John’s Lodge as a museum for 
the collection (Taylor to Wheeler, 20 Dec 1934; IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 8 Jan 1935).  The coming-into-
being of the Institute itself, therefore, is almost coincidental—simply the byproduct of a project to visualise the 
artefactual materials.

108 As documented in communications between the university, the IoA and Wharrie’s solicitors, university 
representatives feel “suicidally gloomy” about the prospect of being bound to an unbreakable 14-year contract 
on the Lodge (IoA to Deller, 6 Dec 1934).  Wheeler, in subsequent conversation with Wharrie’s solicitors, then 
exploits the fate of the collection in order to negotiate an unconditional financial investment: “If by some 
extraordinary stroke of luck the University found itself financially able to enlarge the scope of the collection 
and to give it an even more ample and central home before the end of the [lease] period, it would (I feel sure 
the Donor [Wharrie] would agree) be a thousand pities if it were absolutely barred by conditions as to tenure 
from proceeding with so useful a development”(Wheeler to Taylor, 18 Dec 1934 quoted in Ucko 1998:359).  
Two weeks later, the solicitors and the IoA are collaborating on the removal of all clauses on Wharrie’s 
donation so as to avoid imposing “any fetter upon the University in the ultimate development of the present 
scheme for housing Sir Finders Petrie’s Collection” (Taylor to Wheeler, 31 Dec 1934; IoA Mgm Committee 
Minutes, 8 Jan 1935). And the following year, the Institute again engages the collection to appeal to Wharrie 
for another donation to cover the IoA’s purported £17,000 in outstanding capital needs (Peers to Taylor, 18 Jun 
1936; WSRO Add. Mss. 20,921).



Larson’s (2008) observations, does it operate as a resource of scholarly production, crafting 

and demarcating the actual topical dimensions of research and teaching at the IoA.

For a visual collection to be so thoroughly nucleated in the formation of an academic 

programme is not unusual.  Snead (1999) is clear that control of artefacts and their 

inescapably commercial, educational and scientific dimensions—their ability to be bought 

and sold, to structure the priorities of departments and advance the interests of individuals—

was fundamental to the development of anthropological archaeology in the US.  More 

pertinently, however, Larson’s (2008) description of the institutionalisation of anthropology 

at Oxford University in the late 1800s precisely parallels what I see at work in the IoA’s 

assumption of the Petrie Collection.  In the Oxford case, the donation of Pitt Rivers’ 

material collections is brandished by various scientists as capital in an attempt to carve out a 

space for anthropological training at the university.  These artefacts, in fact, can be causally 

linked to the attainment of accommodations, funds, lecturers, physical possessions (e.g., 

display cabinets), and overall conceptual support for Oxford-based anthropology.  To cite 

from Larson (2008:85), they sculpted the “intellectual landscape of a university discipline.”  

In the same way, at the University of London, the donation and display of Petrie’s materials 

become essential cultural capital for the establishment of the Institute of Archaeology.  

Without them, the IoA might feasibly have vegetated as an academic department.  Their 

visual showcasing, then, is tantamount to archaeology’s birth in London, and, in 

consequence one could argue, the redefinition of British archaeological practice in general.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Mobilising the Lab, the Lecture and the Exhibition

While Wheeler might have perceived the appropriation of the Petrie Collection as 

his ‘final assault’ on the University, the archival record suggests that it is but one more 

example of the IoA’s frequent and skilful politicking of visual media.  Arguably, it is only 

after the collection’s donation that the true pictorial offensive begins, for it is at this point 

that visualisation becomes part of the institutional anatomy: lining the IoA’s syllabuses, 

luring its membership, and advancing its departments.  As indicated above, visual matters 

always underlie the Wheelers’ intentions for the Institute, however it is particularly with the 

IoA’s official opening in 1937 that such matters are fully disambiguated.  This is the point at 

which the IoA becomes producer of the visual—and, more so, producer of the producers of 

the visual.  It is the point at which the Institute instigates a programme of enskilment in 

graphical practice, allowing itself to extend its reach through the creation of more and better 

(i.e., more effective) visual media, but also through the creation of pupils who could 

themselves create more and better media.  That such a programme would be considered a 

priority of a fledgling institution like the IoA is neither surprising nor insignificant.  As per 

Country Life’s (1937:500) commentary about the future of archaeology in the university 

environment of the late 1930s, 

Archaeology in the last few years has caught the imagination of the general public in 
a way that would have seemed impossible before the War. Its popularity has been 
brought about largely through the new methods of presentation. Plans, maps, 
photography—particularly air photography, with its astounding disclosures of lost 
earthworks and foundations revealed by the variations in crops—have all made 
archaeology a much more exciting subject than it was.

The IoA seemingly stands as the primary means to access and capitalise on this 

now-‘exciting’ subject, for as Country Life (1937:500) continues, “Clearly the time has 

arrived for better opportunities of training young archaeologists in what is becoming a 

highly specialised science, and this need will now be supplied by the Institute of 
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Archaeology, which was opened by the Earl of Athlone last week.”  It is such ‘supply’ of 

specialist scientific (graphic) training that forms the basis of the following chapter.  I 

introduce here the IoA’s blatantly visualisation-centric academic curriculum, and link it to 

the organisation’s establishment of a series of unparalleled laboratories whose outputs are 

almost exclusively visual media: photographs, illustrations, models and reconstructions.

As I argue below, critical about these labs is that they become at once pedagogical units and 

financial appliances for the Institute, producing experts and expert tools that allow the IoA 

to sustain and validate itself whilst simultaneously carving out a place for archaeology in 

the scientific community.

Visual Enskilment at the IoA

That a programme of visual enskilment is central to the aims of the IoA is evident in 

the extensive publicity which engulfs the Institute’s formal launch on 29 April 1937, in 

which it is epitomised as 

a laboratory of archaeological science, wherein the archaeologist of the future may 
learn the essentials of his business...[supplying to students] materials for study, 
instruction in the treatment of antiquities, and training in archaeological method, in 
research and in the recording of research (IoA 1938a:10; also Times 1937).  

The importance of the latter is typified by the fact that of the only two courses established at  

the IoA in its first year of teaching (1936-37), one is exclusively devoted to draughtsmanship 

(the other to geochronology).  Moreover, after its official unveiling in 1937, the Institute 

instates a course on archaeological photography in addition to a 16-part module on ‘the 

principles and technique of field archaeology,’ of which more than a third of the parts are 

demonstrably visualisation-oriented (e.g., air photography, mapping, recording, surveying 

(in 2 parts), and pottery-making).  While the precise content of these courses is difficult to 

reconstruct, my interviews with former students and lecturers suggest that, by the 1950s, 
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convention and interpretative confidence are among their primary concerns.  As I 

understand it, training in, particularly, drawing and photography at the IoA is not about the 

production of mechanical facsimiles of reality, but rather, quoting from one student’s 

recollections, the crafting of very specific images such that “archaeological features [are] 

evident to the reader.”  Students are thus equipped to assertively and consistently distinguish 

and play up meaningful finds; to “look for the minimum required to explain the object in 

question.”109  Extrapolating from various pupils’ remembrances, such playing-up includes 

the appropriate positioning of scales—so that they are “truly informative without being 

intrusive” (Thomas 2007:5)—and, among other things, “cleaning to a shiny finish 

everything for photographing before opening the camera case” (Higham 2004/05:10).  

Importantly, these recollections match the long-time IoA photographic instructor’s own 

assessments of ‘proper’ imagery as a product that “should convey its story at a glance, and 

at the same time have balance and good composition” (Cookson 1951a:191; my emphasis).  

Never is it therefore a literal capturing of an immediately-available fact, but the preparation 

of an ordered vision.  And in training students to make such vision, the Institute adheres to a 

position that is lastingly championed by Wheeler: one that respects and teaches others to 

capitalise on pictorial subjectivity.  

However, as I see it, visualisation “done the Institute of Archaeology way” (Thomas 

2007:5) is simultaneously (and perhaps paradoxically) a project of promoting conformity.  It 

is about translating the visual’s subjectivity into that ordered vision which can both be 

proliferated far beyond the IoA and used to coagulate the archaeological community.  

Alumni of the Institute remember its concern for “[f]ormalisation of standards in terms of 

best practise.”110  Others recall particular instructors (i.e., Maurice Cookson) “insisting on 
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standards.”111  In this way, what seems to be manifesting here is that students are educated 

to manage graphic media in much the same fashion as these media are managed by the 

Institute at its exhibitions.  That is, the syllabus works to enable learners to collapse together 

a diversity of world prehistories into consistent views of their artefacts and sites.  This, in 

turn, builds capacity amongst practitioners and fosters a sense of legitimacy and uniformity 

around archaeological practice (or, in the case of the exhibition, it coheres the “British 

archaeology” which its convenors wished to expound).  IoA scholars are taught to 

recognise, highlight and repeat those “minimum” features of the archaeological record.  The 

result of such ordering of vision is that a discipline that once had little discipline is able to 

standardise and place controls around itself.  

Yet what is especially important about this process is the transparency through 

which it is achieved.  Whereas visualisation (and archaeological technique generally) is still 

an ambiguous and developing enterprise in the first half of the 20th century and beforehand 

(so much so that archaeologists’ differing practices lead to efforts to distinguish ‘intelligent’ 

from ‘unintelligent’ imagery (e.g., Wheeler 1954)), by the 1950s, students graduating with 

diplomas from the Institute are beginning to see it as clear-cut and natural.  Arguably in a 

single generation (marked by the establishment of compliancy-oriented organisations like 

the IoA), the productive and complex subjectivity of vision is distorted into routine 

objectivity.  My interviews attest to such distortion, as former students speak of their 

education in visual representation at the Institute as “really...very straightforward”112 or as 

“rather primitive.”113  These comments are usually accompanied by statements that 

visualisation was “not exactly the guts of our course” or that it “had not been invented and 
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111 Interview with John Lewis, 25 Mar 2010.

112 Correspondence with Peter Gathercole, 19 Aug 2008.

113 Interview with Charles Thomas, 31 Jul 2009.



actually played little part.”  But this is in direct contrast to many of the same and other 

students’ (as well as staff) accounts of the IoA, wherein the most remembered experiences 

tend to be of Maurice ‘Cookie’ Cookson’s photographic lab and edification in “how to take 

proper archaeological photographs” (Higham 2004/05:10) and “what constitute[s] a good 

excavation photograph” (Thomas 2007:5; also Thomas 2009); or of certain lecturers’ lantern 

slide presentations (Simpson 2000/01:9; Higham 2004/05:10); or Marjorie Maitland-

Howard’s environmental dioramas (Sheldon 2001/02:10); or hands-on learning in pottery 

restoration under the tutelage of Ione Gedye (Thomas 2007, 2009) (Figures 5.1 and 5.2); or 

in-class archaeological performances where lecturers visually demonstrated the application 

of various material technologies114 or illustrated concepts and artefacts directly on the 

blackboard with chalk.115  Multiple alumni very specifically and uniformly recall Frederick 

Zeuner’s fieldtrips to key geological sites to teach students to properly see the landscape.116  

Others are equally as mindful of Gedye’s fieldtrips to London’s major museums, whose 

intent was to allow them to witness the ‘behind-the-scenes’ workings of such institutions: 

the logistics of conservation, display, labelling, administration.117  So too do early pupils 

recollect their lessons in pottery repair as “profitable” (Thomas 2007:6) and a form of 

“distinctly therapeutic activity” (Thomas 2009:11).  Moreover, encounters with 
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114 Thomas (2007:5) tells of two such episodes where, in the first instance, Gordon Childe showcases the act of 
flintknapping in the classroom with a knife and potato, and in the second, Louis Leakey (as guest speaker) 
leaves the students “transfixed, as [he] skewer[s] a (dead) rabbit from across the lecture space using a bow and 
flint-tipped arrow.”  Talbot (1975:28) recounts very similar memories: “I remember Louis Leakey, in order to 
illustrate prehistoric hunting, produced a stuffed hare which he proceeded to shoot at with a primitive bow and 
arrow. Demonstrations of flint making were generally a gory affair. Some years later Professor Childe 
appeared to give a public lecture draped in a white sheet, doing a penance for some statement he had made. 
Never a dull moment at the Institute in those days.”  Rosemary Anderson (in interview, 5 May 2010) also 
recollects Leakey’s performance, while Nancy Sandars (2009) speaks of another seemingly ill-fated 
flintknapping demonstration by Charles McBurney where “the blood flowed.”

115 Interviews with Peter Parr, 28 Aug 2008; Paul Ashbee, 2 Apr 2009.

116 Interviews with John Lewis, 25 Mar 2010; David Kelly, 3 May 2010; Charles Thomas, 31 Jul 2009.

117 Interviews with Rosemary Anderson, 5 May 2010; John Lewis, 25 Mar 2010; Correspondence with T.G. 
Manby, 29 May 2010.



archaeological animal models produced by the IoA are described by former students as 

inspirational (Thomas 2007) and by staff as completely novel given that these creatures 

were previously known only from skeletal remains (Sheldon 2001/02:10).  

Figure 5.1
At work in the IoA’s Repair Lab/Technical Department; probably c. mid-1950s, 
photographer unknown (UCL Special Collections). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of 
Archaeology.

Paradoxically, in the same breath various pupils obliterate such experience by 

pointing out its supposed obviousness and insignificance.  Critically, this sense of the 

‘obviousness’ of archaeological visualisation seems to have been an invention of the 

Institute of Archaeology itself.  As noted above and elaborated in Chapter 7, prior to the 

Institute’s establishment, there is virtually nothing obvious about archaeology’s visual habits 

nor its technique overall.  Evans (2004b:109) suggests that “archaeological graphics were 

not really conventionalised until as late as the 1920s and 1930s.”  I would go further and 
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argue that the IoA is expressly designed to standardise procedures in a field that has little 

singular or cohesive practice.  Early proposals for the Institute make such design clear when 

they argue that “no British University has hitherto made any serious attempt to keep pace 

with the growing needs of the subject,” and that if the IoA is founded as planned,118 the 

University of London will then “occupy a position which no other university can hope to 

rival as a central ‘laboratory’ for training and research”.119  Communications with 

Cambridge archaeologists further testify to the Institute’s aim to demarcate itself as a 

technical arbiter—as an “academic workshop” distinct from other archaeological 

programmes.120  In one such example, the IoA’s position is so strong that Ellis Minns, 

Figure 5.2
The IoA’s Repair Lab assistants tending to pottery reconstruction; photographer unknown 
(Evans 1987:11, Plate 8). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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118 At the time, the vision was for the Institute to stand adjacent to the British Museum.

119 Minutes of the Board of Studies in Archaeology, 22 Jun 1931.

120 Verney Wheeler to Burkitt, 20 Jan 1933; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 1, Schemes to set up IoA, 
1933.



Disney Professor at Cambridge, is left to concede to Institute representatives that he cannot 

“say that we [at Cambridge] bring the student up to a stage when they are ready to serve as 

skilled excavators or skilled museum curators, but they get a good foundation.”121  The 

IoA’s opening in 1937 is reported in the scientific literature as “epoch-making,” calling its 

“provision of ... a training ground a matter of urgency,” and therein insinuating a shortage 

(or non-existence) of comparable provisions at existing facilities (Nature 1937:791).  

Advertisements for the Institute’s membership programme proclaim that “little attempt has 

yet been made to provide systematic training in archaeological technique,” implying that the 

IoA can resolve the situation through “centralized initial training” (IoA 1938a:71; cf. Clark 

1937:166).  Even as late as the 1950s, Cambridge archaeology alumni enter the IoA’s 

postgraduate diploma course admitting that they have “very little” archaeological 

knowledge, which, where it exists, is primarily “book-bound” (Gathercole 2003/04:10).122

Perhaps most tellingly, Thomas’ (2007:6) account of his time as an Institute 

postgraduate explicitly refers to the IoA’s artistic impact (especially as demonstrated by the 

painting and sculpture of lecturer and model-maker Maitland-Howard) as something which 

students “all [were] very aware of and...[which] may have become part of our 

archaeological subconscious.”  Indeed, many of Thomas’ cohort (including himself) went on 
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121 Minns to Hill, 6 Apr1933; UCL Senate House Files, Box 1, Folder 1, Schemes to set up IoA, 1933.

122 This predicament is borne out by a variety of Cambridge graduates from the mid-20th century who, in 
interviews with Smith (2009), indicate that their archaeological technique was often either self-taught or learnt 
on-site (away from Cambridge), in particular, through Wheeler at Maiden Castle.  As the archaeologist John 
Hurst puts it, the “point about Cambridge was that, in the 1940s, there was actually no practical work at all 
here, no teaching of excavation techniques, no fieldwork, and very little on objects. In fact, those of us who 
wanted to do excavation, we had to teach ourselves” (Smith 2009:149).  Or, as per the late J. Desmond Clark, 
it was with Wheeler “where I got my excavations, my fieldwork; two seasons, well, the better part of two 
seasons, which was absolutely essential, at Maiden Castle” (Smith 2009:120).



to become successful curators and, in some cases, illustrators.123  This is important because 

it speaks to the fact that the Institute, between the time of its conception and Thomas’ 

education in the early 1950s, is able to transform an absolutely conscious project of visual 

exploitation into one of apparently subconscious (or unconscious) enskilment.  As 

substantiated by my interviews, so effective is the transformation that the IoA becomes 

producer of arguably the first generation of archaeologists who accept its particular 

conventions as basic and normal.  These practitioners then go on to reproduce and build on 

such convention, a fact that is potent when one considers the very substantial total 

enrolment in the IoA’s photography and drawing courses.  Even in its second year of 

operation, the IoA reports its photographic module to be running at near capacity (IoA 

1939:9-10),124 its draughtsmanship class to be proceeding with 64 students,125 and its 

general fieldwork course (with elective training in planning, section illustration and picture-

taking) to be attracting in excess of 80 students (IoA 1939:9-10).  Ten years later, between 

1947 through to 1954, more than 140 students and 110 students attend its photography and 

drawing lessons respectively.126

While part of the triumph behind this transformation is due, as per above, to the 

Institute’s unique visual courses (which immerse students in a rigorous and methodical 
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123 I think there is a larger point to be made here (whose elaboration is beyond the scope of this thesis) about 
the availability of jobs for students graduating with an archaeology diploma in the mid-20th century.  Multiple 
students recall that the only careers open to them were in the field of museum curation—many of these 
described as basic, entry-level positions (e.g., Interviews with Rosemary Anderson, 5 May 2010; David Kelly, 
3 May 2010; Correspondence with T.G. Manby, 29 May 2010; also correspondence with Charles Thomas, 25 
Mar 2010).

124 At the time, capacity was probably not more than 10 students.

125 Memo to Mgm Committee, 10 Jun 1938.

126 IoA student registers.



technique127 that is not equally available at competing institutions), I believe it is more 

broadly attributable to the IoA’s establishment of a series of one-of-a-kind technical 

departments focused on visual production.  These departments, namely for photography, 

archaeological repair and illustration, literally realise the Institute’s laboratory aspirations, 

not only in their branding (e.g., the Mond Photographic Laboratory, the Repair (or 

Conservation) Laboratory), but in their functioning too.  As previously described, the IoA’s 

purpose is proclaimed to be the provision of:

...a laboratory which shall fulfil in the study of civilization something of the function 
which the laboratory has long fulfilled in the study of chemical or physical science. 
The Institute is designed to provide properly classified collections of material, 
derived wherever possible from scientifically conducted excavations, for the use of 
the student and the research-worker under normal laboratory conditions (IoA 1938a:
11).

The apparent necessity of such an environment hinges on the fact that archaeologists of the 

day are understood to “have acquired their training in a somewhat haphazard way, often by 

a rather painful experience of how not to do things; they have generally learnt by 

experiment, in which the subject of the experiment, whether a site or a particular find, has 

naturally suffered” (IoA 1939:9).  What the laboratory affords the Institute, then, is precisely 

the sort of controlled and ‘legitimate’ milieu under which such experiment might be 

accurately accomplished and through which students might be equipped to replicate these 

practices across the field.  Of consequence for my argument is the fact that the IoA’s 

laboratories are principally oriented towards training for and production of visual 
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127 Memories of Cookson’s particularly relentless photography lessons abound, with students, both in my 
interviews and in written sources, recalling being berated by Cookson’s vision of the ‘good’ photograph.  This 
vision seems especially to have hinged on the use of cumbersome, full glass plate photographic technology 
(Interviews with Martin Henig, 23 May 2008; Paul Ashbee, 2 Apr 2009; Cookson 1951a).  As per one former 
pupil, Charles Higham (2004/05:13), Cookson’s influence was such that “I still think of him whenever I take 
an archaeological photograph, particularly his insistence on cleaning everything, trimming away rootlets, and 
stopping down to the maximum for depth of focus.” Likewise, multiple students have palpably similar 
recollections of Stewart’s surveying and drawing classes, specifically his participatory lessons on planning the 
IoA building itself using a plane-table and ranging rod.  According to diploma student Thomas (2009; also 
Higham 2004/05) “a number of us...must thank him for our priceless acquisition of some of these skills. I can 
still lay out two long base lines on the ground at right angles, using a tape and pegs.”



investigation.

The significance of the lab environment to budding establishments like the Institute 

of Archaeology should not be underestimated.  By the latter half of the 19th century, 

laboratories are appreciated as having ‘revolutionised’ scientific research (Gooday 

1990:27-28), and labs become essential to the foundation of new colleges in Britain (Forgan 

1989:422).  The trajectories of whole disciplines, such as biology, are transformed through 

their investment in laboratories as means for achieving greater student enrolment and 

academic power (as seen in other laboratory-centred fields), and for “cashing in on the 

growing cultural authority of the physical sciences” (Kraft and Alberti 2003:230).  Indeed, 

the lab becomes essentially the gateway to (scientific) tools, knowledge and authority (after 

Latour 1983).  More generally, during the inter-war period (concurrent with the 

development of the IoA), science (and technology) in Britain becomes the focus of greater 

advocacy by professionals, growing nationalisation, increased state funding, major 

campaigns of popularisation, and, in turn, rising interest from the public (Bensaude Vincent 

1997; Bowler 2006; Edgerton 1997).  This situation seems not to have been lost on Institute 

advocates, who expressly work to link it to the IoA’s significance: as Kenyon (1936:257), 

speaking to the Society of Antiquaries, declares, the “necessity of [the Institute] in these 

days of scientific research will be evident.”  

Arguably, then, it is exactly these ‘days of scientific research’ that make imperative 

the IoA’s laboratories, for the lab is the signature of the scientific project; it, according to 

Knorr Cetina (1992:114), conveys “a systematic ‘weight’ in our understanding of science.”  

In other words, the lab adds mass to the Institute’s claims to authority and societal utility.  It 

furnishes an environment in which objects may be detached from place, time, culture and 

any sense of ontological stability (Knorr Cetina 1992), then recontextualised and replicated 
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in purportedly unimpeachable conditions—in what Kohler (2002:473) calls that “universal 

cultural space” where the watchful eyes of competent witnesses can patrol the truth and 

authenticity of its outputs (Shapin and Schaffer 1985; also Forgan 1994:153).  More than 

this, though, at the time of the IoA’s founding, the lab appeases the interests of the modern 

world at large, supplying resources vital to the sustenance of, at once, industrial capitalism 

(i.e., mass education of the middle classes; aligned skillsets; and a collective logic of 

success based on hard work and transparency (Kohler 2008)), and contemporaneous 

communist and socialist projects (i.e., universalistic, non-partisan knowledge generation, 

and thus a supposedly non-biased means towards social justice (Bensaude Vincent 

1997:328; Hauser 2008:204)). 

What is crucial about the Institute’s laboratories, thus, is their entanglement not only 

in the production of archaeology at the University of London, but in the effective dispersal 

and ensconcement of archaeological science in society overall (sensu Latour 1983, 1987).  

These labs may not perform the usual controlled, experimental trials, but they are explicitly 

designed, firstly, to train substantial numbers of students to generate archaeology; secondly, 

to render quality services to a wide array of archaeological agencies and the general public; 

and thirdly, in so doing, to position the Institute as an obligatory passage point (after Latour 

1983, 1987) for any person or organisation seeking accredited archaeological work/ 

scholarship.  That the IoA is successful in these aims is perhaps best attested to by alumna 

Rosemary Anderson, who completed her diploma at the Institute in the early 1950s and 

subsequently moved to Exeter to pursue a degree under the tutelage of the archaeologist 

Aileen Fox.128  Anderson remembers the IoA as a kind of centre of gravity in the intellectual 

world whose actions unavoidably transformed the academic community.  In one account, 
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Anderson tells of her tutor Fox’s confidence that Anderson’s IoA-trained presence in Fox’s 

Exeter classrooms had “changed the course,” making it “that much more substantial…more 

serious.”129  In other words, as I read it, the Institute’s pedagogy is here appreciated by Fox 

as conferring a weight of professionalism on the practice which, in turn, impacts on other 

university modules and students.  Anderson is perceived as bringing a new form of 

professional culture to Exeter—adding value and rigour to its courses.  And, critical for my 

argument, such value and rigour can be directly attributed to the IoA’s fundamentally 

laboratory-based programme of enskilment.

Setting this programme apart is the fact that, in every instance, the Institute’s 

laboratory focus is on visual representation: the large-scale manufacture of photography, 

illustration, dioramas and artefactual reconstructions.  The establishment of the 

photographic lab makes clear the IoA’s design, as original planning notes for the facility 

confirm that it is to function “under the direction of an expert photographer both for the 

training of students and to make the Institute a centre to which all needing archaeological 

photographic work would apply” (emphases mine).130  The publication of the photo 

department’s first prospectus indicates that it “has been created in order to meet the need for 

a specialist in archaeological photography, who may be relied upon to produce work of the 

highest possible quality at the lowest possible cost” (emphases mine).131  Elsewhere, its 

purpose is described as “render[ing] good specialized work available generally to 

archaeologists, and not to make profit” (IoA 1939:11).  Childe (1950:58), reflecting on the 

IoA’s objectives, writes that the (generic) archaeologist:

should be able to make recognisable sketches in his notebook, and he must know 
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what an expert restorer can do and how best to prepare what he finds for such 
specialist treatment. The repair, drawing, and photography departments of the 
Institute were established primarily to provide such practical training. But, being 
established and staffed by competent experts, they can at the same time further 
archaeological research by cleaning, restoring, drawing and photographing objects 
for excavators, collectors and museums (my emphasis).132

Indeed, the Institute’s report for its first formal year of operations states that (alongside its 

geochronology department) its repair and photo labs are “now undertaking work for 

museums and expeditions, either free or at minimum charges, and [the IoA] is endeavouring 

in these and in other directions to make itself generally useful to the expanding science of 

archaeology” (IoA 1938a:22; my emphasis).133 

 This orientation of the Institute’s labs towards the creation and dissemination of 

‘good’ visual work for professional advancement is important given its correlation with the 

historical function of laboratories.  As Gooday (2008:784-786) puts it, the lab (analogous to 

those of the IoA) has served as everything from a place of product assembly to one of 

‘quality control’ to a factory outputting “standardized human vectors of laboratory skill” (cf. 

Forgan’s 1989:434 notion of the “teaching machine”).  In all cases, its success has relied on 

its insinuation into the larger order: its effective spreading across diverse terrains; its 

engagement of various interests; its popular appreciation as a necessary resource for 

negotiating the world (Gooday 2008; Latour 1983).  Shapin and Schaffer’s (1985:339-340) 

documentation of the birth of the lab in the mid-1600s testifies to the laboratory’s 

dependence on this simultaneous fostering—and then fulfilment—of social needs.  In 

precisely the same way, the IoA utilises its laboratories to create a conventionalised sense of 

archaeological practice, to then produce a generation of practitioners who themselves will 
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propagate such sense, and to, in turn, sell its practices to the outside world as critical means 

for furthering the science.  More significantly, the labs’ primary outputs are visual media—

tools that enable exactly what the laboratory itself enables: the opportunity to extend 

oneself; to multiply one’s contexts; to concentrate, make witness-able, and therein reinforce 

expert knowledge (Forgan 1994:153; Latour 1983; Schaffer 1991:191).  As I see it, the 

result is a self-fuelling system—a positive feedback cycle—wherein the archaeological eye 

is crafted, equipped and proliferated by the IoA, thereby feeding further demand for its 

continued crafting, equipment and proliferation.

 The IoA has good reason to invest in resources that both successfully spread 

themselves and accumulate desirous audiences.  As suggested in Chapter 4, financial 

solvency is of major concern for the Institute, and even as Wharrie’s initial donation is being 

negotiated, administrators still utilise news outlets and other means to canvass for extra 

money—including another £10,000 from Wharrie herself.134  More than two years later, 

with £12,500 of Wharrie’s funding secured and another £2,500 en route, IoA supporters 

persist in petitioning for additional endowment from the professional community: as 

Kenyon (1936:257) advertises to the Society of Antiquaries, “For its [St. John’s Lodge’s] 

subsequent maintenance further funds will be necessary, and I would most earnestly 

commend to the Fellows a liberal response to the appeal when it is issued.”  Even Verney 

Wheeler’s unexpected death in 1936 is arguably exploited as a money-making opportunity, 

with various Institute advocates cum Society of Antiquaries members (including, again, 

Frederic Kenyon and Charles Peers, plus RG Collingwood and others) writing to readers of 

the Times to donate in Verney Wheeler’s name towards, among other things, “the provision 

of a working archaeological library...or a fund for the assistance of students, according to 
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the amount received.”135  Indeed less that a month later, Kathleen Kenyon, in 

correspondence with Colonel Drew of the Maiden Castle excavation committee, indicates 

that the Institute has been “sent or promised, about £240” in response to the appeal.136

What is more, the Chancellor of the University of London, in launching the IoA on 

29 April 1937, announces to his audience, “It will be clear from what I have said that the 

Institute is, at present, only in the initial stages of its growth. For that growth, further 

endowment is necessary and urgent” (IoA 1938a:12).137  Hawkes (1982:142) contends that 

the IoA is, by this point, in “desperate need” of significant economic backing from the 

university, and documentary evidence indicates that the university’s academic registrar is 

involved in enquiring into the terms of the Institute’s “begging license” prior to the 

circulation of a public appeal in the Times.138  That public appeal appears in the form of a 

call, fronted by the Archbishop of Canterbury and co-signed by Kenyon, Peers and George 

Hill, for a capital sum of £14,000 to institute a lectureship in Palestinian (or biblical) 

archaeology at the IoA (Times 1937:8, 13)139—a call so unsuccessful that it seems to have 

generated only £7.140

In fact, by the beginning of 1938, the IoA learns that yet another of its applications 

(for £2,500 from the University Grants Committee) has been deemed “undesirable” and thus 
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135 Times 1936; SAL Council Mins, 10 Dec 1936.

136 Kenyon to Drew, 25 May 1936; DCM Correspondence Box 3, 900-1199.

137 Like most promotional pieces distributed by the Institute, the Chancellor’s own speech is assumed to have 
been groomed by Wheeler himself (Hawkes 1982:141).

138 Worsley to Wheeler, Feb 1937; UCL Senate House Files, Box 2, File 1.

139 Importantly, as per above, the appeal utilises the Petrie collection as impetus for financial investment, 
suggesting that it “provides an ideal foundation for a School of Palestinian Archaeology. But a lecturer is 
needed to make the best use of [Petrie’s] generosity”(Times 27 Mar 1937:13).  The insinuation is that the 
collection would go to waste without “proper attention”(ibid:8)—i.e., a sufficiently endowed lectureship. 

140 Minutes of the Court of London University show donations of just £2 and £5 from Mrs. EM Cruickshank 
and Rev. Prof Oesterley respectively.  Before the appeal, Sir Charles Marston had promised £1000 to the 
lectureship, meaning the full amount received towards the required £14,000 endowment is only £1007 (UoL 
Court Mins #402, 3 Mar 1937; #799, 5 Jul 1939).



denied, meaning it misses out on the key source of funding available to departments for that 

quinquennium.141  Several months later, the Institute attempts yet another plea for funds, 

claiming that it confronts potential bankruptcy if it continues along the “suicidal” financial 

track that is currently set for it; but, again, the IoA is denied by university officials.142  By 

the next year, the Institute reports to its members that financial constraints have 

compromised its ability to purchase any materials beyond those which “meet the most 

pressing needs”.143  The two page preface to the IoA’s annual report for 1938 contains no 

fewer than seven references to economic hardship, repeatedly invoking the Institute’s 

“inadequate endowment,” the “imperative necessity” for greater funding, and any 

possibility of financial advance as “urgently desirable” (IoA 1939:7-8).  As it continues, “It 

is appropriate therefore to open this report of work done with an earnest appeal for the funds 

necessary for much work yet to do” (1939:8).  To be sure, the document then goes on to 

provide a detailed account of the IoA’s anxious financial status.

 This particular annual report is telling as regards the approach and materials that the 

Institute subsequently adopts to mediate its economic state.  By this point the IoA has 

known for the better part of a decade that it would have to revise its original, more 

grandiose organisational plans to better fit the parsimonious model demanded by the 

University of London.  In the mid-1930s, to ensure endorsement from the university, it 

pledges (futilely as it transpires) to function without recourse to central academic funds for 

a period of 14 years.144  Out of necessity, then, the Institute turns to extra-university sources 

of income, a move that is recorded as an attempt to “mak[e] a start on modest lines with the 
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recognition of the University” in the hopes the IoA would “receive a further and continuous 

support from the public.”145  As evidenced with the Petrie collection, the IoA then becomes 

adept at plying visual media to garner such support.  But by 1938, now fully operational and 

with unavoidably major expenditures, the Institute foresees its reserves “deplet[ing] to 

vanishing point” (IoA 1939:24).  Its strategy, therefore, is to draw upon its own capital to 

meet its expenses.  As the IoA puts it, “Unsatisfactory though this procedure be, it was felt 

that the Institute would thereby be given an opportunity of proving its worth, and it is hoped 

that in consequence further financial support will be obtained” (IoA 1939:22; emphasis 

mine).  

This pursuit of ‘proving’ itself is partly, I contend, manifested in a strategy of visual 

augmentation—or, to borrow from Latour (1983) of capitalising on visuality to lever the 

archaeological world.  The Institute begins to sell the pictorial services of its photographic, 

illustrative and repair departments out to museums, archaeological expeditions and 

societies, creating photos, dioramas, and related graphic products for the display and 

research purposes of external spenders.  As observed above (nt. 132), it draws its own 

students into the process, aiming to lure individuals to enrol in the Institute on the promise 

that they might secure paid visual work following the completion of their diplomas.  The 

IoA thus commits its capital—and its student body—to the development of these 

departments in what appears to be both an income and a status-generating manoeuvre.  

Indeed, its earliest course prospectuses are replete with publicity for its services, in some 

cases providing very specific rates for the production of assorted goods for clientele (e.g., 

10s 6d for a single full plate photo taken in situ “in the provinces,” plus 3rd class travel 

fare).146  Archival documents hint to me that the photographic lab is established more for 
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industry than for actual university education, as its prospectus is largely an advertisement 

(with associated price lists) for image provision (but cf. Childe 1950:59) (Figure 5.3).  Early 

records of planning for the laboratory explicitly reference its anticipated yearly earnings (a 

“probable average exceeding £300”), and confirm the fact that the Institute has researched 

its profitability through consultation with the Society of Antiquaries.147  Despite repeated 

claims that the lab is not intended to yield a profit (e.g., IoA Photographic Dept Prospectus 

1937-38; IoA 1939:11), subsequent to its opening (in 1937) virtually all internal university 

files speak of its money-making capacity, praising it (along with the repair department) as 

“largely self-paying”148 and in some cases plainly stating that it “brings in quite a substantial 

sum every year for outside work”.149  During the 1937-38 academic year, more than 15% of 

the Institute’s reported income is generated through the photo laboratory; the following year 

it is more than 26%.150  The lab also appears to draw in the largest proportion of the IoA’s 

student fees.151  

More than this, however, the Institute’s visual departments become dense 

convergence points for both the archaeological community and the wider public.  Before, 

for instance, the photography lab is even approved by the university administration, the IoA 

asserts that it has already negotiated photographic contracts with organisations from the 

Society of Antiquaries to the London Museum to the Wellcome-Marston Research 

Expedition to the Near East.152  In its first year of business, the lab cites employment by 

eight excavation committees (IoA 1938a:21); by the summer of 1938 it reports services 
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Figure 5.3
‘Prospectus’ (and price list) for the IoA’s Photographic Department, 1937-38 (IoA 
Collections). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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rendered to “fifteen archaeological expeditions, and a large number of individuals”;153 and 

by the end of the 1938-39 year, both it and the repair department are described as working 

“to capacity” completing commissions for expeditions and museums, including a major 

archaeological model for the Verulamium Museum154 (Figure 5.4).  The enormity of the 

scale at which these visual laboratories are operating is epitomised in the Institute’s post-

war report on past work, wherein it quantifies its (pictorial) outputs between the time of the 

IoA’s launch and early 1944.155  The report declares that the Repair Department has 

completed projects for 26 expeditions, 11 museums, and 20 individuals; the Drawing 

Department for 16 expeditions and 6 individuals; and the Photographic Department for 34 

expeditions, 4 museums, and 45 individuals.  Such figures indicate that the IoA executes 

more than 160 jobs—with at least one visual artefact yielded per job—the majority of 

which, owing to wartime, seem to have been undertaken in just its initial three years of 

operation (1937-1939).  Even in the first full year of business post-war (1945-46), the 

Institute notes that it has undertaken, through its Repair Department, contracts for 2 

museums, 5 expeditions and 7 individuals; and, through its photo lab, contracts for 38 

individuals, 5 institutions/schools, 9 museums/colleges/universities, 2 government 

departments, 6 excavation committees, along with the production of about 1350 lantern 

slides for the Society of Antiquaries, private financiers and the IoA itself (IoA 1947:18, 31).  

In a single 12-month period, then, it outputs 74 jobs in addition to more than 1000 slides.

The Institute, of course, is perfectly aware of the kickbacks of trafficking its 

products in this way.  It seeks a means to gain permanent backing from the university, 

making blatant its intention to invest (both financially and intellectually) in a programme 
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Figure 5.4
The Sphere’s 22 July 1939 photographic coverage of the newly-opened Verulamium 
Museum features (in the bottom-most image) what I believe to be the model 
commissioned from the IoA for the Museum (MoL Archives, DC 11/9). Image 
courtesy of the Museum of London.
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that would “demonstrate its value as a University institution” and hence “qualify it for a 

grant from the [university] Senate” (IoA 1947:12). And so it turns precisely to those tools 

that allow it to sharpen its impact and extend its reach the furthest.  In rationalising its 

request for a small grant from the university in 1937, the Institute maintains that its “repair-

lab and the photographic studio, which are already being widely used both for instruction 

and for output, can be brought to a sufficient state of perfection to represent the University 

creditably as teaching and workshop units.”156  The implication is that these labs might be 

key showpieces for the central university itself.  Similarly, in championing the work of the 

photo laboratory several years later, the IoA is clear that the lab has “been used by most of 

the principal archaeological expeditions in this country” which “proved how very much 

such work was needed.”157  The Institute is here again exploiting its visual departments to 

engorge its status—drawing major figures from the archaeological community into it and 

therein manifesting its worth not only within the academy, but within the profession of 

archaeology overall.

Such engorgement is further propelled by yet another exhibition launched by the 

IoA in early 1938 at exactly the moment when it begins to intensify its funding appeals to 

the university in the face of economic volatility.  Anxious to prove itself and stabilise its 

(financial and disciplinary) future, the Institute resorts to its usual modus operandi: a visual 

showcase of recent fieldwork in Britain.  Picking up precisely where it left off at the London 

Museum in 1932, the IoA opens (at St. John’s Lodge) a two-month long exhibition of 

materials excavated in the United Kingdom between 1933 and 1938 (Figure 5.5).  The show 

adheres to a similar format as previous exhibitions (with artefacts arranged by period and 

site, followed by distinct modules devoted to ground and aerial photography—in addition to 
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new displays on geochronology and Hadrian’s Wall) and engages many of the same 

stakeholders in its execution (e.g., Leslie Armstrong, Eliot Curwen, H. St. George Gray, 

etc.).  However this time round it functions at a greater magnitude.  It is longer (March to 

May, as opposed to a single month), larger (approx. 70 featured sites, as opposed to 30), 

involving more contributors (from dozens of individual donors to museums, archaeological 

societies, government and the IoA itself) and more audiences.  As with its predecessors, the 

exhibition is widely publicised and predictably (and misleadingly) advertised as matchless:

Figure 5.5
The IoA’s 1938 exhibition as represented in the Institute’s second annual report (IoA 
1939). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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“No exhibition of the kind has been held before,” announces Nature (1938:547); “this was 

the most important exhibition of its kind yet assembled,” asserts Peers, as documented in 

the Times (1938:13).  It is plainly, too, a pamphleteering exercise for the Institute, with 

newspaper coverage of the event quick to hype the significance of the IoA: “a practical 

school and a centre of research ... [that] has rapidly become the most important place of its 

kind in Britain” (Observer 1938).  

More than this, though, the exhibition offers another opportunity to calibrate the 

boundaries of the developing discipline.  In the first instance, it provides a means to 

showcase not only the supposedly Pitt-Rivers-inspired scientific practice that the Wheelers 

long push on the Institute,158 but also new inter-field collaborations which might further 

bolster the IoA’s profile.  An entire series of displays on tree ring dating, gravel analysis and 

soil sectioning is incorporated within the ‘geochronology’ component of the exhibit along 

with written promotions about the newfound importance of these sciences (botany, geology, 

climatology) to archaeology (e.g., IoA 1938b; also see Farrington 1947 for a reflection on 

the novelty of such techniques).  The IoA argues that organisations must be devised “to 

serve in some sense as clearinghouses” for these collaborations, and, unsurprisingly, the 

Institute positions itself—both through its visual showcasing and news coverage—at their 

vanguard.159  The IoA’s own exhibition catalogue implies that its geochronological displays 

are dull (IoA 1938b), which indicates to me that their chief function is actually to witness 

the opening up of archaeology to the participation of more and more (specialist) 
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audiences,160 and in so doing encourage progressively more and diverse people to buy into 

the Institute’s vision.  

Corresponding to this quest for increasing sponsorship, the IoA seems keen to 

acknowledge governmental and public support for archaeological practice within its 

exhibition advertising.  The “enlightened assistance of the State” (Times 1938:17) receives 

multiple mentions in newspaper reportage as well as the event’s catalogue, and is credited 

with “growth of the public interest in antiquities” (IoA 1938b).  Various artefacts are 

arguably expressly exhibited because of their pedestrian appeal; e.g., from Maiden Castle, 

the “remains of the young man from Dorset whose brains seem to have furnished his 

relatives with a ceremonial feast” (Times 1938:17); or from the Simondston and Pond 

Cairns at Coity, near Bridgend, Glamorgan, evidence of Bronze Age grains at a site later 

occupied by “Romano-British squatters, who left wheat and barley by the side of their 

fires” (IoA 1938b:22).  And some items suggest purposeful allusion to (and perhaps defence 

of) contemporary wartime policies and public behaviours; e.g., from Pin Hole Cave at 

Creswell Crags, a perforated bone ‘bull-roarer’ for “‘tribal warning[s]’ of an impending 

raid” which “may soon become anything but neolithic in their urgency and 

importance” (Manchester Guardian 1938).  What is important about such displays is that in 

sculpting them to appease state and non-specialist agendas, the Institute positions itself not 

only as adjudicator of archaeological knowledge, but as purveyor of entertainment and 

hence as a major gateway to human experience and expression.  It only stands to profit from 

such positioning, as attested to by the fact, firstly, that mid-way through the exhibition the 
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IoA reports the sale of 700 catalogues at one shilling each,161 and, secondly, that by the 

show’s finish an estimated 1000 visitors have toured the displays (IoA 1939:15).  

Institutional records indicate that the exhibition brings in more than £77 in proceeds (£22 

above what was anticipated).162  More importantly, it attracts paying members into the IoA’s 

lucrative subscription programme; as the Institute’s solicitor writes to Kathleen Kenyon, 

I tried to make some use of the Particulars you sent me of the Institute and of the 
Exhibition there, and have captured at least one member. I have now at least six 
other people to write to, who have declared their great interest in archaeology; so 
would you kindly send me say another ten of the circulars as well as an equal 
number of the Notice about the Exhibition.163

These membership subscriptions are critical sources of funding for the Institute, 

earning—even in the middle of wartime—between £162 and £269 per annum (in 1940-41 

and 43-44 respectively), up to more than £277 in the IoA’s second year of operation 

(1938-39).164  In fact, such subscriptions are later described as among one of only four 

channels (including fees from the visual departments and tuition, along with voluntary 

efforts and major endowments) through which the IoA is ultimately able to establish itself 

(IoA 1948a:34).  In necessitating donations of one pound or more annually, the membership 

programme (just as the exhibition itself) looks to pull in as wide an audience of contributors 

as possible: any member of the “interested public” who is “ready to assist in [the IoA’s] 

development...in return for certain rights and privileges” (IoA 1938a:70-71).  Visual 

resources, not coincidentally, are primary transmitters of these rights and privileges, not 

only in the form of advanced notice of exhibitions, but so too of everything from use of the 

photographic collections to, by 1948-49, use of and advice from the repair, drawing and 
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photo departments, along with use (at a small charge) of the copious lantern slide collection 

(IoA 1950).  So important is the membership programme and its access to such resources 

that archaeologists now recollect it as critical to their careers (Frere 2002/03).  Of most 

concern for me, however, is the fact that it is suffused with—and, one could argue, sustained 

by—visuality, at once acquiring members and satiating those members through visual 

means.  

 The graphic spectacle, then, that is the Institute’s 1938 exhibition has wide-ranging 

effects.  Far more than the display of a few artefacts, it is an act of nourishment for the IoA.  

It draws in specialists, the government, the general public, income, recognition, and 

sponsorship.  So too is it a magnet for archaeologists themselves, concentrating their work 

at a central locale and, through its presentation, defining their relations with other sciences 

in addition to defining archaeology’s own substance.  In other words, the exhibition is not 

some one-dimensional showcasing of materials dredged from the British landscape, but 

instead a venue for actually setting in place the methodology of the discipline.  In part, as 

per above, this is accomplished through displays of mundane technical processes (e.g., 

gravel analysis) recently introduced into archaeology which the exhibitors work to promote 

and defend to practitioners as “not merely a result of the incorporation of elements of 

natural science” but as “an elaboration of technique” (IoA 1938b:7).  In part, it is 

accomplished through highly jargonistic descriptions of exhibited artefacts (see nt. 160) 

which arguably function to set in place an expert vocabulary for a still-fledgling discipline.  

And, in part, it is accomplished through material expositions which stand as actual 

instructions on the performance of archaeology.  The latter is particularly true of the 

exhibition’s feature of Cookson’s archaeological “ground photographs” wherein spectators 

are specifically informed that “The photographs have been selected both to illustrate 
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important archaeological sites, and also the scope and methods of archaeological 

photography. Points which may be noted are the emphasis effected, by choice of position, 

lighting, and the general preparation of the subject” (IoA 1938b:54; my emphasis).  

Importantly, these are precisely the same instructions that Cookson delivers to his students 

and inscribes in what some consider to be the first text on archaeological photography 

(Cookson’s 1954 Photography for Archaeologists) (Frere 2002/03:nt 5),165 and thus, as 

attested to by my interviews, went on to structure the photographic competencies of an 

entire generation of practitioners (also see Chapter 7).  

 In this sense, by the late 1930s, visualisation is fully folded into an institutional 

project of self-fashioning that profitably feeds back on itself.  The IoA enskils the 

archaeological community in making, purchasing, and displaying visual artefacts, at the 

same as it sets in place the infrastructure and demand for further manufacture, purchase and 

display.  It sells itself to potential students through visual provocations (e.g., the possibility 

of future employment as image-producers; the chance to take advantage of its collections 

through membership), it teaches these students to craft the very same forms of provocations 

through highly conventionalised training regimes and laboratories, and it then sells them 

(both the students and their visual products) in mass quantities to the archaeological and 

non-specialist communities.166  In so doing, it saturates the market with its technique and 

outputs, positioning itself as an obviously fruitful stock for investors (whether they take the 

form of students, public visitors, private donors, commissioners of new projects, or the 
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165 Note, however, that Petrie (1904) devotes a chapter of his Methods and Aims in Archaeology to 
photography.  Similarly, Droop (1915), Crawford (1936a, b), and the Oxford University Archaeological 
Society (1950) each provide directives on (ground-level, as opposed to aerial) photographic engagements with 
the archaeological record—all of which predate Cookson’s publication (but see Chapter 7).

166 As Gordon Childe writes in a reference letter for IoA alumnus John Lewis, “Like all students for the 
Diploma, Mr. Lewis has taken a course in the Repair and Preservation of Archaeological Relics, 
Archaeological Draughtsmanship, Photography and Surveying. He has acquitted himself well in all these 
domains and has thus acquired a very good knowledge of what can be done in the way of conservation and 
reconstruction and of the general means employed to these ends” (16 Aug 1954; from the private collection of 
John Lewis).



University of London) who then go on to enrol in, subscribe to, or otherwise financially and 

materially back its departments.   The Institute nucleates itself in so many vested interests 

that its programme seems nearly inescapable—centripetally drawing the scientific and 

wider communities into it.  As alumnus Paul Ashbee expressed, “Everything was there and 

around and about you” at the IoA, “you were a fool if you didn’t avail yourself of it...  One 

literally went there to be there...One had access to so much.”167  Put differently, with 

visuality as its lever, the Institute effectively situates itself at the centre of the disciplinary 

world.
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CHAPTER SIX: The IoA Pre-Wartime: Britain’s First Archaeological Television 
Shows and the Mobilisation of the Archaeological Model

 By the late 1930s, more than 10 years after the first public appeal for a British 

archaeological training school, the Institute of Archaeology at London University finally 

achieves physical, intellectual and methodological presence.  It settles into relatively stable 

accommodations at St. John’s Lodge fronted by an unrivalled collection of Palestinian 

antiquities (see Chapter 4).  It operationalises a distinctive syllabus of technical and public 

lectures, and erects Britain’s first practical laboratories of archaeological teaching and 

production (see Chapter 5).  By mid-1938, Kathleen Kenyon can be seen writing to mollify 

Flinders Petrie about the fact that there is “no doubt that the Institute is fulfilling a most 

useful purpose,” having secured a subscribing membership of approximately 200 people168 

and a student body which, after only two years of activity, counts in the hundreds (IoA 

1938a, 1939).  The IoA’s second annual report (for the year 1938) acknowledges a full nine 

staff members,169 in addition to ten special lecturers on its methods courses.170  Indeed, in 

contemporaneous communications with the University of London’s Senate, the Institute is 

prepared to represent itself as a convergence point where:

 a nucleus of students trained in the elaborate technique which modern archaeology 
requires is gradually being formed; and, on the side of output, the Institute is being 
used increasingly as a source of supply in the direction of archaeological field-work. 
Indeed, it is the only University institution which is specifically meeting the demand 
for trained supervisors at a time when government and other works throughout the 
country are necessitating emergency-excavations on an unprecedented scale.171
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168 Kenyon to Petrie, 30 Jun 1938; UCL Petrie Correspondence, Box 1, 1900-1949.

169 Wheeler, Kenyon, SH Hooke, S Smith, F Zeuner, D Parker, I Gedye, Cookson, M Eates (IoA Prospectus, 
1938-39).

170 Including HJ Plenderleith, Oliver-Myers, Dorothy Garrod, DMS Watson, JW Crowfoot, Huntley Gordon, H 
O’N Hencken, Cyril Fox, Alexander Keiller, and BH St. J. O’Neil (IoA, Course of Lectures on Principles and 
Technique of Field Archaeology, 1938-39).

171 UoL Senate Minute #3553, 20 Jul 1938.



Yet even as the IoA conceptually and materially demarcates itself as such, it 

continues to confront political, economic and social insecurity.  It relies heavily on 

volunteer teaching arrangements,172 and two of its top posts—that of the director (Wheeler) 

and the one-of-a-kind geochronology instructor (Frederick Zeuner)—function for over five 

years, respectively, in an honorary capacity, and on a financial donation of just £100.173  By 

1944, Zeuner’s position is so precarious, and the threat of his departure for another post so 

imminent, that the Institute is prepared to appeal to the University for permission to draw at 

great cost on its own capital to hold his job.174  

As previously discussed (Chapter 5) and as articulated further below, the IoA 

persists without steady funding throughout the 1930s and into the mid-1940s, leading its 

management team to characterise the early Institute as a place “with a predominantly 

voluntary staff and inadequate resources” resulting in “very little practical experience to 

guide them [the Institute’s executives] in planning.”175  The extent of the IoA’s fragility is 

such that its managerial committee chair personally writes to the university’s administration 

in late 1937 to ensure that the Institute’s neediness has not gone underplayed: “the 

Committee may not, I feel, have had before it a sufficiently clear statement of the needs of 

the case. Those needs are from more than one standpoint of very special urgency” (emphasis 

in original).176  The IoA repeatedly addresses itself as an “experimental” unit, forced to 

function without university aid until “its value had been proved”177—or, as explained in the 
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172 UoL Court Minute #432, 6 Jun 1945.

173 IoA Mgm Committee Report to the Senate, 1945; IoA Mgm Committee Report, 25 Jun 1937.

174 Indeed, the IoA contemplates financing both Zeuner’s and its permanent director’s salaries out of existing 
capital, a predicament which they anticipate will lead to a total annual deficit of £3,700 (IoA Mgm Committee 
Minutes, 24 Oct 1944).

175 UCL Senate House Files, Box 4, IoA, Quinquennium 1952-57, Development Policy.

176 Peers to Webb, 28 Dec 1937; UoL Court Minute #343, 12 Jan 1938.

177 UCL Senate House Files, Box 4, IoA Report of Acting Director and Secretary for the Session 1945-46; also 
IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 10 Jun 1938.



Institute’s 1938 petition to the Senate for funds, as an organisation in “an incipient stage of 

development” which “must justify itself by results before it could claim to become a 

permanent part of the University” (emphasis mine).178  Less than a year after its official 

unveiling, the IoA is already suggesting that it has validated itself through its work, 

reporting to the Court that “the Institute has now reached a stage of development when it 

might reasonably be brought within the normal orbit of University Grants…as effective 

acknowledgement of the part which the Institute is now able to play in the educational 

routine of the University.”179  But by mid-1938, foreseeing that the Senate will reject the 

IoA’s financial entreaties, Kenyon writes to Wheeler about the fact that they must be blatant 

that “it would not be in the interest of the University to do so [i.e., to deny them economic 

investment].”180  As Kenyon goes on to explain:

They [the IoA’s management committee] would represent that the Institute has 
grown more rapidly than could have been anticipated in advance; that the demand 
for its services is an indication of the need for them; that the University of London is 
the only body providing that school for trained leaders of excavations for whom 
there is a constant and increasing demand; and that it will be more to the credit of 
the University to encourage the growth of a much-needed institution than to compel 
it to eke out a bare existence, doing inadequately what it could, with a very moderate 
amount of additional assistance, do adequately, and in a manner unfitting of the 
University…I fear we shall not get any money now, but we are staking out a strong 
claim for the future.181

Ultimately, it is precisely such a claim for the future that I see at play in the 

Institute’s manipulation of visual resources.  Although London University does indeed 

refuse the multiple monetary requests submitted to it by the IoA in the late 1930s, arguably 

this is due to the Institute’s prior—and seemingly naïve—willingness to absolve the 
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178 IoA Mgm Committee Memorandum on Application for an Annual Grant from the Funds and the Disposal 
of the Senate, 10 Jun 1938.

179 UoL Court Minute #341, 12 Jan 1938.

180 Kenyon to Wheeler, 14 Jun 1938. UCL Senate House Files, Box 4.

181 Kenyon to Wheeler, 14 Jun 1938. UCL Senate House Files, Box 4.



academy of any pecuniary risk for 14 years (a timeframe which conveniently corresponded 

to the lease of St. John’s Lodge).182  Faced, then, with the self-imposed predicament of 

enduring “a more or less static existence”183 for over a decade, the IoA turns to exactly those 

tools which can allow it to constitute itself as a highly non-static, cutting-edge, and 

indispensable enterprise: graphic media.  Petrie, Wheeler, Verney Wheeler, Kenyon and 

their colleagues and pupils (of whom more detail is provided below) engage visualisation to 

position the IoA and its artefacts at the forefront of the archaeological field.  What is 

important here, however, is that while (as previously established) such manoeuvrings have 

critical repercussions for the initial foundation of the Institute of Archaeology, they have 

equivalent—if not greater—gravity for its subsequent development.  This impact is 

particularly apparent for the period just preceding and including World War II (WWII), 

when the IoA faces not only workforce and financial volatility, but near administrative 

dissolution. 

The following chapter examines the Institute of Archaeology’s deployment of visual 

representation in Britain immediately pre-wartime.  It begins in mid-1937 (several months 

after the ceremonial opening of the IoA and prior to the official outbreak of war) in order to 

situate what I see as a persistent and multi-stranded project of graphic exploitation applied 

in the name of discipline-building.  Amidst this project, I argue that visual tools are 

compiled into a portfolio of self-representation which comes to stand in place of the 

Institute itself and, in so doing, perform significant work on its behalf.  As outlined in 

successive sections below, the IoA draws in pioneering fashion upon television and 

archaeological reconstruction models to project itself and the overall field of archaeology 
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183 IoA Mgm Committee Memorandum on Application for an Annual Grant from the Funds and the Disposal 
of the Senate, 10 Jun 1938.



into the scientific and broader communities.  More than mere utensils of institutional self-

aggrandisement, however, these media have major epistemological consequences for the 

field, variously operating as resources for thinking, as didactic tools of methodological 

definition, and as primary means of disciplinary popularisation.

The IoA on Television (1937)

 Given the excess of claims about the uniquely media-saturated nature of the present 

day (see Chapter 1), it seems important to draw attention to occasions wherein it is possible 

to discern comparable attempts in history to come to terms with media innovation and 

dissemination.  These struggles to incorporate and negotiate new modes of presentation (or 

what Shanks 2007b:281 calls, new “modes of engagement”) have a deep legacy, and to 

ignore them is to ignore repeated periods across time and space when many of the same 

tactics of communication and information management are exploited to similar effect.  It is 

precisely such a moment—the first half of the 20th century—at which the Institute of 

Archaeology opens the doors of St. John’s Lodge, for the IoA comes into being 

contemporaneous with the advent of British television.  This is important because, within 

several months, the Institute’s staff and its methodologies become the focus of arguably the 

first televised broadcasts of archaeology in the nation.

The birth of TV in the UK is an interesting phenomenon particularly given its 

manifestation during what is otherwise understood as the “age of radio” (Walker 1993:19).  

Television appears to slip somewhat surreptitiously into the broadcasting repertoire, 

oscillating between being a highly obscure and yet a disquietingly controversial medium.  

As Bell (1986:66) recounts, even as the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is 

developing what is to become the world’s first standard TV service, “its senior officials 

could hardly have been more indifferent…[I]n these first years [the early to mid-1930s], 
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though few of them realized it, the handful of men and women working in television 

programmes were fortunate in that they were almost completely ignored; by the public, by 

politicians and by the BBC itself.”  According to Briggs (1985:155), the BBC’s trailblazing 

activities in television are generally overlooked in the early days “except by a handful of 

prophets.”  Nearly 15 years later, the BBC still finds itself confronted with overt contempt 

for its TV programming, especially amongst its own top staff (Briggs 1985:243).  In 1950, 

the Head of Television Programmes at the BBC can be found writing that “Just to keep it 

[TV] going is a headache” (McGivern 1950:142), and general commentators can be seen 

voicing largely negative appraisals of the medium, often culminating in the assertion that 

nothing is likely to supplant sound broadcasting (e.g., Moore 1950).  These pronouncements 

contradict other judgements, including some by more supportive BBC personnel (e.g., the 

Corporation’s Deputy Director-General), declaring that “The thing [TV] is so big that we do 

not need to magnify its approach” (Carpendale 1936:5).

Such fluctuating, but predominantly conservative reactions, are intriguing in light of 

the fact that Britain’s television programming is unprecedented.  While the US, like the UK, 

is involved in experimental broadcasts throughout the 1930s, and while Germany launches 

the earliest public television facility in March 1935, it is Britain which, on 2 November 

1936, officially unveils the world’s first, regular, public, ‘high-definition’ TV service.184  In 

this way, as per Gorham (1952:161), “The future of television was…obscure even whilst the 
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184 The BBC, in attempting to explain the nature of “high definition” to its audiences, writes, “During the 
Television Congress held in Berlin on May 29 of this year [1936], a television 'scanner'…was unveiled in 
Berlin's Broadcasting House in honour of the German experimenter who, in 1884, invented the spiral scanning 
disc—the forerunner of those in use today in certain television transmitting systems. The purpose of the 
'scanner' is to examine and dissect the picture or scene which it is desired to televise—in much the same way 
that Grandad 'examines' the printed page of his book by means of his reading-glass; word by word, line by 
line, and, more slowly, page by page. If you imagine the page to consist of 30 lines of print and the old 
gentleman to skim over all 30 of them in one-twelfth of a second, and to 'read' 12 pages in one second, you 
will have an idea of the operation performed by the scanning-disc of a television transmitter to give what is 
termed a 'low-definition' picture of 30 lines and 13 'frames' or pictures per second. High-definition television is 
equivalent to scanning pages, each consisting of 240 lines, at the rate of 25 pages per second” (Redpath 
1936:12).



service from Alexandra Palace was the wonder of the world. No other country had anything 

like it.”  BBC TV’s programming consisted, at the outset, of a one-hour long demonstration 

film each morning (from 11:00-12:00),185 and exactly two hours of broadcasting per day 

(from 15:00-16:00 and 21:00-22:00) six days per week, compiled by a staff of 

approximately four producers.  Shows were performed live (as facilities for recording 

television were non-existent until 1947), on rigidly fixed schedules, primarily and 

necessarily indoors in the BBC’s Alexandra Palace studios (owing in particular to the 

cumbersomeness of the large-sized cameras of the era) (Boon 2008:192-194).  As Hutton 

(1950:194) and Bell (1986:75) make clear, the “handicaps” of early TV were many: 

insufficient time, unreliable and crude equipment, lack of colour, and only a single service 

provider supplying a limited variety of programmes.  The Daily Express, commentating on 

the BBC’s meagre three-hour broadcasting schedule per day, described it as “woefully, 

ridiculously inadequate,” arguing that the Corporation was bearing a “thriving lusty baby 

called television [which was] too heavy for them” (quoted in Briggs 1985:166).

It is into such a constrained and fledgling environment that the Institute of 

Archaeology and its representatives are introduced to the British television viewership.  

This is critical because histories of archaeology seem generally to be ignorant of any 

televisual engagement with the discipline prior to the 1950s.  Rather, the key literature on 

the development of archaeological TV (e.g., Clack and Brittain 2007; Daniel 1954; Jordan 

1981; Kulik 2005, 2007; West 1988) begins with the series Animal, Vegetable, Mineral? 

(1952-1958; hereafter AVM), therein implying its status as the originator of televised 
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185 These films are effectively advertisements for the BBC’s own television service intended to be utilised by 
TV sellers as promotional tools for the sale of televisions.  According to Jacobs (2000:23), they aired in the 
morning “so that retailers would have something to show prospective buyers during the day.”



archaeology.186  Glyn Daniel (1954:205) misleadingly states that “Archaeology had a good 

start because of Animal, Vegetable, Mineral?,” and Price (2007:177) insinuates that AVM is 

immediately responsible for shifting the balance of control in general media relations of the 

time, bringing archaeological scholarship to the forefront of production activities (as 

opposed to standing merely as the passive subject of certain journalists’ interests).  

Arguably, Daniel (the host/chair of AVM) is himself accountable for conjuring up erroneous 

perceptions of the originality of the show, as he relentlessly recounts across multiple 

publications—often using identical language—its genesis and influence (Daniel 1953, 1954, 

1978, 1986).187  Where the origins of archaeological television are traced further back, it is 

frequently only to 1946 with the initiation of the radio series The Archaeologist (another 

Daniel-hosted programme), which is seen to offer the foundations for televised broadcasts 

(e.g., Norman 1983).188  But such information is inaccurate, as relevant radio shows extend 

back at least to the mid-1920s, with Dobson-Hinton’s popular occasional talks on 

prehistoric archaeology airing from 1926 (Daniel 1953:91), Woolley’s six-part series 

Digging Up the Past playing in June and July of 1930,189 and Cyril Fox’s apparent 

archaeological programmes at the National Museum of Wales running from the 1930s 

(Brittain and Clack 2007:14).  Commentators appear to dismiss these early radio shows as 
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186 Indeed, Jordan (1981:207) is blatant about this: AVM “went on to father a long line of archaeological 
programmes and series on television.” So too is West (1988:13): “the accepted date for the beginning of 
television archaeology is October 1952…It was then that the parlour game Animal, Vegetable, Mineral began.”

187 Critically, AVM has itself been subject to little penetrative enquiry.  Smith’s (2010) emerging research is 
amongst the only to proceed beyond superficial retrospective description of the show.

188 Interestingly, correspondence between BBC executives on the early planning of The Archaeologist is 
critical of Daniel’s approach: “I have read Daniel’s script and I am disappointed with it at present because he 
says so little – he leaves me nothing to go away and chew on. A common mistake when a learned man is 
compelled to treat a subject in so short a space is for him to say nothing but to imply everything, and, speaking 
for myself, I do not get the inferences. As regards his style, I think it lacks broadcast punch; there are no 
pictures; nor does he use the other broadcast device for attracting and maintaining interest, the device of 
narrative. I should like to see him develop both in this script” (Barnes to Phelps, 22 Aug 1946; BBC Archives, 
R51/24).

189 BBC Archives, S322/109.



supposedly rare and inconsequential examples of pre-war broadcasting (e.g., Daniel 

1986:245).  However, in reality, the BBC’s archives indicate that between October 1936 and 

June 1939 alone, archaeological programmes (for which scripts still remain) are delivered 

by Louis Leakey,190 Gordon Childe, Stuart Piggott, John Garstang, and Dorothy Garrod 

among others; and even during the war itself various individuals, including Philip Corder 

and Cyril Fox, deliver shows on archaeology and wartime bombing, and Welsh archaeology 

respectively.191  So too is Maiden Castle (see more below) featured in a 5-minute broadcast 

on 25 October 1936, presented by Colonel Charles Drew, co-director (alongside Wheeler 

and Verney Wheeler) of the excavations and curator of Dorset County Museum.192  Indeed, 

in the fall of 1945, Gordon Childe presents his own series of six 20-minute talks on “man’s 

first steps towards co-operation with nature” as part of a running armed forces educational 

transmission.193  Thus while Daniel (1954:201) argues that in the early 1950s he had been 

“assured…that dull subjects like archaeology with dull professional exponents could not 

recommend themselves to the B.B.C. planners of programmes,” the actual line-up of 

broadcasts suggests that such programmes are neither scarce, nor appreciated as dull.  More 

still, archaeological film is also well-established before this timeframe, with Stern (2007) 

dating the earliest filmic production of the subject to 1897, and Beale and Healy 
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190 Interestingly, Leakey already has a relationship with the BBC which was established prior to his 
archaeological broadcast on 12 December 1936.  As one BBC executive writes in regards to a proposed 
programme on Kenya to be hosted by Leakey, “You will know his [Leakey’s] slightly soiled reputation as an 
anthropologist, but I do not think that need disturb us on a subject like this” (BBC Archives, S322/39/1).

191 BBC Archives, Archaeology, Scripts Only, Cue Cards.

192 The BBC actually approaches Drew directly about participating in such a programme: “We are presenting a 
News Review of activities in the West Country during the past month—which can in practice be interpreted to 
cover the past few months—and one of the most outstanding events must, of course, be the excavations at 
Maiden Castle. It has been suggested to me that you might be kind enough to consider yourself preparing 
about five minutes worth of material about this, and giving it as part of this [News] Review on this Sunday, 
25th October” (Pennethorne Hughes, BBC Regional Director for West of England, to Drew, 20 Oct 1936; 
DCM 1321, Correspondence Box 4).

193 Current Affairs: A Background Bulletin Published Fortnightly by the Army Bureau of Current Affairs 6(b), 
September 29, 1945, p. 11.



(1975:889-890) reviewing a series of films made in situ in the 1920s through 1940s (e.g., at 

Mt. Carmel with Garrod in the early 1930s, or at Olduvai Gorge with Leakey in 1931) 

which stand as “visual ethnographies of the archaeology of a bygone era.”  For Daniel and 

others to suggest, then, that there is no precedent or incentive for archaeological 

broadcasting prior to the 1950s is untenable.

i. Maiden Castle Broadcast

It is unclear if the Institute of Archaeology itself participated in radio broadcasts pre-

WWII, but Wheeler and Verney Wheeler’s excavations certainly feature in film clips from 

the time (e.g., at Verulamium in both 1930 and 1932, and Maiden Castle in 1934).194  In 

these productions, Wheeler tends to figure as just the sort of “professional exponent” of 

archaeology that Daniel otherwise discounts as dull.  Indeed, Wheeler may have been 

involved in his own filmmaking, as suggested by a letter to Drew concerning preparations 

for the 1936 field season at Maiden Castle: “Between ourselves and extremely private, I am 

bringing down a very good man with an excellent cinema camera with a view to taking our 

western entrance from the front of a moving car. This is all frightfully hush hush!”195

  How Wheeler ultimately aligns with the BBC appears to be through contact made 

by one of its miniscule body of talks producers, Mary Adams, who is specifically interested 

in spotlighting archaeology on the television.  Writing to Wheeler at the London Museum in 

May 1937, Adams explains:

I don’t know whether you have seen a Television screen, but it is obvious that 
archaeological material has great possibilities for us. I would very much like to 
interest you in our work here, and to discuss with you what might be done.
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194 See British Movietone Digital Archive: http://www.movietone.com/. Many thanks to Mike Pitts for 
directing me to this resource.

195 Wheeler to Drew, 13 Jul 1936; DCM Correspondence Box 3, 900-1199.



As an experiment, I would like to arrange a Television demonstration of the Maiden 
Castle excavations. We can show models, objects of all sorts (provided they are not 
too small), drawings, photographs, and of course films. I was looking at the section 
model of Maiden Castle in Regent’s Park [i.e., the Institute of Archaeology] the 
other day, and thought it would televise well.

Of course we should be delighted to show you something of our Television 
programmes, wither here or at Broadcasting House. If you had time to come to 
Alexandra Palace, I could show you the studios and tell you something of our 
technique.196

Adams is in communication with Wheeler just six months after the launch of Britain’s 

television service; moreover, her letter testifies to the fact that not only has she already 

visited the Institute, but she is familiar with the potential of its excavation programmes 

partly as a result of seeing their visual media on display in the Lodge (i.e., Maiden Castle’s 

section model; for more about modelling see below).  Adams’ call is effectively an appeal 

for the IoA to parade its visual portfolio—its models, drawings, photos, etc.—across the 

televisual airwaves.  This appeal is significant not the least because, typically, the implicit 

assumption in modern retellings of the era is that Wheeler instigated his own television 

career as part of an egomaniacal propaganda campaign.197  Piggott (1977:640), in describing 

Wheeler’s TV aura, notes, “His artistry always included a keen sense of drama, and he was 

a natural showman with more than a little vanity…The British public found him 

irresistible.” As Price (2007:177) puts it, “Egotists and self-publicists have always been 

engaged in archaeology and have attempted to use whatever media was at their disposal.”  

But as noted below, Wheeler did not star in any of the earliest television broadcasts; he was 

one among many specialists—and, importantly, not the first archaeologist—originally 

contacted by the BBC during its preliminary planning of AVM;198 he was not scheduled to 
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196 Adams to Wheeler, 13 May 1937; BBC Archives, TVART1, Personal File, Sir Mortimer Wheeler.

197 Wheeler himself is not innocent in spreading such assumptions (e.g., see Wheeler 1956:238). 

198 BBC Archives, S322/109.



appear on the first episode of AVM;199 and in reflecting on his TV presence to David 

Attenborough in 1953, he is clear to cite Adams as its instigator: 

I feel sure you will understand that having been lured into this business by the wiles 
of Mary Adams (bless her), I was amused to have some small share in it during the 
formative stage. But going on with it indefinitely now that it seems to be more or 
less established is another matter.200

In fact, it appears to be Mary Adams’ scientific sensibilities (including her training in botany 

at University College Cardiff, and cytology at Cambridge, as well as five years of biology 

lecturing in extra-mural studies at Cambridge) and her position as adult education officer at 

the BBC (from 1936-1939), that lead to archaeology’s—and ultimately Wheeler’s—starring 

role in early British television (BBC 1930; Haines 2001; Miall 1994).  Bowler (2009:212) 

suggests that Adams is motivated by an interest to make scientific methodology intelligible 

to the public, and to initiate a collective conversation about its social consequences.  Indeed, 

Adams’ job seems to have entailed locating appropriate academic subjects and accredited 

representatives to provide to viewers “information with an informal approach” (Haines 

2001:3).  Archaeology aligns perfectly with the BBC’s dual agenda to both entertain and 

educate its audiences, and so too does the discipline’s very visual nature satisfy the primary 

interests of TV producers.  As the BBC’s former Director of Television explains in the days 

leading up to the launch of the TV service, “Television is essentially a medium for 

topicalities…There would be great scope for illustrated talks…Vitalised by the personality 

of the speaker and by illustration, innumerable subjects of general and specialised interest, 

which might be difficult to follow from the spoken word alone, could hold and even excite 

the attention through the medium of television.” (Cock 1936:7).  Daniel himself, although 
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originally sceptical of the media potential of archaeology (see Daniel 1948), outlines the 

advantages of televising the subject:

to the archaeologist it is not the fact that he can now be seen that makes 
archaeological television exciting and may ultimately be the death of archaeological 
sound broadcasting when time and the diffusion of television sets though [sic] the 
British Isles permits—it is not the fact that he, the performer, can be seen, that is 
important, but that he can show the things he is talking about, and can share with his 
viewers the visual appreciation of what he is demonstrating: the air photographs and 
films of the countryside, the views of excavations, the pots and axes and tombs…
The real spontaneity and freshness demanded by visual broadcasting stand a good 
chance of success from archaeologists (Daniel 1953:93-94).

Adams is definite about the likelihood of such success when she writes, as per 

above, that “it is obvious that archaeological material has great possibilities for us,” and, 

unsurprisingly then, her appeal to Wheeler manifests in the nation’s earliest archaeology 

television shows.  Just four weeks following Adams’ letter, a short segment on the 25th 

anniversary of the London Museum airs on 9 June 1937, hosted by its Assistant Keeper, 

Martin Holmes, and scripted and coordinated with Wheeler’s direction.201  More pertinently, 

Adams’ appeal is referred to Kathleen Kenyon at the Institute of Archaeology and, 

ultimately, to the IoA’s Assistant Secretary and Maiden Castle volunteer/press assistant, 

Margot Eates,202 who on 14 July 1937 hosts a 15-minute talk on Maiden Castle (Figure 

6.1).203
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Excavations, Honorary lecturer to the London Museum, Relief Lecturer to the British Museum” (Eates to 
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203 My studies at the BBC have revealed only four other television shows with archaeological-esque topics that 
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of 7 July 1937 and 15 December 1937 of, respectively, AM Blackman’s archaeological expedition to Egypt 
and Frank Cottril’s demonstration of Roman pottery from Edgware.  Effectively no information survives about 
such shows, although BBC programme records are clear that none were as substantial in terms of time (and, 
arguably, diversity of material content) as the Institute’s broadcasts (BBC Television Programme Records, 
1937-38).



Figure 6.1
Advertisement for Margot Eates’ 15-minute television broadcast on 
Maiden Castle, from the Radio Times Television Supplement, 9 July 1937.

 While the script for the Maiden Castle broadcast does not survive in either the IoA, 

BBC, DCM, or London Museum archives, and while the live-to-air nature of early 

television negates recorded footage of the show, various pieces remain of Eates and Adams’ 

detailed preparatory correspondence, alongside BBC notes on camera angles and display 

materials for the talk.  Based on these records, the official broadcast does not necessarily 

acknowledge the Institute itself, but it does act as a showcase for and a financial investment 

in the IoA’s visual products.  Adams provides specific directions on the appropriate graphic 
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content of the show,204 and Eates engages the Institute’s staff (including Cookson, and its 

Repair Laboratory assistants Ione Gedye and Delia Parker) to produce such content:

On mature consideration, I feel that two models at least would be of the greatest help 
in making the successive civilisations that have passed over Maiden Castle, clear to 
the Television audience. These are a section through a Neolithic square-bottomed 
ditch, with, perhaps, the figure of a man using a deer-horn pick such as I shall show, 
and a section through an Iron Age dwelling pit, with a model of a dog inside, to 
represent the dog skeleton that was found.

May I, therefore, have your written authorisation to ask Miss Parker and Miss 
Gedye to proceed at once with the making of these?

The production of a contoured model of a corner of the fortifications does not seem 
very practicable in the time and within the means at our disposal, and I suggest that 
we should rely for the general plan and layout on some of our excellent official 
photos. I will enquire of our official photographer the price of suitable 
enlargements...

I am writing to Col. Drew about the model of the loom, and I should be very glad if 
you could phone me the authorisation for the models on Monday morning and then 
confirm it in writing. I shall be at the Institute all tomorrow.205

The BBC, in fact, feeds directly into the economic wealth of the IoA, as Eates’ final 

fee of £15.15.0 includes funding for the Institute’s production of the “making of special 

models, and provision of other illustrative material including photographic 

enlargements.”206  This payment varies considerably from the £2.2.0 supplied to Holmes for 

his London Museum-oriented broadcast which, of importance, did not demand novel visual 

outputs.207  
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The significance of such outputs—as constructed by the IoA—cannot be overstated.  

When it becomes apparent that some of the visualisations originally promised to the Maiden 

Castle programme would be denied in the final broadcast, Adams writes to Eates,

Our first consideration, as you know, is to secure adequate visual material. I was a 
little disappointed to hear that Dr. Wheeler had decided against a specially 
constructed model of a neolithic ditch. I understand, however, that he sees no 
objection to a simple reconstruction of an Iron Age Dwelling Pit – with, let us hope, 
a model of a dog inside. That means that we have two models in all, and that we 
shall have to rely for the general picture on photographs and the diagram you 
showed me.208

This exchange is meaningful on multiple levels, particularly given that, in what appears to 

be the only published archaeological acknowledgement of the TV show, Hawkes (1982:167) 

suggests Wheeler is unconcerned about television, perceiving it to be a likely “waste [of] his 

time,” and hence he offloads its responsibility onto Eates.  But, just as with the London 

Museum broadcast wherein he is immediately implicated in script and collections 

advisement, Wheeler indeed appears to have critical control over the Maiden Castle 

transmission, revealing himself as an ultimate adjudicator of both its oral and visual content.

As Eates notes on 27 June 1937:

a plan of the best way to present the available material most attractively in 
conformity with the medium has occurred to me, and I will get on at once with the 
script, which Dr. Wheeler is anxious to see as soon as possible. I will incorporate in 
the script the list of the visual material and let you have it as soon as Dr. Wheeler has 
seen it.209 

And one day later:

The model of the Pit Dwelling is well in hand, and Dr. Wheeler suggested that we 
might include the figure of a man as well as of the dog.  My script is now with Dr. 
Wheeler with whom I shall discuss any alterations on Thursday, and you shall have 
it at the earliest possible moment.210
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As I see it, what differs between this broadcast and later productions such as AVM is 

that the former stands uniquely as a spectacle of disciplinary visual presentation rather than 

of disciplinary personality.  The Maiden Castle show is a literal procession of graphic 

media, as testified to by the planned camera shots for the broadcast (Figures 6.2 and 6.3).  

The programme opens on the line, “You are looking at a model of the ramparts of Maiden 

Castle in Dorset,”211 and the model (resting on a turntable) figures as the sole focus of the 

first shot.  As a result, Eates is immediately situated as subordinate to the archaeological 

visuals.  Indeed, amongst the 16 total anticipated camera shots, 10 are oriented exclusively 

towards graphic materials (i.e., three models, two air photos, a map, chart of dates, a 

diagram of stratification, one ground photo and one artefact photo), two are concentrated on 

Eates’ physical exhibition of over a dozen artefacts from the site, and only four appear to 

prioritise Eates herself.  So significant is this material that the BBC is willing to insure it for 

more than £75, as well as to invest in the special shipping of a model prehistoric loom 

weight to the television studio,212 and to pay £16 to the Institute to repair a deer-horn pick 

that is broken along a pre-existing mend-line during transportation.213  

Such privileging of graphic media is, to some extent, to be expected given the 

studio-based nature of early TV, for these materials are the primary portals to the subject 

matter.  As per the broadcast’s billing, visualisation is key to communicating the 

archaeology:
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We hope to be able to demonstrate in the studio the way in which these great earth 
works were formed, and to give some picture of their history.214

Such a description contrasts with a show like AVM which, although ostensibly about 

museum objects,215 seems actually to have been more concerned with character and 

charisma.  As Gathercole et al. (2006:156-157) describe AVM, “Much depended on the 

verve of the chairman and on the personalities of the panel, especially the flamboyant Sir 

Mortimer Wheeler. The significance of the objects and the seriousness of the particular 

museum’s challenge came last.”  While Eates may have been known to the public owing to 

her role in providing on-site media briefings about Maiden Castle following Verney 

Wheeler’s death (Hawkes 1982:166; Wheeler 1943:2), the planned layout of the BBC 

television broadcast is clearly attuned to the archaeological record and its visual 

representation first.  In so doing, this foundational TV show has important ramifications for 

the Institute of Archaeology, feeding into work for its staff, money for its administrative 

operation, visibility for its vast graphic repertoire and expertise, and ultimately its own 

televisual exposure.
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Figure 6.2
Anticipated camera sequence for Eates’ 
14 July 1937 broadcast (BBC Archives, 
T32/243). Image courtesy of BBC. 
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Figure 6.3
Anticipated camera angles and sequence for Eates’ 14 July 1937 broadcast 
(BBC Archives, T32/243). Image courtesy of BBC.
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ii. IoA Demonstration Broadcast

Four months after the Maiden Castle talk, Eates and Adams are again in 

communication about the production of further television programmes, such that by 16 

December 1937 the Institute of Archaeology stars in what appears to be Britain’s first 

practical televised broadcast of archaeological methodology (Figure 6.4).  Representing 

another 15-minute presentation hosted by Eates, the show is officially catalogued under the 

description:

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (VI)—Reconstructing the Past: A Demonstration of 
the reconstruction of prehistoric fragments of pottery from Maiden Castle by 
MARGOT EATES of the Institute of Archaeology, assisted by DELIA PARKER and 
IRENE [sic] GEDYE, with photographs and representative pieces of pottery.216

Figure 6.4
Advertisement for Margot Eates, Delia Parker and Ione Gedye’s 
15-minute television demonstration of prehistoric pottery 
reconstruction, from the Radio Times Television Supplement, 10 
December 1937.
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Neither the script, nor visual footage, nor most of the organisational correspondence for the 

broadcast survive, however it is nonetheless evident that the show functions as a lionisation 

of the IoA’s way of practice.  As Eates writes to Adams,

Here is the ‘story’, which I promised to Mr. Miller Jones the other day. I found, as I 
went along, that it developed into something very like a script, because of the 
accurate timing needed for the transition between the processes. Miss Parker and 
Miss Gedye and I have given it two rough rehearsals, and we find that, when it is 
fully expanded, it ought to run for about thirteen or fourteen minutes.

Mr. Miller Jones suggested that we might arrive at the studios before the actual 
rehearsal, and go over the thing in your office, but it is a very messy and slightly 
complicated business, and we feel, after our trial trips, that it might be better if you 
or Mr. Miller Jones could come over here in about a week’s time, and have a fairly 
full rehearsal of the processes at least in the laboratory, where the mess doesn’t 
matter. You could then make any alterations you wished in the sequence and timing, 
before actually making your continuity [i.e., planning the camera shots], and at the 
same time I could offer you a better selection of similar photographs to choose from 
that I can submit to you by post.217 

The broadcast appears to aim at replicating a laboratory experiment on television—and, 

critically, that experiment exactly mirrors the activities of the Institute’s Repair Lab, whose 

central concern is for “the repair of pottery, the treatment of archaeological objects of all 

sorts and the construction of archaeological models” (IoA 1938a:20).  Indeed, the Repair 

Lab’s only two personnel, Gedye and Parker, become stars of the programme alongside 

Eates, and the nature of the broadcast—in terms of its focus on reconstructive process and 

its exposure of the messiness of such process—seems to be uncannily reminiscent of student 

memories of the Lab itself under Gedye’s tutelage (circa 1950).  As per David Kelly, Gedye 

was responsible for placing vast jumbles of pots on the table and then asking students to sort  

out “the bits” (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2).218  Or, as an alumna of the technical diploma at the 

Institute recalls, students spent “an awful lot of time mending pots”—learning to make pots, 
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throw pots, fix pots, hand-craft pots, etc.219  In fact, virtually every graduate of the Institute 

with whom I have communicated still vividly recollects Gedye and the work of the Lab, and 

one student, Professor Charles Thomas, retains photographic documentation of a pot he 

essentially fully reconstructed (with only an original rim, handle and partial base for 

reference) in Gedye’s classroom (Figure 6.5).  As Thomas puts it, you were “taught to mend 

and reconstruct entire pots…it’s quite a business; you [did] this with plaster of Paris.”220  

Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 5, Charles Thomas’ close contemporary at the Institute, 

Nicholas Thomas, recalls the therapeutic character of the repair process, and himself speaks 

of an IoA lesson entailing a demonstrator “getting on his potter’s wheel and producing 

wheel-thrown pots in front of our eyes and then getting us to have a go.”221

 Such demonstration of procedure, as recollected by Nicholas Thomas, was a critical 

part of becoming an archaeologist in the mid-20th century.  And in providing for it within an 

academic environment, the IoA’s Repair Lab stood as one-of-a-kind.  Indeed, as per Charles 

Thomas, “only at the Institute was it possible to learn to do that.”222  As I see it, Eates’ BBC 

broadcast on pottery reconstruction therefore represents both an extension and a 

sanctification of this procedure (and of the IoA itself) beyond the classroom.  In other 

words, via its TV show, the Institute furnishes BBC’s viewers with a technical lesson on 

archaeological methodology that is unparalleled.  Given its novelty, the show has the 

potential to begin to redefine the boundaries of traditional archaeological practice, and to 

legitimate the Institute as the sole and key expert in such practice.  The broadcast is 

effectively about the visualisation of a visual methodology, and in this respect it presages
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Figure 6.5
Pottery fragments from Dunwich reconstructed by Charles Thomas in the IoA’s Repair 
Lab in 1951. Image courtesy of Charles Thomas.
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programmes like Time Team (which are often assumed to be amongst the first television 

shows to attend to methods/ objectives ahead of finds (e.g., Ascherson 2004:155-156)) by 

nearly 60 years.  Ultimately, it provides graphic testimony to the IoA’s institutional mission 

and proficiencies. 

Moreover, unlike the archaeological exhibitions of 1929, 1932 and 1938 (see 

Chapters 4 and 5), which brought audiences into the Institute (and the London Museum), 

the BBC broadcast would have enabled the IoA to push itself outwards, directly into the 

homes of the viewing public.  This accessibility is important because even though 

viewership was incredibly limited at the time, with just 2000 television sets sold in the UK 

by the end of 1937 and reception available only within a 40-mile radius of London (Bell 

1986:66; Briggs 1985:168), TV represents an entirely new mode of engagement.  Typically 

situated within the domestic environment—a personal, non-academic space—TV watching 

is often a shared, collective experience, and as O’Sullivan (2007:162) describes it for the 

1950s, live event footage tended to reveal the “instant, participatory, visible” nature of the 

medium (emphasis in original).  All broadcasts of the 1930s were, indeed, live, and 

malfunctioning equipment was commonplace (Bell 1986:75), both of which would have 

heightened the sense of immediacy and intimacy that are already perceived to be inherent to 

the television camera (see Ellis 2004).  As Ellis (2004) frames it, unlike the standard 

cinema-going experience (which would be infinitely more familiar to audiences of the 

1930s than would television), TV viewing is not necessarily anonymous, impersonal, silent, 

immobile and bathed in darkness, but rather more casual and yet, at once, more direct.  The 

opening line of Eates’ original Maiden Castle broadcast perfectly encapsulates such 

directness, as it speaks immediately to its viewers: “You are looking at a model of the 

ramparts of Maiden Castle in Dorset.”  This is the same style of deictic presentation utilised 
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by Wheeler in his illustrated lecture of 1927 (see Chapter 4), and it is effective precisely 

because it relates to viewers personally, as if in an active discussion.  Ellis (2004:398) calls 

such rapport a “relationship of co-present intimacy” and goes on to highlight the distinctive 

impact of television: “The image and sound both tend to create a sense of immediacy, which 

produces a kind of complicity between the viewer and the TV institution. This can provide a 

powerful form of consensus” (2004:404).  Viewers, then, do not have to leave their home to 

enter the Institute and subscribe to its scientific method of archaeology.  Unlike the lecture 

or exhibition, the television broadcast—in this case, the literal visual replication of the IoA’s 

Repair Laboratory—is brought directly to the public.

Such laboratory-oriented TV exposure for the Institute is especially pertinent given 

that Eates’ 16 December 1937 “Reconstructing the Past” broadcast is the last in a series of 

six shows on “Experiments in Science.”  A heterogeneous set of 15-minute programmes 

airing just after 9:00pm every second Thursday from 7 October 1937, the BBC’s 

programme records describe the first five broadcasts as such: 

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (I): A Demonstration by Professor Mary Waller of 
the Properties of Solid Carbon Dioxide, assisted by Miss W. Thacher (Presented by 
Mrs. Mary Adams).

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (II)—The Hands of Chimpanzees: A Talk by Dr. 
Charlotte Wolff and Alan Best on the resemblance of a chimpanzee’s hand to that of 
a human, assisted by Keepers Brown and Partridge, with Peter the Chimpanzee lent 
by The London Zoological Society (Presented by Mrs. Mary Adams).

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (III): A Talk and Demonstration by Professor Cyril 
Burt showing various instruments used in psychological tests to estimate intelligence 
and vocational aptitudes, assisted by Dr. Philpott, Miss Lubbock, HJ Eysenck and 
Mrs. Burt (Presented by Mrs. Mary Adams).

EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (IV): A Talk by Mrs. Winifred Raphael on the work 
of the Institute of Industrial Psychology with special reference to emotion study, 
illustrated by demonstrations given by Mr. Rabe (Presented by A Miller Jones).
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EXPERIMENTS IN SCIENCE (V)—How speech is made: A Demonstration by Sir 
Richard Paget who used an apparatus of his own construction to illustrate his points 
(Presented by A Miller Jones).223

This series culminates in Eates’ pottery demonstration, and is a testament to the evolution of 

(not to mention the BBC’s championing of) new lines of scientific enquiry.  While, again, 

no archival records survive concerning the origins and intent of the overall series, the 

programme line-up suggests it functions as a forum for experimental performances of 

emerging—and, in some cases, dubious—empirical research paradigms.  Indeed, each of the 

shows is fronted by revolutionary (although not uncontroversial) scholars of the time, 

including Sir Cyril Burt (a founder of the discipline of educational psychology), Winifred 

Raphael (a pioneer of occupational psychology), the baronet Sir Richard Paget (famous for 

his development of the Paget Gorman Signed Speech method—a system of communication 

for those with speech and language impairments), and Charlotte Wolff (a groundbreaking 

chirologist).  These are notable specialists given the novelty and/or instability of many of 

their respective disciplinary pursuits: the gestural theory behind Paget’s research was 

unprecedented (Mills 2009), as were Wolff’s questionable psychological diagnoses based on 

hand reading (e.g., Wolff 1951); and not only was archaeology still solidifying intellectually 

and materially in the first half of the 20th century, but so too were occupational and 

educational psychology (e.g., Thomas 1996).

Arguably, the BBC’s “Experiments in Science” series stands itself, then, as an 

experiment in acclimatising the public to novel interpretive regimes.  Each episode appears 

to allow the technical components of those regimes to be laid bare to viewers via physical 

demonstration of the scientific processes underpinning them.  Such experimental replication 

harks back to what Shapin (1988) and Shapin and Schaffer (1985) see at work in 17th 
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century British scientific circles where creditable knowledge-making hinges upon its 

performance within venues facilitating visibility and witnessing.  Intellectual claims reap 

their legitimacy, here, through shared exposure; or as Shapin (1988:404) puts it, acceptance 

of the validity of experimental practice is premised upon “public familiarity with the 

phenomena or upon public acquaintance with those who make the claims.”  From my 

perspective, broadcasts such as “Experiments in Science” are important precisely because 

they seemingly enable both; that is, familiarity both with the essence of the science, and 

with its producers.  They brief viewers on the procedural realisation of new knowledge 

claims, and they do so by calling upon the actual originators of that procedure—the 

innovators and intellectual capital holders themselves—as opposed to some generic or, to 

paraphrase from Shapin (1988), ‘inauthentic’ hosts.  

The Institute of Archaeology obviously stands to gain academically from such expert 

posturing, but so too does the BBC itself.  The Corporation is prepared to cite its own new 

television service as a highly innovative experiment-in-progress open to assessment by 

public witnesses; as per the Deputy Director-General, audiences outside of London would 

have to “Wait and see” how this service would impact upon them, but “If you can afford a 

television set, and if you live near enough to Alexandra Palace, the next few months will be 

full of interest.  You will be watching the beginnings of a new art” (Carpendale 1936:5).224  

Indeed, the first official Radio Times “Television Supplement” is clear to position the BBC 

at the forefront of innovation, and, in the same breath, to hint at the Corporation’s own 

conceptual agendas: “the coming of television has opened up prospects exciting even in this 

age of scientific marvels. Those who are following its growth are seeing the development of 

an amazing extension of human powers, the end of which we can hardly foresee” (Radio 
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Times 1937:1).  In this way, the BBC seems much like the IoA, investing in media—and 

subject matter—that can further its reach and interests.  Both are concerned to employ 

television to insinuate science (archaeological science in the case of the Institute) into public 

culture.  As per the BBC’s former Head of Documentaries Paul Rotha,

ephemeral as a one-night stand television may be, but to counteract its sudden birth-
and-death is its fantastic simultaneous access to a mass audience under conditions 
wholly different from the movie in the cinema. This is something to reckon with; it 
is already causing deep thinking on the part of those of us in the creative world who 
cling to a sense of social responsibility towards those we serve (quoted in Bell 
1986:71).

But the IoA profits from the medium on political and economic grounds as well.  In 

its “Reconstructing the Past” broadcast, the IoA enrols three of its employees to represent 

the organisation on the air.  In so doing, it sets in place a mass of expertise (for roughly 40% 

of its total current staff thus figure in the show) and the Institute’s remuneration increases by 

almost £6 over that for the July 1937 Maiden Castle programme.  In full, it earns £21 for 

“the services of self [Eates] and all persons taking part, supply of visual material and 

insurance and transport of same.”225  Such income is significant given that Eates herself is 

apparently employed at the IoA at a rate of just £3 per week (Hawkes 1982:226), and the 

Institute’s entire expenditure on salaries for the year 1937-1938 is only £203.5.0 (including 

National Insurance coverage) (IoA 1939:23).  Moreover, this payment again includes 

provision for extra graphic aids, and as per Eates’ correspondence with Adams (see above), 

this seems to partly comprise the IoA’s photography.  As such, not only do the Institute’s 

staff and methods take starring roles, but so too do its related visual outputs.  These outputs 

are a key form of sustenance for the IoA (see Chapter 5 and below), a fact made especially 

obvious by Adams’ earliest correspondence with Wheeler (see above) wherein she cites the 
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Institute’s Maiden Castle section model as a factor in recommending archaeology to the 

television screen.  Arguably, had these various visual media not been available for 

exploitation by the BBC, the discipline—and the IoA’s work in particular—might not have 

been subject to early televising.  Such interdependencies speak to me of the embedded and 

accumulative potential of the Institute’s graphic products, in the sense that one product 

catalyses the creation of another, and the IoA profits in an escalating manner from their 

interactions.  Indeed, as per below, the permeation of the visual across multiple, linked 

levels of the IoA’s operation is precisely what leverages that operation in times of need.  

These media are ripe with institution-fuelling momentum.  Eates’ television broadcasts 

provide an apt example, for akin to Boon’s (2008:9) observations on early scientific moving 

pictures, they are locations where “several different kinds of scientific and technological 

activity coincid[e].”  They demonstrate the science itself, the technical instrumentation 

behind its manifestation, and the expert bodies and professional face at the heart of the 

practice.  But so too do they represent currency for the IoA, not only in monetary terms, but 

in terms of public endorsement by a national corporation (the BBC) utilising a cutting-edge 

scientific technology (TV) accessible to an expanding audience.  To invest in them then, is 

to invest in resources with reverberating added value.

The IoA’s Models

Importantly, this value of visualisation to establishments like the Institute of 

Archaeology goes far beyond administrative and commercial interest.  Such media have 

epistemic weight (after Wylie 2010): they are critical knowledge-making devices whose 

articulation directly impacts upon scientific practice.  This point tends to be forgotten, 

especially with regard to media such as television which are often casually and unfoundedly 

dismissed as technologies that do little more than, as per Bowler (2009:275), “‘dumb down’ 
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serious topics.”  It is impossible to comment conclusively here on the epistemological 

effects of the IoA’s TV broadcasts given the lack of archival records on their content and 

reception.  However, as per above, the very limited programme material available suggests 

that rather than sensationalised fluff, they are actual documents of disciplinary process, as 

well as purposeful pedagogical tools.  

Such is definitely also the case with the Institute’s reconstruction models which, 

while similarly liable to be dubbed as trivial, prove in fact to be key cognitive aids for 

archaeology’s emerging subspecialties.  These models (defined here as three-dimensional 

representations of human and non-human entities, oftentimes incorporated into full scenic 

dioramas) are subject to some consideration in Chapter 5 (see Figure 5.4), as they are well-

remembered by IoA alumni, and represent a lucrative component of the Institute’s visual 

portfolio.  Indeed, as per above, they are a centrepiece of the BBC’s Maiden Castle 

broadcast, which corresponds to related evidence suggesting the importance of models to 

science television overall—especially in terms of their capacity to be physically 

disassembled and reassembled, and to tangibly exemplify relations in space (Hopwood and 

de Chadarevian 2004:6-7).  Produced in the Repair Laboratory (later called the Technical 

Department) under the direction of Zeuner, the Institute’s models seem to stand, in 

particular, as iconic materialisations of the nascent field of geochronology—what Peers (at 

the formal opening of the IoA) calls, “the correlation of physical science with human 

history” (IoA 1938a:12).  The IoA tends to take credit for the initiation of this field:

Dr. Zeuner has carried out pioneer work in Environment Archaeology in this 
country…He has in fact been largely responsible for its establishment as an 
integrated branch of archaeology, though the importance of its elements, geology, 
palaeontology, palaeobotany, climatology and kindred subjects, to archaeology has 
long been appreciated. The University, by its appointment of Dr. Zeuner as Honorary 
Lecturer in Geochronology at the Institute in 1936, was the first body in this country  
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to give academic recognition to the integrated science, and has since led the way in 
its development.226

Although such claims might be questioned given that Grahame Clark lectures on 

“Geochronology and Climactic History” at Cambridge as early as 1935,227 Zeuner does 

appear to be the first in Britain to hold a dedicated lectureship—and the first to run a full 

department—on the subject.  Indeed, even in the Institute’s first year of official operations, 

Zeuner releases an 18-page report on the achievements of his department, reviewing its 

laboratory equipment, library, collections, exhibitions, excursions, lectures, enquiries from 

external bodies, publications, and methodologies including mechanical, gravel and 

dendrochronological analysis (IoA 1938a:29-46).  One year later, the IoA is prepared to 

solicit for donations by parading its geochronology department (under Zeuner’s direction) 

as a model of innovation:

Dr. Zeuner’s work is essentially a pioneer-attempt in this country to correlate a 
number of different branches of science in relation to the study of Man, and its 
importance, both actual and potential, would be difficult to overestimate. Here again, 
however, further endowment is urgently required (IoA 1939:7).

Students of Zeuner seem to reinforce such perspectives,228 as do others outside the IoA who 

deem his work (specifically as encapsulated in his 1946 text Dating the Past) as “an 

impressive, early witness to the vitality of the new Institute of Archaeology” (RC 1947:91).

As I see it, what is critical about Zeuner and his department is their concern not just 

for conceptual associations between climate, plant life, fauna, soil, landscape, dating and 
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of environmental archaeology departments at European universities such as Bonn and Freiburg to their 
admiration of the IoA’s department (UCL Senate House Files, Box 4).

227 Indeed, Cambridge’s Faculty minutes indicate that, in July 1935, Clark is approved to give eight lectures on 
geochronology. The following June 1936, these lectures factor (amongst others) into the Faculty Board’s 
recommendation to promote him to Faculty Assistant Lecturer at a salary of £150. (Cambridge Faculty Board 
of Archaeology and Anthropology Minutes, 19 Jul 1935, and 8 Jun 1936.)

228 As per Arthur ApSimon (2009) who studied at the Institute in the early 1950s, Cambridge and related 
institutions of the time had less knowledge (i.e., of the Pleistocene) because they did not have Zeuner to lead 
them.



human history, but for academic and generally-accessible visual presentations of these 

associations.  Zeuner observes an inseparable link between theory and its visible, physical 

exhibition, which he champions both in the classroom and in public spaces.229  When his job 

comes up for review in the late 1940s, Zeuner is clear to describe this link as something that  

cannot be properly taught “by lecturing alone,” but instead necessitates that:

all courses are given in the form of demonstrations at which specimens from 
teaching collections are provided to the students and methods of investigation 
shown. At the moment two courses are given per week, which means that the 
preparation of the material, apparatus, etc. and its subsequent removal, including the 
courses themselves require about two half days weekly…[W]ork on the teaching 
collection, models for demonstration, etc. which is [sic] essential if the quality of the 
teaching provided is to be maintained, takes another four half days.230

Moreover, he is conscious of the fact that employment at museological institutions across 

Britain’s colonies is a likely outcome of his training programme.231  Thus it is not surprising 

that the Institute, via its Repair Lab, should become its own industry of graphic production.  

As Childe (1950:58) encapsulates it,

An important by-product of this [the Environmental – formerly the Geochronology] 
Department’s teaching and research has been the construction of scientifically 
accurate scale models of extinct Pleistocene mammals (giant Irish deer, woolly 
rhinoceros, mammoth, etc.) and the preparation of dioramas illustrating the lands in 
which Palaeolithic men encountered these beasts. Prepared originally for use in 
conjunction with the Diploma courses, copies of the models can be and have been 
supplied to museums and educational institutions.

Such models are major outputs of the IoA, quickly embedding themselves in the intellectual 

and entrepreneurial mission of the technical departments.  While the Institute’s first 

apparent Prospectus (for 1936-37) does not even acknowledge these outputs, its earliest 
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museums” (Correspondence with Charles Thomas, 25 Mar 2010). 

230 IoA Mgm Committee minutes, 29 Oct 1947: Memo on the Teaching Requirements of the Department of 
Environmental Archaeology; emphasis mine.

231 “…I have been asked repeatedly whether students were available to fill Museum posts in the Empire. One 
of our former students has recently accepted a post in Rhodesia” (IoA Mgm Committee minutes, 29 Oct 1947: 
Memo on the Teaching Requirements of the Department of Environmental Archaeology). 



annual report—1937—notes that the Repair Lab yields “scale-models…of subjects ranging 

from sections of ditches and Iron Age pits at Maiden Castle, to Roman shops at 

Housesteads” (IoA 1938a:21).232  By its second annual report, for the academic year 

1937-38, the IoA is explicit that its model-making activities are a purposeful and bankable 

institutional function:

The technical staffs of most museums are so fully occupied with work on their own 
material that their services are not available to outside bodies. The need for some 
institution ready to undertake work of this sort has long been felt, and it is the aim of 
the Institute to fill the need. The greatest amount of work done has been in the 
Repair Laboratory…The making of archaeological models is a side of the work 
which has been considerably extended this year. Work carried out included models 
illustrating dwellings and activities of man from prehistoric to mediaeval times, 
which were prepared to the order of a provincial museum for use in schools (IoA 
1939:10-11).

Indeed, when the Institute appeals to the Senate in 1938 for £2500, equipment for the Repair 

Lab is cited as among the top four priorities to which the funding would be applied, owing 

to the lab’s “prime importance to the work of the Institute.”233  The following academic 

year, the IoA seems to begin to plan for the production of casts (which are arguably more 

economical and quick to manufacture), and by 1939-40, then, alongside pottery 

reconstruction and cleaning, the Institute’s Prospectus characterises the Repair Lab as a site 

where “Models can be made of buildings, earthworks, etc., and also of objects of 

archaeological or historical interest. Casts of scale models of a number of prehistoric 

animals are available. Estimates may be obtained from the Secretary.”  When the IoA 

returns to full operations after the war, its 1946-47 annual report indicates that these 

“accurately painted casts” are being sold at £3-£5 each, alongside models and dioramas.  

Moreover, in the same report, the Institute’s photography lab suggests that requests for its 
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own services have increased owing in part to demand for slides of the dioramas being 

prepared by the environmental archaeology department (IoA 1948a).

 While the IoA itself is clear about the accelerating market for its reconstructions, 

what is crucial is that a not insignificant body of evidence attests to the actual response of 

viewers to these outputs.  As detailed above, the BBC’s Mary Adams specifically refers to 

the Institute’s Maiden Castle section model in inviting Wheeler to contribute to the 

televising of archaeology.  Her appreciation of such visual media is not unique, as per 

multiple letters to the BBC and the London Museum (from both specialist and general 

correspondents) wherein the emotive impact and public recognition of the Institute’s models 

are patent—even in the midst of wartime.  In October 1944, JD Saunders writes to Gedye234 

about a pottery reconstruction he has commissioned from her, acknowledging (in light of 

feedback from Kenyon) that Gedye is perhaps preoccupied being that she “alone [is] doing 

work of that kind and [is] engaged on those admirable models of prehistoric animals.”235 

Several years later, the BBC’s School Broadcasting Department writes directly to Zeuner 

about featuring the Institute’s reconstructions on its programmes:

As you may possibly know, the BBC broadcasts each year a weekly series to school 
children in Evolution and Pre-history under the title “How Things Began”. We have 
just prepared with the help of the Natural History Museum a series of wall pictures 
to accompany these broadcasts, and I am very interested to hear that you have been 
working on some reconstruction [sic] of pre-historic creatures at the Institute of 
Archaeology. I do not know whether you receive visitors, but if so I should very 
much like, as a matter of interest, to see these reconstructions some time.  Miss 
Rhoda Power also of School Broadcasting…is also very interested in all visual 
material in this field.”236

As Zeuner responds:
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234 Gedye is often eclipsed by Zeuner and, later, by the Institute’s artist Marjorie Maitland-Howard in 
recollections of the modelling/diorama work of the Repair Laboratory (e.g., Sheldon 2001/02). However, she 
is instrumental to the early success of the lab, and Zeuner gives her due credit in various publications (e.g., 
Zeuner 1943-44:194, 1944:118).

235 Saunders to Gedye, 7 Oct 1944; MoL Archives, DC4, 1944.

236 Elwell to Zeuner, 20 Jun 1950; BBC Archives, RCONTI, Zeuner, Talks, File 1, 1946-52.



I shall be pleased to show you and Miss Power the reconstructions of prehistoric 
animals which we have been making and also the small scale dioramas illustrating 
the environment in which man was living in the distant past…I feel sure that you 
will like our system of visual aid in the teaching of a difficult subject.237

Elwell ultimately visits the Institute in the fall of 1950 and her reaction to witnessing the 

Repair Lab’s work betrays the typical seduction experienced by viewers: “I should like to 

tell you how much I enjoyed my visit to the Institute of Archaeology, and especially how 

much I liked your lovely little dioramas.”238  

In light of these communications, the IoA’s models appear to have an obvious 

emotional allure for certain audiences.  Jordanova (2004:448-449) links such appeal to a 

fundamental human pleasure derived from mastering delicate, complex, hands-on technical 

tasks, and to modelling’s tendency to expose that which is normally hidden.  This 

perspective resonates with that of Mack (2007:47, 75), who suggests that not only do ‘small 

things’ test our assumptions about human capacity—stimulating feelings of wonderment in 

response—but their size manifests a kind of fragile vulnerability which, in turn, forces upon 

us sensations of clumsiness.  Unlike various other outputs of scientific activity (e.g., the 

printed word/image), so too does modelling invite different forms of engagement based on 

the fact that it is textured, viewable from multiple angles, and often touchable, coloured, and 

variably sized (Jordanova 2004:449). Evans (2008:156) speaks of the model as a bridge 

between play and education, attributing part of its attractiveness to a “miniaturist 

phenomenology.”  In the context of archaeology, Jones (in press) links miniaturisation to the 

concentration and articulation of experience, and, arguably akin to my argument below, goes 

further to suggest that miniatures stand as embodiments of actual thought.  Stewart 

(1993:38-39) notes the natural relationship of miniatures to craft and discipline, given that 
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the labour involved in creating such artefacts increases just as their physical presence 

decreases.  In this way, and in their ability to be held and manipulated, miniatures call to 

mind gems and other private, precious objects which can be highly personal and nostalgic, 

and yet whose “petite sincerity,” as per Stewart (1993: 41, 43, 60, 172), suggests 

authenticity and control.  What seems particularly critical for archaeologists (or specialists 

like Zeuner), to borrow from Mack (2007:72), is that the model allows the “ruin” (e.g., the 

palaeontological/archaeological find) to survive while also allowing “the possibility of 

reconstructing in miniature all the bits that human intervention and the vagaries of weather, 

earthquake or other natural forces have separated from the original. It represents the 

possibility of replacing what the passage of time has removed.”

The Institute’s models perhaps draw people towards them owing to various aesthetic 

and embodied charms, but for my purposes, I see them as epistemologically important to the 

IoA (and particularly to Zeuner’s programme of study) for precisely the reason that Zeuner 

explains to Elwell at the BBC: geochronology is a difficult subject.  In other words, 

geochronology pulls together multiple and diverse disciplines into contextualised statements 

about long-term human and environmental evolution; and in the mid 20th century, it still 

represents a novel science.  Indeed, until it is established as a department at the Institute 

(and taught simultaneously at Cambridge), it has no institutional presence in the UK.  

Zeuner (1945, 1946) publishes amongst the first major texts on the subject matter, and 

Sidell (2000:284) cites Zeuner’s appointment at the IoA as the point at which environmental 

archaeology is born as a conventional form of archaeological practice in Britain (also 

Wilkinson and Stevens 2003:18).  While the origins of interest in associations between 

palaeoenvironments and archaeology date back at least to the 1800s (Trigger 2006:315), and 

perhaps even the early 1700s (Evans and O’Connor 1999:2), in the UK it is only with 
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Zeuner and some of his contemporaries that real conceptual solidification of geochronology, 

environmental archaeology, and geoarchaeology is evident (Evans and O’Connor 1999:5; 

Goldberg and Macphail 2006:3).  The Institute’s models and dioramas are arguably 

principal players in such solidification, making the science tangible in a way not necessarily 

possible in other respects.  That is, these media actualise an often microscopic, fragmentary 

and excessively multi-stranded pursuit, giving authenticity to emerging sciences 

(archaeology included) that might otherwise be characterised by their ephemerality.  The 

IoA’s dioramas become contextualised enactments of the archaeological and 

palaeontological records (Figures 6.6 and 6.7)—perhaps one’s only visible access to these 

records—and it seems no surprise then that archaeologists like Wheeler and Cyril Fox can 

be found “pleading” for their wider use, particularly in museum environments (Museums 

Journal 1937:223, 1938:235).239, 240

But these reconstructions have significance outside of the museum, standing as far 

more than tools of popular geochronological exposition alone.  They are, indeed, prime 

movers of research, a point which, as Hopwood and de Chadarevian (2004:3) note, tends to 

be eclipsed by perceptions of their exclusively pedagogical or popularising purpose.  In the 

case of the Institute of Archaeology, models in fact become the source of academic 

scholarship.  Recounting its activities in 1939, prior to the outbreak of war, the IoA’s 

Geochronology Department writes that, with Gedye’s assistance, it has initiated production 

of a suite of prehistoric animal reconstructions:
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239 Indeed, in the case of Fox, he implies that dioramas (among certain other visual displays) are a necessary in 
situ-style explication of the archaeological record, and that it is primarily only through direct participation in 
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1938:235).

240 Margot Eates, while employed at the London Museum under Wheeler’s direction, is actually charged with 
giving public lectures on the Museum’s models.  These include, on 22 November 1937, a talk on “Models of 
Old London in the Museum,” and on 29 November 1937, a talk on “Historical Dioramas in the 
Museum” (MoL Archives, DC4).



The following species have been completed: Woolly Rhinoceros, Merck’s 
Rhinoceros, Mammoth, Straight-tusked Elephant, Bison priscus, Aurox, the Ice-age 
Elk (Alces latifrons) and Pleistocene wild horse. A series of ½ inch to the foot 
models was made first, but a new set of 1 inch to the foot models is now being 
constructed. These models are intended as a teaching collection for the course on the 
Environment of Early Man, and several of them will be incorporated in small 
dioramas which are being prepared (IoA 1947:21).

While ostensibly again about pedagogy, the same report goes on to specify that

Research on Pleistocene Mammalia—the big game of Palaeolithic man—has been 
carried out at intervals throughout the period [i.e., wartime], in connection with the 
construction of the small-scale models. Miss Ione Gedye has been most helpful on 
the technical side of this work, on which three papers have so far been published 
(1947:24; my emphasis).

Figure 6.6
Model/diorama represented in the IoA’s fifth annual report (IoA 1949: Plate I), and exhibited at 
the 1948 International Geological Congress where it was described in detail in the IoA’s (1948b:
62) exhibition catalogue. Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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Figure 6.7
Model/diorama reproduced in the IoA’s fifth annual report (IoA 1949: Plate II), and 
exhibited at the 1948 International Geological Congress where it was described as “A 
scene in the loess belt south of the ice-sheets, where, at the height of a glacial phase, the 
climate was dry and cool...The vegetation was of the steppe type with shrubs and stunted 
trees in protected places. The most characteristic and abundant animal was the wild 
horse..., which was hunted by Palaeolithic man. Other large animals were the Mammoth, 
the Woolly Rhinoceros, the Steppe Bison, the Saiga Anteglope, hyaenas and lions...” (IoA 
1948b:61-62). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.

The Institute’s models become the focus of multiple scholarly articles (e.g., Zeuner 

1942-43, 1943-44, 1944), and oral presentations to various scientific audiences, including 

natural historians at the British Museum on 17 July 1943 (Oakley and Zeuner 1944; Zeuner 

1944) and members of the Linnean and Zoological Societies of London on 8 June 1944 

(Figures 6.8 and 6.9).  Zeuner’s academic diaries contain assemblages of photos of, and 

notations on, the construction of the models, which appear to be the same (or near-identical) 

photos and notations that go on to populate Zeuner’s publications (Figures 6.10 and 6.11; cf. 

Figures 6.8 and 6.11).241  In fact, they also seem to be the same models that then get 

displayed in the British Museum’s Geological section (Zeuner 1942-43:245) and the IoA 
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itself (Figure 6.12).  In this way, they are at once a method, theory and material output of the 

Institute, and Zeuner is clear to situate them within an established scientific genealogy.  That 

is, his talks/articles meticulously cite the existing international literature on two- and three-

dimensional prehistoric mammalian reconstruction, as well as osteological, archaeological 

and related evidence upon which his/Gedye’s finished products are premised (e.g., Zeuner 

1942-43, 1943-44).  As Zeuner modestly writes (1942-43:251), “I wish to emphasize that 

the models do not pretend to be works of art, nor even satisfactory representations of our 

knowledge of the external appearance of these species, although an attempt has been made 

to give expression to all those features which have been established or rendered reasonably 

probable.”  Indeed, his articles proceed from body-part to body-part—tusks, skull, hair, 

Figure 6.8
The IoA’s model of Elephas antiquus exhibited at a talk to the British 
Museum on 17 July 1943, and later published in Zeuner (1942-43:250).
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Figure 6.9
The IoA’s models of the Woolly Rhinoceros and Merck’s Rhinoceros exhibited 
at a talk to the Linnean and Zoological Societies of London on 8 June 1944, 
and later published in Zeuner (1943-44:190-191).

back, feet, etc.—tracing the evidential underpinning of each section of each model.  The 

head, for instance, of the IoA’s Elephas antiquus (Figures 6.8 and 6.11) takes into account 

reconstructions by Breuil, Osborn/Buba, and Berckhemer/Böck of prehistoric drawings 

from Spain and Algeria, and skeletal material from Germany and Italy (Zeuner 

1942-43:250-251).  

In standard academic fashion, then, Zeuner is overt—and, of interest, arguably 

critically reflective—about the legacy of scholarship behind modelling practices, and hence 

the accumulative nature of the science.  In contextualising the Institute’s Elephas 

primigenius model, he notes “excellent reconstructions have been made in recent years. 
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Figure 6.10
Photographs and notes on the construction of the IoA’s Elephas primigenius model 
in Zeuner’s diary for 3 July 1943 (UCL Special Collections, Zeuner, Box 6, Diary 
#7). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.

After several early attempts by various authors, which were not successful and are chiefly of 

historical interest…O. Abel succeeded in producing a satisfactory reconstruction (Abel, 

1912) which has become the prototype of most later representations” (1942-43:246; my 

emphasis).  Such acknowledgement of the long-term iconic impacts of reconstructive 

imagery presages the critical visual theory of Moser (e.g., 1998) and others (see Chapter 2).  

Moreover, Zeuner’s judgement of Abel’s visualisation as “satisfactory” implies an 

evaluative system of professional quality control guiding the production of reconstruction 

models.  Indeed, validation based on academic peer review seems to be at the core of 

Zeuner’s practice.  Describing the intellectual background of the IoA’s rhinoceros models 
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(Figure 6.9), he states “Of the numerous reconstructions of the Woolly Rhinoceros, only a 

few have been executed with sufficient care to face scientific criticism” (Zeuner 

1943-44:183).  And Zeuner’s original notes (subsequently crossed-out) on his 17 July 1943 

demonstration at the British Museum, specify that “The specimens models as exhibited have 

not yet received been given their final finish, since it was thought admirable to invite the 

criticism of experts before doing so” (strikethroughs in original).242

Figure 6.11
Photographs and notes on the construction of the IoA’s Elephas antiquus model in Zeuner’s 
diary for 3 July 1943 (UCL Special Collections, Zeuner, Box 6, Diary #7). Compare this 
model with that reproduced in Figure 6.8. Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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Figure 6.12
The IoA’s mammoth (Elephas primigenius) on display in the 
IoA’s foyer; date unknown, photographer unknown (UCL 
Special Collections).  Although virtually impossible to make 
out, it appears as though many of the IoA’s other models are also 
on exhibit here; for example, the IoA’s deer models (possibly on 
the shelf above the elephant), the IoA’s rhinoceros models (on 
top of the case in which the elephant is housed), and at least one 
of the IoA’s straight-tusked elephants (on top of the adjacent 
case to the left). Courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.

 What is significant here is the (visual) scrutiny to which these media are exposed.  

They are rigorous results of scientific activity and, as such, are subject—like most other 

results of science—to scholarly refereeing.  This is important because, Zeuner’s approach 

notwithstanding, graphic representations in archaeology typically seem to be amongst the 

only academic outcomes which are routinely exempted from scrupulous review.  Despite 
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their undeniable intellectual heritage, they tend to be produced with no ability to trace their 

pedigree (e.g., no bibliographic/illustrative citations),243 few standards for evaluation, no 

demand for, or expectations of, assessment in conventional forums of review (e.g., the book 

review sections of scholarly journals), and in some cases, no interpretive aids nor effort to 

contextualise their presentation (see Perry 2009a, b).  In contrast, Zeuner works to make 

very explicit the conceptual integrity and genealogy of the Institute’s reconstructions, with 

the consequence being that in successfully establishing their credibility, he simultaneously 

validates the knowledge that is birthed from them.  For what is particularly special about 

these models is their ability to articulate new interpretations of the palaeontological record.  

They are epistemological tools—actual sources of intelligence—whereby their physical 

construction reveals new information about the behaviour, form and habitat of prehistoric 

species.  Such is apparent in Zeuner’s (1943-44:194) rhinoceros analyses, whose two- and 

three-dimensional reconstructions enable deductions both about the fauna themselves (i.e., 

that Woolly Rhinoceros’ skulls evolved to permit “severe stretching of the neck”) and their 

Palaeolithic environment (i.e., that their “food must have been very low-growing”).  

The effect of these kinds of conclusions on the IoA is patent, as both students and 

staff come to appreciate its models as critical revelatory devices.  Diploma student John 

Lewis (who attended the Institute in the early 1950s) hints at their potency in characterising 

them as unprecedented creations “aiming at a new accuracy”—at a reality never before seen 

(in the sense that the models exposed extinct scenes and lifeways) in a corporeal medium 

hardly before used (one which operated through vivid, three-dimensional, rather than flat, 

rendering).244  In comparable language, Joan Sheldon, a student and later lecturer at the 
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244 Interview with John Lewis, 25 Mar 2010.



Institute, speaks of the models’ ability to provide unparalleled access to species that were 

previously only known through skeletal remains (Sheldon 2001/2).  This focus on the 

revolutionary nature and accuracy of modelling is commonplace in interdisciplinary 

historical accounts of the practice, wherein model-makers (e.g., in the field of chemistry) 

are envisioned as architects of “a new world out of new materials” (Meinel 2004:243), and 

where full habitat dioramas (e.g., in natural history) are appreciated as the “culmination of 

pictorial realism” (Wonders 1993:192).  While Wonders (1993:17) argues that 

palaeontological models (e.g., in the vein of the IoA’s dioramas) are less successful in terms 

of their illusion of accuracy, I would submit that it is the very success of their illusion that 

animates the IoA’s viewing audiences.  Indeed, so effective is their realism that the Institute 

itself recognises it as an exploitable commodity, citing it in yet another appeal to the 

University of London for funding/personnel in the IoA’s development plan for the 1952-57 

quinquennium:

the Technical Department [previously referred to as the Repair Lab] has been 
preparing models designed primarily to supplement oral instruction and specimens 
in the several courses. But the scientific accuracy of these reconstructions, together 
with their value in visual education, has led to the demand for copies from museums 
and educational institutions outside the University. To enable this demand to be 
satisfactorily met and further models produced a specially qualified artist is 
needed.245

However, it is worth emphasising again that such models have relevance beyond simple 

pedagogy.  This is critical because some of the best known studies of three-dimensional 

reconstructions (e.g., Wonders 1993) are almost exclusively oriented around modelling’s 

educational, non-academic, museological manifestations—a predicament which owes to the 

perceived lack of presence and relevance of dioramas in institutions prioritising scientific 

investigation.  In archaeology, Evans is among the only to have considered the actual 
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disciplinary research impacts of the historical practice of analogue modelling, whose 

verisimilitude, for instance, has sometimes been so exact as to point to as-yet-unexcavated 

earthworks (e.g., Evans 2008).246  In terms of the IoA, its entire Technical Department—

including its model-making unit and its pottery and artefactual restoration divisions—is in 

fact both an educational and a research pursuit, not to mention a commercial enterprise.  

This multipurpose nature cannot be overemphasised, especially given that recollections of 

the Department tend only to centre on its manufacture of pedagogic (visual) tools for 

museums and university teaching.247  But the Institute itself is clear to draw attention to the 

knowledge-making functions of the Technical Department’s outputs, particularly when it 

comes (again in the 1952-57 quinquennium plan) to justifying to the University further 

infrastructural funding:

As was anticipated, experience has proved that expert technical treatment of 
archaeological relics is vital both to their preservation as specimens in the 
University’s essential teaching collections and also for their correct interpretation as 
primary documents for archaeological research…By performing these services for 
the museums and excavators the Department has been able to rescue from decay 
many irreplaceable relics of the past that through ignorance and neglect were rapidly 
disintegrating, and to convert many formless lumps of clay or of rust into documents 
suitable for interpretation in the course of archaeological research.248

These visual reconstructions (be they literal reconstructions of artefacts, or figurative 

reconstructions of archaeological fauna and landscapes) are not thus singularly populist, 

didactic aids, but theoretical implements with an epistemic pertinence that extends beyond 

the Institute itself.  In other words, just as the IoA produces them for its own research 
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purposes, it also sells them to other institutions and expeditions for their own research 

purposes.  

It is precisely this resonating intellectual impact that the Institute spotlights when, 

more than a decade after its establishment, the Technical Department comes under threat of 

amputation from the rest of the IoA.  In the late 1940s, as the end of St. John’s Lodge’s 14-

year lease approaches, the Ministry of Works informs the Institute that it intends to convert 

part of the building into an upscale restaurant and “lido,” including those rooms housing the 

technical laboratories.249  The IoA’s formal position in response to the Ministry’s plans is 

almost entirely focused on the necessity of the Technical Department and its visual industry 

to the academic sustenance of the Institute:

No room will be left in St. John’s Lodge for the Technical Department. But this 
Department is a vital part of the Institute…the services of the Department are 
constantly required to preserve the specimens contained in those [the IoA’s] 
collections and to convert them into intelligible archaeological documents…For the 
latter reason the Technical Department is no less vital to the research functions of the 
Institute. Staff members and research students are constantly making use of the 
Department. Indeed, its services are invoked by research workers outside London 
and have materially enhanced the prestige which the Institute has won throughout 
the British Isles and abroad, and constitute an important item in the contribution the 
Institute has made and is making in the advancement of knowledge. The preparation 
of reliable and accurate reconstructions by the Technical Department has not only 
been found of great value in teaching, but may also be regarded as a substantial 
contribution to knowledge. Incidentally, the supply of these reconstructions to public 
museums is recognized as educationally valuable and has contributed to the prestige 
of the Institute. But the accuracy and scientific value of these reconstructions 
depends entirely upon the constant supervision and advice given to the technical 
staff by the academic staff in the intervals of their own laboratory, tutorial and 
lecturing work, and therefore again requires the spatial unity between the Technical 
Department and the rest of the Institute.250

I quote the Institute’s standpoint at length here given the repeated association of the 

Department’s products (its reconstructions and restorations) with knowledge 
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“advancement,” with “value” to science, and with “substantial” contributions to 

archaeological understanding.  In this way, its outputs are represented not as mere passive 

learning aids, but as proactive means to disciplinary proficiency.  Such a point is made 

doubly clear by the IoA’s repeated efforts to stress the “prestige” acquired via supply of 

these outputs to local, national and international research communities and museological 

institutions.  As the Institute attempts to elucidate, it is able to feed the intellectual pursuits 

of external researchers through the Technical Department’s visual (re)creations, while at the 

same time feeding itself both philosophically and materially.  These creations are thus 

construed as inseparable from the IoA’s anatomy: to sever the Department from the rest of 

the organisation would be to destabilise the entire scientific enterprise.

Such an imbricated strategy of visual production and deployment is what I see as 

essential to the IoA’s success.  Under Zeuner’s direction, the Repair Lab/Technical 

Department crafts a suite of visual media (literal and figurative reconstructions) that are 

indispensably entangled into all angles of the archaeological endeavour: research, teaching, 

public engagement, private industry.  In particular, its models are sold to the academic 

community (through presentations and publications) as means for rethinking the 

palaeontological record; these same—and other—models are sold to public museums and 

research institutions (including some of the same institutions to which Zeuner delivers 

scholarly presentations) for instructional purposes and further study; they are sold to the 

Institute’s own students as interpretive aids for the new field of geochronology; they are 

even sold to the Ministry of Works as linchpins of the IoA and, by extension, St. John’s 

Lodge.  Indeed, as per the start of this chapter, such visual media are also sold to the BBC as 

key actors in the first major archaeological television programme to air in Britain; and, 

interestingly, these Maiden Castle models then go on display in the Dorset County Museum 
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where the curator repeatedly acknowledges his efforts to make space for their exhibition and 

implies that one has already been on tour: 

Now that I have got the whole of the floor of our Main Hall here for Archaeology, I 
have got room to shew the models of Maiden Castle that Delia and Ione made so 
nicely. One of them I know is at the Institute, the other I gather has not yet returned 
from its travels. When they are ready to come down, would you let me know…”251

Contemporaneously, the Institute’s pottery restorations become the stars of their own 

exclusive TV show (see above).  In the process, the Institute spreads itself across seemingly 

all interested populations, blatantly profiting from saturation of the market, as potential 

investors approach the Department with new (visual) commissions based on having seen/

heard about its previous commissions in other venues.  

This, in fact, is a literal profit-making endeavour for the IoA, for its reconstructions 

allow it to persevere in times of need, and provide leverage in repeated appeals to the 

university for financial investment.  The Repair Lab earns £214 for its work in 1938-39, 

which, when added to the £57 derived from fees charged to its own students, amounts to 

more than 10% of the Institute’s total income for the year.252  Following the war, the Lab 

(now alternately called the Technical Department or Repair Department)253 sees an income 

of £178 (plus £70 in compensation for war damages), £190, and £107 for the academic 

years 1945-46, 46-47, and 47-48 respectively.254  Indeed, in 1947-48, it reports the 

production of scale models of Bos and rhinoceros species, and four dioramas (e.g., Figures 

6.6, 6.7 and 6.13), as well as sales of casts to the British Museum, Manchester Art Gallery 
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and Rhodes-Livingstone Museum in Northern Rhodesia.  Some of this material—including 

the dioramas—then goes on display in yet another exhibition hosted by the IoA in 

conjunction with the 18th International Geological Congress, from 26 August to 3 September 

1948 (IoA 1948b; again see Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.13).  Zeuner (IoA 1949:17) notes that 

15% of the Congress actually tours the displays, which likely amounts to at least 260

 

Figure 6.13
Model/diorama reproduced in the IoA’s fifth annual report (IoA 1949: Plate 
I), and exhibited at the 1948 International Geological Congress where it 
was described as “A winter scene in the foothills of the eastern Carpathians, 
at Starunia, near Stanislawow, Eastern Galicia, in the first phase of the Last 
Glaciation. There happened to be a natural oil and salt seepage, in which at 
least one Mammoth and three Woolly Rhinoceroses were preserved partly 
with flesh and skin. These have enabled us to construct the Woolly 
Rhinoceros and its environment with the greatest accuracy...” (IoA 1948b:
63). Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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viewers.255  Around this time, the same visual exhibit is also circulated to the Prehistoric 

Society, the Geologists’ Association, the Richmond Scientific Society, and student audiences 

at Birkbeck College and University College, bringing the total viewership to an apparent 

900 people (IoA 1949:17).  Zeuner indicates that its preparation consumes most of the 

spring and summer of 1948, and it is noteworthy that, simultaneous with its production, the 

Institute’s technical students are also preparing their own exhibition for presentation to the 

Prehistoric Society conference.256  Although only a single sentence in the Institute’s annual 

report seems to attest to the latter exhibit, it appears to have entailed a showcase of the 

restoration skills of the Technical Department’s pupils.  As per the report, following the 

conference, this showcase was kept on display for the summer, proving useful in 

“impressing museum curators with the high standard of training provided at the Institute, 

but also in revealing to excavators how much can be done in the way of restoring 

unpromising looking specimens provided sufficient care is bestowed upon their extraction 

and conservation in the field” (IoA 1949:9).  

Such a statement gets at exactly the cultural capital that I think the IoA’s corpus of 

visual media is intended to wield.  To display these artefactual restorations is not to blandly 

illustrate some mundane methodology in the corridor of a conference venue, but, I would 

argue, to extend an active invitation to prospective employers (museum curators) to 

recognise the hireable potential of its graduates; to tout the legitimacy of the Institute as an 

expert training body for aspiring students; to alter the very nature of archaeological practice 

itself in the sense of heightening awareness of extraction and conservation techniques and 

their epistemological promise; and to perhaps then also secure future employment from 
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excavators who might now recognise the technical services and skill the IoA can offer.  The 

latter is not a negligible enterprise, as testified to by the fact that between the Institute’s 

opening in 1937 and mid-May 1944, the Repair Lab carries out jobs (restorations and 

model-making) for 26 expeditions (as well as 11 museums, and 20 individuals).257  Such 

expeditions often rented rooms at the IoA—another dimension to its business strategy—and 

then invested in the amenities of the technical departments.258  As the Institute advertises to 

London University, “Not only were they [the expeditions] given actual working and storage 

space, but they were also able to make use of the fairly complete technical services 

described below. The combination of these facilities in one building is a long-felt need.”259  

In other words, it is in the interests of the Institute to make itself and its services known to 

excavation teams. Indeed, even in the Repair Lab’s first full year back in operation 

subsequent to the war (1945-46), it is employed by 5 excavation committees/expeditions, 2 

museums and 7 individuals (IoA 1947).  And by 1947-48 it is apparent, as per above, that 

the Lab is producing commissions for international establishments (e.g., the Rhodes-

Livingstone Museum), which arguably thus enables the Institute to extend its visibility even 

further.  In fact, that same year, the Lab itself stands as a hub of internationalism, with a 

near majority of foreign students (from India, Siam, Egypt, Transjordan, Canada and 

Ireland) populating its technical programme (IoA 1949:18).  This means that not only is the 

Institute promulgating a particular mentality and skillset for archaeological reconstructive 
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method amongst a local audience, but so too amongst a multinational audience which has 

the potential to influence (visual) practice globally.

As I see it, the visual products of the Repair Lab—both the models/restorations 

themselves and the actual student body whose archaeological eyes are honed to reproduce 

such outputs for others—are versatile and tactical tools for the Institute.  They bear witness 

and add intellectual weight to the science of archaeology and complementary disciplines 

(e.g., geochronology), to the expert skill of practitioners, to the Institute as a pivotal learned 

organisation—and they are purposefully fed to a diverse and substantial viewership of 

thousands of people via mass media like television, and public and scholarly exhibition.  As 

previously described, the IoA itself, in responding to the Ministry of Works’ proposed 

restaurant take-over of St. John’s Lodge, plainly advocates the very strategic role that the 

Lab/Technical Department plays in the Institute’s academic and material wealth.  Such 

advocacy arguably negates the frequent claims which I have heard in interviews that the 

Institute’s approach to (visual) media management was just based on unspoken ‘common 

sense,’ rather than conscious strategy.  In reality, the IoA persistently utilises the Repair 

Lab’s success in appeals to the university in 1938, 1944, and again in the early 1950s, as 

testimony to why it deserves sustained funding.260  The latter submission exemplifies the 

Institute’s clearly calculated marketing efforts, as it calls for a new “trained instructor,” 

“specially qualified artist,” and more space and equipment for the Lab based on the 

“growing demands” for its capabilities.  As the IoA describes it,

the training given in this necessary conservation and reconstruction for the benefit of 
Diploma candidates has often been sought after by students seeking to qualify 
themselves for technical posts in museums. This instruction has been found to meet 
a demand not only from the students but also from the museums, which are 
increasingly recognising the value of technical treatment of specimens and 
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consequently the necessity of trained personnel, which at present cannot otherwise 
be provided.261

The programme is herein peddled as one-of-a-kind, with poignancy for multiple markets; 

indeed, the same appeal goes on to cite the University itself, excavators and other 

educational establishments as needful commissioners of the Lab’s products, including its in-

demand archaeological models.  

 To me, this approach to lobbying is not an unconscious one, but an intentional 

campaign centred on the payouts of powerful strategies of visualisation.  Even during 

wartime such payouts are evident, as the Repair Lab and Geochronology Department, 

alongside the drawing unit and library, are the only arms of the Institute to stay more-or-less 

operational (albeit in off-site locations, e.g., the London Museum).262  That teaching ceases 

and the IoA becomes effectively a project-based contractor during this timeframe is 

significant given that the projects seem to have an exceptional emphasis on visual output 

(restorations, models, drawing).263  The Institute indicates that in functioning as such it is 

able to “carry out much of the limited archaeological work required in war-time”264—

hinting that not only does the IoA have the capacity to cover all the requirements of the 

science for those who are invested in it during WWII, but that visual media are a key 

component of this coverage.  As the war comes to a close, and the IoA again searches for 

sustainable endowment from the university, it is prepared to hail the Repair Lab as “almost 

entirely self-supporting” and, alongside the photography and drawing units, as 
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“indispensable both to the teaching and practical work of the Institute.”265  Such claims are 

then used to bolster support for the financing of two full-time repair assistants “of graduate 

standing” at yearly salaries of £300 each.  Arguably, in so doing, the Institute sets the stage 

for the hiring of its own former staff and students for the jobs, as these are essentially the 

only individuals who could rightfully claim graduate standing in the subject matter.266  What 

thus seems to be operative here, as elsewhere, is a kind of a self-propelling feedback 

system, wherein the returns on one type of (visual) investment by the IoA fuel further 

returns in the form of employment, publicity, student enrolment, additional graphic 

production, etc.  The Institute has a pressing reason to work towards the installation of such 

a system.  As described in the next chapter, when the IoA’s activities are severely curtailed 

throughout the war years, it is visual strategy that I contend keeps the organisation 

intellectually and physically conspicuous.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: The Wartime IoA: Mobilising the Photograph and the Ephemeral 
Event

 It is not long after the IoA sets in place its television presence and transforms its 

Repair Lab into a veritable professional business that the institution suspends most of its 

activities owing to World War II.  As I see it, visual media have particular magnitude here 

given the IoA’s essential nonexistence over a period of nearly six years—between 

termination of courses in fall 1939 and post-conflict reopening in 1945—when its staff, 

student body, collections, and accommodations more-or-less disintegrate.  During this 

timeframe, I contend that the IoA’s visualisations allow it to continue to demarcate and 

elaborate itself, as well as the wider field of archaeology, when both are otherwise 

indisposed.  Indeed, the Office of Works loses many of its ancient monuments employees 

during the war (O’Neil 1948:20), and virtually all of the Institute’s workers are enlisted in 

military efforts.  As Kenyon explains to the University of London,267 Wheeler is engaged by 

the army (and later resigns from the IoA to assume the position of Director-General of the 

Archaeological Survey of India), and Cookson by the Fuel Controller’s office and, 

subsequently, the Royal Air Force; Kenyon herself begins full-time work at the Red Cross, 

and Margot Eates at London Museum; Ione Gedye and Delia Parker of the Repair Lab are 

recruited to the government’s Foreign Relations Department and the Land Army 

respectively; and Zeuner goes to the Natural History Museum, although he continues to 

perform geochronological tasks there on behalf of the IoA.  Courses are cancelled as of 

August 1939, and while there is discussion of resuming lectures in April 1940, heightening 

conflict extinguishes such plans.268  Moreover, only two full-time students continue their 

programmes during the war, while all part-timers, who make up the majority of the student 
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body, suspend their work.269  This nearly 100% de-enrolment is significant, for just prior to 

the IoA’s closure, in the 1938-39 session, over 60 people are registered for technical 

courses, with student fees generating £167 (7% of the total income for the year) and 

diploma candidates similarly contributing to the subscription scheme.270  In fact, the 

Institute makes clear that the scheme’s earnings for 1938-39 increase by £60 specifically 

owing to student memberships (which are charged in lieu of certain instructional fees),271 

meaning that 22% of its subscriptions are being derived from pupils.  This point is itself 

significant given that the IoA depends on such subscriptions for financial support, even 

issuing an appeal during wartime “expressing the hope that [members] would continue their 

subscriptions, even though its [the Institute’s] activities were suspended, since overhead 

expenses must be met.”272

 Between 1939 and 1945 the Institute is an admitted “skeleton” of its former self 

(IoA 1947:12)—a literal shell of a building in which Kenyon, her companion Vivienne 

Catleugh and the IoA’s caretaker Manson find themselves residing so as to protect it from 

fire and bomb damage.273  What is important here is that in the face of this ‘skeleton,’ the 

IoA adopts another suite of strategies designed to capitalise on what it has left.  As detailed 

below, power is shifted to the London Museum, and Kenyon—and so too Margot Eates—

become keystones of the institution.  Although Kenyon’s role in constructing the IoA has 

just recently begun to garner attention (e.g., Davis 2008: Chapter 4; Bailes 2009), it needs to 

be reinforced that she is a pivotal actor in the Institute’s birth and development as described 
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in the IoA’s 5th annual report: 

On her had fallen the whole burden of the detailed administration of the Institute 
from its inception and also the tasks of packing up and safeguarding the Institute’s 
collections on the outbreak of war, preserving the building and its contents during 
five years of raids and bombing, even then maintaining its activity as a centre of 
archaeological research—for instance by organising two most successful 
conferences on the Future of Archaeology—and finally of reopening the Institute on 
the cessation of hostilities in 1945 (IoA 1949:7).

Eates, on the other hand, is hardly recognised, despite the fact that she stars in both of the 

IoA’s television shows, acts as press officer for the Maiden Castle excavations,274 and is by 

1938 a diploma student as well as the Institute’s Assistant Secretary.  In total she spends 10 

years with the organisation before her position is eliminated in 1947-48 due to 

administrative cutbacks.275  Moreover, during wartime, she assumes an assistantship at the 

London Museum,276 and by May 1944 she is identifying herself as the Museum’s Acting 

Keeper in place of Wheeler.277

 As I see it, Kenyon and Eates become the Institute’s human nurturers throughout 

WWII, concentrating their attention on the manufacture and sustenance of what I argue are 

its key non-human nurturers: visual media.  Such media (many of which are the products of 

the Institute’s photographer, Maurice Cookson) are repeatedly deployed across multiple 

venues, in some cases touring the whole of the UK in the name of the IoA.  They are 

implicated here in an unmistakeable propaganda campaign whose aim is to publicise and 

entrench the discipline of archaeology, and as a corollary, the Institute itself, in British 

society.  Moreover, as per below, these media are used and then forsaken in deliberate 
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fashion, appearing and disappearing at politically and economically-pivotal times and 

places.  At a moment, thus, when much of the UK is preoccupied with wartime activities, 

the IoA conscripts graphic tools—namely, photography, exhibition and academic 

presentation—into the conveyance of archaeological knowledge and materials.  It does so 

by insinuating itself into both the scientific and artistic communities of the time, a process 

which I believe has ramifications not only for scaffolding the discipline, but for finally 

securing funding from London University for the Institute’s long-term maintenance.

Safeguarding the Photograph(er) and Undoing the Museum

As outlined in Chapters 5 and 6, the Institute of Archaeology’s technical departments 

are critical sources of visibility and fundraising for the organisation.  To close them, and the 

IoA overall during wartime, when the Institute is still struggling for permanent endowment 

and when it has no foreseeable re-opening date, is a serious—potentially destructive—act.  

Although the IoA acknowledges that, financially, it is in a “fairly stable” position just prior 

to the war, it is also clear that without an influx of approximately £30,000, its capital would 

plummet to an unsustainable £1,300 by 1955-56.278  Indeed, just two months after issuing 

this statement, the Institute again reports running a deficit which, “[a]s in former years,” 

will have to be covered through the capital of its endowment fund.279  The implication here 

is that the Institute continues to find itself in an insecure predicament in spite of the fact 

that, in the same year, it reports working to capacity, with all of St. John’s Lodge now taken 

over by IoA programmes or by archaeological expeditions in residence.280  
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If, even with so much momentum behind it, the IoA still finds itself precariously 

situated, then the prospect of losing most of its staff and related livelihood to WWII is 

certainly unsettling.  The closure of the Photography Lab is particularly serious given its 

pervasion into all facets of the Institute’s labour: teaching, fieldwork, research, enterprise. 

Introduced in Chapter 5, the lab draws students, practitioners, and the greater public towards 

it and, simultaneously, projects the IoA back out into the world via circulation of its visual 

outputs.  These outputs have obvious economic, social and intellectual significance for the 

Institute, a fact that is perfectly encapsulated in the approach taken to protect them during 

the war.  Indeed, they are virtually the only items amongst all of the Institute’s collections 

that are stored off-site—outside London—for added defence.  As communicated to the 

London University Court, “The photographic negatives, constituting irreplaceable records 

of excavations, and a number of note-books, have been removed to the country.”281  This is 

in direct contrast to the treatment of the artefactual collections, which, while reinforced with 

various layers of security (e.g., caching within metal cabinets in the locked basement 

monitored by the caretaker), are kept in St. John’s Lodge,282 and therein subject both to 

direct air-raids and to indirect strikes from the bomb-disposal area established in Regent’s 

Park.283  In fact, the IoA is under the assumption that the Lodge will actually be 

commandeered by the military, and yet it still chooses to keep its collections on site.284  In 

multiple documents, the Institute defends its storage logic by arguing that it “was not 

considered necessary to remove them [the artefacts] from London, since though as a 

collection they were irreplaceable, most of the objects were not intrinsically of such value as 
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to justify it.”285  Such wording is especially meaningful given that the objects include the 

Petrie Collection, which is elsewhere (e.g., in documentation produced soon after the war) 

described as comprising “The most valuable relics in the keeping of the Institute” (IoA 

1948a:9).  Importantly, then, while the IoA cites the “high expense of storage outside 

London” as a deciding factor in these actions, it is at once prepared to (re)assign differing 

levels of significance to its holdings—that is, its object collections now seem to be labelled 

of less “intrinsic value” than its photo negatives.286  

i. Re-evaluating the Museum

Such value judgement is telling, and is perhaps best reflected in the Institute’s 

physical handling of its artefacts, including the Petrie Collection itself.  Despite being 

foundational to the institution, these materials appear to be literally tossed into the cellars of 

St. John’s Lodge in preparation for wartime.  As recounted by IoA student Nancy Sandars 

(1999/00:11), “I have a terrifying memory of standing at the top of the basement stairs and 

throwing pots down to be dexterously caught by Kathleen [Kenyon] standing at the foot.”  

Institute records confirm that students were amassed to help store the collections which, 

according to policy, would be “protected as far as possible in the basement.”287  Indeed, the 

IoA’s annual report on the “War Years” affirms the understandably shambolic nature of the 

safekeeping process, wherein “the whole contents were packed up in the basement in one 

hectic week of work by the heroic labours of a group of staff and students” (IoA 1947:8).  

But this policy is contrary to that applied by Cambridge’s archaeological department, whose 

Museum of Archaeology and of Ethnology (now the Museum of Archaeology and 
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Anthropology (MAA)) settles on a strategy wherein “as much as possible of the 

irreplaceable collections should be transferred to isolated places for safety.”288  Such an 

approach thus sees Cambridge shipping various objects into off-site storage with the 

Fitzwilliam Museum’s materials, as well as posting about half of its Fijian collections to 

South Wales, and some of its pottery collections to a cave near Balsham.  The Cambridge 

team is clear that these materials are unsafe if retained within the building, would best be 

spread across multiple locations, and should be prioritised according to those artefacts 

which are “unparalleled in any other museum, are irreplaceable, and would not be damaged 

by packing and prolonged storage in boxes.”289  Importantly, this reference to “unparalled”, 

“irreplaceable” materials is highly reminiscent of the language the IoA once employed to 

describe—and secure—Petrie’s artefacts, a collection which by wartime seemingly merits 

little more than hasty flinging down the stairs.  So too is the IoA’s storage policy at odds 

with the very method utilised by Wheeler and Eates at the London Museum where valuable 

objects are removed to various locations, including Buckinghamshire and an unused 

Underground station in London (Hawkes 1982:194).  As Beatrice de Cardi (Secretary to 

Wheeler at the Museum) recalls, while the good pieces were evacuated, the “second-rate” or 

“immovable” items were left behind within the building.290  

Although the IoA is a more circumscribed and certainly more adolescent institution 

to the London Museum or the MAA,291 I compare them here in an effort to begin to tease 

out the exhibitionary rationale that underlies the Institute’s organisational approach.  
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Returning to the arguments made in Chapter 4, it is perhaps at this point (the outbreak of 

WWII) that all pretence is dropped that the IoA operates as a legitimate public museum 

exhibiting indispensable material collections.  Wartime treatment of these collections 

suggest that they are sometimes very purposefully mobilised as visual bargaining tools to 

institutionalise the IoA, and are alternately demoted to second-rate accessories at times 

when they are no longer blatantly profitable to the organisation.  In being demoted as such 

during the war, they are subject not only to bombardment (the Lodge survives “with hardly 

any intact windows or ceilings” (IoA 1947:9)), but to flooding of the basement by sewage 

owing to bomb damage to the main sewer line.292  It is no surprise, then, that upon the 

cessation of combat the Institute admits that its collections suffer a “certain number of 

casualties from the collapse of ceilings and the vibration of near misses” (IoA 1947:15).

Cambridge, on the other hand, is prepared to disperse some of its museological 

materials across various venues to defend them, perceiving on-site storage as an 

“inadequate” option with “no certain security.”293  This perspective aligns with Cambridge’s 

standpoint on its collections overall (formerly a standpoint which the Institute itself 

endorsed), wherein they are conceived as centrepieces of the organisation.  While a full 

examination of this matter merits its own thesis, Cambridge’s Faculty of Archaeology and 

Anthropology is intimately bound to its Museum (e.g., see Taylor n.d.), with the latter, I 

contend, representing a key source of visibility and advancement for the former.  Indeed, 

across the 1920s, the museum is variously championed as an “essential instrument in the 

teaching work” of the department of archaeology and anthropology,294 and, together with 

the department, as poised to become “the real centre of that branch of research in the 
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Empire.”295  It functions as both a public exhibition space, a locale of study, and, akin to the 

IoA, a “laboratory”—a term which is ultimately applied to it in order to collect research fees 

from users.296  Statements of the museum’s significance seem to be marshalled at strategic 

moments when the Faculty seeks additional funding, space and personnel, and as the 

Faculty often wrestles with such matters (e.g., in the appointment of a full-time curator to 

succeed Louis Clarke), it is clear to acknowledge that “the University hardly realised the 

importance of the Museum, which was something very different to the small departmental 

museums in the University.”297  Over a multi-decade long period, the Cambridge Faculty 

works to acquire extra room for its museological collections, recognising them as unique in 

the world, drawing both local and international scholars to the university and affording 

prime pedagogical sites.298  To expand the collections and the museum as a whole is a 

critical means for building the status of the institution.299  So patent is this point that, in 

planning for its post-war development, the Faculty is ready to proclaim that “The reputation 

of the Museum is largely responsible, as in the case of the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Oxford, 

for the very high standing in which the department [of archaeology and anthropology] is 

held.”300  
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Such a statement harks back to my own contentions in Chapter 4 concerning 

parallels between the Oxford anthropological department and the IoA in London, wherein 

both exploit the assets and spectacle of their respective museological displays (centred 

around Pitt Rivers’ collections in the former, and Petrie’s collections in the latter) to boost 

the foundation and success of their academic offices.  So too now does Cambridge appear to 

brandish its own museum as a proxy for its anthropological/archaeological department.  

However, while Cambridge is prepared to do so in the long-term—pre- and post-war—the 

IoA is not, and it begins to obliterate its status as a public museum soon after the utility 

(and, more importantly, the visibility) of such an exhibitionary environment expires.  That 

is, just a few years after the Palestinian collection is acquired—and even as the war is still 

ongoing—the Institute starts not only to contemplate trading its artefacts, but also to deny 

that it ever existed as a museum in the first instance.  As an example, when Harold Peake, 

archaeologist and curator of the Borough Museum, Newbury, takes up communications with 

Kenyon in 1945 about reciprocal development of their archaeological holdings, Kenyon 

writes to him, “Our aim is to have eventually a complete students’ collection, not of course 

Museum specimens, covering both all [sic] archaeological periods and specimens of as 

many local wares as possible.”301  In exchange for British materials, Kenyon suggests in a 

subsequent letter that,

the only matter in which the Institute can help from its own collections is that of 
Palestinian pottery. I think that I can quite easily let you have some representative 
pots and sherds of the Bronze Age and Iron Age. I hope you will not mind if I do not 
send them to you for some months, but the collections are all packed away in the 
basement and I do not want to get them out until the rockets have ceased. One hopes 
that this will not be very long now and as soon as they are accessible I will send you 
a collection.302 
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By October 1945, Kenyon reports to Peake that the Palestinian artefacts have been 

recovered from the basement, are being sorted, and that she will be on the “lookout” for 

some pottery for him.303

 This maneouvring is interesting not necessarily because it testifies to the dispersal of 

parts of Petrie’s collection (a predicament which was foreseeable given the IoA’s extended 

efforts to enable such dispersal within the terms of its contract with the BSAE and Wharrie 

in the mid-1930s (see Chapter 4)), but because it stands as one in a long string of 

repudiations of the Institute’s function as a museum.  Heretofore the IoA is willing to 

embrace this function as an end towards the acquisition of St. John’s Lodge and Wharrie’s 

money, and moreover, others are prepared to pledge new collections to the Institute based 

on the promise of their ultimate museological exposition.  Indeed, as Walter Hildburgh 

writes to Kenyon in 1941 regarding the donation of the Humbla Collection of Scandinavian 

artefacts, 

Although I am fully aware that the Institute’s primary need is for type-specimens, I 
should be very glad if it could accept the collection as a whole, retaining in storage 
and for the use of specialists (including those perhaps engaged in work of a 
destructive nature) the objects not used as type-specimens, as a basis for the 
extensive museum which I hope that the Institute (or the University as a whole) may 
have some day.304

Yet after more than a half-decade of hiding in the Lodge’s cellars, the Institute’s 

museological prospects seem to be abandoned.  To me, this is not a coincidence, for such 

concealment means that the optical potentials of the IoA’s collections are no longer obvious

—no longer as meaningful to the archaeological eye.  So apparent is this fact that by the late 

1940s/early 1950s, the Institute recounts its own history as having centred firstly on: 

provision of library facilities, collections of specimens for comparative studies (not 
a museum for display to the general public), facilities for the preservation and 
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restoration of the broken fragments derived from excavation, for photography and 
drawing and instruction in these techniques, accommodation where excavators could 
work up their material…and, of course, Archaeological teaching.305

In reality, the IoA is arguably only made possible specifically because it was originally 

prepared to open as a ‘museum for display to the general public.’  However, in document 

after document drafted post-war, Institute officials are explicit about their non-museum 

orientation.  In 1949, Ian Cornwall, successor to Kenyon as IoA secretary, writes in response 

to the possible acquisition of archaeological materials from AG Bell that “the material from 

Swanscombe and Baker’s Hole might be of interest to us, but the Nigerian polished axes 

and the Harrisonian eoliths would, we feel, be better placed in a museum. Our collections 

here are mainly for teaching purposes.”306  Childe, too, writes to the Secretary of London 

University’s Senate in the same year about a bequest of artefacts from the Wellcome-

Marston expedition, saying that he has been “instructed” by the Institute’s Management 

Committee to “draw the University’s attention to the fact that the acceptance of the material 

offered by the Wellcome Trustees involves the moral obligation of making accessible for 

study (as they are now)—but not for exhibition—the ceramic type series, the stratigraphical 

sherd series, and a few tomb groups.”307  Such instruction recalls a notation printed in the 

IoA’s annual report for 1946-47, which suggests that “It is probably not the function of the 

Institute to compete with National and Local Museums in amassing either show pieces or 

complete assemblages from excavated sites. But at least for teaching purposes a type series 

of stone and bronze implements, pottery and ornaments is essential” (IoA 1948a:9).  But 

interestingly, by 1953, Kenyon herself (now as Lecturer in Palestinian Archaeology) 

actually begins to appeal for just such comprehensive showcasing, “pointing out the need 
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for exhibiting complete groups of pots, since such could not be seen in any museum in 

London.”  Yet the unanimous corporate response to Kenyon (presided over by Childe, 

Wheeler, Zeuner, ED Edwards, and WF Grimes) is “that any appearance of making part of 

the Institute into a museum for the exhibition of specimens must be avoided.”308  

 The only lingering acknowledgement of the IoA’s bygone museological status is 

built into the short-term renewal of the lease on St. John’s Lodge in 1950,309 where, in 

virtually identical language to the earlier contract, the Institute is obliged “to keep the 

premises in such a state of repair, order and condition as to befit them for the use as an 

Institute of Archaeology and Museum.”310  What is interesting, though, is that in the very 

documents assembled by the IoA to make a case (in the face of the Ministry of Works’ 

commercial development plans) for continuing to occupy a single, unified home, there is 

blatant reference to the fact that “The Palestinian Gallery is at present fully occupied by the 

Palestinian and Western Asiatic collections, which are not set out as museum exhibits, but 

kept accessible for constant reference.”311  

 While these sorts of oscillating reactions to museological display might come across 

as confused and unmethodical, I would argue that they are, rather, negotiations of a 

politically-considered nature, for the IoA aims to be sensitive to when such an optical tool 

may or may not have merit for achieving its organisational goals.  Whether the 

abandonment of this form of presentation is truly advantageous in the long-term is 

debatable, but it is nevertheless consistent with the Institute’s priorities.  In other words, pre-
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war, the exhibition of the Petrie Collection is the Institute’s route to private endowment and 

private housing.  Yet upon its acquisition, and unlike the IoA’s many other exhibitions, there 

is seemingly no attempt to track visitor numbers, nor to produce or sell an exhibition guide, 

nor to advertise its display; and as previously discussed, Palestinian archaeology is added on 

to the teaching syllabus in what seems suspiciously like a concession to the artefacts’ 

procurement.  As early as 1935, in fact, the Institute issues a statement that public viewing 

of the collection is the doing of the Office of Works alone not the IoA itself, and over time, 

the course prospectus moves from promoting display of select Palestinian materials every 

Saturday from 2pm to 5pm, to no mention of such display at all.312

In arguing as much, I intend not to denigrate the collection’s significance, but to 

suggest that its public exhibition in the long-term does not necessarily serve a useful 

purpose for the Institute.  Certainly, when war breaks out and the IoA has little money, next 

to no staff, accommodations under threat of commandeering, and moreover, British 

archaeology overall is on the verge of being eclipsed, the display of Palestinian artefacts is 

of questionable utility.  And as outlined further below, post-war, when the IoA achieves 

sustainable funding, secures a lectureship in Palestinian archaeology (in 1948), and 

explicitly orients itself towards the development of its academic teaching and research 

programmes, general public engagement and display is perhaps of minor concern.  To 

renounce the museological aspect of the Institute is arguably also to renounce the mass 

programme of promotional campaigning that was so central to the IoA’s early evolution, and 

therein to assert a shift in organisational policy towards the more insular, detached and 

academe-centric.  I will return to this point later, but my aim in introducing it here is to 

propose that an intelligible pattern of visual culture mobilisation—and demobilisation—is at  
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work.  Visualisation (e.g., in the form of museum exhibition) has a transformative effect on 

people and things, and the Institute is both aware of such effect, and highly versed in 

manipulating it.  As WWII looms, the display of the Palestinian collection depreciates in 

value for the IoA—and hence is demobilised—because the institution has not the staff, 

space, security, funds nor other incentives (e.g., leisure-minded audiences; a museological 

agenda; etc.) to maintain it.  However the decommissioning of this genre of visual culture 

leads not to the eschewal of graphic tools, but rather to the IoA’s reinvestment in other, more 

fit modes of visualisation.  Just as the Institute and, indeed, British archaeology as a whole 

are on course to be made invisible by the war, Kenyon and Eates look to photography for 

support.  Unlike the IoA’s museum, photos are not stationary, bound to one location, nor 

necessarily demanding of long-term concerted labour to repair, rearrange, move and 

generally sustain them.  In turning to such media, the Institute appeals to a graphic 

apparatus whose mobility, versatility and independence enables them not only to engage the 

university and the public, but so too the state itself.  

ii. Capitalising on the Photographer

It is significant to me, then, that in contrast to its treatment of artefacts, the IoA 

transports its photographic negatives to a secure location in view of their irreplaceability. 

This I perceive to be a noteworthy move, as opposed to simply an easy and economical one, 

because the same care for preservation of the photographs is extended to the Institute’s 

photographer himself.  In other words, the IoA’s actions here are consistent with a greater 

strategy of nurturing certain types of visual capacity and output.  Such is evident in 1940 

when Cookson’s temporary appointment as Photographic Assistant is due to terminate, and 

the Institute begins to campaign London University for its extension.  Introduced in Chapter 

5, Cookson is a long-time collaborator of Wheeler and Verney Wheeler, having been 
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discovered at a private photography firm “around the corner” from London Museum313 

(working in the role of “ordinary high street photographer”314), and going on to assist at 

Verulamium, Maiden Castle and elsewhere (Hawkes 1982:164; Wheeler 1943).  In 

excavation reports prepared prior to the Institute’s launch, Wheeler tends to refer to 

Cookson as “our old friend,” often singling him out above hundreds of other labourers to 

commend his work ethic and enthusiasm.315  Such reports proclaim that Cookson’s 

“philosophy equals his photography, which is high praise indeed,” by which Wheeler 

appears to mean that Cookson is never daunted by, nor willing to forgo, difficult 

photographic tasks.316  As de Cardi puts it, Cookson was an “obvious choice” as a partner in 

the Wheelers’ work,317 so it comes as no surprise, then, that he is brought over to the 

fledgling IoA.318  

Originally engaged for three years of employment from 1 August 1937, Cookson is 

described as a pioneer and a mentor by his students,319 and ultimately devotes his career to 

the Institute, investing himself in everything from picture-taking to teaching to exhibition-

making, lantern slide projection, and book authorship.  But by 1940, his first contract with 

the IoA is on the verge of expiration; the Photographic Lab (like the rest of the Institute) has 

essentially been disbanded; and Cookson himself has already departed for national service.  
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In other words, by the time discussion of the extension of his contract begins in the spring 

of 1940,320 his future with the organisation is unsure.  Importantly, in the first formal 

documentation of such discussion, the Institute’s Management Committee resolves that, 

even in Cookson’s absence, his employment should continue on an annual basis.  As the 

Committee outlines, “the work of the [Photographic] Department was of such importance to 

the policy of the Institute to provide all the necessary technical archaeological services, that 

it was necessary to continue it in peace time, even though the Department was at present run 

at a slight loss.”321  Among other points, this issue of profitability is significant, particularly 

because Cookson is the IoA’s highest paid member of staff pre-WWII.  While Kenyon earns 

around £200 per annum (including National Insurance), and Zeuner works on a pittance of a 

donation (see Chapter 6), and everyone from Wheeler, to Gedye and Parker, to the two 

librarians322 volunteer their time, Cookson is paid just over £300 annually (plus 

superannuation starting in 1938-39) which amounts to approximately 15% of the Institute’s 

total expenses each year.323  Income is a critical factor in the IoA’s fight to safeguard 

Cookson’s job, and although he would appear to be an expensive employee, the Institute is 

prepared to avidly defend his value for money.  As per above, the photo laboratory’s 

services-rendered are cited as consequential to institutional policy; and even as the London 

University Senate rejects the IoA’s resolution (to retain Cookson) on the grounds that it is 

unjustifiable to fund his salary when he is not actually able to work during the war, the 

Institute counters with an extended analysis of the financial worth of—and Cookson’s 
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economic stake in—its photographic industry.324  Although the IoA acknowledges that 

Cookson (whose name is often used synonymously with “the Department”—i.e, the photo 

lab) is originally taken on in an almost experimental capacity to test his impact, it submits 

that:

In the view of all associated with the Institute, the Department had been definitely a 
success and fulfilled a real need. In the actual accounts, there was still a slight deficit 
in its running. In 1937-38 this had been £169, and in 1938-39, £87, so that the 
position had been steadily improving. The actual position was better than this, as a 
considerable amount of work had been done by the Photographer, which would 
otherwise have had to have been paid for outside, for example as Lanternist, in 
making slides for Institute lectures, and in mounting photographs, etc., for 
exhibitions, while the fees for the photographic tuition were included under the 
general student fees. Allowing for these items, in 1938-39 the Department had at 
least paid its way. The fact, moreover, that the Department had been used by most of 
the principal archaeological expeditions in this country, proved how very much such 
work was needed.325

The same report goes on to note both Cookson’s “outstanding qualifications” and his 

sacrifice of a “safe position in a commercial firm” for the IoA—statements that betray not 

only a sense of indebtedness to him, but an attempt on the Institute’s part to protect its 

investment in Cookson as an unparalleled resource.326  

The irony is that the IoA seems to feel that in refusing Cookson’s reappointment, the 

university is privileging only the “financial side of the matter” in its decision, while 

neglecting the “academic side.” Yet in the same breath, the Institute aims to defend the 

renewal of Cookson’s contract not only on the basis that he is steadily leading the photo lab 

towards solvency, but also on account of the fact that he is apparently not an economic 

burden on the organisation.  What is interesting is that the Institute spins its unstable 
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financial state here in such a way as to keep Cookson safe.  Writing to the Senate, it 

explains:

Actually the Institute has already raised sufficient funds to carry on until 1956, with 
a very liberal allowance for contingencies. The balance would then be about £1,500, 
and therefore on the original estimate of what would be necessary to make up Mr 
Cookson’s salary (£156), even if the war lasted 8 years, it would not affect the life of 
the Institute.327

But this spin stands in opposition to that promulgated one year prior, when the IoA argues 

that by 1955-56, in order to “obviate reduction of capital entirely,” it will require an 

additional £900 per year of funding.328  It also clashes with the financial statements that the 

Institute submits to the Senate in 1941, indicating that even as expenditures are falling, the 

IoA cannot lessen its dependency upon capital given that it has experienced an even greater 

drop in income: “in particular fees, to which the Photography Department was the largest 

contributor, have fallen from £746 in 1938-39 to £152, and donations from £365 to nil.”329

The Institute is thus prepared to completely recast its (financial) circumstances to 

meet its changing needs, and matters of visualisation are at the core of such recasting.  In 

total, negotiations with the university over Cookson’s position last upwards of 1.5 years, 

which compares to the single week the IoA expends in throwing its artefactual collections 

into the basement.  Ultimately, although his contract is not shielded, it is agreed to give 

Cookson first right of refusal to his job in the photo lab upon cessation of the war, and to 

continue his superannuation policy in the interim.330  No other staff member sees such 
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330 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 30 Sept 1941.



extensive attention,331 and the Senate makes clear that it is precisely for reasons of 

equitability that it cannot perpetuate Cookson’s employment—the Institute’s monetary state 

is irrelevant.332  Such comments are telling, as they testify to just how obviously the IoA’s 

defence of Cookson is premised upon economics.  Even as it seeks to bring to the fore 

“academic” accomplishments, the Institute continues to allude to the financial.  This, as I 

see it, is because the two are inseparable—a point that is never explored in traditional 

studies of the significance and meaning of archaeological imagery.  Cookson’s work has 

intellectual consequence—but such consequence is bound into the work’s economic and 

structural possibilities.  

For example, in academic terms, Cookson plays a definitive role in laying out 

disciplinary methodology for technical archaeological site photography (e.g., Cookson 

1951a,b,c; Cookson 1954), and as described in Chapter 5, he passes this method on to a 

generation of students who are keen to credit their skills directly to his tuition.  Cookson’s 

own successors as Photographic Assistant publish two among the handful of dedicated 

pedagogical texts on archaeological photography (i.e., Conlon 1973; Dorrell 1989), 

testifying to a legacy of knowledge-making on the topic which is unique in British 

archaeological scholarship.  In fact, Conlon’s (1973) and Dorrell’s (1989) books are both 

clear to acknowledge Cookson and the IoA in the genealogy of their thinking.  Part of the 

success of such a legacy resides in the fact that Cookson builds (and proposes the building 

of) instruments for the Photo Lab that allow students and professionals to experiment 

themselves with the development of expert practice, in the sense that by 1945-46 he is 

setting in place a darkroom and is considering “The establishment of a ‘miniature’ room, to 
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331 Kenyon cannot secure a raise in pay for assuming the role of Acting Director, and in fact is almost denied 
this position in the first place despite the fact that she is already essentially working in such capacity from late 
1939 onwards (IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 23 Feb 1942; UoL Senate Minute #2085, 17 Jun 1942).

332 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 20 Jan 1941.



be used for Leica and small camera users” and “The construction of a mock site of earth in 

which are hidden potsherds, iron implements, etc., which students can excavate, practise 

preparation for photography and the photography of finds in situ” (IoA 1947:31).  Photos 

from the Lab also become tools for developing other disciplinary skills, including exhibition 

arrangement—an exercise which is repeatedly identified as beneficial both academically 

and in terms of heightening student “enthusiasm” (IoA 1949:20; also IoA 1950:11).  

Moreover, the influence of Cookson’s visual production goes far beyond the Institute, as the 

Photo Lab effectively becomes a consultant firm, selling advice and knowledge to soliciting 

parties.333  In this capacity, the department seems to be challenged with new questions about 

technique (e.g., IoA 1948a:20) which push innovation in the field even further, and which, 

at the same time, test and set the limits of such innovation.  Cookson appears to integrate 

this knowledge directly into his published intellectual works (e.g., Cookson 1954),334 

meaning that the commerce of the IoA also impacts upon his formulations—and his 

readers’ apprehensions—of the subject matter.  More still, the Lab seems to be at the 

forefront of experimenting with colourised archaeological photography (IoA 1947:31), a 

technical development that Wheeler himself suggests is apt to positively affect interpretative 

paradigms in the discipline as regards fidelity (see foreword in Cookson 1954:5).  And, 

interestingly, photo companies are reported as visitors to IoA exhibitions wherein Lab 
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333 Indeed, the Photo Lab specifically refers to an increase in demands “made to it in a consultative 
capacity” (IoA 1949:20).

334 One possible example is published as follows: “Some time ago I was amazed to be told by an archaeologist 
that he had recently photographed a tomb by means of mirrors, catching the daylight in one mirror and passing 
the light along to the subject by reflecting it with other mirrors. The resulting negatives were of very uneven 
quality, and since I had the task of conjuring prints out of them (they were all under-exposed!) I felt that 
ingenuity had been carried a little too far. If proper recording of subterranean sites is to be attempted at all, the 
purchase of some form of artificial lighting would be a good investment. After all, the considerable 
expenditure on lenses and cameras surely justifies the little more necessary to ensure efficient lighting giving a 
standard intensity of light and exposure at a given lens aperture” (Cookson 1954:39; my emphasis).  
Cookson’s efforts in developing these prints thus go on to structure his recommendations to other practitioners 
regarding proper practice.



products (including colour transparencies) are put on display (e.g., IoA 1950:11).335  

In every case, the value of the photographic output here is entangled in both 

scholarship and business and hence in the very existence of the Institute itself.  This point 

deserves reiterating because, as per Chapter 2, so much enquiry into archaeological 

visualisation has focused only on the underlying ‘message’ and connotative effects of 

imagery.  The problem is that (photographic) images are not just semiotically meaningful 

but also lucrative—and the IoA invests in both such aspects of their character.  The Photo 

Lab is forthright about its imagery being neither decorative nor undemanding, but rather 

“substantially assist[ing] in the transformation of relics and monuments into documents for 

archaeological interpretation.”336  As such, it consciously produces epistemological devices 

that structure understanding of the archaeological record (see below for an analysis of the 

IoA’s photos at work in a wartime exhibitionary context).  But each time the Lab pushes at 

the boundaries of this interpretative capacity—extending the intellectual possibilities of its 

photographic repertoire—there is virtually always a related financial advantage.  The 

darkroom that is constructed for student experimentation seems immediately to be subject to 

a fee of “2/6 per hour” (IoA 1949:21).  The advisory role that the Lab assumes for students 

and subscribing members is elaborated to include “small excursions…to see that advice 

given [is] correctly carried out and to give confidence,” and in so doing, out-of-pocket 

expenses are correspondingly charged.  The lantern slide collection that is developed to 

facilitate the Institute’s teaching programme, simultaneously becomes a commercial 

enterprise, with literally thousands of slides produced per year—some for the IoA itself and 

some as paid commissions for “various Institutes, Colleges and private individuals” (IoA 
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335 For instance, in 1949, the Institute hosts an exhibition of photographs from its excavations at Sabratha, at 
which it notes that “The attendance and interest of the photographic manufacturers and photography press was 
exceedingly encouraging” (IoA 1950:11).

336 UCL Senate House Files, Box 4, IoA, Quinquennium 1952-57, Development Policy.



1947:30)—the demand so high that an assistant has to be hired in the IoA’s first year back 

after wartime to accommodate it.337  As I read this, although the Institute’s philosophical 

mission may be to revolutionise the practice of archaeology, any resulting revolutions are in 

fact recursively linked to its stake in departments like the Photo Lab.  The IoA’s intellectual 

economy is thus made possible, in part, by the financial economy of its photographic 

industry—and vice versa; the two are indivisible.

Such a relationship becomes especially evident when looking at the standardisation 

of archaeological photographic practice in Britain itself.  While the history of this practice 

stretches back more than 150 years, it does not seem to be until about the turn of the 20th 

century that actual directives on appropriate technique begin to be outlined (e.g., Droop 

1915; Petrie 1904).  These tend to be presented in the context of short chapters in larger 

methodological volumes, or brief notes on the shooting and content of specific photos (e.g., 

Pitt Rivers 1898:116, 194).  So loose is the technique, however, that as late as 1936, O.G.S. 

Crawford can be found suggesting the development of a kind of ongoing informal column 

in Antiquity to share ideas.  As he puts it:

At the suggestion of several friends I propose to set down from time to time a few 
notes on photography arising for the most part out of practical experience…I do not 
pretend to possess expert knowledge of photography, or any theoretical background. 
This may however be an advantage, since few of my readers will possess it either, 
and what they want to know are the simpler things, such as lighting—if one may 
judge by results! (Crawford 1936a:351)

Crawford’s proposal intimates to me a lack of other appropriate resources (e.g., an 

established knowledge base) available for practitioners to reference.  Indeed, the subsequent 

issue of Antiquity implies as much, for Crawford cites the popularity of his column (based 
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337 As the Photo Lab documents, “these various small commissions were executed with a speed which caused a 
pleasant surprise in a clientele that had long been used to waiting a considerable time for work or doing 
without. 

The year was thus a full one, and the amount of work involved, particularly in the matter of the preparation 
of lanterns slides, rendered necessary the employment of a junior assistant towards the end of the year” (IoA 
1947:31).



on reader response) and reprints four letters wherein interested parties variously add to and 

attempt to correct Crawford’s notes, as well as encourage him to continue supplying them 

with “photographic hints.”338  

It only seems to be with Cookson’s sequence of articles in consecutive issues of the 

Archaeological News Letter in 1951 (which are ultimately translated into his 1954 textbook) 

that a substantial and dedicated volume is produced on the subject in the UK.  Even at this 

point—the mid-20th century—commentators on Cookson’s work (who aim to highlight its 

need) are still driven to remark on the lack of standards in archaeological photography, 

arguing that “It is an art that has been surprisingly neglected even by some excavators 

whose other work has been of a high standard”(Antiquity 1955:1).  Cookson and Wheeler 

tend to be credited with instigating modern ideals around site and artefact photography, 

including comprehensive recording, and the choreographing of clean, methodical, focused 

and reflectively-composed pictures (Dorrell 1989:7; Grimes 1973:xi; Guha 2005).  Upon its 

release, Cookson’s 1954 text is variously acknowledged as one-of-a-kind, with reviewers 

(both in the UK and the USA) urging, akin to Kenyon (1956:136; also see Frantz 1955; 

Sayles 1955), that it:

should be in the hands of every archaeological organization active in the field. If it 
is, perhaps we shall see fewer of the completely uninformative and unpleasing 
photographs which mar all too many archaeological reports.

Arguably, for nearly 15 years following its publication, this text stands as the singular and 

authoritative guide on the topic,339 after which a stream of comparable texts begins to 

emerge (e.g., Matthews 1968; Simmons 1969; Conlon 1973; see Murray 1970; also 
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338 These are the words of Grahame Clark who is recorded here as writing “I hope you will give us some more 
of these photographic hints. I hope by degrees to obtain useful records of all the innumerable sites in this West 
Cumberland area and any help towards good work is exceedingly welcome.” (Crawford 1936b:489).  
Interestingly, no other columns on the subject seem to appear in Antiquity following that of Crawford 1936b.

339 Cookson possibly assumed so as well, as it is suggested that just prior to his death he “felt it was time for 
another book on archaeological photography to be published” given that “techniques had advanced far beyond 
those mentioned in his own book” (Murray 1970:245).



references in Dorrell 1989:ix)—many, as per above, explicitly acknowledging their debt to 

Cookson himself, or following a very similar format of presentation and exposition.  His 

work would thus seem to be a turning point in the paving of systematic, exhaustive and 

definable archaeological photographic technique; a trendsetting manifesto on how 

photography in archaeology “should” (Kenyon 1956:135) be done.

What enables Cookson to pioneer this standardisation of technique prior to other 

practitioners is, I contend, the infrastructure offered by the IoA’s Photo Lab.  It allows for 

the repeated testing and refinement of practice over an extended period of time, utilising the 

diverse study materials of a range of different contractors.  In this scenario, the products of 

Cookson’s labour can be positively fed back into the (re)development of technique and the 

accumulation of a concrete base of knowledge, not to mention a concrete base of customers.  

Such an approach is not entirely unlike what OGS Crawford himself gets at when he writes, 

in praise of reader response to his Antiquity column on photography, that “Such public 

interchange of experiences ought to be mutually profitable”(1936b:490).  But Crawford’s 

column never solidifies into a regular feature and, as a short anecdotal reminiscence, it has 

neither the focus nor depth to deliver any kind of epistemological weight or consistency to 

the subject matter.  In contrast, Cookson has the facilities to turn informal practice into 

structured methodology—even in spite of the fact that he, firstly, is not a trained 

archaeologist and, secondly, is apparently only introduced to the topic upon meeting 

Wheeler.340  He is successful, I argue, because he is absorbed into a dedicated (albeit 

fledgling) archaeo-photographic environment341 with a pre-existing clientele that already 
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340 Interestingly, Cookson (1954:10) dedicates his textbook to “REMW”—Wheeler—“who taught me 
archaeology.”

341 Sir Robert Mond donates £300 towards the foundation and fitting of the Photo Lab prior to Cookson’s 
formal employment at the IoA (UoL Court Minute #75, 25 Jun 1937).



buys into a philosophy of systematic visual recording.342  Within such an environment, 

Cookson manufactures images that earn money—money which, in turn, is reinvested in the 

Institute and in the retention of Cookson himself as photographer.  The foundations for this 

approach are laid beforehand, most obviously at Maiden Castle where Cookson propagates 

a particular archaeological vision, and that vision is sold both to professionals (e.g., through 

publication: Wheeler 1943) and to the public (e.g., through media such as postcards (Figure 

7.1)), in turn generating wealth for continued excavation.  Although the circumstances at 

Maiden Castle deserve their own analysis, it is worth noting that the site (through the

 

Figure 7.1
Maiden Castle postcards, 1934-37 (DCM 1939.55.28.3.62/3).
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342 See Chapter 5 and UoL Court Minute #75, 25 Jun 1937.  The Institute already claims to have at least 6 
clients on hand prior to the opening of the Lab.  Cookson himself has worked for Wheeler, alongside the 
Society of Antiquaries and others, since the early 1930s and would likely be partially responsible for 
propounding such philosophy.



Maiden Castle Excavation Committee) then becomes a customer of the IoA,343 and the 

Institute subsequently uses it (alongside its handful of other clients) as a kind of guarantee 

to secure London University’s support.

At the IoA, such a cycle of production, consumption and leverage allows Cookson to 

perpetuate and develop his practice, assert his expertise, expand the IoA’s customer base, 

populate the British archaeological market with distinctive pictures, and amplify the Photo 

Lab itself to enable more and better-quality visual production over time.  Indeed, as 

described in Chapter 5, in its first few years of operation, the Photo Lab consistently 

increases its income and clientele, moving from work on 8 excavations in the summer of 

1937 to an inclusive total of 34 expeditions, 4 museums and 45 private clients between 1937 

and 1944.  Upon return from wartime, the trend continues, such that in terms of earnings, 

the Lab’s outputs garner approximately £177, £365, and £464 per year from 1945-46 to 

1947-48, which respectively amounts to about 10%, 18% and 24% of the Institute’s self-

derived income.344  While the total number of customers seems to fluctuate year-by-year,345 

by 1948-49, the Lab records a 25% increase in private clients, and implies that demand is so 

acute that it must rely on external contacts to assist with production.346  Moreover, by 

1949-50, Cookson reports a yield for the photo unit of £530—77% higher than estimated.  
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343 As Drew writes to Wheeler, “I am getting a steady pound or two a month for the sale of postcards, but I 
have still £49.0.0. to pay to the Institute for Photography!”(Drew to Wheeler, 10 May 1938; DCM 
1939.55.28.1.65/10). 

344 By self-derived, I mean all income generated from the IoA’s student fees, subscriptions, interest, book 
sales, and services, as opposed to special departmental subsidies from the university Senate.  See IoA 1937:21, 
1951:13; UoL Court Minutes, UoL Audited Accounts for 1945-46, 46-47, 47-48; UoL Court Minute #571, 24 
May 1944: APPENDIX A, Review of the Past Work of the IoA.

345 The IoA annual reports (1947, 1948, 1949) show the following:
1945-46: 38 private clients, 16 institutions (e.g., schools, museums, colleges, universities, government 
bodies), 6 excavation committees.
1946-47: 27 private clients, 10 institutions, 2 excavations
1947-48: 30 private clients, 9 institutions, 2 excavations

Beginning in 1948-49, there appears to be far less effort invested in quantifying clientele.

346 As the IoA (1950:10) puts it, “All the [photographic] demands have been different; all have been extremely 
urgent, but the wide contacts available have proved useful and have enabled all demands to be met on time.”



It is during this period of consumer growth that the Lab also sees entrepreneurial 

expansion, with the opening of the darkroom, the output of new and more substantial media 

(e.g., 10’ x 8’ maps; 30” x 24” prints), the loaning of equipment, the mass manufacture and 

lending of lantern slides, and the beginnings of film production (e.g., IoA 1949:20, 1950:11, 

12).  It institutes “improver periods” (practice time in the lab with photographic materials 

and lights) (IoA 1949:20), and as per above, starts to experiment with colourised 

photography.  No other contemporary British archaeological organisation appears to have 

visual resources and contacts on a commensurate scale, and it does not seem unexpected, 

then, that the IoA would stand at the frontline of methodological systematisation and 

advancement.  Indeed, taken together, what is meaningful here is that the creation and 

dissemination of the Institute’s photography makes possible proliferating and interrelated 

intellectual, economic and structural development.  And while the IoA clearly cannot know, 

as it packs itself away prior to WWII, of the Photo Lab’s likely post-war accomplishments, 

its prospects are nevertheless foreseeable.  The Institute is aware, by at least 1936, that 

Cookson is prepared to push on the boundaries of photographic productivity in archaeology

—e.g., not to relent in the face of problematic conditions (see fn. 316)—which means that 

his scholarly contributions to the subject are likely anticipated, and are arguably a factor in 

catalysing his initial employment with the Wheelers in the early-to-mid 1930s.  Moreover, 

by the start of 1937 (before the Photo Lab is founded), the Institute is highly cognisant that 

Cookson’s services are also lucrative; and they invest in him, in part, because they expect to 

generate funds off of his work.  Such expectation is blatant in materials prepared for 

presentation to the London University Court, wherein the IoA seeks approval for a 

“Photographic Studio” for reasons which include the fact that:

a trained photographer, (Mr. Cookson), who has for many years carried out 
archaeological photography for the Society of Antiquaries and other bodies, and is 
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thoroughly experienced in all branches of the work, is available at a salary of £300 
per year. A retention of his archaeological work through the Institute will, on the 
basis of his earnings during the past few years, bring in from £250 to £350 per 
annum (my emphasis).347 

As recorded in the official Court minutes, the Institute investigates the bankability of the 

Lab and its photographer in order to recommend them to the university:

The Committee had before it detailed estimates of the annual income which would 
be available for technical work of this kind from certain leading archaeological 
institutions and expeditions, and in particular had the advantage of the wide 
experience of the Society of Antiquaries in this matter…[T]he Committee have 
considered the appointment of a technical assistant at a salary of £6 a week, which 
on enquiry had been shown to be the suitable current wage; and, in view of the fact 
that this wage would, in all likelihood, be more than covered from the outset by the 
established income, the Committee recommends that, for an initial period of three 
years, a technical photographic assistant should be appointed at a weekly wage of 
£6; this expenditure to be offset against the income to be derived by the Institute 
from fees for the assistant’s technical services.348

In other words, the installation of this photo industry is a calculated move, premised upon 

both scholarly and financial forecasting.  Ultimately, the university approves the Lab in 

large part because the IoA has successfully asserted its economic solvency: the Lab will not 

have to draw on capital and “still less on Central funds” to operate.349

 As I see it then, as WWII sets in, the Institute has a reason to protect Cookson and 

his outputs above others.  To let Cookson’s contract expire without negotiation, or to put the 

photo archives at risk of obliteration, would be to potentially imperil the still-fragile 

institution’s progress.  These resources make things possible—cognitively and 

organisationally—in both the short and the long term.  And even in the absence of Cookson 

himself, they do work.  They circulate, attract attention and insinuate themselves into the 

practice of archaeologists beyond the Institute itself.  Even today they survive as postcards, 
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347 IoA Memo for Mgm Committee meeting, 25 Jun 1937.

348 UoL Court Minute #75, 25 Jun 1937.

349 Its solvency is helped along by a (recurrent) guarantee from Sir Alfred Wood to put £100 towards any 
deficit the Lab incurs (UoL Court Minutes #75 and #76, 25 June 1937).



slides, technical data, methodological treatises, and exhibition displays among other things.  

Such a capacity to ‘perform’ is what I understand to be at the core of the IoA’s decision to 

safeguard its photographic negatives in off-site storage.  They perform as archaeological 

records and interpretive tools (for which they are recognised as “irreplaceable” and 

intrinsically valuable), and they can be made to perform as money-earners and as surrogates 

for people, methods and the discipline as a whole.  Their attractiveness, therefore, goes far 

beyond the aesthetics of their composition or even the informativeness of their content, to 

encompass their full generative potential.  All visual media, I submit, behave (positively or 

negatively) as productive, bureaucratic objects, and the Institute of Archaeology is among 

those who recognise and actively exploit such power.  Indeed, as per below, it is precisely 

imagery’s generative potential which the IoA mobilises in the middle of wartime when it 

launches a touring, multi-copy photographic exhibition on the topic of the significance of 

archaeology for the British public.   

The IoA’s 1943 Photographic Exhibition: The Present Discovers the Past

 It is approximately a year after the end of negotiations over Cookson’s contract that 

documentary records begin to testify to the Institute’s development of an archaeological 

photographic show.  This period (mid to late 1942) is marked by relative dormancy for the 

Institute, with the meetings of its Management Committee revolving primarily around the 

mundanities of wartime accounting, insurance, staff, and bomb damage.350  Outside the IoA, 

circumstances seem to be comparable, with the Society of Antiquaries pronouncing that 

“Excavation, except in cases dictated by military emergency, has practically ceased, 

research based upon our national collections and archives is almost equally impossible, and 

the shortage of paper will soon operate imperatively on the extent and material quality of 
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our publications” (Clapham 1942:157).  Scholarly journals of the time (e.g., Antiquity, the 

Antiquaries Journal) do, in fact, see declines in content, such that Clark (1945:70), as editor 

of Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society, issues a disclaimer about publication standards 

possibly being affected in the longer-term.  Moreover, practitioners themselves are at risk—

subject to injury and death in battle—and as Clapham (1942:158) puts it, the discipline is 

suffering overall under the weight of a shortage of money, prospects, and youthful workers.  

In other words, the intellectual landscape of British archaeology, both within and outside the 

Institute, is taxed during WWII.  

 It is at this point that the IoA invests in a programme of exhibition development, 

recalling its strategy in 1929, 1932 and 1938 when, in times of need, it stages multiple 

shows spotlighting disciplinary achievement (see Chapters 4, 5).  Such shows directly 

coincide with pivotal moments of institutional evolution (or potential devolution), therein 

offering the IoA, as I have argued, the optics to prop up or push forward assorted appeals for 

economic and administrative support.  The prospect of another exhibition in the early 1940s 

makes sense in light of precedent, for it has the promise of delivering a presence and profile 

to the Institute that are otherwise absent during wartime.  It makes sense, too, in light of 

contemporary circumstance, for while archaeological enquiry may be waning, interest in the 

practice is not: academic societies continue to meet (Phillips 1945), government-sponsored 

excavations press on (albeit often under urgent, uncomfortable, and single-manned 

conditions (O’Neil 1948:23; also Champion 1996)),351 multiple general summaries of 

archaeological knowledge are published (Evans 1989:437), the IoA’s library stays in 

operation, and Zeuner alone receives nearly 100 research queries and sends over 600 letters 

between 1939-45 (IoA 1947).  This is important because it has been suggested that 
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comparable expository endeavours of the time (e.g., Hawkes’ 1946 state-financed 

archaeological film The Beginning of History)352 were essentially impractical and unneeded 

(Hawkes 1946).  I contend, however, that such endeavours represent exactly what was 

needed both to advance and give status to the discipline (including establishments like the 

Institute), and to forward modern governmental and ideological agendas (see below).

That politicking is central to the production of the IoA’s 1943 exhibition is evident in 

the first formal documentation of its design in October 1942.  At a regular meeting of the 

Management Committee, attendees are prepped to “consider organising an exhibition of 

photographs, illustrating archaeology and modern life” via the circulation of a “scheme” on 

the proposed content.353  The vision here is of a showcase of 250-300 photographs affixed to 

moveable panels, with many of the prints and negatives coming directly from the Institute’s 

own archives.  These, of course, are the only remnant artefacts available to the IoA for 

presentation given its aforementioned storage policy—and, as in the past, it is prepared to 

take advantage of them.  As the Institute frames the situation,

The purpose of the exhibition [is] to explain something of the aims and methods of 
modern scientific archaeology to the general public, and to encourage them to co-
operate in schemes for the preservation of archaeological remains and the proper 
handling of chance discoveries. Such an exhibition was desirable at the time for 
various reasons. Archaeology was not being kept before the eyes of the public by 
excavations. Museums at the present time had space for such exhibitions. There 
were a number of semi-official bodies which were interested in circulating such 
exhibitions…354

The original organisational notes envisage the display as a five-part ensemble to be 

presented first at the London Museum, then sent on tour through other local venues (Figure 
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352 For a recent but brief analysis of the film, see Finn 2000.

353 IoA Mgm Committee Agenda, 2 Oct 1942.

354 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Oct 1942.



7.2).355  At its crux is an undisguised attempt to assert archaeology’s worth during a 

turbulent period for the discipline, and thus, by extension, to shore up institutions like the 

London Museum and the IoA.  What is clear is that its every aspect—from planning to 

content to sponsorship and advertisement—betrays the agitprop underlying its construction.  

As Clapham publicises to the Society of Antiquaries,

I may perhaps also refer to the quite admirable photographic exhibition staged at the 
London Museum by the Institute of Archaeology...It represents in graphic and very 
telling form the subjects, methods, and results of excavation and field-archaeology 
in this country and will, I hope, do much to broadcast the interest and appeal alike 
of modern archaeological methods and their results. The exhibition was initiated by 
the Deputy-Director, Miss Kathleen Kenyon, and arranged and staged by Miss 
Margot Eates (Clapham 1943:89; my emphasis).

At this point in time, Eates appears to be working simultaneously for the London 

Museum and the Institute,356 and is intimately involved in the production of comparable 

presentations for the Museum’s audiences during the war.  In fact, because the Museum’s 

permanent galleries are dismantled and dispersed at the outbreak of hostilities (see above), 

Eates and Wheeler’s secretary Beatrice de Cardi together initiate a lantern slide lecture 

programme in 1940 on the assumption that it is the “only way in which we could interest the 

public.”357  By 1942 they also launch a programme of temporary exhibitions of images, 

prompted in part, it seems, by the significant population of troops in London.  The first such 

show is planned, as Eates describes it, to “illustrate buildings of historic interest which, as 

the result of enemy action, can no longer be seen in their original state…I feel that the 

addition of a certain number of photographs of damage done to these buildings, beside 

possessing a distinct propaganda value, would appeal to a rather wider public” (my 
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355 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Oct 1942, Attachment: ‘Rough draft of a scheme for the proposed 
Photographic Exhibition, illustrating Archaeology and Modern Life.’

356 Eates to Wheeler, 5 Sept 1939; UCL WHEELER/B/6/1.

357 de Cardi to Miss E Jeffries Davis, 22 Jan 1940; MoL archives, DC4, 1940.



Figure 7.2
“Rough draft of a scheme for the proposed Photographic Exhibition, illustrating 
Archaeology and Modern Life” (IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Oct 1942). Image 
courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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emphasis).358  Nine months on, the Institute (through Eates, and with de Cardi’s support at 

the London Museum) begins preparatory work on its “The Present Discovers the Past” 

exposition,359,360 which is initially included within the Museum’s exhibition schedule, and is 

ultimately spread across the UK through the machinations of the state and the armed forces.  

 Beyond planning notes and cursory Management Committee meeting briefings, 

records of the IoA’s exhibition are limited to a single photograph (in the Institute’s archives) 

Figure 7.3
Launch of The Present Discovers the Past, 25 March 1943 (Evans 1987: Plate 11). 
Image courtesy of UCL Institute of Archaeology.
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358 Eates to The Chief Architect, London County Council, 16 Jan 1942; MoL archives, DC4, 1942-43.

359 de Cardi recalls her detailed involvement in the execution of this show but such involvement goes 
unacknowledged in most of the archived correspondence and records (Interview with B. de Cardi, 12 May 
2010).

360 Note that in early documentation on the exhibition, it is sometimes titled ‘The Present Rediscovers the 
Past.’  



of Kenyon and London Museum trustee Lord Harewood at its launch on 25 March 1943 

(Figure 7.3), and a series of media reports on the event.  Relatively substantial articles are 

published in the BBC’s Listener and in Country Life—the latter authored by Eates herself—

while the Illustrated London News prints a full-page pictorial display of components of the 

show (Figure 7.4).  From this coverage it is apparent that although the exhibition is 

partitioned into sections on (1) analogies between the present and past, (2) archaeological 

sites, (3) artefacts, (4) methods, and (5) public/state responsibility for the archaeological 

record, special emphasis is given to those parts concerned with analogy and technique, in 

particular the technique of aerial photography.  Visitors, therefore, are witness to Roman 

roadblocks juxtaposed with modern British roadblocks; Roman tile floors with modern 

parquet floors; Iron Age crockery with modern dishware; even ‘ancient’ excavation methods 

juxtaposed with contemporary (Wheelerian) methods (Figure 7.5).  They are then 

confronted with a series of air photos that themselves are used to reveal such parallels (i.e., 

capturing current and archaic roads within the same frame (Figure 7.6)), or that otherwise 

operate to expose to audiences that which might never have been exposed had wartime 

activities and government engagement not demanded aerial survey (Figure 7.7).  

Unsurprising in light of the organisers and the available display material, the Institute’s own 

sites—as well as those of some of its clients—have a critical presence within the exhibition, 

with views of Maiden Castle, for example, arguably utilised to lionise the IoA’s 

methodology and further hint at parallels between modern and ancient sites/practices of 

warfare and defence (Figures 7.8 and 7.9).  Such images are then bound together into a clear 

manifesto on the necessity of attending to the archaeological record during and after 

wartime.  As Lord Harewood (keynote speaker at the exhibition’s opening) purportedly 

argues, “archaeologists should not lose the opportunity of studying bombed sites” whose 
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Figure 7.4
The IoA’s 1943 exhibition featured in the Illustrated London News, 3 April 1943. 
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remains “would not be available for long.”361 Or as Eates indicates in her various 

commentaries on the show, the war offers an opportunity “which will probably never be 

repeated” to investigate ancient London,362 just as archaeology offers access to “part of a 

national heritage, whose importance can hardly be over-estimated” (Eates 1943:655).  To 

invest in the field, thus, is to invest in cultural advancement: “An enlightened community 

Figure 7.5
Eates’ coverage of the IoA’s 1943 exhibition in Country Life: “Excavation of a 
Round Barrow 100 Years Ago” in comparison to “The Excavation of the 
Eastern Entrance at Maiden Castle” (Eates 1943:656).
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361 Evening News, 26 Mar 1943; MoL archives DC 11/9.

362 Middlesex Advertiser, 13 Oct 1944; MoL archives DC 11/9.



must concern itself with its own past: archaeological research is thus seen to be a matter of 

moment to every citizen” (Corder 1943).

Figure 7.6
The IoA’s 1943 exhibition as presented in 
The Listener: Roman roads in comparison to modern roadways (Corder 1943).
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Figure 7.7
Aerial photographic footage from the IoA’s 1943 exhibition reproduced in Country Life 
(Eates 1943:655).
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Figure 7.8
IoA sites and cutting-edge methods on display in the Institute’s publicity of 
its 1943 exhibition (Eates 1943:654).
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Figure 7.9
Ancient and modern defence systems juxtaposed; detail of Figure 7.4, from 
the Illustrated London News, 3 April 1943.

Figure 7.10
“...the excavator applying to his site a technique analogous to a skilled 
surgeon” (Corder 1943); detail of Figure 7.5, from Country Life, 9 
April 1943 (Eates 1943:656).
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 I would suggest that the Institute stands to profit on at least two levels from the 

construction of the exhibition as such.  In the first instance, by dedicating an entire 

component of the presentation to “modern scientific method,” the IoA can continue to 

substantiate archaeology’s (and its own) claim to scientific legitimacy and to its rightful 

place in the academy.  Eates is reportedly anxious to differentiate between past perceptions 

of the discipline as a “dry as dust subject, fit only for students of mature years and great 

learning,” and current practice which had been “revolutionised” by scientific technique.363  

Corder’s statement on the exhibition more explicitly betrays its logic, explaining that the 

methodology-oriented displays “should make good the claim of archaeology to be ranked as 

a science,” and noting that images such as Figure 7.10 “show the excavator applying to his 

site a technique analogous to a skilled surgeon” (Corder 1943).  The featured photographs 

are also singled out as original technical data and primary research documents, with the 

implication being that the science is effectively alive in the exhibition room; immediately at 

hand for audiences to experience.  This point is significant given that the pictures tend to be 

produced by, or spotlight the products of, the IoA itself.364  In other words, the Institute 

seems to be building a case here for its position at the pulse of rigorous, new knowledge-

making.  Indeed, presaging the establishment of the sub-field of contemporary archaeology 

by an apparent 30 years (Buchli and Lucas 2001), Eates announces in relation to the exhibit 

that “Archaeology ends yesterday.”365  In so doing, she sets it, and the discipline as a whole, 

at the forefront of the modern world.

 Simultaneously, the IoA looks to be wielding the exhibition in order to play on 
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363 Middlesex Advertiser, 13 Oct 1944; MoL archives DC 11/9.

364 As Corder (1943) puts it, “Here the photographs are not called upon to act as substitutes for works of art 
that are no longer available in war time or are too widely scattered to be brought together, but are for the most 
part first-hand material of archaeological research in recent years, so arranged as to appeal to the expert as 
well as the uninstructed.”

365 Middlesex Advertiser, 13 Oct 1944; MoL archives DC 11/9.



sentiments of loss, urgency and critical self-consciousness prompted by the war.  Such 

sentiments are particularly transparent in its analogical displays, which are appreciated as 

putting “pictures of ancient finds next door to modern photographs so that we may see by its 

[the exhibition’s] light how far or how little we have progressed.”366  The general trend in 

newspaper reportage on the event is recognition of the indistinguishability of life across 

time: as the Nottingham Guardian encapsulates it, “Solomon was certainly right when he 

declared there was nothing new under the sun.”367  The photographs—e.g., of weapons, 

blockades and defensive structures—seem to give the impression of Britain equipping and 

protecting itself in consistent fashion over the long term.  In fact, underlying the overall 

exhibition is arguably an assertion of archaeology’s ability to both anticipate the future and 

buttress the present.  Eates, in promoting the exhibition, suggests as much in writing that 

“For the formation of a living tradition, from which new ways of life and thought may grow, 

for understanding of the present, and for the just valuation of contemporary achievements 

and contemporary failures, a knowledge of the past is essential” (1943:655).  Wrapped into 

such moralising is a sense that good can still come of WWII—and any further devastation 

minimised—if only priority is given to the investigation of newly-exposed archaeological 

sites.  This sense is apparent in various proclamations of the “unique” and “unprecedented 

opportunities” or the “‘heaven-sent’ chance of excavating” afforded by wartime, which now, 

to be realised, hang on the “good will of the public.”368  The exhibition actually pushes its 

ideology even further by concluding its display with a section on the government’s past 

investments in the discipline (e.g., in the form of the Ministry of Works, the Ordnance 

Survey, and the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments) in an apparent 
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366 Manchester Guardian, 31 Mar 1943; MoL archives DC 11/9.

367 Nottingham Guardian, 3 Apr 1943, also Eastern Daily Press, 3 Apr 1943; MoL archives DC 11/9.

368 Irish Independent, 2 Apr 1943; Yorkshire Post, 26 Mar 1943; Nottingham Guardian, 3 Apr 1943; Times, 26 
Mar 1943; MoL archives DC 11/9.



appeal to the nation to continue such investment in the future.  According to Corder (1943), 

“the tasks confronting the archaeologist in the post-war years are likely to be of a magnitude 

beyond the means of British Archaeology unaided by the State.”  

As I see it, the overall approach here is one of trading on wartime perturbations for 

the benefit of disciplinary growth.  The IoA aims to capitalise on sensitivities to WWII 

degeneration and post-war regeneration by insinuating itself into the minds of the public and 

the state as the organisation best equipped to manage the future of the field.  Tying together 

the exhibition is a scheme to engage and commit Britain to its archaeological record.  This 

is perhaps best articulated in related media coverage, wherein the Times speaks of the 

show’s aim “to vindicate the relevance of archaeology to modern life,” or in the Yorkshire 

Evening Press where Lord Harewood is said to contend that “our archaeological monuments 

can compare in beauty with any others, and that the best methods of interesting the public in 

them is to emphasise their beauty and romance.”369  The scheme naturally depends on 

appropriate expert bodies to command the science, and the Institute is perfectly—

ineluctably—situated to take on such a role: it is the designer of the exhibition; its 

methodology is prioritised within the exhibition; its sites are forefronted; its outputs form 

the basis of the show; and its name is broadcast across the press in relation to the event.370  

In this way, the IoA arguably becomes impossible to ignore as the future of Britain’s past.

 For the Institute to employ the medium of temporary exhibition to position itself as 

the keystone of modern archaeology is unsurprising owing to the lack of other proselytising 
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369 Yorkshire Evening Press, 20 Apr 1943.

370 From my investigations, at least 16 newspapers/periodicals publish more than 20 articles on the exhibition: 
Manchester Guardian (2 articles); Times; Country Life; Listener; Yorkshire Post; Eastern Daily Press; 
Nottingham Guardian; Evening News; Irish Independent; Evening Standard; Yorkshire Evening Press; 
Middlesex Advertiser; Museums Journal (2 notes); Illustrated London News; Western Independent (2 articles); 
Scotsman (5 articles). Not all of these, however, refer directly to the IoA. Given similarities in content, it is 
likely that Eates issued a press release in conjunction with the show which was then modified by the various 
news outlets.



tools available at the time.  The BBC’s TV service is suspended; the IoA’s classes and 

lecture series have been shut down; its commercial visual industry is severely curtailed; St. 

John’s Lodge is virtually abandoned; and the Institute has just two people left on staff.  

Through Eates, however, it does have access to the London Museum where a successful 

schedule of temporary exhibitions has already been set in place.  This is important because 

the IoA thus gets inserted into an expository operation wherein, as I read it, an unmistakable 

propagandising initiative is already at work.  When Wheeler is recruited to the Museum in 

1926, it is understood to be flailing under the weight of pedantry, nepotism and insufficient 

funds (Sheppard 1991).  Much like at the IoA, Wheeler’s early service as Keeper is marked 

by a complete lack of reliable endowment, and moreover, by an expectation that he will 

offer much-needed oversight to the excavation, recording and protection of the history of 

London.371  While it is beyond the scope of this thesis to analyse the history of the Museum, 

Wheeler and his team are credited with orchestrating there a series of events and activities—

many of an explicitly optical nature—that increase the academic and more general celebrity 

(not to mention finances) of the institution (Sheppard 1991).  These include temporary 

exhibitions, particularly of loaned objects, which are complemented by saleable catalogues 

and by the prospect that the loaned items might ultimately be absorbed into the Museum’s 

permanent collections (thereby enlarging its holdings at a time when virtually all 

acquisitions had ceased)(1991:106).372  Importantly, Eates and de Cardi’s exhibitions, I 

contend, follow a similar mould.  They are instigated at a point when the Museum is under 
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371 As PW Lovell (Organising Secretary of the London Society) writes to Lord Burnham regarding Wheeler’s 
eventual post at the Museum, “At a meeting of the Council of the London Society on Wednesday last we were 
told it is possible that the Curatorship of the London Museum may be vacant shortly. My Council feel that 
very considerable importance attaches to this post, for its occupant is alone in being solely concerned with the 
historical evidences of London in the past… Whoever is chosen to preside over the work of the London 
Museum might render a great service to the history of London by keeping in touch with all disturbed sites, and 
we would urge that the appointment be given to one who amongst other necessary qualifications is a keen and 
experienced archaeologist” (UCL WHEELER/N/10/1).

372 Morley (2001:57) is clear that it was a common practice of institutions in the mid-20th century to rely on 
temporary exhibits of loaned materials to build up permanent collections.  Also see discussion in Chapter 8.



threat of commandeering, and when the task of protecting London’s archaeology is being 

eclipsed by day-to-day warfare.373  Thus these exhibitions lend a sense of activity to the 

Museum, arguably helping to temporarily avert its full occupation by the government, not to 

mention raise the profile of London’s heritage.  Indeed, Sheppard (1991:113) notes that 

visitor levels return to near pre-war figures following the Museum’s partial reopening in 

1942.  

 In engineering such shows—and the IoA’s show in particular—the London Museum 

calls upon a long tradition of ephemeral practices of object presentation which today are 

arguably epitomised by so-called “blockbuster” exhibitions.  Herein materials are drawn 

together from various sources, subject to significant financial investment, often toured 

through multiple sites, and wielded so as to attract substantial audience numbers (Bradburne 

2001).  While denigrated for their commercialising, sensationalising repercussions (e.g., 

Shaman 1995), it is precisely because of these commercial, sensational possibilities that I 

contend temporary exhibitions are assembled by organisations like the Institute.  Such 

motivation is evident even in 18th century incarnations of transitory expositions, whose 

earliest aims are, foremost, economic gain and trade stimulus (Greenhalgh 1988).  The very 

essence of these shows is their lucrative, flexible, embellish-able forms which can be 

manipulated into critical modes of spectacle for wide-ranging populations over time (e.g., 

Toulmin 2006).  Archaeological exhibitions themselves have at least a 200 year history, 

often being bound into political doctrines of the era (Barbanera 2008).  Some such shows, 

for example the prehistoric archaeology-themed Histoire du travail exhibits of the 1867 and 

1889 French Expositions Universelles, seem to exploit precisely the same topical concepts 

as the IoA, including demonstrations of ‘proper’ archaeological practice, and juxtapositions 
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373 London Museum’s Lancaster House is itself subject to severe damage by bombing (Sheppard 1991:113).



of modern and ancient objects to “help to estimate the achievements of the present by 

comparison with the past” (Müller-Scheessel 2001:391).374  These exhibits are 

unequivocally intended to glorify national identities and boost cultural presumptions of 

superiority.375  Even within local British archaeological societies of the 19th century, 

temporary exhibitions of artefacts (as manifestations of (visual) narratives about prehistory) 

stand as primary means of crafting solidarity and expert consensus between learned 

communities (Chung 2002).  Larger organisations, too, such as the Society of Antiquaries, 

are dependent from their inception upon ephemeral exhibitionary performances to secure 

intellectual buy-in from members (Evans 2007).   Indeed, by 1943, contemporaneous with 

the IoA’s show, the Society can be seen devising its own public exhibition on “Early 

Illustrations of British Archaeology” to launch in the spring of 1944 and subsequently tour 

through other UK venues.376  Even today the Society continues to mount temporary shows 

(e.g., the 2007 Making History exhibition) whose intent (if not actual outcome) is arguably 

to inflate the institution’s visibility and economic viability.  

 The Institute and the London Museum are thus not unique in exploiting this medium.  

In fact, Morley (2001:56) argues that wartime evacuation of collections and galleries was 

linked to the launch of various temporary exhibitions in institutions around the world.  

However, what distinguishes the IoA’s show amongst the London Museum’s larger 

exhibition line-up in WWII, I believe, is the patronage that it receives from two different 

semi-official arms of the government.  Even whilst the show is still a blueprint on paper (see 
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374 Unlike the IoA’s 1943 exhibition, however, those of the Expositions Universelles were not intended to 
prompt reflection on any possible similarities between lifeways, but rather highlight differences based on 
supposed evolutionary ‘progress’ over time.

375 Even the Institute’s show is purported to have a display of artefact images “chosen largely for [their] artistic 
merit, and arranged chronologically, presenting a co-ordinated background to British artistic 
achievement” (IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Oct 1942, Attachment: ‘Rough draft of a scheme for the 
proposed Photographic Exhibition, illustrating Archaeology and Modern Life.’

376 Notes in the Society of Antiquaries’ Council Minutes document the Yorkshire Museum as one such venue: 
25 May 1944, SoA Council Minutes, Vol XIII.



Figure 7.2), the IoA announces that:

The Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts had been approached, and 
had agreed to circulate the exhibition and defray the cost of preparation up to £25. It 
was estimated that this sum would cover the cost, in view of the considerable 
amount of material available at the Institute.377

After the war, the IoA reports that it actually prepares five separate copies of the same 

exhibition, “one of which was circulated by the Council for the Encouragement of Music 

and the Arts [CEMA] to museums and galleries, and four by the Army Bureau of Current 

Affairs [ABCA] to army units” (IoA 1947:10).  In other words, two entities distinct from the 

Institute become paraders of its visual output: the ABCA (a wartime educational initiative) 

and CEMA (a wartime cultural initiative and the progenitor of today’s Arts Council 

England). 

 How the IoA initially establishes contact with these organisations is unclear, 

although members of CEMA’s administration have ties to the London Museum, including 

through museum trustee Lord Esher, and through Sir Kenneth Clark with whom Eates is in 

correspondence (about Ministry of Information-related business) in the early 1940s.378  

Moreover, the Museum is already partially at the disposal of the government for official 

entertainment purposes,379 and Kenyon herself is linked to war efforts through her work at 

the Red Cross (not to mention her labour to stave off St. John’s Lodge’s requisitioning by 

the RAF380).  Regardless, both the ABCA and CEMA have pedagogical ambitions and 

corporate/human networks that would likely have been very attractive to the Institute.  In 

the former, these are borne out of a programme of army education administered by Britain’s 
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377 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Oct 1942.

378 Eates to Sir Kenneth Clark, 7 Jan 1941; UCL WHEELER N/10/1.

379 Eventually, Lancaster House is overtaken by the Foreign Office and still today remains under government 
control.

380 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 23 Feb 1942, and 19 Dec 1942.



War Office between 1941 and 1945, and initiated with the intent of counteracting apathy 

and inspiring conviction amongst troops waiting for deployment (Crang 1996; Summerfield 

1981).  The ABCA’s (1945) own handbook writes that the organisation’s 

primary purpose was to fortify the morale of our troops. The procedure devised for 
that purpose was the democratic one of free discussion. It was laid down by the 
Army Council that troops should not merely be permitted to look the hard facts of 
current affairs in the face but that they should do so in the “King’s Time.”

In this obligatory scheme, officers would conduct discussions (during working hours) with 

servicemen on topical issues stimulated, in part, by the content of two bi-weekly army-

issued bulletins: War (concerned with military affairs) and Current Affairs (concerned with 

local and international matters).  The first issue of Current Affairs speaks of it as an 

“experiment” in “mental leadership, civic leadership”;381 and, as Crang (1996) documents, 

the ABCA is elaborated over time to encompass skills-training and anticipatory post-war 

professional development.  Indeed, the ABCA’s director WE Williams (1945:7) indicates 

that troops are ultimately confronted with at least 6 to 8 hours of such education per week.  

Critical for the Institute of Archaeology, however, is that the discussion aspect of the 

scheme is complemented by (amongst other activities) an exhibition series.  As the army 

puts it,

ABCA has prepared for circulation a considerable number of small but attractive 
pictorial exhibitions for display in Information Rooms, Canteens, Quiet Rooms, 
Army Study Centres, Recreation Rooms, etc. The themes of these exhibitions 
include such topics as: Neighbourhood Unit; Plastics; Paper-making; Public Library; 
The Far East; India; Design for Living; Yugoslavia; Symphony Orchestra; Road to 
Democracy; Local Government; Meet Your MP; Mutual Aid; War Artists, Pictures 
and Picture-making; Architecture (ABCA 1945).

In correspondence with CEMA about its potential provision of certain exhibits, Williams 

indicates that they are intended as travelling displays to undergird the ABCA’s talks and 
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381 Current Affairs: A Background Bulletin Published Fortnightly by the Army Bureau of Current Affairs, 
Number 1, 27 Sep 1941.



discussion sessions.382  The IoA’s The Present Discovers the Past show looks to become a 

part of this travelling brigade, although the precise terms of its participation are obscure.  It 

is unclear, in other words, just how much exposure the show is subject to across army units, 

and indeed it is even unclear how widely the supposedly ‘compulsory’ credo of the ABCA is 

respected and how welcoming troops actually are of its content (Crang 1996:223-226).  

Still, less than a year after the exhibition’s launch at London Museum, four copies appear to 

deployed to the ABCA (a quantity that seems reasonable given that the displays apparently 

consist solely of duplicated images pasted onto cardboard (see Figure 7.3)).383  Eates is in 

communication with the ABCA’s administration in January 1944 to sort out the supply of 

two of these copies:

I understand from Miss de Cardi that you are anxious to have the invoices of the 
exhibition ‘The Present Discovers the Past’. Two more copies are waiting here until 
the crate maker can deliver the last crates. These are promised shortly…The four 
exhibitions do not contain exactly the same number of panels, as certain omissions 
were made in one or two of the later copies, for various reasons—mainly because I 
felt that they were redundant. The address at the head of this letter [IoA] is the 
official one for the exhibition, but I am, of course, to be found not there but at the 
London Museum.384

By April 1944, during a period when the London Museum is in turmoil due to its 

requisitioning by the Ministry of Works and to de Cardi’s resignation for Foreign Office 

employment in China, Eates’ assistant at the Museum is again in contact with the ABCA 

about delivery of “the rest of the Exhibition and…revising the numbers of the sets already 

dispatched. The worry of her [Eates’] mother’s long illness, the taking over of the Museum 
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382 Williams to Miss Glasgow (CEMA Secretary), 28 Aug 1941; V&A Folder EL 1/14: CEMA Council Paper 
105.

383 In fact, multi-copy exhibits are not uncommon within the ABCA programme.  Writing of the architect Ernö 
Goldfinger’s exhibitionary contributions to ABCA (on topics ranging from “Cinema” to “Planning Your 
Kitchen”), Warburton (2003:91) notes that “Goldfinger planned these exhibitions with great skill, combining 
photographs, captions, drawings, diagrams and informative maps...Multiple copies were made of the panels so 
that an exhibition could be shown simultaneously to several different army units, if necessary fitting into a box 
on the back of a motorcycle.”

384 Eates to Miss Murray, 20 Jan 1944; MoL archives DC4, General Correspondence, 1944.



and the departure of Miss de Cardi has set every thing at sixes and sevens, but we hoping 

[sic] to be able to get things straight at last.”385  

 Amongst extant records, the aforementioned letters seem to represent the sum of the 

Institute’s direct communications with the ABCA.  However their subtext suggests that at 

least two of the IoA’s exhibition copies are in the possession of the military by early 1944, 

poised for distribution, if not already touring the country.  As such, the Institute is 

immediately positioned to profit from them.  Indeed, their very engagement by the ABCA 

means that they are absorbed into a project whose purpose is, effectively, to compel people 

to deliberate and debate their subject matter.  In the ideal case, groups of 30 to 40 troops are 

brought together at one time under a regimental officer who is obliged to “supply his men 

with information and…encourage them to think and he must regard this as an integral part 

of his task. It must become part of the soldier’s life like his dinner or his sport or his route 

march.”386  In so doing, the Institute and the larger discipline of archaeology are hoisted 

inexorably into the knowledge bases of a broad viewership which is potentially otherwise 

ignorant of the field.  Even in the most unfortunate case where the IoA’s exhibition is 

ignored, mocked or seen by no one, its inclusion in the ABCA’s programme is still 

epistemologically meaningful.  This is not least because, in being embraced by the ABCA, 

the show is naturally slipped into a discourse about current affairs.  For the ABCA is 

instigated to grapple with professedly pressing, modern-day issues, and via its enlistment in 

the scheme, archaeology is thus made a proxy for such issues.  In an almost surreptitious 

manoeuvre, then, the subject of the past is made a matter of the present, and notions of the 

discipline being an antiquated—or, as per Eates, ‘dry as dust’—pursuit are set up to be 

overthrown.  
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The situation is perhaps even more auspicious for the Institute, for the ABCA’s 

mandate seems as much concerned with assisting people to reintegrate and rebuild after the 

war, as to boost morale in the present.  The organisation’s Current Affairs bulletin, for 

instance, is said to be partly intended

to advise soldiers how to look after their interests when they get back to civil life. 
What the solider does with his life is for him, and nobody else, to decide. But it is 
ABCA’s job to furnish him with hard facts on which he can make up his mind (for 
example) whether to set up a one-man business or go to Canada or train to become 
an architect (Williams 1945:4).  

There is arguably a direct relationship, then, between career opportunities/development and 

the ABCA’s content, and the Institute seems perfectly braced to exploit this link given that it 

creates an exhibition about the urgency of attending to Britain’s undeveloped and expectant 

archaeological record.  To paraphrase from Summerfield (1981:158), many within the War 

Office at this time understood the function of army education programmes like the ABCA to 

be centred on highlighting the greater social aims of the war, and inspiring people around 

the issue of post-conflict reconstruction.  Indeed, the ABCA seems to commission CEMA to 

produce or solicit travelling shows precisely on this topic.  As Williams writes to CEMA’s 

secretary,

One type of exhibition on which we should like to concentrate is the kind which 
reveals problems of town planning, and, as you know, one such exhibition – “Living 
in Cities – is already on tour under the auspices of CEMA. During the next few 
months we should like several more exhibitions of this kind and should, of course, 
be prepared to pay CEMA for providing them. My immediate purpose is to discover 
whether CEMA is willing to act as our agent for this particular form of provision. 
The precise terms we can discuss later on.387

It is not inconceivable that the IoA’s own exhibition is a product of such a commission 

since, ultimately, it is CEMA that sponsors its construction (see below).  Moreover, the 

Institute’s interest in assembling the show is clearly partly galvanised by a concern for city 
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planning, albeit in the form of encouraging preservation.  By being installed in this sort of 

programme, archaeology is arguably pushed forward as a virtual necessity of post-war life.  

It represents job prospects; it represents an informed and considerate future; it represents—

literally—a form of recovery from WWII confrontations.  More importantly, in the context 

of the exhibition, it represents (and is represented by) the IoA.  Herein, then, the Institute is 

inflated into the archetype of the practice—the inevitable undercurrent being that it is 

insinuated as the archaeological organisation with the vision and technique to guide Britons 

into the post-war world.  

 It is critical that, beyond the ABCA, the IoA’s 1943 exhibition is also subscribed to 

by the Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts.  Not only does such 

subscription propel the Institute’s potential audience further upwards (in terms of numbers) 

and across the UK, but so too does it allow The Present Discovers the Past to materialise in 

the first place.  CEMA itself is an outgrowth of a quasi-independent committee (the 

Committee for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts) launched in December 1939 

through the philanthropy of the Pilgrim Trust.  As CEMA’s own records explain, its intent 

was to “meet an immediate, war-time problem: the sudden isolation of country places 

during the first winter black-out, the concentration of workers in new centres, and the 

collapse of all ordinary sources of theatre and music” (CEMA 1944a:2).  By the spring of 

1940, the committee is restructured into a “Council,” and the government begins to invest in 

the project via a grant to the Board of Education.  Two years later, as the IoA embarks upon 

the planning of its exhibition, CEMA finds itself fully absorbed into the government 

hierarchy, and John Maynard Keynes takes over as its chairman with the support of 

individuals like Sir Kenneth Clark and WE Williams (of the ABCA).
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 While the history and significance of CEMA is described in detail elsewhere (e.g., 

Leventhal 1990; Weingärtner 2006), it is generally understood to mark the dawn of the 

institutionalisation of state arts sponsorship in Great Britain.  Prior to this, the government 

appears to endorse a position of complete detachment from the arts which is only 

overturned when the boredom and cultural desolation of early WWII (incited, in part, by 

state-imposed blackouts on public events) begins to be interpreted as a threat to British war 

efforts.  To counteract such threat, CEMA instigates a three-pronged artistic programme 

focused on music (e.g., musical concerts which are toured through factory canteens; musical 

advisers who travel around giving artistic assistance to local musical groups and societies), 

theatre (e.g., drama advisors; touring dramatic performances) and fine art (e.g., travelling art 

exhibitions).388  As one survey of the programme tersely summarises it, 

The main achievement of CEMA has been to introduce the artist to a new audience, 
the people of town or village to a new experience. The war has discovered a new 
demand and a new supply, and CEMA is the channel between them...
In practice, this is a justification of the dual policy of maintaining a high artistic 
standard and carrying it to the slums.389

At least until its evolution into the Arts Council of Great Britain in 1945, CEMA is 

implicated in a loaded form of cultural production that negotiates between welfarist visions, 

educational ideals and the cultivation of connoisseurship.  Indeed, the purpose of its 

programmes is miscellaneously articulated as “meet[ing] the clamant demand from the 

people for good art”;390 “encourag[ing] people to develop the habit of looking at pictures 

and screen displays with an educational purpose”;391 and doing “pioneer work among 
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unsophisticated communities.”392  Tangled up in such doctrine is an ideological 

infrastructure that is ripe for exploitation by an organisation like the IoA.  This 

infrastructure sees CEMA’s products being distributed in mass fashion through communities 

of variable socio-economic standing in an apparent attempt to “democratise highbrow 

culture” (Weingärtner 2006:133).  In so doing, these products are invested in a campaign to 

impose upon audiences a sense of ‘good taste’—of what is (and, by exclusion, is not) 

“intrinsically valuable” to the nation (2006:104)—and thus to mould the British populace 

into a specific form of culturally-conscious devotee.  By participating in such an operation, 

the Institute is positioned to gain not just widespread exposure, but, by implication, status as 

a requisite component of a discriminating society.

 It is to CEMA’s art exhibition division that the IoA first applies for financial and 

administrative underwriting of its photographic show.  As per CEMA’s records, this division 

is involved in the management of a varied schedule of visual displays—a schedule that, by 

the end of 1941, has

extended steadily, but is still nowhere near meeting the demand. The organisation 
now includes collections of reproductions, objects of industrial design, autographic 
prints, and an exhibition of charts and photos on town-planning…as well as original 
paintings. They were shown at first in the more obvious places, such as art schools 
and public libraries, but are now lent to every kind of club and settlement, to 
churches and increasingly to factory canteens, industrial hostels and military 
camps...393

By early 1943, CEMA reports organising in the previous 12 month period 326 exhibitions 

of paintings, prints and reproductions, and displays of architecture, design and 

typography;394 and data suggest an average attendance of upwards of 3400 viewers per 

show (CEMA 1943a).  It is during this period that the IoA submits a plan to CEMA’s art 
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board on the topic of “Archaeology in Modern Life.”  As the board announces on 21 

September 1942, “A photographic exhibition has been proposed by the Institute of 

Archaeology. The blueprint submitted indicates that an attractive exhibition could be made. 

The total cost of preparation is estimated at £40 of which the Institute offers to pay £15. An 

oral report will be given on the scope of the exhibition.”395  While no archive of the oral 

report seems to exist, by 29 September, CEMA signals approval of the project (alongside 

another organisation’s exhibit on “English landscapes of the 18th and early 19th centuries”) 

and allocates £25 to the task.396  In the ensuing months, the Institute acknowledges “good 

progress” on its development, with the provision of additional materials from assorted 

individuals and societies, and official agreement by the London Museum to host the 

exhibition.397  And by spring 1943, the show is ready for launch, with an opening address by  

the Earl of Harewood set for 25 March (flanked by acknowledgements from Charles Peers 

and London University’s Acting Principal J. Claughton), followed in the weeks after by a 

four-part lecture series starring Kenyon, Cyril Fox, WF Grimes and Jacquetta Hawkes (in 

lieu of Christopher Hawkes).398  

 There are multiple angles from which this opening ceremony and the subsequent 

lecture series and circulation programme of the exhibition can be construed as consequential 

for the IoA.  In the first instance, before it is even viewable in the London Museum, CEMA 

begins to organise a touring itinerary for the show, and announcements are published in 

various periodicals (e.g., the Museums Journal 1943a:238-239) which read like 

advertisements to institutions to take up the exhibit.  As per the CEMA Bulletin,
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The Institute of Archaeology’s exhibition illustrates how an understanding of 
modern life and its problems is helped by the appreciation of the difficulties of 
everyday existence in ancient times as revelated and investigated by archaeological 
methods. Ancient and modern building methods, roads, agriculture, domestic life, 
materials, tools and instruments of war are compared…Prints of the latest scientific 
methods and excavation assist the correct understanding of all the foregoing 
material, and a concluding section deals with the part played by the State, in 
archaeology and by the public themselves. There are about sixty mounts, twenty 
measuring 3ft. by 3ft. 4in. and forty measuring 1ft. 8in. by 3ft. The exhibition is 
already booked for Worthing, Gateshead, Halifax and Reading (CEMA 1943b:19).

In reality, a second copy of the show is seemingly released simultaneously with the London 

Museum exhibition and is sent on tour through at least 16 cities in England, Scotland and 

Wales between March 1943 and January 1945.399  As such, the Institute’s materials are 

propagated around Britain for almost two years, and even as other art exhibitions are being 

decommissioned by CEMA during the same timeframe, the IoA’s simple photo-on-

cardboard display is tenaciously marshalled to the cause in nearly uninterrupted fashion.  In 

its travels, the show is mounted in art galleries, libraries, museums, hotels, schools, Boy 

Scout headquarters and Armed Forces’ Centres—and this is excluding any of those venues 

that would have been visited by the ABCA’s copies of the same exhibition.  Such circulation 

is critical because, in its performance, the productive potential of the exhibition suddenly 

becomes obvious and harnessable beyond the IoA alone.  That is, other parties now take the 

opportunity to exploit it for themselves, testifying to the power that this visual medium 

affords beyond its original context of creation.  The exhibition has meaning for the IoA, but 

it also has meaning for—and can be slotted into the agendas of—other, often very disparate 

actors.  Indeed, the Institute arguably loses track of its impact, for beyond a report on the 
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success of the London Museum show in June 1943,400 the exhibition is never again 

acknowledged in the IoA’s archives.  This is in spite of the fact that it tours for another 1.5 

years after the report, and that Eates herself is engaged to speak at one of the show’s stops in 

Uxbridge as late as October 1944.401  Nevertheless, the IoA is but one of multiple 

institutions to profit from it.  CEMA is perhaps the most apparent: it finances and 

subsequently furnishes the dissemination of the exhibition in what I understand as an 

attempt to further the organisation’s stake in post-war cultural revival.  Such subsidisation is 

not insignificant, for although CEMA’s original grant is set at £25, the Institute actually 

invests more than £511 in the exhibition, with all expenses apparently being covered by 

CEMA and the ABCA.402  CEMA is plainly caught up in an offensive development 

campaign—a response to German efforts to annihilate British ways of life, and a venture to 

stimulate, unify and foist ‘quality’ upon artistic/cultural practice within the UK (thereby 

presumably advancing future British ways of life) (after Weingärtner 2006)—that it is 

prepared to bankroll.  As the Board of Education presses upon CEMA in early 1944,

The shaping of the future is now very much in the fashion. We expect notable 
changes to be made. Not the least of these may well be effected in the realm in 
which you operate, if by your labour you succeed in establishing the enjoyment of 
music, drama and the visual arts as part of the heritage of Everyman (CEMA 1944b:
1).

CEMA’s art board accepts (and discards) those projects which best (or least) measure up to 

its mandate, and the IoA’s exhibition (while not even a traditional ‘art’ product) is evidently 

embraced as a constructive participant in this scheme.  In fact, CEMA stands to gain 

economically from its programme as well, for it permits entry fees to be charged to its 
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shows, with any profits to be returned by the exhibitionary venues to CEMA’s 

headquarters.403  

Beyond CEMA, however, it is clear that other stops on the Present Discovers the 

Past’s touring route are also primed to use the IoA’s display as a platform for advocacy.  

Such is the case, for example, in Glasgow where the exhibition is sponsored by the Glasgow 

Archaeological Society, and accompanied by four expert lectures.  The exhibition, I believe, 

gives the Society and its speakers a conspicuous site at which to champion their own 

distinct interests.  Lord Hamilton of Dalzell (the opening speaker) uses the show to stage, 

literally, a “preservation plea” for historic buildings; J Wilson Paterson (senior architect at 

the Ministry of Works) uses it to make visible the Ministry’s investment in archaeological 

protection work; and AD Lacaille (archaeologist at the Wellcome Institute) and George Bain 

(principal art master at Kirkcaldy High School) both use it to expose their own individual 

research agendas.404  At work here, thus, is a harnessing of the power of a particular visual 

medium for the advancement of others’ power.  The exhibition represents a patent vehicle of 

knowledge and asset transmission which is open to appropriation.  It arguably exerts an 

almost gravitational force, pulling towards it organisations and individuals who then 

reengage it to make other things possible.  In every case, such engagement centres upon the 

development and solidification of varying forms of archaeological theory, practice and 

expert identity.  In an unstable wartime world, the IoA’s show offers an optical anchor point 

for disciplinary elaboration and personal advancement.  Its exposure triggers yet more 

possibilities of exposure for other interested parties.
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However, the issue of just how “seen” is the IoA’s exhibition is slightly unclear.  As 

per above, the exhibition is subject to at least 20 press publications, and is reviewed as “first 

class,” “very attractive,” “most persuasive,” “of outstanding merit,” “well-arranged” and 

“worth a visit” in the Western Independent, Nottingham Guardian/Eastern Daily Press, 

Manchester Guardian, Illustrated London News, Times and Evening News respectively.405  

The Institute itself reports that the London Museum display is “very well attended”;406 and, 

for subsequent showings of the exhibition outside London, other media sources describe 

“good” viewership “especially from the schools.”407  Although CEMA apparently did not 

invest in rigorous summative evaluations of its projects (Weingärtner 2006:130), two of the 

museums on the touring route of the IoA’s exhibition—Luton and Colchester—are 

described as having “Large numbers” or “very large numbers” of visitors to CEMA 

displays, and Colchester is specifically recognised as an archaeologically-inclined venue.408  

Moreover, some generic CEMA data (as above) imply attendance rates in the thousands for 

its various art shows.  These rates are not implausible for the London Museum exhibition, 

given that during the early war years the museum is able to pull in upwards of 100 

spectators just for individual lantern-slide lecture events.409  

As corroboration of its impact, Eates receives multiple pieces of correspondence 

about the exhibition over more than two years (March 1943 to August 1945) both from 

people who have seen, and from some who have simply read (via the press) about the show.  
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These are, generally, enquiries about the purchase of copies of the displayed imagery.410  As 

one attendee explains, 

I wrote upon the 22nd of this month to the Director of Art, CEMA…and asked him if 
it were at all possible for him to reproduce post-card size photographs of the whole, 
or part, of the excellent photographs in the Exhibition “The Present Discovers the 
Past” now on view in the Art Gallery of Reading Museum. The whole conception 
and execution appeared to me as wonderfully novel and effective and if only I could 
get a permanent record of it for use in our school epidiascope I should be more than 
delighted and pleased to pay the cost of the reproduction. For archaeology I cannot 
think of anything more effective in teaching.411 

In her response, Eates takes credit for crafting the show:

I am very gratified to learn that you enjoyed the Institute of Archaeology Exhibition, 
The Present Discovers the Past. When I compiled it, I was particularly anxious to 
present the material in a form sufficiently unusual to be arresting, and I am glad to 
hear that, as a teacher, you found it useful… As certain of the negatives are in my 
hands, it might be possible to compile a short sequence, which would give you some 
of the material you require. If you are ever in town, and would care to ring me up 
and make an appointment, I would be happy to give you any help I could in this 
direction.412

Some such letters come from general civilians, and some from well-known archaeological 

figures of the era, including Lady Aileen Fox:

Now, I wonder if you could help me. When at Exeter, Rene Marcouse showed me 
one of her “visual aids”, a nicely mounted sheet which included a restoration of 
Maiden Castle East gate. She said it came from your Army Exhibition. Have you a 
spare copy or a mounted one that I could borrow? I have two Teachers’ conferences 
to address and along with my coloured Caerwent it would be very handy.413

These enquiries appear to bear witness to the continued uptake of the IoA’s 

exhibition beyond its original frame of reference.  Individuals seek to capitalise on its 

perceived success to realise their own pedagogical work, their own conference work, their 
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own personal and professional agendas—with the consequence being that an even greater 

audience is thus likely to be exposed to the Institute’s products.  The IoA’s show feeds into 

other people’s growth: it is a progressive tool which, in its unfolding, enables more and 

more bodies to consume (and potentially reformulate) its message and push it further 

outwards.  Arguably, the London Museum and even Eates herself are prepared to see profit 

from such progressiveness, turning to the London Museum’s exhibition programme to assert  

the organisation’s post-war relevance.  As Eates writes to Corder at the then-budding 

Council for British Archaeology (CBA), “Before Rik [Wheeler] left the Museum he did, I 

know, discuss very fully with Lord Harewood, our Chairman, the whole position of the 

London Museum as something more vital to the history and archaeology of London than a 

repository of junk.”414  Eates is looking here to insert the museum into the CBA, but her 

overall position is reminiscent of the message that she purportedly delivers in conjunction 

with one of her Present Discovers the Past-related public speeches.  Therein she advocates a 

pressing need to invest in the archaeology of London, with the intimation, I would argue, 

that the London Museum can be relied upon for learned direction in such investment.415

Ultimately, though, it is the IoA above all else that purposefully engages the 

exhibition for its own benefit.  Nearly 40% (£511.2.10) of the Institute’s expenses for 

1942-43 are attributable to the exhibition (not to mention 40% of its income, given the 

show’s subsidisation); and this expenditure is more than three times greater than the IoA’s 

next most substantial outlay for the same year (£162.6.4: on wages).  In reporting on its 

wartime popular exhibition and lecture programme, the Institute is unambiguous about the 

aggrandising objectives behind such work:
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The interest of a wide public in archaeology is essential, both in order that 
archaeology may make its proper contribution to general culture and since the future 
of the subject is largely dependent on the existence of a large body of interested 
general public (my emphasis).416

The Institute goes even further by specifically recruiting London Museum’s Lord Harewood 

to perform the opening introduction to the 1943 exhibition.  Herein he is said not only to 

urge for prompt excavations of war-exposed archaeological sites, but more pertinently, to 

proclaim to his audience that London University now “must make itself fully responsible for 

the Institute [of Archaeology]” (Hawkes 1982:226).  In so doing, the IoA’s agenda of finally 

engendering permanent endowment seems neatly slipped into the exhibition’s unveiling.  

Even more interestingly, to this opening ceremony the IoA invites the acting principal of 

London University, Harold Claughton, who is asked to conclude the affair with an explicit 

“vote of thanks” to Harewood.  Claughton accepts such responsibility and Kenyon provides 

very clear directions to him on the nature of his acknowledgements:

in thanking Lord Harewood on Thursday next, he ought also to be thanked as 
Chairman of the Trustees of the London Museum for the kindness of the Trustees in 
allowing us to hold the Exhibition there. I should be very grateful if you would do 
this. CEMA and ABCA, who have financed the Exhibition, and who are 
subsequently circulating it, will be thanked by Lord Harewood, but it would do no 
harm if you brought them in too!417 

Amongst these recognitions, the university itself seems markedly absent—indeed, it is the 

one organisation that contributes virtually nothing to the materialisation and circulation of 

the event—and yet its representative is recruited to deliver thanks to all those bodies who 

have supported (and who preach for the continued backing of) the Institute’s endeavours.  

To my mind, Claughton’s invitation to participate in the opening ceremony is thus not 

insignificant.  His performance actually follows not only Harewood’s speech, but an 
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introductory statement by Charles Peers, which means that he is shadowed both by the 

Chair of the Institute’s Management Committee, and by Harewood (King George V’s 

brother-in-law) who also has apparent interests in the IoA’s success.  The entire opening 

ceremony—not to mention the exhibition as a whole—gives the impression of a carefully 

engineered optical stunt: a graphic exhibition is inaugurated with a very visible opening 

ceremony (e.g., myriad newspapers report both pictorially and verbally on the event) at 

which very noticeable authorities make very conspicuous statements about the future of 

archaeology and the Institute itself.  Even Harewood supposedly admits that his comments 

are a “trifle controversial”418—and, as I see it, this is the affordance of the exhibition.  It 

provides a stage for—indeed, an excuse for—the propagation of provocative, futuristic 

visions about the discipline, and then it is deployed across the country in a campaign to 

spread its visual/conceptual messages to an even more intellectually and socio-economically 

diverse viewership.  Along the way, other bodies also begin to jump on board its 

performance, seeking to reap their own exposure out of that yielded by the visual medium 

itself.

 The Institute, then, is involved in a deliberate process of choreographing its 

disciplinary visibility.  In fact, Wheeler more or less implies that such acts of choreography 

are precisely what Eates is employed to do in her work at the IoA and the London Museum.  

Writing to Eates from India in December 1944 about his post as Director General, he 

explains 

There is everything to do in the matter of interesting the public and building up a 
basis of informed public opinion. All the energetic propaganda work which you 
carried out so successfully in England awaits attention here… 
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I often think of you all at home and of the uphill task which you must be having 
against circumstance…How is the Institute?419

And again in June 1945,

I do not forget the way in which you kept the archaeological flag flying during the 
war, and I wish you continued and increasing success.420

It is to graphic devices that Eates turns to raise this archaeological flag, and the 1943 

exhibition provides testimony to the fact that even something as fleeting as a short-term, 

cardboard-mounted photographic show can prove impactful.421  The show arguably 

introduces archaeology to a new spectatorship, pressing the discipline into Britain’s literary 

and artistic cultures in the same way that the IoA’s December 1937 BBC television 

programme pressed it into the experimental sciences (see Chapter 6).  In this manner, it is 

transformed into an almost conciliatory tool, arbitrating between many people and material 

things.  It is the birthing ground for national, local and institutional projects.  This is what I 

understand Morley (2001:56) to mean when she writes that temporary exhibitions suggest 

“active participation in contemporary life.”  They prompt critical thinking about modes of 

engagement, as their dynamic nature continually forces attention on innovation and 

effective methods of presentation; and they “furnish a pattern of co-operation,” networking 

individuals and organisations across physical and intellectual space (2001:56, 58).  Most 

importantly, such co-operation has the potential to feedback into disciplinary development 

as hinted at by Harewood’s persuasions to the London University administration, or (as 

above) by the news media’s advocacy of—and CEMA/ABCA’s actual involvement in—

state sponsorship of archaeological practice.  This, I contend, is why everyone from the 
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small-scale Scottish archaeologist Ludovic McLellan Mann (Ritchie 2002) to the renowned 

Egyptologist Flinders Petrie enacts temporary exhibitions.  Indeed, Smith (1942:310) is 

unequivocal about Petrie’s motivations:

He relied on publication and exhibition to arouse sufficient interest year by year to 
bring in subscriptions which, added to sums received from the sale of books, would 
enable him to expand his undertakings.

In other words, these expository media make things possible.  Particularly at a point 

in time when WWII would suggest that little is possible, materials like the Institute’s visual 

portfolio (in particular, its photographic portfolio) actually allow things to happen—both 

within and beyond the organisation.  The IoA’s photographs are active in the standardisation 

of photographic technique in the discipline; in military morale-boosting and career 

development; in the rebuilding of post-conflict British culture; in governmental 

endorsement of the arts and archaeological sciences; and in both London Museum’s and the 

Institute’s wartime perseverance.  Above everyone and everything else, the Institute’s 

Management Committee fights to save Maurice Cookson’s photographic post when it is due 

to be dropped during WWII, and to safeguard its photo collections away from St. John’s 

Lodge when the war breaks out.  In so doing, the IoA exposes the intentionality behind its 

visual practice, as its cumbersome and less productive holdings get purposely 

decommissioned (e.g., its museological displays) while those with more mobility and 

capacity (e.g., its photos) get pulled into an admitted propagandising operation.  These 

wartime graphic manoeuvrings build up and reverberate off of a momentum that originates 

at least 15 years prior in the visual labours of Wheeler, Verney Wheeler, Petrie, their 

colleagues and associated graphic tools.  Taken together, and as per Chapter 8, they drive 

the Institute into post-war organisational stability and push the work of archaeology towards 

scholarly systematisation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: The Archaeological Eye: Visual Productivity and the 
Institutionalisation of the IoA

In its foundational years, the Institute of Archaeology was an expert operator of the 

image.  As I have aimed to demonstrate in the preceding chapters, successive generations of 

its staff and students deftly enrolled visual media in the crafting and promotion of its 

organisational structure and outputs.  Mortimer Wheeler had an obvious hand in the early 

development of this programme, drawing imagery and display tactics to the fore in all 

major, documented negotiations over the IoA’s genesis.  However, by my judgment, 

Wheeler only amplified an approach that was already embedded in the work of many 

archaeologists and archaeological (and non-archaeological) institutions, from Petrie to the 

Pitt Rivers Museum to the international expositions of, in particular, the 19th century.422  

IoA practitioners such as Eates, Kenyon, Zeuner, Cookson, Gedye and Parker pushed the 

approach even further, braiding a range of optical devices and strategies together in a fertile 

enterprise that recalls Madianou and Miller’s (2010) newly-coined term ‘polymedia.’  As I 

understand it, that term refers to the modern predicament wherein a diversity of 

communicative tools are now available for use—at once or separately, and sometimes 

through recombination—to transmit information.  Such multi-platform interactions can add 

to and enhance one another, making possible relationships and knowledge-creation that 

might otherwise be impossible or diluted were only a single medium accessible for 

exploitation.  

As Madianou and Miller (2010) put it, of especial consequence is “the way those at 

both sides of the communication utilise the entire range of possibilities and the parameters 

of difference in order to try and control the nature of that communication.”  I challenge, 
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however, the authors’ argument that the evolution of polymediation is a novel phenomenon, 

and suggest that its essence is emergent at least as early as (and, I would surmise, likely 

much earlier than) the mid-20th century in the visualising activities of the IoA.  Indeed, it is 

precisely what is operative in the Institute’s wartime work when its museum display is 

disengaged, while its temporary exhibition is enabled and complemented by various public 

lectures.  Such media are manipulated at all ends by actors with specific goals—for instance 

by the Glasgow Archaeological Society who adds its own (mostly illustrated) public talks to 

the exhibition programme in order to promote primarily Scottish-centric archaeological 

concerns.  The Institute itself uses its 1943 exhibition to bring together its photographic 

industry (which has potential implications for averting Cookson’s dismissal and promoting 

his business) into a showcase on the relevance of archaeology to the present (which has 

obvious implications for the longer-term sustenance of the discipline) opened by Lord 

Harewood’s purported financial appeal to London University (which clearly has 

implications for the IoA’s future).  The latter medium (public presentation) arguably offers a 

more expeditious and direct forum for transmitting a specific message to a particular body, 

while the exhibition itself allows the Institute to build a deeper case with a mass of 

documentary material for a broad viewership.  In other situations, for example pre-WWII, 

the Institute variously calls upon museological display, temporary exhibition, TV 

broadcasting, and other more practical departmental projects (e.g., model-making), 

simultaneously or in succession, often to amplify one another in the name of disciplinary 

posturing.  As I see it, then, a rich and thoughtful media ecology is at play in these 

manoeuvrings.423
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But, in truth, the extent of such an ecology is only just hinted at within the bounds of 

this thesis.  The 1943 Present Discovers the Past exhibition, for instance, is not the only 

temporary show that the IoA launches in wartime London.  In 1942, Rachel Maxwell-

Hyslop, Demonstrator in Near Eastern archaeology at the Institute, organises a photographic 

exhibition on the subject of Turkish archaeology.  Subsequent to its installation, a lecture 

series is introduced as an accompaniment to the show; as the IoA describes, “the 

opportunity of this exhibition should be taken to organise some lectures on Turkish 

archaeology, as in present circumstances it was felt that it would be a good thing for the 

Institute to undertake some further activities.”424  The very nature of this statement suggests 

that the Institute is, foremost, concerned here to increase its productivity by expository 

spectacle; the precise subject matter of the lectures (beyond the topic of Turkey) seems to be 

of little relevance.  The show, later reviewed as “most successful,” is launched at Turkish 

House in London on 19 February 1942, with three talks delivered in March and April 1942 

by AHM Jones (an eastern Mediterranean specialist said to stand as one of the world’s 

greatest Roman historians (Sarantis 2008)), Winifred Lamb (a pioneering Anatolian 

excavator and founding member of the British Institute of Archaeology in Ankara (Gill 

2000)), and Sidney Smith (Professor of Near Eastern archaeology at the IoA).425  Although 

little information seems to survive about the event, it does appear to be linked to discipline-

building pursuits, as the IoA’s Near Eastern department struggles for years against the 

Institute’s own bureaucracy for sufficient equipment (namely in the form of library 
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materials) and teaching space, and must seemingly rely on donations and public appeals to 

supply students with adequate facilities.426  

Similarly, pre-war, the IoA is invested not only in its 1938 exhibition on British 

Archaeology (as previously discussed), but so too a 10-day photographic show inaugurated 

in late April 1939 of excavations at the Jewish Exploration Fund’s site of Beth Shearim, and 

a three-week show of early Bronze Age pottery from Cyprus opened on 10 March 1939.  

The latter, which gathers together materials from the IoA, Cambridge and Birmingham, is 

subject to yet another opening ceremony fronted by London University’s Chancellor and by 

royalty in the form of HRH Princess Alice.  Moreover, its staging leads directly into a 

donation to the Institute (by Sir Charles Marston) of the exhibited pottery—a gesture which 

increases the IoA’s material wealth, and so too expands the topical scope of its 

collections.427  That a scholarly discipline or other learned establishment would resort to 

such networking and fundraising/object-gathering opportunities for institutional gain is not 

surprising given a lack of other secure means of sustenance in the past (e.g., see Erlingsson 

2009 for experimental zoology; Feffer 1998 for mathematics; Finnegan 2005 for natural 

history and civic science).  What seems special about the IoA, however, is the scope and 

adeptness of its efforts in this vein.

Indeed beyond exhibitions, the Institute is caught up in other visual schemes whose 

details are only fleetingly—if at all—attended to within these chapters owing, in part, to a 

scarcity of documentary records.  This includes, firstly, the IoA’s Drawing Department, 

which is introduced in Chapter 5, and is sufficiently occupied not only to employ four 
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1939, 2 Jun 1943, 5 Feb 1946; Correspondence between Kenyon and Smith, 20 May 1943 – 26 September 
1943 in IoA Mgm Committee Minutes appendices.

427 As the Institute reports, “No group of pottery of this period of comparable importance had previously been 
exhibited in England, and the exhibition attracted much attention from archaeologists interested in the 
subject” (UoL Court Minute #63 (Appendix 15), 4 Dec 1940); also IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 27 April 
1939.



former students to meet demand, but to continue its operations during wartime, and to look 

to expand its activities post WWII.428  Secondly, it includes the Institute’s first appeal fund, 

initiated in the early 1930s to help materialise the organisation (see Chapter 4), and amassed 

partially, I think, through donations intended specifically to heighten the IoA’s exposure.  

Such seems to be the case with A.L. Reckitt’s gift of £250 (plus an additional £250 in loans) 

in 1936 which he dedicates to the “immediate ordering of showcases and equipment” (my 

emphasis) in the hopes that it might “stimulate other contributions.”429  By my reading, 

there is recognition here that new, visible displays and other paraphernalia (not to mention 

the act of donation itself) represent a form of showmanship and spectacle that has the 

potential to attract further investments from others.  

Following the Present Discovers the Past’s launch, during the two subsequent years 

of WWII, the Institute continues to experiment with optical forms of propaganda.  This 

transpires even as the IoA otherwise claims to have no money, denying, for example, staff 

requests for funding on account of the fact that “it would be a matter of chosing [sic] 

between heating and lighting the building and buying books.”430  Yet at the same time it 

provides the capital for two separate, multi-day academic conferences held in August 1943 

and September 1944.  At a moment when one might assume that archaeology is a relatively 

dormant subject, propped up by a couple of individuals who are not yet completely 

exhausted by the war effort (e.g., Eates and Kenyon), the Institute holds two conferences 

that draw hundreds of eyes (both expert and non-expert) to the discipline.

The following chapter looks very briefly at these last two major events as they are 

arranged and hosted by the IoA in wartime London.  Such events I perceive to be as much 
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428 UoL Court Minute #63, 4 Dec 1940; UoL Court Minute #571, 24 May 1944: APPENDIX A, Review of the 
Past Work of the IoA; IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 3 Feb 1944.

429 UoL Court Minute #848, 9 Jun 1948.

430 Kenyon to Smith, 25 Sept 1943; IoA Mgm Committee Minute appendices.



about visual mediation as about oral/aural communication and dialogue.  I examine them, 

along with the IoA’s other, earlier graphic engagements, in relation to London University’s 

post-war decision to bankroll the Institute, and I argue that in their interactions, these 

engagements fuel a type of creative productivity that both pushes at the boundaries of 

disciplinary practice and, at once, enables that practice to solidify.  Ironically however, as 

the Institute’s own solidification ensues, staff members consciously begin to tame its 

operations, scaling back on some of its graphic industry in order to focus on different 

priorities.   Ultimately, I draw this material together into a reflection on the general 

institutional implications of visual work, suggesting that it is both a critical player in the 

assembling of scholarship, and indivisible from the emergence of university-based 

archaeology in London.

The Optics of the Public Talk

 As broached above, the Institute’s manipulations of photographic production during 

WWII hint at a dexterous performance of polymediation, wherein several bodies deploy 

multiple expository tools (in association with one another) towards assorted institutional 

goals.  Amongst these tools is the medium of oral (oftentimes illustrated) lecture which is 

taken up by various organisations, including the IoA, as a complement to the Present 

Discovers the Past exhibition.  The Institute invites four established practitioners (Fox, 

Grimes, Hawkes, and Kenyon) from some of Britain’s leading archaeological 

establishments (respectively, the National Museum of Wales, Ordnance Survey, British 

Museum, and the IoA itself) to give talks to purportedly meaningfully-sized audiences431 on 

subjects ranging from scientific practice, to ‘the past and the community’ (Museums Journal 

1943b:27).  What I intend to establish here is that, in their execution, these sorts of talks 
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actually function as visual performance; in other words, language and verbal discourse 

alone do not sum up their substance.  To be seen at such events—both in the audience and at 

the podium—makes a difference both intellectually and bureaucratically.  It passes 

legitimacy back and forth between parties; i.e., between expert speaker and subject matter/

discipline and their audiences and any related creations (e.g., temporary exhibitions).  In 

fact, organisations like the IoA purposely set out to anchor their exhibitionary work with 

“outstanding public lectures” in a manoeuvre that seems designed both to pull in authority 

figures and to secure extra display material from those figures’ excavations.  Such is the 

case in the late 1930s when Wheeler advertises to Alexander Keiller that were he to 

contribute a talk to the IoA’s 1938 British Archaeology exhibit, his research on Avebury 

would “stand in more majestic isolation than in what I may call the current routine course 

[of non-exhibition talks]… Perhaps in connection with the lecture and exhibition we could 

have an “Avebury” case?”432  Through participation here, Keiller himself would (by 

Wheeler’s reckoning) be positioned as more conspicuous than his colleagues, and as I see it, 

the IoA would be poised to spotlight yet another high-profile site.433  At an unspoken level, 

though, and as further articulated below, the visibility of orchestrating and contributing to 

such lecture programmes might plausibly feed back into institutional support for 

professional (archaeological) practice.  Indeed, planning documents for the IoA’s first 

academic year of operation (1934-35) are actually blatant about this intent: “Courses of 
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432 To quote in more depth, “In regard to this I will now confess; it is my intention to hold in the coming spring 
the Exhibition of current British archaeology which I had originally intended to hold during the present year 
but had to postpone for University reasons. In connection with the spring Exhibition, I had planned a series of 
three or four outstanding public lectures dealing with major current problems, and amongst these outstanding 
lectures I had hoped to include Avebury. The subject and its author would thus stand in more majestic isolation 
than in what I may call the current routine course. The date would be within the months of April and May and, 
if I may, here and now book you for a date within that period (the exact day to be determined later), I should 
be hugely gratified. Perhaps in connection with the lecture and exhibition we could have an “Avebury” case?” 
Wheeler to Keiller, 3 Nov 1937; MoL archives DC4, 1937.

433 As Keiller advertises to Wheeler, the Avebury excavations are attracting an average of 1500 visitors per 
week in 1937. Keiller to Wheeler, 30 Oct 1937; MoL archives DC4, 1937.



Public Lectures by distinguished archaeologists outside the University will be arranged in 

connection with the Institute for the purpose of drawing public attention to it and of 

supplementing a further appeal for funds by the Appeal Committee.”434

 There is no doubt that within the London Museum (where during wartime and 

pre-1937 the IoA holds many of its events) arranged public talks are used as a means of 

optical communication.  As previously noted, the Museum is clear that it arranges its 

wartime lecture series to keep attention focused on the institution and its subjects.  In 

correspondence with former IoA draftsman Gerald Dunning in 1940, Beatrice de Cardi says 

of the series:

Our lectures are unfortunately a success, and the first one was packed to overflowing
—thirty people turned away and the rest grumbling out in the corridor because they 
could neither see nor hear into the room. I even had 127, but the awful test will 
probably be when my next audience only reaches 20…435

Dunning’s reply betrays the fundamental visuality underlying the medium:

Thanks for your letter, which made me laugh. I suggest you are television for the 
benefit of those in outer darkness?436

Such a statement has special relevance given the lingering effects of Britain’s wartime 

blackouts, for the lectures offer an opportunity for communal engagement at a point when it 

has been deliberately withheld from Britons.  People come for a sensory (verbal, auditory 

and graphic) experience that conjures up notions of the televisual and attracts supposedly 

capacity-level crowds.  

Dunning and de Cardi’s exchange also has relevance in connection with other 

contemporary organisations’ applications of public lectures—namely CEMA, which 

proposes an official lecture-exhibition alliance within its artistic programme.  That is, 
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CEMA encourages special talks in conjunction with its temporary visual displays on the 

logic that the former will draw viewers to the latter.  Indeed, CEMA is prepared to pay for 

this alliance, for as its art board writes,

The visit of a well-known lecturer for a set lecture, as distinct from the provision of 
a resident guide-lecturer, does much to call attention to an exhibition in the larger 
towns…If the £100 already sanctioned for lectures to accompany the [Warburg] 
photographic exhibition could be increased to £500 to cover all exhibitions a 
substantial and valuable programme could be arranged.437

I would like to suggest that, in the case of the IoA, its 1943 CEMA-sponsored 

exhibition and lectures are the tipping point for a more concerted optics-centred lecture 

scheme that emerges in the form of the 1943 Conference on the Future of Archaeology 

(CFA) and the 1944 Conference on the Problems and Prospects of European Archaeology.  

The former, I believe, is a direct outgrowth of—or, at minimum, is inseparable from the 

conception of—the Present Discovers the Past exhibition.  Indeed, both are developed 

almost simultaneously, and the 1943 conference (just as the exhibit) is intended “to discuss 

the position of archaeology in the past, and the changes which it was felt were desirable 

should take place in the future.”438  One summary of the event’s critical themes echoes 

Eates’ exhibition-related oratory in proclaiming that “archaeology ends yesterday” (Fox 

1943:96); and, unsurprisingly, some practitioners seem incapable of distinguishing between 

the two affairs, mistakenly identifying the exhibition as the “Future of Archaeology.”439

The CFA is discussed elsewhere by Evans (1995) and Harris (2009), both of whom 

use it as a platform for examining the contributions of particular archaeologists (Grahame 

Clark and Gordon Childe, respectively) and particular ideological stances to the proceedings 
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(and their aftermath).440  As a significant event in itself, however, the conference has not 

seen reflection,441 nor has the IoA’s critical, discipline-converging role in its staging.  Its 

earliest official documentation appears to be contained in a proposal submitted to the 

Institute’s Management Committee in December 1942 (several months after design has 

begun on the Present Discovers the Past), likely by Kenyon and Committee chairman 

Peers.442  Therein it is encapsulated as an attempt at “formulating a policy” on archaeology’s 

future and training in Britain and the Near East in response to recent concern for such issues 

in the archaeological community.443  By March 1943, the IoA has already convened a 

planning meeting at the London Museum at which 12 organisations (from the Courtauld 

Institute to the British Academy) and 18 individuals are represented.  Here delegates agree 

to host a conference “under the auspices of the Institute” from 6-8 August 1943 at a rate of 

7s 6d per attendee.  Seemingly simultaneously, a circular is distributed to relevant 

institutions to ask for their participation in, and advertisement of, the event.444  Testifying to 

the timeliness of the CFA, even as planning is still underway in early June 1943, the IoA 

already reports receipt of 120 applications for attendance.445

What is important is that in the middle of wartime this conference ultimately draws 

in 282 attendees and 29 papers delivered by a total of 63 bodies representing the 

museological, academic, governmental, professional and amateur sectors.  Its proceedings 
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440 Diaz-Andreu et al. (2009) and Diaz-Andreu (2007) also cursorily mention the CFA in regards to, 
respectively, Christopher Hawkes’ and Gordon Childe’s presence at it.

441 Evans (1995:322) begins to hint at some of the implications of the CFA’s spectatorship, but only in a 
footnote to his longer examination of internationalism in archaeology.

442 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 19 Dec 1942, Appendix: Draft Scheme for a Conference on the Future of 
Archaeology.

443 Such concern also seems to manifest in the 1943 Congress of Archaeological Societies, which ultimately 
leads to the formation of the Council for British Archaeology.

444 CUL Archives, Min V.92A, 16 Mar 1943: Circular: University of London Institute of Archaeology, 
Conference on the Future of Archaeology, Friday, August 6th (Evening) to Sunday, August 8th, 1943.

445 IoA Mgm Committee Minutes, 2 Jun 1943.



are published in a substantial volume, replete with discussion from the audience (IoA 1943); 

and some of these proceedings are subsequently reprinted (in summary or expanded form) 

elsewhere (e.g., Fox 1945; Clark 1943).  The event and its publication are subject, in typical 

fashion for the IoA, to major media coverage, with articles and reviews in both scholarly 

and non-scholarly sources (e.g., Architect and Building News 1943; Hencken 1945; Kenyon 

1943; Manchester Guardian 1943a, b; Richter 1946; Times 1943a, b).  Moreover, it takes 

nearly 9 months to plan, and its final manifestation is highly reminiscent of the topical 

content of the IoA’s 1943 exhibition: sections are devoted to technique (in the sense of 

professional training), and state and public relationships with archaeology.  Indeed, 

comments by reviewers and participants expose just how similar these events actually are in 

their themes.  Varley’s (1943:91) conference address, for instance, which dismisses the long-

standing notion of archaeology as “a very recondite erudition by a select few in a quiet 

temple dedicated to no other purpose,” matches Eates’ exhibition goal to establish the 

discipline as a cutting-edge, non-antiquarian pursuit.446  Peers’ (1943:5) introductory 

remarks on the conference, describing archaeology as “a science of how to manage the 

future…It shows us what man has done to conquer the obstacles in his path, where he has 

failed and where he has succeeded,” distinctly recollects the intentions behind the analogical 

and related displays of the 1943 exhibition (described above).  Hencken’s (1945:9) 

encapsulation of the CFA as being driven principally by “the question of state-supported 

archaeology, with the problem of how to muster public opinion behind such a scheme,” 

echoes the final section of the 1943 exhibition which explicitly sets out to inculcate state 

and public interest in managing the archaeological record.  In fact, as previously discussed, 

the exhibition is arranged specifically because of a perception that “Archaeology was not 
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being kept before the eyes of the public by excavations,” just as the conference itself seems 

motivated by a concern to build and perpetuate popular support for the discipline.

These parallels deserve reiteration because it is otherwise tempting to read the 

conference as a singular, war-induced bout of self-consciousness or, as per Evans 

(1995:314), of “‘homeland’ introspection” inspired by military and nationalistic atrocities.  

Taken in the context of the IoA’s many propagandist productions, however, it is arguably 

just another appendage to the organisation’s long-term project of (disciplinary) status-

building.  While Clark (1988:330) indicates that the CFA (and the follow-up conference in 

1944) functions “during the gloomiest period of the war…to keep alive the hope that 

archaeology not merely had a future but faced some of the problems likely to confront 

archaeologists in Europe,” and while I do not disagree with Evans (1995) that it is rife with 

critical reflectiveness, I would suggest that the event also pounces at an opportunity for 

institutional ‘boosterism’ in a manner that is not necessarily so altruistic and diplomatic in 

intent.  The IoA’s first conference advertisement, released in March 1943, implies as much 

when it justifies its timing by arguing that:

The difficulties of holding a Conference in war-time are, it is felt, more than 
counterbalanced by the fact that it is essential that plans should be made soon to fit 
in with the post-war re-organisation of cultural and educational activities. If it is felt 
that it is necessary to approach the State on any matter, it is believed that a 
Conference such as this would provide evidence of a strong body of opinion behind 
any such approach.447

In other words, the event provides an occasion for disciplinary alignment in order to 

properly capitalise on British post-war social reconstruction efforts.  

Childe is said to speak ironically about the CFA when he states of archaeologists like 

Christopher Hawkes and Dorothy Garrod that “though mostly engaged on ‘work of national 
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importance[’] [they] found time to assemble at a congress in Burlington House to discuss 

the future of archaeological research in the British Isles” (Diaz-Andreu 2007:36).  Despite 

the fact that Childe’s quote is wrongly attributed here by Diaz-Andreu (for the “congress in 

Burlington House” actually refers to the 24 May 1943 Congress of Archaeological Societies 

at which the CBA was formed448), I think it is consequential—and certainly not 

incomprehensible or incongruous—that multiple comparable events are launched virtually 

simultaneously during the war.  The May 1943 Congress and the August 1943 CFA (not to 

mention the March 1943 exhibition) are platforms for self-interest and self-preservation.449  

To participate in them is to further one’s affairs, one’s stature and career; to be excluded is 

to compromise one’s visibility in the field (a predicament which Cambridge’s 

archaeological department confronts when it does not receive a direct invitation to the 

Congress).450  For institutional and personal advancement, then, I see these events as being 

equally as significant as so-called wartime ‘work of national importance.’  The Institute’s 

1943 CFA, in particular, is a business to be taken advantage of: attendees utilise the event as 

a soapbox for certain archaeological agendas (e.g., Leonard Woolley’s plea for a British 

School in India: IoA 1943:37); non-attendees write in to session organisers to give presence 

to yet more agendas (e.g., CH Desch’s plea for British Museum-based micro-chemical and 

spectrographic analyses: IoA 1943:19); and participating organisations appreciate it as a 

promotional opportunity (e.g., see Bushnell’s summary of the CFA to his colleagues at 
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Institute of Archaeology).



Cambridge where he writes “Grahame Clark’s introductory lecture was too long and too 

much on education, but his tacit assumption that archaeology & anthropology must go 

together was a useful advertisement for the Cambridge type of organisation”).451  Moreover, 

everyone from Kenyon to the newspaper press recognises the CFA as an entreaty for public 

money and approval.  According to the Manchester Guardian’s (1943b) synopsis of the 

event, 

The interest of the man in the street was shown by speaker after speaker to be 
essential to a continuance of the more abstruse branches of archaeology, since only 
by the stimulus of general interest and a creation of a desire for further knowledge 
would new specialist students come into the field and support for their work, both 
moral and financial, be forthcoming.

Or, as per Kenyon (1943:321), 

In all the addresses there kept recurring the view that, in the conditions to be 
expected in the post-war period, archaeology would be financially in a difficult 
position…the general consensus of opinion was that unless some reasonable 
prospect of a livelihood was held out many promising students would be lost…

Indeed, the conference is perhaps partly organised with the objective of redesigning 

Britain’s entire educational establishment as it relates to archaeology, not only to foster such 

‘promising students,’ but to put pressure on the overall system to supply the infrastructure 

for obligatory tertiary (and primary and secondary) edification in the subject matter (and, by  

extension, state support for future careers).  The Institute is relatively straightforward about 

its agenda in this respect, reporting that as a result of the CFA:

the attention of the Board of Education should be called to the view of the 
Conference that archaeology had a valuable contribution to make to the 
establishment of a scheme of education common to all mankind, and that all 
lecturers of history and geography should have a knowledge of the results of 
archaeology.452
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From my perspective, it is the fledging academic archaeological departments of the UK, 

rather than British citizens themselves, who stand to gain the most from such a call to the 

Board of Education.  By insinuating the discipline into the general curriculum, these 

departments are primed to begin to expand in the face of a new degree of (contrived) 

demand for the subject.

 Yet notwithstanding any collective disciplinary upshots from the conference, I 

contend that, at its most basal level, the IoA enacts the CFA as a spectacle for its own 

success.  Such enactment is blatant in Davis’ (2008:90) account of Kenyon’s rationale for 

the conference, which is said to link directly to the fact that the “Institute of Archaeology 

had a vital interest in shaping the future of archaeology in order to attract the students on 

which the institution depended” (my emphasis).  In communication with Kenyon 

immediately after the CFA, the IoA’s solicitor also makes clear that the Institute has 

something personally at stake in its implementation:

my warmest congratulations on your very successful conference of last week. You 
must have had a very hard time ...[illegible]... but no doubt you were as pleased from 
the result as the members there were grateful. I hope you will get a fine result in due 
course.453

It is possible that Perowne refers here to the gratefulness of the Institute’s Management 

Committee members, given that only four months later they must again prepare to provide 

justification to the University of London for stable endowment of the IoA (see more below).  

Regardless, the ‘fine’ results of the conference are arguably evident in the Institute’s own 

finances, as more than £70 in profit is derived from the event,454 and income from 

subscribing memberships increases by more than £100 over the previous year.455  Promptly 
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after the event, too, the IoA reports multiple queries from potential students,456 and by 

December 1943, Kenyon suggests that enough expressions of interest have been received to 

launch a springtime lecture series on “What archaeology teaches, and its methods.”457  

 Accordingly, although introspection and intellectual maturation are bound up into 

the event, so too is self-serving showmanship.  I believe a similar argument can be applied 

to the Institute’s 1944 Conference on the Problems and Prospects of European Archaeology, 

whose planning is launched only months after the close of the CFA.458  Documentary 

sources for this gathering seem to be limited (but see, e.g., Man 1945; Times 1944), and thus 

I do not review the conference in detail here.  However its scope is more technical, and 

certainly more international in character, attracting an organisational committee alone that 

includes representatives from Italy, France, Norway, Czechoslovakia, Poland, the US and 

UK (IoA 1944).  It sees 158 attendees; its proceedings are published in a purchasable 

volume (IoA 1944); and it earns approximately £32 in profit for the Institute, presumably 

via its 6s entrance fee.459  Perhaps more so than the CFA, the 1944 conference is explicit in 

its aim to address ‘universal’ archaeological concerns, given the discipline’s commitment 

both to showing “the common cultural origins of the different races of the world” and to 

remedying “the perverted nationalistic theories from which Europe has suffered.”460  

Predictably, the IoA subjects the event to a public relations campaign, even approaching the 
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BBC with a proposal to report in almost real-time fashion on the daily lectures.461  As Daryll 

Forde, writing on behalf of Kenyon at the Institute, explains to the BBC, 

I quite realise that, at this time, it is particularly difficult to find time for such items, 
but it [the conference] might be used to point up the fact that academic as well as 
political co-operation in Europe is receiving serious thought.462

In noting such, the IoA not only sets archaeology up as a key scholarly subject in wartime 

Europe, but also boldly implies itself (and the discipline overall) to be a player in the global 

political scene.  The conference is purposefully devised to take advantage of the body of 

international academics in London during WWII,463 and in so doing, the Institute again 

positions itself at a kind of intellectual epicentre, drawing to it an intercontinental 

archaeological audience, and pushing itself (as an authoritative, able organisation) out into 

the lexicons and knowledge networks of comparable organisations around the world.

 What is critical for my purposes is that both this event and the 1943 conference 

represent another form of optical display that is masterfully applied by the IoA towards 

multiple ends.  The issue of public presentation (particularly scholarly presentation to 

learned audiences) as visualisation is a highly un-probed matter.  Where it is discussed, it 

tends to be in the context of 18th and 19th century science demonstrations to so-called 

popular audiences (e.g., Knight 2002; Stafford 1994; also contributions in Fyfe and 

Lightman 2007), or teaching methodologies in the form of lectures to students in modern 

pedagogical environments (e.g., Tauber et al. 1993; Thesen 2006).  Within archaeology 

itself, this issue is hardly scrutinised, and even where it seems unavoidable as a subject of 
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study—for example, in Tilley’s examination of the inaugural lectures of Cambridge’s 

Disney professors—it is overlooked in favour of textual analysis (Tilley 1989).  To be fair, 

Tilley (1989:46) is clear that his work attends to the “sifted and embalmed speech” of the 

lectures’ final text; however, I feel that in divorcing the original circumstances of the talk 

(its delivery in front of a live, viewing audience) from its sanitised textual output, he misses 

the point: these talks are staged for spectators.  As the archaeologist Glyn Daniel (1986:240) 

himself asserted, “Lecturing is a performance”; and, as I see it, the effectiveness of that 

performance (including receipt of the content of the lecture) is typically bound up with 

shrewd use of visual aids, physical presence and comportment, dress, movement through 

space, and the gestures and gazes of both speaker and onlookers (e.g., Thesen 2006).  

Indeed, entire methodological regimes have been composed by visual scholars to address 

precisely this optical impact of lived experience (e.g., Emmison and Smith 2000: Chapter 6; 

Goodwin 2001).  Thus to ignore the issue of visuality is to ignore the anatomy and, more 

significantly, the impact of the lecture event itself.

The importance of this performative aspect of public oratory was obvious at least 

200 years ago when the renowned Royal Institution speaker Michael Faraday began to 

compile notes on the constitution of a “good” lecture (but see Stafford 1994 for even earlier 

examples).  Herein, the visual demonstration of the subject; the ability to see the lecturer; 

and the lecturer’s gaze outwards at his/her audience (as opposed to, for example, having his/

her back turned to viewers), were appreciated as critical elements to the success of a talk.  

As James (2002) documents, Faraday’s own enactment of such elements not only resulted in 

unprecedented levels of lecture attendance, but in actual organisational change in the form 

of growth in the membership and income of the Royal Institution.  Both Sheppard (2010) 

and Moshenska (2009) have begun to explore similar phenomena within archaeology, 
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particularly in relation to public mummy-unwrappings and open visits to excavation sites.  

However the subtleties of the visual dimensions of these events have still to be articulated, 

as does the optical nature of the formal academic archaeological lecture itself.  I see such 

lectures, just as photographs and museological displays, as graphic forms of representation 

that, to borrow from Goodwin (1994), operate as “external cognitive artifacts” for 

knowledge creation and management.  Albeit more ephemeral than traditional artefactual 

material, their performance exposes a series of ideas—sometimes very provocative ideas 

that might otherwise remain unspoken (e.g., state sponsorship of the discipline)—to active 

debate and reformulation in the moment, through face-to-face interchange.  They often draw 

on multiple forms of media (e.g., images, objects, gesticulation, voice amplification) to 

make their case, and, in turn, tend to produce new forms of media which may take on their 

own independent lives (e.g., conference proceedings or discrete papers).  They constitute a 

part of the archaeologist’s professional vision and identity (after Goodwin 1994), and seeing 

and sensing their transactions can transform both audiences and the event itself.  This is 

what I understand Moshenska (2009:43) to mean when he remarks that “eyewitness” 

responses to the public display of archaeology “shape the socio-political context in which it 

takes place, including the power to give or withhold validity to the practice in question.”   

But more than simply eyewitnesses, lecture audiences can be direct players in the 

knowledge outcomes of such events—a point testified to in, for example, attendee notes on 

the CFA which speak to the back-and-forth exchange of arguments between speakers and 

onlookers.464  This point deserves reiteration, as the importance of audience reception is so 

rarely attended to in archaeological scholarship.
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While I do not have access to ethnomethodological studies or visual footage of the 

IoA’s 1943 and 1944 conferences to allow meaningful commentary on their staging, Aileen 

Fox’s (2000:100-101) autobiographical reflections on the CFA are clear about the resonating 

impact of being present at it:

It was the first occasion for four years that so many archaeologists had been able to 
get together and the atmosphere was exhilarating. I left inspired by a sense of 
missionary zeal and a feeling that there were good times ahead…After the 
conference, there was a new mood and sense of purpose…

Fox goes even further, implying not only that her own career and intellectual outputs change 

as a result of the CFA, but that the discipline too is fundamentally reshaped—and, indeed, 

continues to be affected today (e.g., via the CFA’s influence on the development of the Sites 

and Monuments Record)(Fox 2000:100-102).  Part of the impact here, as Fox hints, is 

sensory immersion in the conference itself.  This is important because if I was to follow 

Tilley’s (1989) logic in analysing only the printed proceedings of the event, I would 

overlook its full emotive and sensorial dimensions—dimensions which include, but are not 

limited to, seeing and otherwise being exposed to, and inspired by, many of the most 

prominent British archaeologists of the era.  

 Speaking of public demonstrations of the 19th century, Fyfe and Lightman (2007:1) 

note that they “may not have had gift shops to rival our modern science centers, but their 

directors were nonetheless highly skilled in the business of attracting visitors with their 

entertaining and instructive spectacles.”  From my perspective, by the mid-20th century, 

such is precisely the business of the IoA, as it attracts the learned community to it (not to 

mention the interest of the state and the non-specialist public alike) via well-publicised, 

well-resourced, and hence very visible events like the CFA.  These events then have 

kickback effects on the Institute’s professional evolution, earning it scholarly credibility, in 

addition to money, membership and students (as per above).  Indeed, the IoA arguably 
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already has the equivalent of a gift shop open to its clients in the form of its commerce in 

subscriptions, publications, courses and graphic products.  Moreover, it utilises displays like 

the 1943 and 1944 conferences to manufacture further products like conference 

proceedings, such that the IoA’s financial reports of 1943-44 and 1944-45 become the first 

to record notable publication sales (respectively £34.17.2 and £24.9.4, compared to £0.16.5 

in 1942-43, and £0 in 1938-39).465

 If there is any doubt that the optics of these conferences are exploited for the IoA’s 

institutional gain, this is allayed by Cyril Fox’s tribute to Kenyon’s work in the late 1940s 

wherein he explains,

I have before me the record of the “Conference on the Future of Archaeology” held 
in August 1943—not a very agreeable time in London. It was, as we all know, a 
brilliant success.

As I ventured to suggest in this room on a previous occasion, that conference and 
the one that followed it, “Problems and Prospects of European Archaeology,” held in 
1944, showed what an important position the Institute held in the Archaeological 
world, and may well have influenced the University authorities to hand out the nice 
substantial Grants the Institute is now getting (IoA 1949:67; my emphasis).

As previously described, Kenyon herself (in Davis 2008:90) unabashedly admits that 

organisational aggrandisement is, in fact, at the heart of the CFA, as the IoA looks to draw 

people’s gazes (especially paying student gazes) to its classrooms.  Indeed, its intent is 

presumably to draw such gazes directly into St. John’s Lodge, given that the 1943 and 1944 

conferences are uncharacteristically (in light of wartime disuse of the Lodge) held here.466  

In other words, the entire arrangement and conduct of these events can plausibly be 

analysed as exercises in visualisation.  Key scholars are paraded in front of paying 

audiences (many of whom want their own interests to be seen) at an institution that is 
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blatantly seeking to increase its exposure.  The IoA, as Phillips (1945:475) aptly calls it, is 

the “scene” of the conferences, and like other visual media, such scenes become means of 

perceptual work, organising and negotiating novel forms of knowledge through 

presentation, and providing opportunities to showcase and prop up one’s personal and/or 

organisational image.  They are also arguably arenas for training individuals in appropriate 

ways to look at—and to reproduce—the discipline, with the CFA becoming a model not 

only for the IoA’s 1944 conference, but apparently for the career trajectories of 

archaeologists like Aileen Fox.  Indeed, the interdisciplinary literature is unambiguous about 

the significance of such events for professional socialisation, career success and the 

legitimisation of expert identity; that is, for becoming proficient in the organisational culture 

of a field of practice (e.g., for sociology see Adler and Adler 2005; for higher education see 

Gardner and Barnes 2007; for medicine see Apker and Eggly 2004).  Moreover, as per the 

other forms of representation discussed above, and as suggested by Cyril Fox (IoA 

1949:67), the visibility of the conferences is seemingly directly implicated in securing the 

Institute’s longevity.  Their performance, then, is neither innocent nor reducible to mere 

text. 

(Visually) Crafting the IoA’s Future

Taken together, the engineering of optics that is evident in the IoA’s conference work 

makes sense in light of the fact that, nearly concurrent with the CFA, the Institute once 

again comes up against the need to prove itself to the London University Grants Committee.  

In fact, the timing here is critical because by the Fall of 1943 the university has asked its 

departments for detailed estimates on their post-war rehabilitation requirements so that it 

can plan financially and logistically for the future.467  In reaction, the Institute’s 
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Management Committee gathers together for a meeting to consider its corporate response—

a meeting wherein committee member Halliday argues for

the need for emphasising in any statement put forward, the national, international, 
and imperial importance that sound archaeological teaching should be given in 
London, as the centre of the Empire…[and for] the desirability that the Institute 
should eventually become the focus and co-ordinator of all archaeological teaching 
in the University.468

Less than nine months later, the IoA hosts an international, unapologetically-imperialistic 

conference in London at the Institute’s own headquarters.  And this, of course, comes on the 

heels of the 1943 CFA at which the IoA’s teaching programme is implicitly (if not 

explicitly) highlighted as exceptional via talks by both Kenyon and Zeuner on the training 

requirements of archaeology (IoA 1943).  Unsurprisingly, such requirements match the very 

training programme that the Institute itself dispenses.

 Decision-making over the financial future of the IoA extends into the 1945-46 

academic year, with the Management Committee campaigning for approximately £6500 per 

annum in grant monies (increasing to a proposed £8500 in the future), in addition to various 

supplemental investments (including funding and support for new premises on the 

Bloomsbury site).469  As noted in previous chapters, a not insignificant component of the 

Institute’s appeal to the university is premised upon the success of its unique, self-sustaining 

visual departments and teaching regimes.470  By July 1944, Kenyon’s father, Sir Frederic 

Kenyon (who fortuitously sits on the Grants Committee), is said to announce that the 

Institute “could not carry on and develop as was essential with funds received only from 

private sources…the University had included the cost of the Institute’s proposals in its 
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summary and could therefore be taken as generally endorsing the plans of the Institute for 

development.”471  About one year later, the university agrees to finance a directorship 

(eventually taken up by Gordon Childe in 1946),472 and by the end of the academic year, it 

has invested in two professorships (one combined with the director role), as well as the 

reopening of the administrative and technical departments of the IoA.473

 The details of the unfolding of these managerial negotiations are nebulous given the 

Institute’s fragmented archival record.  It is clear, however, that the process is not a simple 

one, with the IoA fighting outside itself for limited university funding, whilst also seemingly 

struggling against its own internal personality politics.  The latter struggle is perhaps not 

surprising given Kathleen Kenyon’s purportedly formidable character (e.g., Davis 2008). 

Morris (2007) documents how, in the context of the formation of the CBA, both she and 

Margot Eates are shunned (seemingly out of chauvinistic attitudes towards enterprising 

women) by employees of the Ministry of Works for their assertive strategies in building the 

organisation.  As regards the IoA’s endowment, Eates interestingly hints at her own 

confrontations with Kenyon’s demeanour when she writes to Wheeler in late 1944 about the 

Institute’s plight:

Kathleen has been altogether rather difficult and not very tactful, but in spite of it 
things progress, though slowly. Old Sir Charles [Peers] has resigned the 
Chairmanship at last, and proposed Glanville as his successor. This ought to 
strengthen the tie with the University, and G. is really taking trouble and putting his 
energies into the task (much I fear to the disgust of Kath, who has such a passion for 
having her own way). However, the University Grants prospects are not looking too 
rosy for any of the Departments at the moment, since everyone has, I gather, sent in 
such colossal estimates and therefore everyone is going to get but a small proportion 
of their demands. It is fairly certain at least that we shall get the Directorship, and 
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the executive and technical posts covered by the University grant – but as to 
anything else I am horribly doubtful.

A sharp rap over the knuckles has been delivered by the University to the 
Institute – by implication – since those that were behind us have been preferred 
before us, and the support of the Warburg Institute, which is now transferred to the 
University, has been taken over, with a special grant from the Grants Committee. 
The moral is so obvious that I don’t think even Kath will fail to see it. We are, 
however, already proceeding on more academic lines, and have set up an Academic 
Sub Committee to deal with teaching matters and policy, which is all to the good.474

I will elaborate below on the seeming change in scholarly policy noted here by Eates, but in 

reference to the issue of personal temperament, given the supposed (and more-or-less 

contemporaneous) interference of Kenyon’s character in the CBA’s evolution, it is tempting 

to read a similar dynamic partly at work in the IoA’s solidification.  Indeed, much of the 

same terminology that is applied to Kenyon’s negotiations around the Institute (e.g., 

tactlessness and troublesomeness) is also applied to her (and Eates’) dealings in the CBA.475 

Arguably, in the face of such personality conflicts, the Institute’s representatives choose to 

turn to other mediums (namely, visual tools) to externalise their objectives.  The 

conferences, exhibitions, television programmes, commercial visual industries, and trained 

students themselves, become agents for the organisation, ostensibly circumventing the 

problems and partialities of (not to mention any misogynistic prejudices against) the IoA’s 

official figureheads.  That is, by packaging its agendas into these visual media, the Institute 

neatly constitutes and bankrolls its intellectual programme through innocuous-seeming 

artefacts.  So innocuous are they that the Institute goes on to people the discipline in the 

UK, and to pioneer the systematisation of practices like archaeological photography, with 

barely any comment or regard from the scholarly community.
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Ultimately, Eates comes to characterise the IoA as the “poor old Institute,” conjuring 

up the exhaustion of more than a decade of attempting to undergird the organisation.476  Yet, 

as I see it, through the combined efforts of the inside political manoeuvrings of individuals 

such as Frederic Kenyon and Stephen Glanville, and the external proliferation of its visual 

media and teachings, the Institute achieves economic subsidisation from the university more 

than four years ahead of the original terms of its constitution (wherein the IoA was obliged 

to operate autonomously for 14 years from its foundation).  As per the Court, “The 

University having decided that there is a need for the Institute, it appears to the Council that 

the time has come when the Institute must be enabled to function properly” (my 

emphasis).477  In other words, the IoA seems here to be recognised as having established its 

worth (or, as Kathleen Kenyon puts it, “its value had been proved”478).  Given that so much 

of this worth is visually orientated—including essentially all of its transactions during 

wartime (a period which accounts for more than half of its lifespan)—I contend that the 

productivity of its visualisations is unmistakable.  

What is interesting is that concurrent with the Institute’s financial negotiations 

during WWII, the organisation appears to decide on a conspicuous change in policy.  In 

reviewing its proposal to the university’s Grants Committee in early 1944, the IoA (under 

the heading “Function of the Institute”) reports that:

It was agreed that too much emphasis was placed on the propaganda value of 
archaeology, and it was resolved that the section should be re-drafted to put the 
service to learning in the first place and the incidental propaganda value in the 
second.479
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This episode coincides with the recruitment of an outside body of specialists to the IoA’s 

Management Committee to advise on post-war development—a body which collectively 

agrees with Glanville that “it must be made quite clear that the essential function of the 

Institute was that of providing, as a University Department, for instruction of and research 

by students of the University.”480  There is an indubitable turn here towards a more 

intensive, holistic pedagogical approach, and away from the more practice, production and 

lab research-focused approach of the early years of the IoA’s life.  Such a turn is perfectly 

encapsulated in a 1949 external review of the Institute (headed by Bernard Ashmole), 

wherein the reviewers actually recommend a return to the IoA’s original formulation:

It is a matter of consideration whether the Institute is wise in providing such a range 
of teaching in a centre which was primarily designed to serve as a laboratory…and 
which, in our opinion, should be mainly devoted to archaeological research…The 
teaching of archaeology…has been greatly developed since the war, but we would 
recommend that this policy be reconsidered. In our opinion the undergraduate 
teaching function, except in respects of field-work, photography, drawing and other 
practical matters, should be allocated to Schools of the University, and the Institute 
should concentrate on postgraduate research work, the maintenance of its invaluable 
collections, and instruction in the techniques of archaeological excavation, and in the 
repair, restoration and preservation of archaeological material.481

Indeed, whereas in 1935 the IoA is specifically described as “primarily a laboratory…and 

only in a secondary and minor sense a teaching institution,”482 by the end of WWII it is 

posturing itself to the university as primarily a teaching establishment.483  Ultimately, the 

1949 reviewers’ counsel is rejected by the Institute as inappropriate,484 and in so doing, I 

would suggest that the IoA fundamentally alters its trajectory.  In attempting to downplay 

(or extinguish) its propagandistic efforts, and in giving primacy to pedagogy ahead of 
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advanced academic enquiry and methodological experimentation, the Institute arguably 

pushes itself into a less self-conscious, less critically-engaged, more bureaucratically-

minded state.  Whilst in the early 1950s, students still appreciate the IoA as a crucial 

convergence point for specialists and the developing discipline overall, by the late 1960s 

and early 1970s multiple leading scholars remember it as intellectually “dead” and lacking 

in the vision of earlier generations,485 or as “a pretty dreary place, which was basically out 

of the stream in terms of where all the exciting developments were going on.”486 

 Although it is beyond the scope of this thesis to scrutinise the post-war development 

of the Institute, it is worth noting that, essentially in conjunction with its reopening, the IoA 

officially resolves to modify the policy of its Repair Department to limit its commissions 

and to then invest any such limited efforts in projects relevant foremost to the Institute’s 

own teaching and research programmes.487  By the 1946-47 academic year, the IoA is 

already reporting that teaching is preoccupying the department to a degree never before 

experienced (IoA 1948a:13), and by 1950-51 the department notes that “it has become 

increasingly difficult to complete individual tasks with any speed owing to the amount of 

time which has to be devoted to teaching” (IoA 1952:7).  This situation is echoed in 

Zeuner’s Environmental Archaeology Department where not only do instruction and the 

improvement of teaching facilities dominate the agenda, but so too does correspondence 

reach such proportions that Zeuner is forced to report that “No systematic research work 

could be carried out for lack of time” (IoA 1948a:15).  By the late 1940s, the IoA is 

recording deficits that result, in part, from reductions in services rendered,488 and by the 
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mid-1950s internal memos note “a big drop in receipts for services rendered by the 

Photographic Dept., partly the result of more teaching and less outside work.”489

 Considering Zeuner’s report above, I think there is a larger point to be made here 

about the positive feedback of active research and experimental practice into intellectual 

(and institutional) innovation.  To prioritise pedagogy at the expense of engaged 

programmes of enquiry is arguably to inhibit the impact of the pedagogy itself.  But, more 

obviously in the case of the IoA, to transform a formerly active producer of archaeological 

(visual) materials into a potentially passive deliverer of those materials is to set the stage for 

insularity and stagnancy.  The Institute’s canny creation and promotion of visual media in its 

first 10 years of operation affords it a kind of magnetic field.  That field pulls in 

practitioners, intellects and sponsors from around the world who physically—but also 

epistemologically—subsidise the organisation, using it to forward their own conceptual 

agendas while simultaneously crafting a newfound scholarly status for the IoA.  Without a 

more detailed review of the IoA’s post-war existence it is impossible to comment on any 

larger institutional changes related to its swelling teaching duties.  And certainly even into 

the late 1940s, the Institute is still contemplating the advancement of, in particular, its 

model-making activities,490 as well as increases to fees for its photographic and technical 

work (whose profitability, interestingly, is brought into question in 1951).491  However, 

decreases in productivity seem to be apparent in various departments (often associated with 
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teaching obligations); and even where services such as model-making are put in line for 

expansion, the Institute’s justification appears to be linked to the models’ educational value 

rather than (as per previously) their interlinked research and pedagogical significance.  The 

problem here, as I see it, is that to curtail the output and the multi-layered applicability of 

the IoA’s visual media is to undermine the organisation’s magnetic field.  It is to destabilise 

the very mechanisms that make the Institute so powerful in the first instance—its sweeping, 

international reach; its overt social interests; its innovative, exploratory methodological 

development—all of which are facilitated by its visual enterprise.

 It is precisely the loss of this media-catalysed magnetic field that is also at stake in 

the IoA’s mid-1950s negotiations over the replacement of its director, Gordon Childe, with 

William Frances Grimes.  Interestingly, Grimes has a history of trailing around the UK, 

taking on prominent posts at organisations previously occupied by Wheeler himself: e.g., at 

the National Museum of Wales, the London Museum, and ultimately the Institute.  He is 

described by Wheeler, in the context of his work on Roman London, as having “neither the 

imagination nor the drive to run a really big show”;492 and by Stuart Piggott, in the context 

of Grimes’ bid for the directorship of the IoA, as coming “into the class of industrious moles 

and what the Institute wants is an eagle.”493  Wheeler visibly campaigns for almost a year 

against the employment of Grimes, writing to the IoA’s Management Committee chair, the 

professor of geography Sidney Wooldridge, in 1955,

…Grimes, for all his many good qualities, is essentially a second-rate mind and that 
his appointment to the Directorship of the Institute would (so some of us feel) put 
the Institute professionally at once into the second rank…I am, I also know, 
expressing the view of leading archaeologists who are interested in the matter. I 
would emphasise incidentally that there is no personal antagonism against Grimes: 
the issues are purely professional and academic.
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Wheeler goes on to suggest that another potential candidate, Donald Harden, is better placed 

for the post “because he has other advantages which Grimes lacks: above all, many 

university contacts, and, with his Cambridge and Oxford training behind him, an engrained 

academic sense.”494  At issue, in part, is the possible compromising of the Institute’s 

scholarly integrity via Grimes’ engagement.  This concern is a legitimate one, for 

Wooldridge is clear that Grimes offers not obvious academic inspiration, but bureaucratic 

competence: “I believe he and I together could do what is vitally necessary, integrate the 

work of the Institute with that of the University as a whole.”495  Grimes’ support, as Wheeler 

suggests, comes solely (and unsurprisingly) from representatives of London University who 

apparently outnumber the archaeological community on the Institute’s Management 

Committee.496, 497  So apparent is this bias that Wooldridge is compelled to defend himself 

as “not a stooge of the Senate House,” in an attempt to explain his rejection of professional 

opinion on the matter.498

However, of interest to Wheeler too in what he calls the “affaire Grimes” (emphasis 

in original) is the potential consequent loss of visibility for the discipline of archaeology.  

The IoA’s seemingly favoured contender for the directorship is in fact Glyn Daniel,499 based 
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majority of our Sub-Committee for Grimes included, as you will remember, the Principal and Lockwood, both 
of whom had explicitly disavowed any knowledge of the archaeological issues….In other words the majority 
was not fully qualified to speak save in the matter of administration” (Wheeler to Wooldridge, 8 Oct 1955; 
UCL WHEELER/B/7/12).

497 Indeed, Grimes himself sits on the Management Committee.

498 Wooldridge to Wheeler, 6 Oct 1955; UCL WHEELER/B/7/12.

499 Although, according to Hawkes (1982:321; also see Daniel 1986:410-411) in the first instance Stuart 
Piggott appears to have been approached (to no avail) to take on the position.



in small part on his dexterity with the media.  Indeed, amongst the three justifications for 

the hiring of Daniel, Wheeler notes the fact that 

he [Daniel] has by a judicious use of broadcasting and writing been able as a sideline 
to broaden the basis of archaeological interest throughout the country in sound and 
remarkable fashion. I do not wish to over-emphasise this quality, but I regard it 
under present conditions as a not unimportant one.500

Wrapped up in Wheeler’s partiality for Daniel is, unquestionably, individual antagonism 

towards Grimes, especially given that Daniel is remembered by many as relatively 

intellectually weak and outmoded (e.g., Halstead et al. 1998; Poole and Thornton 2009).  

Indeed, Wheeler himself describes Daniel as being “not perhaps with an outstandingly 

creative mind,”501 which is reminiscent of the very reason that Wheeler puts forth for 

rejecting Grimes’ directorial candidacy.  However personal tensions aside, the grounds on 

which Wheeler partly defends his logic for hiring Daniel are essentially akin to those 

through which he, Kenyon, Eates, Petrie and their colleagues found the IoA.  That is, Daniel 

is skilled in the use of (visual, among other) media for discipline building, and Wheeler 

appreciates this skill as intimately linked to the IoA’s tasks of scholarly and administrative 

advancement.  Indeed Ascherson, in interview with Davies and Gardner (1998), recollects 

the energy and impact of Daniel’s (not to mention Wheeler’s) early television work, as it 

fuelled an unprecedented enthusiasm for, and purchase of, archaeology—in particular local, 

domestic archaeology.  This is important because there seems to be a constant impetus in the 

literature to separate media expertise from disciplinary expertise.  Such is apparent in 

Thompson’s (1990:79) history of the University of London wherein Wheeler is 

characterised as “one of the earliest telly dons as well as the founder of London’s Institute; 

the one did as much to make archaeology one of the public’s, and the fund-givers’, darlings, 
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as the other did to advance its techniques and achievements.”  In reality, however, both 

operate indivisibly, with visual tools (e.g., television) feeding the funding streams and 

enrolment numbers that allow the Institute to experiment with and expand its techniques and 

conceptual agendas in the first place.

 As Wheeler urges to Wooldridge in the matter of Grimes’ employment, “To flout the 

considered opinion of the archaeological profession in the new choice is academically a 

mistake of the first order, and I still wish that you would reconsider the matter calmly in this 

light.”502  But five days later, Wheeler can be found writing to Harden to console him on the 

loss of the directorship to Grimes: 

I and others are acutely disappointed at the result and are full of misgiving as to the 
future. For your private ear I may say that the archaeologists on the Committee were 
soundly against the decision, but were overweighted by the large number of 
executive representatives, who see in Grimes a suitably amenable Clerk of Works.503, 

504

In retrospect, I am inclined to believe that Wheeler’s misgivings are prescient, especially 

given the Institute’s present-day perspectives on broad-scale (‘public’) engagement.  As per 

Shennan (in interview with Poole and Thornton 2009), “We’re being told more and more 

that we have to show we’re being involved in ‘knowledge transfer’. That involves 

integrating with broader public interests, and other public organisations. I just think we’ve 

got to be more engaged with people…I think there’s a chance here to be creative 

intellectually, as well as engaging with wider issues.”  The undercurrent in this interview 

seems to be a sense of novelty about what agile public relations can offer the discipline (and 

the IoA itself) in financial and conceptual terms.  So too do such statements again suggest a 

trend towards divorcing ‘the public’ from ‘the experts,’ as if archaeology has not always 
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been made possible by a tangle of different, often inseparable interests.  As I have aimed to 

demonstrate in the preceding chapters, it is precisely by capitalising on this tangle of 

interests through thoughtful visual polymediation that the Institute originally invents itself.  

Such dexterous media engagement is thus not novel—nor is it amenable to 

compartmentalisation into discrete categories of ‘public’ and ‘scholarly’—instead, it has 

seemingly been forgotten by the Institute over time.  Indeed, the beauty of the IoA’s early 

institutionalising approach is that it relies upon tools that have the capacity to be mobilised 

across vast audiences, many deployed repeatedly in the service of ostensibly diverse 

collections of individuals (e.g., army units, art patrons, learned lecture attendees, students, 

museum visitors), yet towards similar disciplinary ends.  And even where certain such tools 

may be understood to discriminate between audiences or to constrain particular 

organisational goals, other comparable tools are launched in their place.

 In this way, the mid-20th century (visual) manoeuvrings of the IoA are highly 

reminiscent of the extant scholarship on the constitution of expertise.  Certainly they recall 

Said’s (1994:xxi) definition of the intellectual as someone who attracts a mass public; who 

rejects rather than fosters conformity and exclusivity; who crafts a kind of ‘big’ discipline.  

In the same vein, they evoke Said’s (1994:4) description of Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) 

concept of the “organic intellectual,” who is saturated in society, working to shift and adapt 

their practice to win adherents and broaden their reach, “constantly struggl[ing] to change 

minds and expand markets…organic intellectuals are always on the move, on the make.”  

Bourdieu’s (1988:78-83) analysis of French academia (especially arts and social sciences 

related disciplines) similarly points to the power accrued not only through command of 

traditional scholarly tools of “internal” reproduction (e.g., membership on key decision-

making committees), but also simultaneous command over “external” reproduction (e.g., 
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media coverage)—the “symbolic capital of renown.” The Institute’s strategy is called to 

mind here, although I contend that the IoA often appears to enlist the same types of tools for 

the purposes of both internal and external reproduction.  More accurately, such media tend 

to be deployed by the IoA in environments that intentionally blur the boundaries between 

internal and external reproduction (e.g., public exhibitions or lectures that implicate 

university administrators, professional specialists and non-specialists).  Elsewhere, 

Bourdieu (1991:656) speaks of the intellectual as a “bidimensional being,” which as I 

understand it, is someone who must negotiate both inside and outside an academic field to 

achieve intellectual success.  However, rather than bi-dimensionality, an entity like the 

Institute seems to manifest more of a hybridising agency, mixing and remixing its tools in 

many places and fashions for myriad forms of uptake; or indeed sculpting specific graphic 

events at which motley spectatorships can encounter the same tools with an aligned pro-

archaeology, pro-IoA message.  The result, again, is an often purposeful (although 

sometimes taken-for-granted) admixing of so-called ‘internal’ and ‘external’ affairs in an 

attempt to open up and generate mass ownership over a still-infantile and little-known 

discipline.  

It is such hybridising work—work which does not privilege nor seek to pigeonhole 

different types of intellectual (visual) productivity or different audiences—that I see as 

crucial to the birth of the IoA’s expert organisation.  Indeed, it is precisely such work that I 

understand current practitioners in subjects like anthropology seek to revive so as to counter 

recent intellectual crises brought on by the obfuscating effects of disciplinary solidification 

and narrow specialisation (e.g., Grimshaw and Hart 1994).  What is interesting in this light 

is that the IoA’s multi-modal approach seems to be particularly characteristic of institutions 

labouring through periods of low disciplinary legitimacy (for instance, during the earliest 
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stages of the institutionalisation process) when, following Colyvas and Powell (2006), those 

disciplines are often compelled to reach outside themselves to justify their practice as 

publicly relevant and necessary.  In the context of the development of the discipline of the 

history of science, Mayer (2000) calls this the “trend of advancing science by attending to 

its public image.”  Although, again, I would reiterate that the Institute’s first ‘public’ image 

is fluid with (i.e., indistinguishable and inextricable from) the image of its systematic, 

situated training and research programmes, the IoA nevertheless appears to follow the 

typical trajectory of scientific professionalisation, becoming more and more inward-focused 

and exclusive just as its outward legitimacy becomes naturalised (Colyvas and Powell 

2006).  This trajectory of scientific demarcation is traceable, I contend, through the 

Institute’s application of visual media in that, at the IoA’s outset, such media are carefully 

crafted into tight emblems of organisational theory and practice, and prolifically mobilised 

in a fashion that exposes vast, mixed audiences to the authenticity of the institution and its 

representatives (cf. Barnes et al. 1996).  The media themselves (e.g., photography, 

illustration, reconstructions) then become a component of the “cognitive consolidation” of 

the overall field of study (Larsson and Wisselgren 2006:171), helping to define who is and 

is not a competent practitioner (based, for example, on whether one has been ‘properly’ 

trained in their creation and interpretation) and what is and is not rigorous archaeological 

scholarship.  Moreover, as I have attempted to demonstrate, they also become a significant 

component of the infrastructural consolidation of the field, funnelling money and resources 

into the establishment of specialised departments that are then able to produce more and 

more specialised (visual and other) outputs and adherents.  

Hence somewhat paradoxically, in its broad reach, visualisation effectively helps to 

pull in and concentrate disciplinary practice, and in so doing, is embedded in the standard, 
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delimiting ‘boundary-work’ of scientific professionalisation (cf. Larsson 2008; Shapin 

1992).  In the years following WWII, the IoA arguably profits to such an extent from the 

productive effects of its graphic media that it comes to approximate what Kuklick 

(1980:209), speaking of sociology, calls a “self-perpetuating community.”  As I see it, this 

essentially means that its operations become a kind of end in themselves, rather than (as 

before) a purported means towards national unity or British socio-cultural revival or identity 

affirmation.  The IoA, indeed, does not even have to justify itself to the university anymore 

because it manages to fold itself into the bureaucracy’s normal, recurring funding structures 

as a result of having sufficiently ‘proved’ its worth (again, through effective methods of 

visualisation).  During this post-war timeframe, the IoA seemingly becomes more selective 

about its optical activities, consciously decommissioning or scaling back those enterprises 

(e.g., its museum; its graphic businesses) that no longer accord with its evolving mandate.  

So blatant are these changes that, for instance, by the early 1950s many of the Institute’s 

students cannot even recall if the Petrie collection was still on display in St. John’s Lodge, 

whilst other students recollect that if any material was indeed on display, it amounted to 

little more than cluttered, visible storage—not purposeful exhibition.505  

However, at the same time, the IoA continues to wield other visual forms in 

profitable fashion: its conferences (as optical performances) are critical institutional 

successes; its students, via its many image-orientated courses, become exemplary 

technicians with vivid memories of their visual training; and its syllabus, among other 

things, is actually subject to extensive negotiations over the implementation of a diploma in 

museology (with modules in “Display and Labelling,” “Recording,” and “Public Relations,” 

etc.) that is intended to fill a gap in the British (and British colonial) market for skilled, 
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high-level curatorial professionals.506  Thus even as it actively eliminates its own museum, 

the Institute launches a training programme for the advancement of other organisations’ 

museums—a move that makes sense in light of the IoA’s escalating pedagogical focus.  

Arguably, over time, the Institute’s visual specialities are then streamlined and standardised 

to such an extent that they become commonsensical and taken-for-granted (cf. Colyvas and 

Powell 2006).  Such is the case, I contend, with Cookson’s photographic work, which 

essentially sets the standard for British archaeological photography and becomes the 

begetter of the archaeological photographic textbook, despite the fact that Cookson himself 

and the specific genealogies of his method and tools stand essentially invisible in 

disciplinary histories.  By shifting its focus to those visual media that most clearly fuel its 

internal administrative goals, the IoA thus positions itself to focus on the detailed 

manufacturing of its academic regime; in so doing, it erases—or, at least, helps to obscure—

the hybrid, broadly-cast origins of that regime.  In other words, the Institute’s visual 

capacity, and its command of visual apparatuses, allows it to carve out and normalise 

disciplinary exclusivity and expertise.

It is perhaps problematic that I seek to apply human-orientated terms such as 

‘intellectual’ and ‘expert’ to nonhuman objects like images.  But arguably it has been 

specifically as a consequence of ignoring these objects that the concept of expertise has 

been misleadingly reduced to a kind of private, individualised affair bound up in the 

identities of people like Wheeler.  Carr (2010) briefly begins to tease out the relationship of 

optical devices such as gesture, dress, ways of looking and the production of visual media in 

the “enactment of expertise”; however, her argument often returns to matters of language 

and to the active human expert.  In contrast, I contend that visual objects also reflect 
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instantiations of expertise from which the human and the nonhuman are not separable.  

Such would seem true, for example, of the Institute’s TV shows which merge myriad 

material displays with live human presentations transmitted through televisual technologies 

to individual viewers on the subject of the IoA’s specialist knowledge.  These sorts of visual 

media are literally, to borrow from Manovich (2006), prostheses, combining indissolubly in 

the epistemological and ontological fabric of the Institute.  Perhaps more so, though, they 

are actual progenitors of the organisation, for if the IoA had not been trading in such media 

from a period preceding its inception, it would not have had the funds nor the 

accommodation to institute itself at all.  Taken in this light, human agents can only 

accomplish so much alone; without tools like graphic media, they would be hard-pressed to 

establish any substance or weight of expertise.  This is a point, I think, that deserves 

reiteration, particularly because it highlights the voids in conventional archaeological 

histories that attend only to personalities and (intellectual) biographies as if these operated 

independently from, or at a higher level than, archaeology’s institutional artefacts.  In 

reality, some such artefacts are doing work for the IoA in complete absence of any of its 

‘personalities’ (e.g., once an Institute model is installed in a gallery at, for example, the 

British Museum; or once an Institute exhibition is left at a military outpost in Wales)—an 

issue that goes virtually unaddressed in disciplinary historical accounts (but see Lucas 

2001).  For the most part, however, they are working in tandem with Institute 

representatives to generate intellectual, economic and social capital for the organisation 

whilst also apprenticing new generations in the replication and furtherance of such capital.  

These artefacts make the field, and thus to forget about their labour is not only to 

misunderstand the legacy of our current practice, but as per below, to place the discipline in 

a precarious and unequipped state for the future.
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CHAPTER NINE: Closing Comments

 What I have sought to outline in the preceding chapters is an alternative approach to 

the articulation and examination of visualisation in the discipline of archaeology.  Indeed, it 

is perhaps most akin to Hamilakis’ (1999) call for a political economy of archaeologists’ 

practice wherein the dynamics of disciplinary production and exchange are dissected and 

linked to larger (inter-/extra-disciplinary) cultural and financial processes of production and 

exchange.  I have attempted, therefore, to sketch out a methodology that facilitates the 

detailed study of the movements and impacts of images and imaging techniques on people 

and places within a circumscribed field—the Institute of Archaeology in mid-20th century 

Britain.  In extending outwards from traditional visual deconstructive analyses, and from 

foundational debates over the authenticity and objectivity of imagery, I have aimed here to 

present in a concrete fashion visual media’s role in creating the archaeological orbit of the 

IoA.  Hence, I have purposely avoided dwelling on amorphous matters of the ‘subtext’ of 

the visual or the creative ‘spirit’ behind image-making, because I am concerned here to 

expose how specific resources, at specific points in time, are taken up by specific 

individuals (or specific collectivities of individuals and things) and merged together to 

advance specific objectives. In other words, these are tangible acts that breed conspicuous 

professional outcomes for archaeologists, and as such they can be subject to careful, 

traceable, micro-scale scrutiny.  Visualisation, therefore, is not an unknowable or fanciful 

evanescence, but a palpable facilitative enterprise that even in its ephemeral forms (e.g., 

live-to-air television programming or temporary exhibition) can be directly tied to material 

and conceptual yields.  In this way, mine is a project that is not unlike Pickstone’s (2000) 

attempt to demonstrate the linkages between ways of knowing and ways of production; that 

is, how “knowledge is built into commodities or other products” in the fields of science, 
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technology and medicine.  The IoA, indeed, essentially establishes itself as an industrial unit

—manufacturing distinctive visual goods; multiple and diverse opportunities to view and 

invest in those goods; and unparalleled numbers of students trained in its rigorous (visual) 

technique.  Such productivity is inseparable from the Institute’s scholarship, for it furnishes 

the infrastructure to develop and refine archaeological methodologies (e.g., in the case of 

the Photo Laboratory), as well as both the cognitive tools to reconceptualise aspects of the 

archaeological record (e.g., in the case of the Repair Laboratory), and the progeny (alumni) 

to allow its intellectual and commercial approach to be propagated into the future and across 

geographical space.

 Nordbladh (2007:111) has said about imagery in the history of archaeology that it 

can “tell us primarily what was sought and what good it could give rise to, for individuals or 

society.”  I would like, however, to stretch this argument further to suggest that the 

interrogation of the visual might illuminate not only what has been sought in archaeology, 

and with what consequences for the field, but who sought it; how it intersects with 

normative structures of power and discipline; where and why archaeology as an 

institutionalised pursuit has emerged; which markets and materials have been implicated 

and combined in the meaning-making process; what other markets and materials (within 

and beyond the field) have been born of or made possible by its mobilisation; and how, in an 

archaeological sense, (visual) artefacts can be understood to transform the world.  For this 

reason, and as introduced in Chapter 1, I think it is necessary to push beyond the concept of 

“visual representation” in archaeology to speak of a broader activity of “visualisation,” 

which comprises both the standard visual products (e.g., photographs, illustrations, models, 

maps, architecture, etc.), and the more dynamic and intertwined human-material processes 

of making things visible (e.g., through gesture, dress, decoration, performance, lecture, 
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(conference) presentation, and the active demonstration of visual products and related 

items).  Thinking through Mitchell (2008), then, I see visualisation (and visual media) as 

engaged social practice, rather than some kind of solid, deconstructible object or a one-way  

communicative device.  As such, it is caught up in the flows and fabrics of all forms of 

everyday action, and thus is not reducible to simplistic categories of ‘popular’ versus 

‘academic,’ or to singular items detached from modes of seeing and economies of 

circulation and consumption.

 Shanks and Webmoor (2010) are similarly concerned to move past traditional 

semiotic and communicational models of visual representation towards the broader “work” 

of graphic media in archaeology.  In so doing, however, they advocate for a more loosely 

defined concept of ‘mediation,’ which does not privilege optics as much as varied, multi-

sensory, multi-modal articulations and negotiations of people and things—that is, all of 

those forms of labour and administration (the artefacts, relationships, ideologies, systems 

and instrumentation) that make archaeology possible as a disciplinary pursuit.  While I 

appreciate the fluidity of these negotiations, I am concerned that they are possibly rendered 

meaningless—and that the notion of ‘mediation’ is potentially destined to become a 

shapeless, catchall term—if we are to overlook the particularities of human-material 

practices.  I think there is a need, then, to continue to interrogate specific visual 

engagements.  This is not to give vision an undue primacy, but to make clear, as Grasseni 

(2007) also aims to demonstrate, that it makes a difference both personally and 

professionally to be educated to see in one manner as opposed to another.  Willerslev (2007) 

contends that vision and visual forms have effectively—and unreflectively—been rejected 

as legitimate topics of study owing to caustic critiques of the often objectifying, detached, 

dehumanising impacts of the anthropological gaze (e.g., in the vein of Fabian 1983).  
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However, following Willerslev (also see Ingold 2000), I argue that in attending to the micro-

scale, ground-level movements and realisations of the visual, we have an opportunity both 

to expose the very taken-for-granted operations that allow ocularcentrism to manifest itself 

in the first place, and hence to sensitively rethink the knowledge and objects that vision can 

enable and assist/resist.  As Herzfeld (2007:214) has said in regards to anthropology, 

disciplinary training “is often inchoate; explicit instruction raises suspicions of betrayal of 

craft.”  Within archaeology, as produced by organisations like the IoA, such training is 

seemingly very explicit and rigorous, and yet tends to be achieved through unspoken, 

embedded apprenticeship in certain ways of seeing and articulating sights/sites.  These 

processes are described by Grasseni (2007; also 2004) as “skilled visions,” and as she 

explains it, to “exercise skilled vision means to belong socially in communities and 

networks that share aesthetic sensibilities, principles of good practice, rituals of 

participation, processes of apprenticeship, ideological stances and political interests.”  So 

too, I think, does the command of such skilled vision in fact make possible these 

communities and networks.  I have sought here, then, to examine precisely the means by 

which skilful visual practice functions in archaeology to constitute and reproduce the field

—in particular, how optical manoeuvrings at the IoA have very profoundly been drawn into 

and act back upon the project of institutionalisation and scholarly development by securing 

mass assent, establishing a competitive position for the subject matter, and defining and 

redefining disciplinary values, leadership and boundaries.  These manoeuvrings are tangled 

up in other sensory and material engagements, but their visual underpinnings—the honing 

of ways of seeing and ways of displaying—still clearly and meaningfully impact on 

archaeological practice.
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 The analytical approach that I have applied in the preceding chapters represents a 

first step, I think, in a much larger and multi-stranded enquiry into the economies of 

archaeological knowledge-making.  Within the context of the IoA, there is an obvious 

potential to press the analysis even further to examine how other organisations and 

individuals might have built expertise out of the purchase of items (e.g., lantern slides, 

models), or the employment of skilled students, produced by the Institute.  Similarly, the 

IoA is not the only archaeological body to exploit their own graphic media in the name of 

professional advancement.  This is a subject that, surprisingly, has seen no investigation 

despite the fact that archaeologists regularly create and circulate imagery for the news 

media, for promotional material, for funding agencies and marketing purposes.  In other 

words, no one appears to be studying the feedback of such professionally-subsidised outputs 

into disciplinary sustenance.  Douglas (2010) is among the few to attempt to discern the 

real-life economic impacts of heritage work (at the site of Çatalhöyük in Turkey) using a 

mixed ethnographic and econometric approach, partly so as to understand its implications 

for the maintenance of the archaeological site itself and the excavations (see Provins et al. 

2008 for a review of the limited literature on the economic valuation of heritage sites).  

Other analyses (e.g., Kinghorn and Willis 2008; Willis 2009) have endeavoured to assess the 

value of certain aspects of archaeological site presentation to visitors, with the argument that 

such information will—and should—be critical to the future investment of public monies in 

these sites.  Yet the extent to which archaeologists and archaeological administrators 

themselves are, in fact, already directly implicated in and are profiting from—or are altering 

the trajectory of archaeological work via—participation in processes of site/institutional 

valorisation through the making and distribution of, for example, visual media is highly 

unclear (but for an initial venture into this subject see Letcher et al. 2009).  Indeed, much 
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research seems to derogatorily ascribe such processes to non-specialist governmental, 

private, community and individual bodies, with only a handful of scholars (e.g., Parks 2010; 

Silberman 2007) recognising the complicity of archaeologists in their performance.  In so 

doing, the so-called ‘public’ is again made the scapegoat for work that the overall discipline 

is both effecting and being affected by.  However, if practitioners are readily distributing 

visual materials to the media and other promotional and commodificational outlets, arguably 

they have an attendant academic responsibility to consider the consequences of their actions 

on the discipline, rather than to relinquish responsibility the moment these materials are 

released for consumption.507  This type of investigation is surely a necessary component of 

the toolkits of a self-conscious, forward-thinking scholarly field.  What is important, as the 

case of the IoA indicates, is that heritage work in the form of visual productivity can, in 

effect, mean the difference between intellectual advancement and institutional extinction.  

Thus to stand oblivious of such influence is to leave the discipline ill-equipped to manage 

its own future.

 Moreover, the example of the Institute of Archaeology is significant in hinting at the 

deep legacy of so-called ‘visual culture’ and mass technologies of visual communication.  

Whereas some would attribute such culture to the last 30 years (see Chapter 1), or would 

suggest that these technologies (and their content) have only recently—through digital 

developments—been made fungible, subject to remixing and manifold forms of 

proliferation, while at once becoming more personal and interpersonal (e.g., Shanks and 

Webmoor 2010:108; Spitulnik 1993:307), the IoA’s visualising enterprise demonstrates a 

long-established strategy of manipulating, combining and multiplying ‘new’ and ‘old’ media 

in a manner that is both mass-market driven and very intimate.  Indeed, the Institute’s 
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approach is consequential because it appreciates—as Crary (2002:13) has said of the 19th 

century—that visual media are “produced and [assume] meaning not in terms of some 

cloistered aesthetic and institutional domain, but as one of the many consumable and 

fleeting elements within an expanding field of images, commodities, and attractions.”  The 

IoA thus goes on to craft a visual portfolio that folds into this expanding field, puncturing 

different spectatorships, and profiting through the fact that it actively and knowledgably 

inserts itself into so many diverse social and intellectual affairs.  As I see it, then, the 

Institute recognises and is prepared to capitalise on visual media, to borrow from Mahon 

(2000:469), as “anthropologically significant sites of the production and transformation of 

culture.”  For this reason, I contend that the IoA’s approach to visualisation has a crucial 

role to play in negotiating the future of archaeology, because as demonstrated both by the 

Institute itself and by a myriad of anthropological and cultural studies (see Mahon 2000) 

those who take control of (visual) media creation and circulation can (re)constitute 

themselves while also mobilising, challenging, and reconfiguring the world around them.  

These media assemble conceptual and material wealth—they are a method, theory, 

economy, culture and administrative prop of the discipline.  Therefore, understanding and 

mastering their expert exploitation might enable us as archaeologists to continue to practice 

the various archaeologies that we want to be able to practice in the future; and appreciating 

instances of their inexpert exploitation might enable us to avoid impoverished interpretation 

or indeed, at a larger scale, departmental and institutional obsolescence.  Taken in this light, 

visualisation in archaeology is a fundamental intellectual concern of all practitioners.  To 

pursue its study is arguably to make an investment in our disciplinary survival.
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